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People i:Tiger Stripes
By Gordon Lawrence

Comments by Dan R. Bruffey

Gordon Lawrence's Book, People Types and Tiger Stripes, Third Edition
brings even more practical application to the theory of teaching and learning
styles than did his second edition. To those of us who work regularly with
instruction of students, it adds to our tool box of :Jractical ideas. As a practi-
tioner of teaching and learning style, I was excited when Otto Kroeger, in his
1985 certification course, shared with me the second edition of the book. As
a teacher in the 1960s, I had already been exposed to the theory of teaming
styles by most of the well known theorist, but had found little help in how to
put it to practice. Most of what I was able to accomplish in the classroom was
by trial and error. I found most educators giving up and returning to old
ways. After reading People Types and Tiger Stripes, I knew I had found some-
thing that supported my successful experiences as well as giving me new
ideas to try.

As a consultant who provides training to educators on various topka.;.,
including "Teaching and Learning Styles Putting It Into Practice,"LIOUnd
that educators wanted help in making it work for them. People Ty elan
Tiger Stripes gave me something to share with them that could serve:lig a

resource to my training. My experience has shown me that it takes time tO
implement learning styles, that it works best when done in small bites and
where the organization is structured in a way to encourage continuous net-
working by staff on teaching and learning styles experiences that work and
do not work.

The third r'dition has a number of new chapters including looking at type
and stereotype, ways to introduce type into organizations, ethics in using
type, and type a... urriculum reform. My favorite new chapter is type and
curriculum reform. 1 first heard Gordon Lawrence talk about this new chapter
at an APT Southeast Regional Conference. I left there thinking how much he
was right on target v.,ith curriculum and what importance type has to do with
its development. His chapter on it, adds more to helping us see the value of
type in curriculum development as well as some practical ways to consider it.

Dan R. Bruffey is a Staff Development Consultant with the NC Department
of Public Instruction. He provides training to educators in a numbe, of areas
including teaching and learning styles. His teaching experience includes ele-
mentary, secondary, higher education and adult.
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INTRODUCTION

Thirteen-year-old Lisa. Lisa is a problem for her teachers. She's
bright enough, but she seems to value popularity above everything
else. Talkative, friendly and gregarious, she relies on her friends to
make decisions for her and she patterns her behavior after theirs.
Adults see her as flighty, unsure of herself and her own point of view.
Her work and conversations are often trite and shallow. While she is
conscientious and wants to please, sometimes her classmates and
teachers are annoyed by her "helpfulness;" they wish she would mind
her own business. When criticized by a teacher or her friends, she
seems deeply hurt and resentful.

Lisa frustrates her teachers; this is not because she disrupts class or
resists assignments. The problem is that they realize her personal
development is not going Tell and they feel powerless to do anything
about it. Perhaps, through their planning meetings, they can focus on
a strategy to help Lisa develop some perspective and "a mind of her
own." But at least 50 more of the students they see even, day need
attention as much as Lisa does. There is not the time to work out a
strategy for each of them.

Thirty -three-yearold Lisa. I.isa is a problem for her boss. She's
bright enough for her job, but she seems to value popularity above
everything else. Talkative, friendly, and gregarious, she relies on her
work-mates and friends to make decisions for her and she patterns her
behavior after theirs. They see her as flighty, unsure of herself and her
own point of view. Her work and conversations are often trite and
shallow. While she is conscientious and wants to please, sometimes
her co-workers and boss are annoyed by her "helpfulness;" they wish
she would mind her own business. Whenever they criticize her work,
she seems deeply hurt and resentful.

Lisa frustrates her boss; (his is not because she slacks off or resists
assignments. The boss realizes her personal development problems
are interfering with her work and feels powerless to do anything
about it. Improvement on those problems would certainly benefit her
work performance, but helping her with them is outside the boss's
responsibility.

Do you see in Lisa's behavior a pattern you recognize? Probably
every classroom has a "Lisa," as do many workplaces. All of us in the

!INTRODUCTION ix



helping professions have encountered her. As you might suppose, I
wrote the two descriptions to make the point that personal develop-
ment problems not dealt with in childhood and youth follow the per-
son into adult life.

What this book is about. This book presents ways to recognize
the basic ingredients in behavior that make up a motivation pattern,
and to then make art educated, shortcut prediction about what strat-
egy will work hest with the Lisas and the wide variety of other people
we teach and supervise. It is about helping all of them identify their
resources, not just the ones in trouble. The focus of the book is one
method for identifying mind-sets, learning styles, and motivation pat-
terns, and using the patterns in planning instruction and other helping
processes. The objective is helping people find and use their strengths
to strengthen weaknesses.

Behind the book lies a long, personal search by the author to find
practical and effective means of matching instruction to basic differ-
ences in students. A variety of approaches exists. Many of them merit
attention. The approach presented here is based on Carl G. Jung's
ideas about psychological types, as made practical through the work
of Isabel Briggs Myers.' Theirs is a remarkable theory that offers a
fresh perspective on people's patterns of dealing with their world.

This book includes readings and instructions for activities that
explain the theory and guide you in making applications of it. The
book may be used to guide a workshop or group study, or it may be
used by individuals. The activities that are designed for small groups
can be accomplished by individuals with the occasional assistance of a
colleague. The book is addressed to teachers and others in helping
professions, but many others including parents and bosses
should be able to translate the ideas and activities to their own frame-
work. Because most of my own work has been in education, the
examples I use are mainly from school and college settings.

'Jung. Carl G (1921-1971) Psychological Types, Pan( 11 Princeton Unut-rsuy Press Myers,

Isabel Briggs (2980) Gifts Differing Palo Alto. Cal :forma- Consulting Psirbologats
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NEW FEATURES OF THE THIRD EDITION

The third edition has six new chapters, doubling the content of the
second edition. 1 have widened the scope beyond learning styles, the
theme of the earlier editions. In the years since the second edition,
Myers' self-report instrument for identifying people's types, the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator® (MBIls), has become the most widely used
instrument of its kind. It is used extensively in career guidance, per-
sonal counseling, team building in organizations, and many other
applications besides those in schools that I wrote about in the earlier
editions. So I have included new material for MBTI users in all set-
tings.

Readers of the earlier editions will recognize Chapters I, 2, 3, 4,
and 10, which are revised but basically the same, with some elabora-
tions and new exercises I have developed and examples I have
encountered since then. The other chapters are new. The new materi-
als include:

introducing type into an organization
type and curriculum reform
ethical pitfalls in using type and how to avoid them
stereotyping, how to spot it and give it up
practical ways of introducing type to people
exercises on adapting teaching styles
consideration of the types as 16 distinct kinds of mind
deeper layers of understanding of type theory
more examples of using type in schools and colleges
type development and how to foster it
summaries of research involving the MBTI in studies of learn-
ing styles

This edition is divided into two parts. Part one has seven chapters
on basic applications of type concepts, including the beginning theory
needed for guiding sound uses of type. Part two has five chapters, one
on the deeper aspects of type theory, and four on advanced applica-
tions. My purpose was to provide materials useful to all readers, what-
ever their prior knowledge of the work of Jung and Myers.

s Idyers.Priggs Type Indicator and .111377 are registored trachonarls of Consulting Psychologists

Inc., Palo Alto, G.
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1
PEOPLE TYPES AM) TIGER STRIPES

People's habits tell a lot abou them. Not just their "good" and "bad"
habits, but also such habits as what they pay attention to, what they
care about, and how they decide things. These are mental habits. Do

you know any people with mental habits like these? Chris is quick to
notice people's feelings, and tries to stay out of arguments. Jan likes to
argue, likes to explain things, and sometimes doesn't notice people's
feelings. John's father wants him to keep a careful record of how he
spends his weekly allowance. Jahn says record keeping isn't important
to him. Pat wishes her mother would watch the clock more and get to
places on time. Pat's mother wishes Pat would relax and not get an
ulcer over being five minutes late. Some mental habits are very deep in
a person. Trying to change them is like trying to change the stripes on

a titer like trying to change the grain in a piece of wood. The infor-
mation that follows is about mental habits the kind we probably
can't change but can learn to use better.

PATTERNS OF MENTAL HABITS

The deep mental habits come in patterns, in combinations.
Described below are eight patterns you can use to study yourself,
your friends and family. Pick out your own patterns. There are no
better or worse patterns. Think carefully and try to pick the patterns
that really describe you best. This exercise is not a test. It is simply a
way for you to start !coking at the patterns in yourself. After you
have completed the exercise, you will be able to see how the eight
sets form into patterns of people types, and you can get an idea of

which type may be yours.

PEOPLE 7YPES & TIGER STRIPES
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EXERCISE: THINKING ABOUT MENTAL HABITS

Which pattern describes you better, E or I?

E

E likes action and variety

E likes to do mental work by talking
to people

E acts quickly, sometimes to:throw much
reflection

E likes to see how other people do a job,
and to see results

E wants to know what other people
expect of him or her

I

I likes quiet and time to consider things

I likes to do mental work privately
before talking

I may be slow to try something without
understanding it first

I likes to understand the idea of a job
and to work alone or witb just a few
people

I wants to set his or her own standards

E's interest turns mostly outward to the world of action, people and
things. l's interest turns more often to the inner world of ideas and pri
vate things. Everyone turns outward to act and inward to reflect. You
must do both, but you are more comfortable doing one or the other,

just as right-handers are more comfortable with the right hand, but do
use the left one.

El Circle the E or the I in the margin to show which pattern fits you
better.

E stands for extras zrsion, which means outward tut ning.
I stands for introversion which means inward turning.

!Midi pattern describes you better, S or N?

S pays most attention to experience
as it is

S likes to use cos and ears and other
senses tofind out what's happening

S dislikes new problems unless prior
experience shows how to solve them

N

N pays most attention to the mean-
ings of facts and how they fit
together

N likes to use imagination to come up
with new reap to do things, new pos-
sibilities

N likes soitrittg new problems, and
dislikes doing the same thing over
and over

2 PEOPLE TYPES & TIGER STREWS
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IF

S

S enjoys using skills already learned
more than learning new ones

S is patient with details but impatient
when the details get complicated

N

N likes using new skills more than
practicing old ones

N is impatient with details but doesn't
mind complicated situations

S pays most attention to the facts that come from personal experi-
ence. S can more easily see the details, while N can more easily see
the "big picture." N pays most attention to meanings behind the
facts. S and N are two kinds of perception, that is, two ways of find-
ing out or giving attention to experiences. S stands for sensing and N
stands for intuition. Everybody uses both their sensing and their intu-
ition to find out things. You use both, but you use one more than
the other.

Circle the S or the N in the margin to shcw which pattern fits you
better.

Which pattern describes you better, 7' or FT

T F

T likes to decide things using logic F likes to decide things using personal
fee.'ings and human values

F likes praise, and likes to please peo-
ple, even in small matters

F is usually very aware of other peo-
ple's feelings

F can predict how others will feel

T wants to be treated with justice and
fair play

T may neglect and hurt other people's
feelings without knowing it

T gums more imention to ideas or
things than to human relationships

T can get along with little harmony F values harmony; feels unsettled by
argunwnts and conflicts

T makes decisions by examining data, staying impersonal and
cool. T stands for thinking judgment. F makes decisions by paying
attention to personal values and feelings. F stand for feeling judg-
ment. You make T and F judgments every day, but you use one kind
of judgment more than the other.

Circle the T or F in the margin to show which pattern fits you
better.

PEOPLE TYPES & TIGER S'IRIPES
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Which pattern describes you better, J or P?

J
J likes to make a plan, to have things

settled and decided ahead

J tries to make things come out the
way they "ought to be"

J likes to finish one project before
starting another

J usually has mind made up

J may decide things too quickly

J wants to be right

J lures by standards and schedules
that are not easily changed

P

P likes to stay jle:dble and avoid fixed
plans

P deals easily with unplanned and
unexpected happenings

P likes to start many projects but may
hare trouble finishing them all

P usually is looking for new information

P may decide things too slowly

P wants to miss nothing

. P lives by making changes to deal
with problems as they come along

Circle the j or P in e margin to show which pattern fits you bet-
ter. J stands for judgment and P stands for perception. j people run
their outer life with settled judgments. P people run their outer life in
an open, perceiving way.

TYPES COME FROM PATTERNS

Now you can put together the four letters of the patterns that
describe you best. Draw a circle here around the same letters you cir-
cled in the margins above.

EI SN TF JP
Now write your four letters here:
The four letters together make up a whole pattern called a type. It

may be your type. There are 16 different "people types" as shown by

the 16 combinations of the letters. Find yours.

ISTJ

ISTP

ESTP

ESTJ

IS FJ INFJ IN I)

IS FP INFP INT 13

ESFP ENFP ENTP

F.SFJ ENFJ ENTJ

Each type is different from the others in important ways. As you
come to understand the type ideas better, you will see how type
affects your life with your friends and family, at school or in a job.

4 PEOPLE TYPES & TIGER 5772/PPS
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If you are a teacher, the activity you have just completed is one you
may want to use with students. With youngstudents in mind, I wrote

it in as simple language as I couid. You may photocopy and repro-

duce the activity for students, giving credit to this publication. Use it
only as a discussion s:arier, as a first step in thinking about type. It is

not an instrument developed by research.

WHY TYPES AND PATTERNS ARE IMPORTANT

This book shows how an understanding of type is important to
teachers and other professionals concerned with instruction, training,
and guidance. In my own work to understand student motivation and

learning style, I have come to the conclusion that type is fundamental.

It is crucial in explaining why certain approaches to instruction or

supervision work with some people and not with others. The fact that

a person prefers sensing perception over intuitive perception, or
prefers an active (extraverted) approach to problem solving over a
reflective (introverted) one, is not just an interesting curiosity. It is
information that some professionals have used to make dramatic
improvements in the effectiveness of their work.

THE MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR ®*
The four dimensions of type (EI, SN, TE and JP) and the ideas

behind the sixteen types represent the lifelong work of Isabel Briggs

Myers. In 1962 Educational Testing Service published the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator, a paper and pencil instrument she developed with
Katharine Briggs, her mother, over a twenty year period. Regarded as

a research instrument, it did not have wide circulation or usage until

Consulting Psychologists Press assumed responsibility for publishing it

in 1975. The Indicator was developed specifically to carry Carl Jung's

theory of type (Jung, 1921-1971) into practical applications.
The rest of this book will be more useful to you if you have taken

the Indicator and are aware of your own profile. The Indicator was

written to be taken by people who have not yet studied about type

Spontaneous responses probably give a more accurate profile, so the

time to take the Indicator is before you proceed with the book. If you

have not yet taken it, inquire about a local source that can administer

it and give you information about your type. Persons qualified to

0,11,}vrs-Briggs Type Indicator and Awn are regtstered trademarks of Consulting Psychologists

Press, Inc, Palo Alto, CA

PEOPLE TYPES C. 7YGER STRIPES 5
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order instruments from Consulting Psychologists Press (CPP) may
order the Indicator from them. The address is: 3803 Bayshore Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94303. Phone: 800-624-1765. They also may order from
The Center for Applications of Psychological Type (CAPT), 2815 N.W.
13th Street, Gainesville, FL 32609. Phone: 800-777-2278. Both will pro-
vide a catalog of MBTI materials and other related resources. The
question booklets are reusable. There are two means of scoring the
responses: by handscoring keys or by a computer scoring service that
provides each person with a printout of his/her type profile and an
interpretation of it. Hand scoring keys and computer scoring are avail-
able from both sources.

CPP and CAPT also distribute Introduction to 7)De by Isabel Myers
(published by CPP) a booklet that gives a basic explanation of type
concepts. Because Introduction to Type is a primary resource for inter-
preting your results from the Indicator, a version of it has been repro-
duced in this book as an Appendix. If your responses to the Indicator
are scored by the computer service, your printout will show your
MBTI results and a description of the reported type. If your response
sheet is handscored, lock up the description of your four-letter results
in IntroductfOn to Type (the Table of Contents on page A-I will show
you where to find the description of the matching type. Notice that
two descriptions are on a page, with characteristics in common shown
first and contrasts between the two types shown at the bottom.)

Finding your own preference type
Look again at the four type preference letters you chose while

reading the "People Types and Tiger Stripes" activity. If they are not
the same as the type derived from the Indicator, use introduction to
Type to find the matching description, and compare the two. Decide
which description fits you best. Keep in mind that the Indicator is a
carefully researched instrument and the "People Types" exercise is
not. Don't expect to understand type concepts quickly. Their mean-
ings will present themselves to you at times and in circumstances that
will surprise you.

For now, read Introduction to 7)pe, all 18 pages, with special
attention to pages A-2-A-6. If your work situation seems to call for
you to be a different type than what you see yourself to be in your
life outside of work, make an estimation of your work-self type
using pages A-17 and A-18. After using these descriptions you should

PEOPLE TYPES & TIGER S77?IPS
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be better able to decide which of the preference types is your "best
fit." Try on your hypothesized type and test its usefulness to you.

JUNG'S THEORY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TYPES

The great Swiss physician-psychologist, C. G. Jung, developed one
of the most comprehensive of current theories to explain human per-
sonality. Where other observers saw people's behavior as random,
Jung saw patterns. What he called "psychological types" are patterns
in the way people prefer to perceive and make judgments. In Jung's
theory, all conscious mental activity can be classified into four mental
processes or functions two perception processes (sensing and intu-
ition) and two judgment processes (thinking and feeling). What comes
into consciousness, moment by moment, comes either through the
senses or through intuition. To remain in consciousness, perceptions
must be used. They are used sorted, weighed, analyzed, evaluated

by the judgment processes, thinking and feeling.

THE MENTAL PROCESSES

Perceiving processes: Sensing and intuition*
Sensing (5) is the term used for perception of the observable by

way of the senses. Intuition (N) is the term used for perception of
meanings, relationships and possibilities by way of insight. Sensing
(S) types use sensing and intuition, but prefer, and therefore
develop, sensing. With good type development, the expertise in
sensing can lead to a differentiated awareness of present experi-
ence, acute powers of observation, a memory for facts and detail,
and a capacity for realism, for seeing the world as it is. Traits char-
acteristically developed as a consequence of a preference for sens-
ing include a reliance on experience rather than theory, a trust of
the conventional and customary way of doing things, a preference
for beginning with what is known and real, and then moving sys-
tematically, step by step, tying each new fact to past experience and
testing it for its relevance in practical use. To most sensing types,
"real intelligence" is characterized as soundness, accuracy and com-
mon sense.

'These descriptions of the processes of perception and judgment are adapted by permission from.
M. H. McCaulicy 0978). Applications of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to Medicine and Other
Health Professions. IIRA Contract 231-76-0051, DNEW Gainesville, FL- Center for Applications
of Psychological Type
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Sensing types (S) are am. cted to careers and settings where skill-
ful application of well-learned knowledge is more important than
developing new solutions; where working with tangibles is more
important than using theory and insight; and where dealing with the
immediate situation and using sound, conventional wisdom is more
important than making bold breakthroughs.

Intuitive types (N) use sensing and intuition, but prefer and there-
fore develop intuition. With good type development, intuition provides
insight into complexity, an ability to see abstract, symbolic and theoreti-
cal relationships, and a capacity to see future possibilities, often creative
ones. Attitudes characteristically developed as a result of a preference
for intuition include a reliance on inspiration rather than on past experi-
ence, an interest in the new and untrieci., and a preference for learning

new materials through an intuitive grasp of meanings and relationships.

To most intuitive types, "real intelligence" is shown by insight in grasp-
ing complexities, and flashes of imagination or creativity.

Intuitive types (N) are attracted to careers and settings where it is
more important to find the pattern in complex systems than it is to
deal with the practical details; where creating new knowledge is more
important than applying existing knowledge, where working with the-
ory and imagination is .nore important than dealing with tangibles;
and where intellectual challenge h more important than the enjoyment
of the pleasures of everyday events.

Judgment processes: Thinking and feeling
Thinking (T) is the term used for a logical decision-making

process, aimed at an impersonal finding. Feeling (F) is a term for a

process of appreciation, making judgments in terms of a systemof
subjective, personal values. Both thinking and feeling are considered
rational processes because they use reasoning to arrive at conclusions

or decisions.
Thinking types (1') use both thinking and feeling but prefer to

use thinking for making judgments. With good type development,
expertise in thinking reads to powers of analysis and an ability to
weigh facts objectively including consequences, unintended as well
as intended. Attitudes typically developed from a preference for
thinking include objectivity, impartiality, a sense of fairness and jus-
tice, and skill in applying logical analysis. Thinking types are attracted
to areas where tough-mindedness and technical skills are needed.
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Feeling types (F) use thinking and feeling but prefer to reach
judgments through feeling. With good type development, feeling
leads to development of values and standards, and a knowledge of
what matters most to themselves and other people. Attitudes typically
resulting from a preference for feeling include an understanding of
people and a wish to affiliate with them, a desire for harmony, and a
capacity for warmth, empathy and compassion. Feeling types are
attracted to areas where understanding and communication with peo-
ple are needed, and find the interpersonal skills more interesting than
the technical skills.

Preferences among the mental processes
Everyone uses both of the perceiving processes sensing (S)

and intuition (N), and both of the judging processes thinking
(T) and feeling (F). But everyone prefers one of each pair over the
other. That makes four preference pairs: sensing plus feeling (SF),
sensing plus thinking (ST), intuition plus feeling (NF), }.:nd intuition
plus thinking (NT). Myers called the SF combination sympathetic and
friendly, the ST practical and matter-of-fact, the NF enthusiastic and
insightful, and the NT logical and ingenious. See page A3 of the
Appendix for her descriptions of the four combinations. In Chapter
11 of this book, Kinds of Mind, is a discussion of the patterns repre-
sented in the four combinations.

Jung observed that in each person's preferred pair one of the
processes is dominant. It has the leadership in the personality; it
serves as the centerpost, and the other processes are helpers in the
person's mental framework. Using my own preference pair as an
example, intuition plus thinking (Nib, you know more about me
when you know that intuition is dominant, and my thinking process
is a helper to the dominant, intuition. People with intuition dominant
see the world in terms of possibilities. Possibilities come into my
mind continually, and I evaluate them mainly with my second prefer-
ence, thinking. In the NT combination, when thinking is dominant,
logical order is the first concern, and the intuition process serves the
dominant T by supplying possibilities for making an orderly system
work well.

The nature of the dominant process and other aspects of the
dynamics of the 16 types are discussed in Chapter 8.
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THE THIRD DIMENSION:

EXTRAVERSION AND INTROVERSION

Jung identified a third dimension of personality structure: extraver-
sion-introversion. He invented these terms. He created them from the

Latin components, and assigned to them quite specific meanings.
These meanings have been distorted, if not corrupted, in American
common usage. Staying close to the Latin, extraverting means out-

ward-turning and introverting means inward-turning. We all do both
regularly, every day. We turn outside of ourselves to act in the world,
and we turn into ourselves to reflect. Of course, action without reflec-

tion is blind and may be fruitless; and reflection that does not lead to

action may be futile. Both extraverting- action and introverting-reflec-
tion are essential. However, each person is not equally at home" in

action and reflection. Those who prefer extraverting often say "When
in doubt, act." Those who prefer introverting arc more likely to say
-When in doubt, reflect on the matter more deeply."

To extravert is to think out loud, to reveal half-thought ideas, to
process one's experiences outwardly, as a means of doing one's best
mental work. To introvert is to keep :leas inside, where the best men-
tal work goes on, and polish the ideas until they are ready to be
exposed. So people who prefer extraverting, whom we call extraverts.
are seen as more outgoing, and those who prefer inner processing,

whom we call introverts, are seen as reserved. Extraverting means
looking outward for interests, values. and stimulation. Introverting
means looking inward for these.

Extraverting and introverting also refer to how the dominant process

S, N, T, or F is used. A person whose preference is for extraver-
sion most often uses the dominant mental process outwardly, where it
,s visible to others. A person whose preference is for introversion most
often uses the dominant process inwardly, privately. It is no surprise
that people who prefer extraverting are easier to get to know; they
show their dominant process most readily. It takes longer to get to
know the ones who favor introverting, who reserve their dominant for
the inner life.

THE FOURTH DIMENSION: JUDGING AND PERCEIVING

Briggs and Myers elaborated Jung's ideas of psychological type and
showed a fourth dimension that is present, but not highlighted in the
descriptions already given. The fourth dimension is the attitude taken
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toward the outer world. When a judgment process (T or F) is used in
running one's outer life, the natural drive is to have things decided,
judged, settled, planned, organized, and managed according to plan. In
this personality pattern, the drive is always toward closure, toward hav-
ing a settled system in place. This is the judging attitude toward the
outer world, represented by the letters) as the fourth letter of the type

desigination J.

When a perception process (S or N) is used to run one's outer life,
the natural drive is toward keeping things open to new perceptions.
The person wants to stay flexible, so as to adapt to changing circum-
stances, and to experience life as widely as possible. In this personality
pattern, the drive is always toward keeping plans and organization to a
necessary minimum so one can respond to new perceptions and adapt
flexibly to new circumstances. This is the perceiving attitude toward
the outer world, represented by the letter P as the fourth letter of the
type desigination, P.

Thus the fourth letter of the type desigination is a J or a P.

As we get to know a person, the JP aspect of his or her type is often
the first to be noticed. A person's planful or spontaneous nature is
quickly apparent.

Directing one's outer life in a planful way, as Js do, seems readily
understandable. What is the P way? Being receptive and spontaneous
do not appear to be ways of directing one's life. They appear reactive
and not proactive. Aren't the P types proactive? The analogy of steering
a sailboat or skateboarding may fit here. These are activities that require
many adjustments in a short span of time, actions that appear sponta-
neous and impulsive rather than based on judgment. Actually, many
judgments are happening very quickly. And each adjustment, the steer-
ing required, quickly takes into account the changing conditions and
how they interact with the steerer's intentions. There are good reasons
to believe that the perceiving types tend toward occupations that
require this kind of steering, adjusting to changing events; occupations
such as fine artist, artisan, journalist, craftsman, laborer, actor, and psy-

chologist.
to summarize briefly, in Jung's theory of psychological types, all

conscious mental activity occurs in two perception processes (sensing
and intuition) and two judgment processes (thinking and feeling).
Everyone uses all four processes, but we differ in how much and how
well we use each of them. In every person, one of the processes is
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dominant and that process indicates the basic way the person
addresses life. If a person uses the dominant process mainly in the
world of people and things, that person's orientation is called
extraverted. The person who uses the dominant process mainly in the
inner, private world of ideas and thoughts has an introverted orienta-
tion. Briggs and Myers added the fourth dimension, and ai or Pat the

end of the set of letters that is the shorthand designation of each type.
The ,J means a judging, planful way of running one's outer life. The P
means a perceiving, spontaneous outer life.

THE SIXTEEN TYPES

The MBTI has four scales corresponding to the four dimensions of
type theory, as shown in the figure.

The MBTI uses a shorthand designation for the eight characteristic&
E for extraversion, I for introversion, etc., as in the figure. Note that N
is used for intuition because I has already been used for introversion.
While type is reported and explained in four parts, it is not merely a
combination of parts. Nor is it static, as the term "type" often connotes.
Type is a dynamic system, and each type is an integrated pattern. "lhe
dynamics of the types is the subject of Chapter 8.

The accompanying page of brief descriptions of the sixteen types
highlights the strengths of each type, and the similarities and differ-
ences of the types.

Myers wrote extensive descriptions of each type, and at least a one-
page description is given to people when their type is reported from

the MBTI, for example, as shown in Introduction to 'type, Appendix A
of this book. Condensing the type descriptions into one table results
in considerable oversimplification, so these brief description highlights
should be used cautiously.

In the four letter formula for each type, two letters appear in bold
type, ENTJ for example. This type is referred to as the extraverted
thinking type with intuition. The two middle letters are the preferred
mental processes of this type. The process in bold type, Tin this case,
is the dominant process. In the table, the types are displayed to show
the opposites across from each other that is, types with all four let-
ters different. For example, ENTJ and ISFP, at the top, differ in all four
letters. The areas of strength of the one are the other's areas of weak-
ness. People with opposite preferences have the most difficulty com-
municating with each other. To find common ground, they must make
use of their less preferred and less trustworthy mental processes. But
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opposites stand to gain the most from each other, because each repre-
sents to the other the direction in which the greatest opportunity for
growth lies. What one person uses well and naturally, the other person
uses less well and with effort. Thus, they can complement and support
each other, and help each other to grow. Maturity in terms of type is
the capability to use all the processes, whatever process is needed,
whenever it is needed.

FOUR PREFERENCES ARE SCORED TO ARRIVE AT A PERSON'S TYPE

Does The Person's Interest Flow Mainly To

The Outer World
of Actions, Objects

and Persons?

-1727R4IIIIRSION,.

The Inner World
of Concepts
and Ideas?

ThrIROVERSION

0
Does The Person Prefer To Percieve

The Immediate, Rea{
Practical Facts of

Experience and Life?

SENSING'

The Possibilities,
Relationships and

Meanings of Experiences?

INTUITION

-t 4 Does The Person Prefer To Make judgments or Decisions

0 Objectively, Impersonally,
Considering Causes of

Events fi Where Decisions
May Lead?

Subjectively and
Personals 'weighing

Values of C. es & How
They Natter To Others?

0
THINKING FEELING

Does The Person Pt efer Mostly To Live

In a Decisive, Planned
and Orderly Way,

Aiming To Regulate
& Control Events?

In a Spontaneous, Flexible
Way, Aiming To
Understand Life
and Adapt To It?

.JUDG41 ENT PERCEPTION
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0 Copyright 1976 by Center for Applications of Psychological Type, Inc
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BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS

ENTJ
Intuitive, innovative ORGANIZER;
analytical, systematic, confident;
pushes to get action on new ideas
and challenges.

ESTJ
Fact-minded, practical ORGANIZER;
assertive, analytical, systematic; pushes to
get things done and working smoothly
and efficiently.

INTP
Inquisitive ANALYZER; reflective, inde-
pendent, curious: more interested in
organizing ideas than situations or
people.

ISTP
Practical ANALYZER; values exactness:
more interested in organizing data than
situations or people: reflective, a cool
and curious obseer of life.

ESTP
REALISTIC ADAPTER in the world of
material things; good natured, tolerant,
easy going; oriented to practical, first
hand experience: highly observant of
details of things.

ES FP
REALISTIC ADAPTER in human relation-
ships; friendly and easy with people,
highly observant of their feelings and
needs: oriented to practical, first hand
experience.

ISTJ
Analytical MANAGER OF FACTS AND
DETAILS; dependable, decisive, painstaking

and systematic: concerned with systems and

orginizaticn; table and consecrative.

IS FJ
Sympathetic MANAGER OF FACTS AND
DETAILS, concerned with people's wel-
fare; dependable, painstaking and sys-
tematic: stable and conservative

OF THE SIXTEEN TYPES

ISFP
Observant, loyal HELPER; reflective, realis-
tic, empathic; patient with details, gentle
and retiring; shuns dist.greements; enjoys
the moment.

INFP
Imaginative, independent HELPER;
reflective, inquisitive, empathic, loyal to
ideals; more interested in possibilities
than practicalities.

ESFJ
Practical HARMONIZER and worker-with-
people; sociable, orderly, ()pinioned;
conscientious, realistic and well tuned to
the here and now.

EN FJ
Imaginative HARMONIZER and worker-
with-people; sociable, expressive,
orderly, opinioneJ, conscientious; curi-
ous about new ideas and possibilities.

IN FJ
People-oriented INNOVATOR of Ideas,
serious, quietly forceful and persevering;
concerned with the common good, with
helping others develop.

INTJ
Logical, critical, decisive INNOVATOR of
serious ideas; serious, intent, highly inde-
pendent, concerned with organization;
determined and often stubborn.

ENFP
Warmly enthusbstic PLANNER OP CHANCE;

imaginative, individualistic; pursues inspiration

with impulsive energy; seeks to understand
and inspire others.

ENTP
Inventive, analytical PLANNER OP
CHANCE; enthusiastic and indepen-
dent; pursues inspiration with impul-
swe energy; seeks to understand and
inspire others.
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The sixteen types are arranged on the page so that the four with
the same dominant process are together in quadrants. The four with
thinking dominant are in the upper left quadrant, and the four with
feeling dominant in the upper right; the four with sensing dominant in
the lower left, and the four with intuition dominant in the lower right.
ibis arrangement of the quadrants provides a way to begin examining
the relationships between learning style and Jungian preference type.

DYNAMICS OF TYPE AND THE LEARNING PROCESS

In my judgment, the most essential relationship between type and
learning style or work style can be seen in the nature of the dominant
mental process in each personality. Refer again to the brief descrip-
tions of the sixteen types and consider the differences represented by
the quadrants, beginning with the types with thinking dominant. The
young thinkers in school are energized by logically organized material;
they thrive on things that can be analyzed, and resent anything that
must be 'teamed" which does not fit logically into their mental sys-
tems. They respond best to a teacher who is well organized, but they
resist and resent the teacher whose organization is not logical. if they
do not find logical orderliness in either the material or the teacher,
there is no way for them to bring their best energies and effort to the
learning tasks.

The types with feeling dominant are in the upper right quadrant of
the table. As the young feeling types start a new school year, they test
the situation with two paramount criteria: Does the teacher care about
me? Is the subject matter something I can give my heart to? If a caring
relationship is formed with the teacher, it can carry the young feeling
types through many school tasks that don't interest them. When
attachments to the teacher and school subjects are both achieved,
these children produce at their best. With both conditions absent, they
lose their primary motivation, and any adjustments in instructional
procedures and physical conditions are likely to make little difference.

Young sensing types, represented in the lower left quadrant, may
appreciate logical order and harmonious working relationships, but
their learning motivation does not depend primarily on either. Above all
else, they respond to what they see as practical and functional. Their
criteria are: Can this teacher and this material show me something use-
ful? Is it real, practical, and clear? Will I learn some skills that my senses
can master and put to good use now? These are the students most likely
to become lost when the teacher skips steps in explanations and direc-
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Lions, leaves large gaps for students' imagination to close, teaches

abstractions without checking to see whether they connect with con-
crete realities in the students' lives, and teaches "facts" and "skills" that

can only be put to use at some indeterminate time in the future. These

are the students who do their best mental work when their senses are

fully engaged (1 think best with my hands . ..").
The last group, the intuition dominant students, are in the lower

right quadrant. These students crave inspiration above all else. They

are fully engaged only when their imaginations are fired with intrigu-

ing ideas and plans. For them, routines quickly become dull. Unless

the teacher or the material inspires them, boredom sets in and drives

them to seek out something anything to relieve the boredom
and to reestablish the inspirational spark. Often they resort today-

dreaming, to reading off-task material, or to undermining the teacher.

Their energy flows wherever inspiration is. When inspired, they are

the most innovative of all types.
If teachers and others in the helping professions were to learn just one

thing about psychological types, the thing most important tounderstand

is the power of the dominant process. If the best learning is to happen,

thinking types must pursue logical order; feeling types must follow their

hearts; sensing types must strive to engage their senses in the mastery of

practical skills; and intuitive types must follow whatever inspires. To cap-

ture the interest of diverse students requires real artistry in teaching.

Understanding the power of the dominant mental process makes that task

a little easier.
The most essential thing to know about the motivations of types is

that thinking dominant types do their best work when pursuing logical

order; feeling types do their best work when their heart is in it; sensing

types do their best work when their practical skills are needed and val-

ued; and intuitive types do their best work when pursuing an inspiration.

QUESTIONS OFTEN ASKED ABOUT TYPE*

flow does a person get to be a type?
Jung believed that we are born with a predisposition for one type.

Environmental factors are very important, since they can foster type
development, or get in its way. One of the four mental processes (S,

N, T, or F) and one attitude (E or I) are your natural bent, according

to Jung, and these natural preferences make up the heart of type.

Some of these questions and murirrs are adapted from an unpublished document unite,, by

Messy SicCaulley. and are use here with her permission.
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Type may not be clear in young people; that is, the dominant
process may not yet be developed enough to organize and integrate the
personality. The first task of a young person in type development is to
have one of the processes emerge as leader in the personality. A later
task is to gain balance by developing the auxiliary process. The other
two processes also have to be developed, at least passably, because all
four processes are needed every day of our lives. In middle life, some
people begin to focus on thL third and fourth processes and can
become very skillful in them

How do you develop a mental process?
By using it purposefully to achieve something you think is important.

A good example comes from the use of sensing. Development of sens-
ing provides a direct and keen awareness of physical realities and excel-
lent powers of observation. If you are sitting on a train, watching the
scenery go by, you are using your sensing but not particularly develop-
ing it. If you are driving yourself around a strange city, you will proba-
bly concentrate you: sensing to notice and remember landmarks this

process develops your sensing. Of course, this kind of focus and effort
requires both perception and judgment, the dominant helping the auxil-
iary to develop, and vice versa.

Doesn't type fence you in?
Not if you understand it. An understanding of type frees you in sev-

eral ways. It gives you confidence in your own direction of develop-
ment the areas in which you can become excellent with the most
ease and pleasure. It can also reduce the guilt many people feel at not
being able to do everything in life equally well. As Isabel Myers put it,
"For most people, really understanding their own type in particular,
and other people's types in general, is a releasing experience rather
than a restricting one. It sets one free to recognize one's own natural
bent and to trust one's own potential for growth and excellence, with
no obligation to copy anyone else, however admirable that person
may be in his or her own different way." Finally, acknowledging your
own preferences opens the possibility of finding constructive values
instead of conflicts in the differences you encounter with someone
whose preferences are opposite yours.

Are types kinds of personalities?
Many things go into the makeup of a personality genetics, family

life, life circumstances outside the family, society's expectations and
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requirements, and many learned traits; psychological type is just one
aspect of personality Because people's types express themselves in so
many parts of their lives, the types are often called personality types.
But type is not synonymous with personality. With people who are
likely to be put off by the term psychological, I refer to the types as per-
sonality types.

Are the types essentially different sets of traits?
No. Type and trait represent different ways of looking at our psy-

chological natures. The types can be identified by their differences in
traits, and they are described by their traits. For example, in the table
"Brief Descriptions of the Sixteen Types," the descriptive words and
phrases used for each type represent traits. But the type preference
categories are not traits. Rather, they are mind-sets, distinct ways of
processing experiences, that become visible as traits. For example,
extraversion as a type preference is an either-or category, not a trait
that is measured as more or less, or degrees of skillfulness. Because
this question is too complex for a good short answer, a portion of
Chapter 2 covers it more fully.

Can you change your type?
Scores in the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator can be changed depend-

ing on how you answer the questions. Score changes can result in a
report of a different type. Jung seemed to believe that each person has
a true type that he or she may not yet have discovered. The true type
does not change, although it may seem to, as one focuses on develop-
ing different mental processes at different stages of one's life. Behaviors
can change, of course, but the roots of them remain the same.

However, there are many reasons you might take the MBTI two
different times and come out different types. You might still be dis-
covering your preferences, and trying them on for size. Or you might
be working especially hard to develop one of the mental processes,
so that you report it on the MBTI with stronger than usual emphasis.
Or, you might take the MI3TI one time as your "job self," responding
as you see yourself acting on the job, and you might take it another
time as your "home self," responding as you sec yourself in your
home environment. If your type differs in two reports, this fact may
lead to interesting information about yourself As you cast your
thoughts back to your frame of mind when you were answering the
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questions, consider how it may have affected your reporting of your-
self, and may or may not reflect your true type.

How do you discover your true type?
Start with what you are sure about. Read all the type descriptions

that include the preferences you are sure of. At this point, you may
find a type that you know is yours. If you are still puzzled, start
observing yourself. For example, if you are undecided about thinking
or feeling, start noticing how you make decisions. Are decisions better
if you trust your heart (F) or your head (T)? Notice when activities
take a lot of energy and effort. See if you can identify which mental
process you were using. It is often true that preferred processes seem
effortless, and less preferred processes are more tiring. For example, if
watching details closely for a long time makes you feel tired, cross, or
nervous, you might investigate whether other sensing activities are
also hard for you. You could then look to see if intuitive activities
come more easily. If they do, you could consider whether intuition
might be your preferred process. To test these ideas, you could ask
yourself if your hunches, flashes of inspiration and other intuitions are
generally accurate or trustworthy.

What is the best type to be?
For you, the type you really are. Jung's theory says your best satisfac-

tions in life will be those that come through the strengths of your type.

Is everyone of the sante type alike?
No. There are many individual differences within each type,

because many things influence personality besides type. Some peo-
ple are at a higher level of type development than others. Even in
people of the same type who are well-developed, there are big dif-
ferences. Take an ESFJ for example. You would expect all the ESEJs
to share a wish for people around them to be happy, and would
work to achieve harmony. Some ESFJs might be interested in educa-
tion and be teachers; others might become family doctors and others
salespersons. Still others might find their way of helping in volunteer
work, or in being a good parent. All these activities offer effective
ways of using feeling in the outer world, as extraverted feeling types
are predicted to do.
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Can you guess someone's type, and is that a
good thing to do?

When we are trying to understand, influence, manage, or teach
someone else, we often do not know the person's type. As soon as
we learn type concepts, we see the value of estimating people's types
so as to reach them better. Making a wild guess about someone's type
is easy and fun, yet often inaccurate, and sometimes the guess seri-
ously defeats its own purpose. If I make a wrong guess about a per-
son's type and act as if it were a truth about the person, I may be
increasing rather than closing the communication gap between us.

Accurately guessing someone's type is a skill that takes a long time to
develop. Type concepts have been important in my life for over 20
years, and I am continually learning new ways to recognize characteris-

tics of type, and correcting misconceptions I have been carrying. People
who know type concepts well will tell yell\ that the learning never ends.

When you do want to guess someone's type preferences, to improve
communication between the two of you, treat your guess as a hypothesis
to be checked out, then listen carefully and be ready to change your
guess. This book will give you many ideas of behaviors to listen and

watch for that are indicators of type preferences.

Do some types make better teachers than others?
All sixteen types are represented among teachers who have answered

the MBTI. Each type has its characteristic strengths and limitations. Each
makes special contr,outions to teaching. Any type can become a good
teacher. Students also come in all sixteen types. At times, all students
need the support of being with a teacher who is like them in type,
because understanding comes more easily between similar types. At
times, every student needs the challenge of being with a teacher of a dif-

ferent type. Finding the right balance between support and challenge for
students is an important task for those who plan instruction. If a faculty
has a mixture of types, and knows about the characteristic strengths of
different types, then students can be better served.

What types commonly become teachers?
To understand the proportions of the different types among teach-

ers, it is first useful to know the distributions of the types in the gen-
eral population. The best estimate is that in the general population,
extraverts outnumber introverts in a proportion of two or three to one;
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sensing types outnumber intuitive types in approximately the same
ratio. Women come out about 66% feelin types, and men come out
about 60% thinking types. In the general population, judging types
outnumber perceiving types with about 55%J and 45 %P. The table
shows the MBTI preferences of teachers at various teaching levels.

PERCENTAGES OF TEACHERS AT DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF EDUCATION, BY MBTI TYPES

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ
A Pre - school........... 3.0 MI 20.0 isissi 7.01111 4.0 MO

B Elementary... 10.7 BM 17.9 Mal 5.1 1111 2.1 V

C Middle & Jr 11.7 Milt 12.2111116 5.011 4.501

D High School.. II .9 Min 10.6 MAI 7.7 IMMO 5.4 MO

E Adult 10.1 111 11.4 11101111 3.1101 2.6
F Jr College 12.1 MIS 8.2 Oa 5.0 NM 7.0 INN
G University... 12.8 1111111111 6.1 - 7.5 NI 10.9 MN

ISTP ISFP IMP INTP
A Pre-school 0.0 4.0 1111 8.0 a 2.0

B Elementary 1.7 I 4.9 1111 4.6 r 1.51
C Middle & Jr. 2.3 MI 3.2101 5.9 NM 2.4 11

D High School .. 1.5 1 2.5 a 6.3 1111 2.9 El
E Adult 4.4 NI 4.8101 6.1 It 1.81

F Jr College ..... 0.7 1 2.1 ill 8.0 IMINI 4.6 III
G University... 1.7 11 1.7 1 8.1 11111 5.4 MN

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP
A Pre-school 0.0 8.0 a 12.0 BOOM 1.01

elementary.. 0.9 I 5.7 11111 10.2 INS 1.51

C Middle & Jr 1.8 0 3.8 MI 10.1 a 3.9 1111
D High School 1.1 2.3 11.4 MEM 3.51
E Adult 4.0 l 5.3 Pm 8.3 Mir 3.5

F Jr College... .... : .. 1.4 1 2.8 13.6 SIMI 5M

G University 1.21 11 I 9.11 5.3 um

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ
A Pre-school 6.0 Is 12.0 MS 8.01S SOIL
B Elementary 8.5 MN 12.4 11111111 7.2 MI 5.2 IN
C. Middle &Jr 9.1 Is 11.51011111 7.85 4.31
D High School 11.3 Sil 8.5 S 8.810 4.31
E Adult 10.1 S 11.4 Soir 13.610n 5.311

F Jr College 6.8101 8.25 7.8 5 6.6111

G University 6.5 11111 4.4 111 8.010 9.65
Note: Numbers preceding bar graphs represent the percent of the sample

falling in that type. In bar graphs one inch represents 20% of sample.
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These data came from the data bank which is a product of the scor-
ing services of the Center for Applications of Psychological Type in
Gainesville, Florida. The table shows occupations recorded by teach-
ers from around the country whose MBTI answer sheets were sent in
for scoring.

Extraverts (in the lower half of the table) and introverts are about
equally represented at all levels of teaching. Considering that 2/3 or
more of the general population is composed of extraverts, it appears
that teaching is one of the occupations attractive to introverts.

Intuitive types (in the two right-hand columns) made up about half of
the teacher samples. With intuitive types being outnumbered in the gen-
eral population two to one, teaching as an occupation seems to be
attractive to intuitive types, particularly in the upper grades and college
levels. In nearly all the intuitive bar graphs the-proportion of intuitive
types increases as grade level rises. This is consistent with type theory:
sensing types preferring work that is pragmatic and concrete, intuitive
types preferring the abstract and theoretical. Note that four of the sensing
types ISTP, ISFP, ESTP and ESFP -- are under-represented among the
teacher samples; more about this later.

Feeling types (in the two middle coll,mns) are in the majority
through high school, with thinking types outnumbering feeling types in
the samples of college teachers. At all levels judging types (in the top
row and bottom row) outnumber perceiving types at a ratio of
about two to one, higher than the general population.

TALK ABOUT TYPE CONCEPTS

I have explained the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and type con-
cepts to many people. After getting an explanation and having the
opportunity to ask questions, the next best step for most people in
learning about type is talking about the concepts with family, col-
leagues, and friends. You are likely to get the most out of this book
if you are part of a group of four or five colleagues using the book
together. This is a good point to begin your discussions, if you
have not started talking already. Convene a meeting. Each person
should bring to the meeting his or her MBTI profile and this book.
In addition the group will need several apples, at least one for
each person, or a bag of peanuts in the shell. Here are some sug-
gestions for the agenda of your meeting. Keep your own notes for
possible further use.
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EXERCISE FOR DISCUSSING TYPE CONCEPTS

A. Share your reactions to your MBTI profiles. If you know each other
well, you may want to guess each other's type letters.

B. The object of this meeting is to help each other understand the
concepts of "people types." Raise questions you have about the
concepts. Your group may want to teview specific portions of
Introduction to Type, or previous parts of this book.

C. Discuss opposites and dominants, using the "Brief Descriptions of
the Sixteen Types."

Exercise: Eat An Apple*
Now you can stop wondering what the apples are for. They are to

help you get a deeper insight into the four mental processes sens-
ing, intuition, thinking and feeling. Follow these activity instructions:
A. This activity is to help you distinguish the mental processes of per-

ception (intuiting and sensing) and judgment (thinking and feeling).
Work in pairs, with one partner being a recorder. The recorder
should mark off four sections on a sheet of note paper. Label one
section Sensing, one Intuition, one Feeling, and one Thinking. As
both partners talk, the recorder should make notes in each section,
as indicated below, starting with sensing. Each person selects and
eats an apple (or peanut), paying attention to each of the four
processes separately, one at a time. Take three or four minutes for
each process.
1) As you eat the apple, list your sense impress:ons of the apple

and its parts: skin, flesh, camels, seeds -- noting colors, shapes,
textures, tastes, muscular movements and tensions. List facts
only.

2) List your intuitions that come to you during the experience.
Memories and associations: Who or what do apples make you
think of? Can you recall other ways of enjoying apples? baked?
jellies or ciders? games? other? Do you recall apples in stories,
myths, poems, proverbs, or superstitions? Do you find yourself
speculating about this particular apple?

3) Can you think about apples? Did your sense impressions or your
intuitions lead you to make any logical conclusions about this
apple? About apples in general? "I'd say this apple has been in
cold storage. I say that because ..."

'The idea for Ibis actietty Wag suggested by Alan Bundick
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4) List your feeling judgments: How you felt about trying this
experiment; how you felt about choosing the particular apple
you did; how you felt about eating the apple you chose.

B. Each recorder read to the others in the group what was written in
the sensing section. Get concurrence that all items were sensory
data. Then read each of the other three similarly.

C. The group then discusses this question: In what ways is the set of
data recorded under Sensing fundamentally different from the kinds
of things listed under Intuition? Do all members of the group
agree? Do the two sets of data help to show why people who per-
ceive with their senses more than with their intuition, and who
dwell more on sensory data than intuitive data, are fundamentally
different from intuitive types (and vice versa)? Can you see why they
would be more tuned to concrete facts, in the "here and now," and
less tuned in to abstractions, imaginings, possibilities and specula-
tions? Now consider the notes under Feeling and Thinking. How
are these two kinds of judgment statements basically different? Do
they help to show the real differences between F types and T types?

CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF TYPE CONCEPTS

Before going on to applications of type to education and other set-
tings, you may wish to see how well you grasp the concepts. To close
the chapter I have included a word list you can use to review the
ideas: Words to Help Understanding of Type Concepts. Following that
is a Type Concepts Test and an answer key with which you may
check your responses.

Don't be discouraged by the fact that learning about the types is
a long, slow process. Fortunately, there are ways to put type con-
cepts to work bit by bit as we learn them. Long before the complex-
ities of all the types emerge in our understanding, we can use the
concepts without distorting them or making them trivial. Each or
any of the type dimensions El, SN, TF and JP can be consid-
ered separately. If you have a basic grasp, say, of E and I, you can
put it to work. For example, in a brief exchange with someone,
guessing E or I may be useful as you decide whether you want to
help the person process a thought aloud or allow time for the per-
son to process the thought quietly inside.

In this El example, all the 16 types are sorted into just two cate-
gories. That is the simplest way of using type ideas. Often, however, it
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is far more reveal.ag and useful to sort the types into four categories,
as I do in Chapter 3 in presenting IS, ES, IN, and EN groupings as a
practical way of looking at work settings likely to bring out peoples'
best work.

After you have completed the Type Concepts Test and are reason-
ably sure you understand type concepts, the following activities will
make a practical check of your understanding.

First, you might find several people (colleagues, family, students,
etc.) who are interested in taking the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.
Arrange for a qualified person to administer it to them and explain the
theory to them, with you serving as a helper in the explanations. If
appropriate, have them check their comprehension with the Type
Concepts Test. (This activity is less cumbersome than it sounds.)
Typically, people who learn about type want to talk with someone
about it. This activity encourages you to talk about type concepts with
care, and thereby will test your comprehension of the theory and your
ability to use the terminology appropriately.

Second, you can select a professional colleague to be a partner.
Select a colleague whose type is different from yours. Arrange to
observe each other informally in several different situations. Then
discuss with each other the ways that type shows up in everyday
behavior. You will want to use the booklet Introduction to Type
especially pages A-17 and A-18 to get ideas of what to observe,
and as a resource in developing your capacities to observe each
other.
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AVOIDS TO -110.P VtipriSTANOING TYPE owns

0 EXTRAVERSION When extraverting, I am .. .

Oriented to the outer world
Focusing on people and things
Active

Using trial and error with confidence
Scanning the environment for stimulation

0 SENSING PERCEPTION When using my sensing I am .. .
Perceiving with the fire senses
Attending to practical and factual details
In touch with the physical realities
Attending to the present moment
Confining attention to what is said and done
Seeing little things" in everyday bre
Attending to step-by-step experiences

Letting "the eyes tell the mind"

0 THINKING JUDGMENT When reasoning with
thinking, I am ...

Using logical analysis
Using objective and impersonal criteria
Drawing cause and effect relationships
Being firm-minded
Prizing logical order
Being skeptical

fpJUDGMENT When I take a judging attitude, I am .. .

Using thinking or feeling judgment outwardly
Deciding and planning
Organizing and scheduling
Controlling and regulating
Goal oriented
Wanting closure, earn when data are incomplete
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e l INTROVERSION When introverting, I am . .

Oriented to the Inner world
Focusing on ideas, concepts, inner Impressions

Reflectite

Considering deeply before acting

Finding stimulation im. ardly

0 INTUITIVE PERCEPTION When using my intuition I am .

Perceiving with memory and associations

Seeing patterns and meanings

Seeing possibilities

Projecting possibilities for the future

Imagining; "reading between the lines"

Looking for the big picture
Having hunches; "ideas out of nowhere'
Letting "the mind tell the eyes"

0 FEELING JUDGMENT When reasoning with feeling, I am . . .

Applying personal priorities
Weighing human values and motites, my own and others

Appreciating
Valuing warmth in relationships
Prizing harmony
Trusting

PERCEPTION When I take a perceiving attitude, I am
Using sensing or intuitive perception outwardly

Taking In Information
Adapting and changing
Curious and interested

Open-minded

Resisting closure to obtain more data
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TYPE CONCEPTS TEST*

Record your multiple-choice responses on a separate sheet and
check your answers with the key that immediately follows the test.
Some of the items have more than one correct answer.

1. Type theory is concerned with the valuable differences in per-
sonality that result from
a. basic --ental health
b. environmental influences
c. the way people perceive and judge

2. By extravert is meant
a. a gregarious type who talks a lot
b. a shallow person
c. one who prefers to focus on people and things

3. By introvert is meant
a. one who prefers to focus on ideas and concepts
b. one who is aloof and unsociable
c. a neurotic

4. By sensing type is meant
a. one who is sensitive and empathic
b. one who is sensuous
c. one who prefers to perceive through the five senses

5. By intuitive type is meant
a. one who has prophetic powers
b. one who values imagination, inspirations .and possibilities
c. one who has extrasensory perception

6. By thinking judgment is meant making judgments
a. by means of all the mental processes
b. Logically and impersonally
c. taking into account all the data

7. By feeling judgment is meant
a. immature, emotional judgments
b. irrational and illogical judgments
c. judging on the basis of human motives and values

8. Sensing plus thi-iking people are mainly interested in
a. facts which can be collected and verified by senses and

analysis
b. possibilities which reveal themselves in new data and experi-

ences

'his tea MU angwally derrtnped by Anna Nuernberger
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c. problems which allow them to use their ingenuity
9. Sensing plus feeling people are mainly interested in

a. the impersonal and lot I handling of other people
b. making decisions abo1 facts which take into account how

people feel
c. problems that allow them to use their imagination

10. The intuition plus feeling people are most interested in
a. projects that involve them with equipment and tools
b. possibilities for people
c. facts about projects

11. The intuition plus thinking people
a. enjoy practical problems
b. are interested in possibilities which they approach with

impersonal analysis
c. choose projects that do not require executive or technical

ability
12. The "tendencies" of the types

a. are the way people are and nothing can be done about it
b. are the talents you can aspire to realize, and the warnings of

what to guard against
c. are among the most useful [earnings you can experience

from understanding type theory
13. Certain types

a. will have trouble with other types
b. can be of more use to you than other types
c. will be easier to understand than other types

14. In conflicts, you can use your understanding of type
a. by being sensitive to the other person's type
b. by being certain that the other person is aware of your point

of view
c. to understand what it is that one of you sees and values more

highly than the other
15. In education, you can use your understanding of type

a. to plan more effective learning situations according to type
h. by expecting a person to focus on processes intrinsically com-

fortable to him
c. to plan situations which exercise all the processes and give

children broad choices in developing their own type prefer-
ences
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ANSWERS TO THE TYPE CONCEPTS TEST

1. c. the way people perceive and judge. (Sensing and intuition are
the perceiving processes; thinking and feeling are the judgment
processes.)
a. Basic mental health is assumed to be associated with good type

development, but it is not the basis of the theory.
b. Environmental influences can indeed affect the way types

develop, but they are not the main concern of type theory.
2. c. one who prefers to focus on people and things

a. and b. answers may reveal prejudices you need to look at.
Introverts may see extraverts as over-talkative and shallow,
because introverts have little way of knowing how satisfying
the company of others can be to extraverts.

3. a. one 'ho prefers to focus on ideas and concepts
b. and c. choices may indicate either that you do not understand

the meaning of the word introrvrt, or that you have a preju-
dice that can affect your dealings with introverts. If you are an
introvert yourself you may lack the allegiance to your own
type which Is necessary for an effective and happy personality.

4. c. one who 'refers to perceive through the five senses.
a. and b. are not correct. Being a sensing type brings with h no

assurance that one will be sensitive, empathic, or seirsuous.
5. b. one who values imagination, inspiration and possibilities.

a. and c. are not correct. Ili wing a preference for intuition over
sensing is no assurance that one has, or can attain, prophetic
powers or extrasensory perception.

6. h. logically and impersonally
a. In general language, thinking is often used to describe all the

mental processes. In type theory, thinking is restricted to judg-
ments made in a logical, impersonal nay.

c. Sensing perception is more associated with seeing all the data.
7. c. judging on the basis of human motives and values. (A feeling

judgment is one that comes to a rational conclusion by weighing
the different human values and motives involved.)
a. and b. are not correct. Emotion in the dicitonaor is defined as

"a strong surge of feeling marked by an Impulse to outward
expression, often accompanied by complex bodily reactions."
VThen considering type, it is important to distinguish emotion
(the visible expression of affect) from feeling, which is used to
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indicate a rational process of making decisions. Feeling judg-
ment needs to be distinguished from emotional reaction.
Feeling judgment can be mature or immature. Mature feeling
insures that imnsitory pleasures do not outweigh long-term
important values. Feeling is rational, but not intended to be
logical, since logic is an aspect of thinking.

8. a. facts which can be verified by senses and analysis.
b. and c. refer to activities more interesting to persons preferring

intuition rather than sensing perception.
9. b. making decisions about facts which take into account how

people feel.
a. Impersonal and logical handling ofpeople tends to be more

interesting to thinking types.
C. Problems which allow use of imagination are more interesting

to intuitive types.
10. b. possibilities for people

a. The sensing plus thinking people are more Interested in equip-
ment and tools.

c. Sensing types are more interested than intultives in facts about
projects.

It b. are interested in possibilities which they approach with
impersonal analysis
a. Sensing people are more likely to enjoy fact problems.
c. People with the intuition, thinking, and judging combination

are often interested in executive assignments.
12. b. are the talents you can aspire to realize, and the warnings of

what to guard against. (The talents stein from the activities of the
dominant and the second fr.orite processes; the warnings con-
cern the consequences of lack of development of the other
processes.)

c. are among the most useful !earnings you can experience from
understanding type theory. Both b. and c. are correct choices.

a. This answer is partially correct. The theory does assume that
each person has some processes and attitudes that are more
comfortable, and that these preferred processes suggest the per-
son's best road to growth. The answer is wrong in assuming
that nothing can be done about it. The essence of type develop-
ment is in learning to we all one's processes in increasingly
skillful and appropriate ways.
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13. a., b., and c. are all correct answers for Question 13.
a. will have trouble with other types. (People who are of very

different types may have trouble getting along, especially if
they do not understand type differences. They can be of great
help to each other if they learn to respect their preferences
and their different communication styles.)

b. can be of more use to you than other types (Generally, peo-
ple who are very much alike have little trouble in agreeing
what should be done, but since they have similar abilities and
deficits, they will be less hel. to each other than to people of
somewhat different types.)

c. will be easier to understand than other types. (Similar types
typically, but not always, finl it easie- to understand each
other.)

14. a. by being sensitive to the other person's type
b. by being certain that the other person is aware of your point

of view
c. to understand what it is that one of you sees and values more

highly than the other (All three answers are correct. If differ-
ences are identified, understood and respected, they can be
discussed rather than fought over.)

15. a. to plan more effective learning situations according to type
b. by expecting people to focus on processes intrinsically com-

fortable for them
c. to plan situations which exercise all the processes and give

children broad choices in developing their own type prefer-
ences (All three choices are correct. Although all of us use all
four mental processes, exercise both perception and judg-
ment, and experience both the outer and inner worlds in
varying degrees, we learn hest when we can learn according
to the strengths of our own type.) -*
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2
TYPE, MOTIVATION,

AND LEARNING STYLE

INTRODUCTION: THE PROCESS OF STUDYING TYPE THEORY

Learning about type takes time. Not just the time given to reading

about it in this and other books. It takes time to soak in, to show its

value, and to get integrated into one's view of human nature. A keen
interest in it speeds the process, but it seems to follow a progression
that won't be rushed very much.

From my first contact w ih the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and
Jung's idea of the psychological types, I saw type theory as an
important contribution to my area of work the improvement of
teaching and curriculum work. The outcomes of formal education
depend so much on understanding student differences in motivation,
interests, learning styles, and aptitudes. I was very grateful to be
introduced to a theory that was yielding useful insights into these
differences in students.

Even though my beginner's understanding was just on the surface

of the rich and deep theory, many applications of type to teaching
showed themselves to me from the first. Through the 20+ years since

then, my understanding has evolved and deepened in a progression
that other people learning about type have also experienced. Your
understanding of type may follow a similar pattern. It does take time

A progression of understanding
At the beginning I saw the usefulness of type in terms of the separate

dimensions: El, SN, TF, and JP. While application to my work was my mi-
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tial motivation, I soon found my uses of type were superficial until I began
to study the meanings of type differences in my own family and among
other people I was closest to. I needed to explore with them the personal
experiencing of our own type preferences how daily life is experienced
differently through the extravert's and introvert's viewpoint, etc. 1.,fore I
could get beyond the surface, in applications to my work. We had to ask
of each other uncounted questions, and then try out and agree on lan-
guage about introversion and extraversion that fairly represented these two
ways of being in the world, with a minimum of stereotyping. Similarly, we
developed our understandings of SN, TF, and JP.

Some questions I asked were about their learning styles and inter-
ests, and problems in classrooms. After having the responses of those
most close to me, I felt ready to frame questions for people I did not
know or know well. At that point, I was still focused on the four sepa-
rate dimensions of type. I began to look for evidence of type prefer-
ences in action in classrooms, in my own and other peoples' class-
rooms where I could be an observer. New understandings about type
seemed to come best to me through these kinds of direct experiences
at work and at home.

The approach to learning about type I have described so far may
be more an extravert's way than an introvert's. But I believe that start-
ing in the inner circle of family and friends and gradually working out
to the wider circles is a general approach for learning about type that
will be effective for most people.

In those days, when I started teaching people about type, I concen-
trated on ti.e four dimensions. If we think of the four dimensions as
the first layer of type theory, I stayed in that layer a long time. I knew
there was more to type theory, but until I understood the more com-
plex aspects of type by seeing them reflected in my family life, I didn't
see their importance in my work.

Deeper layers
Next in my progression was recognizing the power of the dominant

process, as I suggested in the table in Chapter 1: "Brief Descriptions of the

Sixteen Types," and the accompanying paragraphs. Soon after, I saw that
the orientation of the dominant, extraverted or introverted, made dramatic
differences in peoples' basic motivations and their approach to communica-
tion with others. Several years passed before I could call quickly to mind
the dynamics of each of the 16 types. Type dynamics is the topic of
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Chapter 8. Learning about type requires time, a gestation period. Allow it

the time needed.
In my work I have studied many theories concerned with explain-

ing human nature. None has been richer or more rewarding than type
theory. The deeper I go into it, the more it reveals. Its value does not
fade or become overshadowed by more comprehensive ideas, as have
most of the other theories I have encountered. I believe you will find
it worth all the effort you give to studying it and using it. I hope this
book substantially speeds your proct .;5 of understanding type. But be
aware that you get from one layer of understanding to another only as
you make applications of the ideas and let the results show you
deeper aspects to study.

TYPE AS A WAY OF CLASSIFYING BEHAVIOR

Carl Jung saw his psychological types as a distinctive way of classi-
fying human behavior. I- is research showed him that many of our
behaviors cluster in patterns that seem to reveal different frames of
mind, distinctly different ways of processing our experiences. His the-
ory of psychological types stands apart from other modern theories of
psychology. While all psychology is concerned with behavior traits,
Jung distinguished types from traits.

Type preferences are not traits
For example, extraversion can be seen as a type preference or as a

trait. Jung devised the term to characterize a type preference, as the
polar opposite of introversion. It is an either-or category. Like preg-
nancy one is either pregnant or not; no one is a little pregnant or
a lot. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator sorts people into one category
or the other. Traits, on the other hand, are not sorting categories, they
are characteristics that are measured. Treated as a trait, extraversion
would be measured; a person would have a lot of it, a little of it, or
some quantity in between. You can take a psychological test that
includes extraversion and introversion as traits. It is possible for
someone to score equally high on both traits, meaning that the per-
son may be equally skilled at extraverting and introverting, has both
skills readily available when needed. Or score higher on one and
lower on the other. Or low on both, suggesting that these traits are
not well developed. That is not what type is about.

Just as there are no types better than other types, there is no such
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thing as too much or too little of a type preference. When someone
says, "She's too extraverted" or "He's an extravert off the wall," extra-
version is being treated as a trait. What is meant in this shorthand lan-
guage is not that the person has too high a score on F. as a type pref-
erence. Rather, it means that the person has traits such as
talkativeness, gregariousness or self-disclosure that aren't being man-
aged well.

The preference scores you get from taking the NIBTI are not a mea-
surement of skillfulness, maturity, balance, or any other quality. The
NIBTI scores have two parts, a letter and a number on each of the four
scales. The letter, such as E for extraversion, reports which of two
polar-opposite categories your answers sorted you into. The number
part of the score suggests how much you prefer one over the other.

Of course, the type preferences have traits that tend to cluster with
them; for example, introverts valuing privacy more that extraverts,
having greater capacity for sustained concentration, etc.

It is natural for people who prefer introversion to be more devel-
oped in skill traits such as sustained concentration because they culti-
vate their introverting side and spend more time using such traits.

When explaining type, we use clusters of traits to help define the
type preferences. Throughout the book, wherever there are lists asso-
ciated with the type preferences, the terms listed represent traits. For
example, decisiveness and a need for closure and planning are traits
that go with the J type preference, and flexibility, adaptability, and a
need for openness are traits that go with the P type preference.

Mistaking type preferences as traits
People often mistakenly treat a type preference as a trait. For exam-

ple, someone who comes out J on the NIBil may say, "I really have to
work on my P; I need to be more flexible and spontaneous. Next time
I take the NIBTI I hope I score as a P." The person secs J and P as
traits, something that can be worked on and changed, as one might
take some training on assertiveness to become more assertive. The
person who came out J may indeed work on the traits of spontaneity
and flexibility. But if the type report is correct and the person uses
mainly a judgment process in running his or her outer life, no amount
of work on traits associated with the P preference will change him or
her to having a perceiving process running the outer life. For (he J
person, working on traits such as spontaneity has to be done from a J
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mind-set. The) has to plan when and how to be spontaneous, how to
allow time and opportunity for it. The type preference does not
change; the person remains a J who is getting better at traits that do
not come naturally to a J.

In summary, type preferences are not traits, or even clusters of
traits. They are preferred ways of being in the world, different mind-
sets, different ways of experiencing life's daily events and processing
the experiences. The 16 type designations represent 16 different pat-
terns of organization of mental energy. It follows, (hen, that the types
also represent different patterns of motivations, interests, learning
styles, and aptitudes.

TYPE AND MOTIVATION

Motivation is a key issue in every theory about human nature. Because
this is a book for practitioners rather than for theorists, I don't try to show
this view of motivation in relation to other views. I just address the practi-
cal question: What does type theory tell us about peoples' motivations in
their everyday lives? Motivations and teaming styles are discussed in this

chapter as they appear in school and colleges. Readers concerned with
peoples' motivations and learning styles outside formal education, such as
trainers who work in organizations, will see that the type differences
described here are consistent in all aspects of life, wherever the learning

happens, and not just in classrooms.
Schools across the United States, urban and rural, big and small,

report that students' lack of motivation for school tasks is one of the

most persistent and perplexing problems. Student motivation is, of
course, very complex, having its roots in family life, peer relationships
and societal pressures that lie beyond the teacher's range of influence.
But teachers do have the power to affect student motivation in some
respects; and one key to that power can be seen in the type concepts.

Four aspects of motivation
Type theory suggests that we break down motivation into four

parts, corresponding to the four dimensions of type:
1. The extraversion-introversion preference shows the broad areas of

a person's natural interests. Extraverted people are by nature.
continuously alert to events outside themselves, turning outward
to pick up cues, ideas, expectations, values and interests. This
inclination to scan the environment gives them a variety of inter-
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ests. In contrast, introverted people naturally look inward for
resources and cues, and pursue fewer interests more deeply.
Attending more often to the inner storehouse of perceptions and
judgments, introverts take a reflective approach to life, while
extraverts take an active, trial-and-error approach. Of course,
extraverts often do look inward and introverts often do turn out-
ward. All four pairs of preferences described in this section refer
to habitual, but not constant tendencies.

2. The sensing-intuition preference reveals basic learning style differ-
ences. In learning situations, sensing people attend most often to the

literal meaning they find in concrete experiences. They learn best by
moving step-by-step through a new experience, with their senses as
engaged as possible. Intuitive learners' attention is drawn most often
to things that stimulate imagination, to possibilities not found in sen-
sory experience. Their minds work by skips and jumps, looking for
patterns wherever the inspiration takes them. The other three dimen-
sions of type also have learning style preferences associated with
them, but the SN differences are the most basic.

3. The thinking-feeling dimension shows patterns of commitments and
values. People who prefer thinking commit to activities that respond to
logical analysis, and to situations where human factors don't have to be

a primary concern. People who prefer feeling commit to personal rela-
tionships and to situations that call on their harmonizing ability.

4. The judging-perceiving dimension shows work habits. People
with a judging attitude are drawn toward closure, wanting a clear
work plan to follow. Disliking unsettled situations, they may some-
times lock into a course of action without looking at enough of the
relevant data. People with a perceiving attitude resist closure,
wanting to keep all channels open for new data. Disliking fixed
plans, they may sometimes postpone decisions, leaving much to
be done in a rush as a deadline closes in on them.
By taking these four natural motivation patterns into account in

planning instruction, by working with them rather than against
them, teachers can better direct student energies toward learning_
This chapter and the next two show how type concepts can he used
to help focus our own and others' mental energies for effective learn-
ing and working.
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TYPE AND LEARNING STYLE

Motivation and learning style are overlapping categories. When we
are focused on how people effectively approach learning tasks, moti-
vation is a part of learning style. Psychological type and learning style
overlap also. Type and learning style are certainly not synonymous.
Type preferences reveal a lot about learning preferences, but some
learning strategies are independent of one's type.

What is meant by learning styles? The term is used variously and
loosely in educational literature. 1 have tried to pin it down with a def-
inition. I use "learning styles" broadly to cover four aspects of psycho-
logical makeup:

A. Cognitive style in the sense of preferred or habitual patterns of
mental functioning: information processing, formation of ideas,
and judgments

B. Patterns of attitudes and interests that influence what a person
will attend to in a potential learning situation.

C. A disposition to seek out learning environments compatible with
one's cognitive style, attitudes and interests, and to avoid environ-
ments that are not congenial.

D. Similarly, a disposition to use certain learning tools, to use them
successfully, and avoid other tools.

Researchers tell us that all of us change some of our learning strate-
gies from situation to situation, from teacher to teacher. Other strate-
gies we want to keep the same in all situations if we can. Type prefer-
ences fall in this latter category. There is ample evidence that they
remain the same through all situations. Even in those situations that
call on us to produce behaviors quite different from our usual ways of
acting, our type preferences don't change. So the aspects of learning
style that are a reflection of one's type can be expected to persist
across situations. That expectation is confirmed by the research on
learning styles that involved the NM.

Those of us who use type theory as a tool to help us teach and
advise students make many assumptions about the ways that students of
different types want to learn or ways they do learn most effectively. To
sec whether our assumptions from type theory were supported by
empirical evidence, I examined all the published reports of research
now more than 130 that used the MBTI in studies of learning, teach-
ing, and academic aptitudes. I first examined the research reports in
1984 (published in Volume 8 of the Journal of Psychological 7)pe), and
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updated the review recently. About one-fourth of the studies gave some
indirect evidence of learning style preferences, and another fourth actu-
ally tested learning style hypotheses.

Over eighty per cent of the studies analyzed learning style differ-
ences by examining the four MITI1 scales separately rather than by
using the 16 preference types. That choice was dictated, in many
cases, by sample size; obtaining adequate numbers for the 16 cate-
gories takes a fairly large sample. For that reason, most of the results I
have summarized here are given by the four scale categories.

With a very few exceptions where research results were ambigu-
ous or unclear all of the research outcomes support type theory as
presented by Isabel Myers. I have combined and summarized the results
in table form. The four tables report what learning style behaviors or
clearly reported preferences were associated with the type preference
categories in the research. Readers who understand type and observe
learning styles may feel that some important learning preferences are
missing in these lists. For example, in Table 2., under ES types, there is
no mention of the preference for action; and in Table 3., under SF
types, a preference for group projects is not included. What you see
here is what the researchers reported, which is not as encompassing as
the anecdotal evidence of teachers who are experienced in using type.

Following the tables are narrative summaries that are easier to read
but are less compact. They incorporate the research conclusions and are
somewhat expanded by observations by teachers who know type the-
ory and type behaviors well.

TABLE 1. LEARNING PREFERENCES

ASSOCIATED WITH DIMENSIONS OF MBTI TYPE

EXTRAVERSION

talking, discussion
psychomotor activity
working with a group

SENSING

tasks that call for carefulness,
thoroughness, and sound-
ness of understanding
going step-by-step

INTROVERSION

reading, verbal reasoning
time for internal processing
working individually

INTUITION

tasks that call for quickness
of insight and in seeing
relationships
finding own way in new
material
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tasks that call for observing
specifics
tasks that call for memory
(recall) of facts
practical interests
(independent of intelligence)

THINKING
teacher's logical organization
objective material to study
depth and accuracy of content
personal connection to content

JUDGING
work in steady, orderly way

formalized instruction
prescribed tasks
drive toward closure, completion

tasks that call for grasping
general concepts
tasks that call for imagination

intellectual interests

FEELING

personal rapport with teacher
learning through personal
relationships

PERCEIVING

nork in flexible way, follow
impulses
informal problem solving
discovery tasks

, managing emerging
problems

TABLE 2. LEARNING PREFERENCES ASSOCIATED

WITH METE TYPES BY QUADRANTS

LS_TYPE5

demonstratiL -s
labs
computer assisted instruction
films, audio-visual aids

LN_TYpES
serious reading
tutorials
independent study
systematically organized
courses

ES_TyPES EN_TYpES

television reading

reports to class on topics self-instruction
selected by students courses that put me on my

scheduling my time
having a schedule and
sticking to it
orderly work on goals set in opportunities to be creative

advance and original

own initiative
working on group projects
meeting a lot of people
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TABLE 3. LEARNING PREFERENCES ASSOCIATED

WITH MBTI TYPES BY MENTAL PROCESS COMBINATIONS

_ST_ TYPES _SF_ TYPES

demonstrations student-led demonstrations
or presentations

labs instruction with personal
involvement

television television
having a plan and sticking to it films and audiovisuals
having a study schedule

NV TYPES fir_ TYPES
learn through personal organized teacher lectures
relationships

dislike impersonal, didactic self-instruction
instruction

highly value faculty feedback reading, researching
low-friction student-led systematically organized
discussions discourses

opportunities to be creative
and original

TABLE 4. LEARNING PREFERENCES ASSOCI.kTED WITH MBTI

TYPES BY PERCEPTION AND ATTITUDE COMBINATIONS

_S_P TYPES: Structured e:--,loratory observation, hands-on
_S _J TYPES: Structured, ch, .ctic, well-organized, sensory-rich

instruction
_N_P TYPES: Low structure, inductive instruction
_N_J TYPES: Moderate to high structure, "serious instruction
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SUMMARIES OF TILE LEARNING PREFERENCES

E 'AND 7 PREFERENCES AFRECT I/EARNING

EXTRAVERSION
Cognitive style: The extraversion

preference is associated with a cog-
nitive style that favors:
learning by talking and physically
engaging the environment,
letting attention flow outward toward
objective events,
talking to help thoughts to form and
become clear,
learning through interactions, verbal
and non-verbal.

Study style The extraversion preference is

asseriated with a study style that favors:

acting first, reflecting after,
plunging into new material,
starting interactions needed to stimu-
late reflection and concentration,
having a strong, interesting, external-
extraverted reason for btudying,
beyond learning for its own sake,
avoiding distractions that will cut
into their concentration,
studying with a friend,
studying to prepare to teach someone

Instruction that fits Es: The extravert-
ing types do their best work with:
opportunities to 'think out loud"; for
example, one - to-one with the
teacher, classroom discussions,
working with another student,
action projects involving people,
learning activities that have an effect
outside the learner, such as visible
results from a project,
teachers who manage classroom dia-
logue so that extraverts have ways to
clarify their ideas before they add
them to class discussion,
assignments that let them see what
other people are doing and what
they regard as important.

INTROVERSION
Cognitive style: The introversion

preference is associated with a
cognitive style that favors-
quiet reflection,
keeping one's thoughts inside until
they are polished,
letting attention flow inward,
being engrossed in inner events.
ideas, impressions, concepts,
learning in private, individual ways.

Study style: The introversion prefer-
ence is associated with a study style
that favors:
reflecting first, acting after (if neces-
sary),
looking for new data to fit into the
internal dialogue that is always going
on,
working privately perhaps check-

ing one's v. rk with someone who is
trusted,
reading as the main way of studying,
listening to others talk about the
topic being studied, and privately
processing what they take in,
extraverting just when they choose to.

Instruction that fits I's: l's like learn-
ing situations that let them:
work internally with their own
thoughts. listening, observing, lab
work, reading, writing,
processing their experiences at their
own pace,
present the results of their work in

forms that let them keep their privacy,

have ample time to polish their work
before needing to present it,
have time to reflect before answering
the teacher's questions.
tie their studies to their own per-
sonal interests, their internal agenda.
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SENSING
Cognitive style The sensMg preference is associ-

ated with a cognitive style that lavas:

memory of facts,

observing specifics,

processing data step by step,

starting with the concrete, then moving to distract,

being careful and thorough,

aiming toward soundness of understanding,

staying connected to practical realities around

them,

being attentive to what is in the present manent

Study style: The sensing preference is associated

with a study style that favors:

a seqaential, step by step approach to new material.

beginning with familiar, solid facts,

!raving gradually toward abstract concepts and

principles:

approaching abstract principals and concepts by

&tiling them out of their own personal. con-

crete experience.

Instruction that fits S's: S's do best with instrue-

tiOn kit allows them to hear and touch as well

as see (or only read about) what they are learn-

ing. They like

hands-on labs,

relevant films nil other audiovisual prestmtations,

materials [hat can be handled.

computer-assisted instruction.

first-hand experience that gives practice in the

skills and concepts to be learned,

teachers who provide concrete learning experi-

ences rust in any learning sequence, before using

the textbook,

teachers who show them exacdy what is expected

of them,

teachers who do nor move 'too quickly" though

material, touching just the high spas or jumprig

Iran thought to thought,

assignments that do not expect dim to generate

possibilities not based on solid facts,

Ails and (acts they can use in their present lives.

Being naturally observant of details in the here

and now, they tend to overlook the big picture. gen

eras meanings, and implications for the future.

They believe the adult ?mild has specific skills and

fans they should be taught, and they are disappointed

in any teacher who expects them to discover them for

tharecivis

LYTUITION
Cognitive style The intuition preference is assnei-

;led with a cognitive style that prefer&

being aught up in inspiration,

moving quickly in seeing associations and mean-

ings,

reading between the lines,

relying on insight more than careful observation,

relying OR verbal fluency more than on tummy

of facts,

focusing on general concepts mac than details

and practical mums.

Study style Irguitives typically adopt a study style

that includes:

following inspirations.

lumping into new material to pursue an intriguing

concept,

finding their own way through new material, hop-

ping from concept to concept,

alb:Ong to deeds only after the big picture is dear.

exploring new skills rather than honing present ones,

reading.

Instruction that fits N's: The intuitive types do

their best work with:

learning assignments that put them on their own

initiative, individually or with a group,

real choices in the ways they work out their

assigments,

opportunities to find their own ways to solve

problems,

opportunities to be inventive and original,

opportunities fa self-instruction, individually a

with a group,

a system of individual contracts between teacher

and students.

Intuitive types like beginnings a lot more than

endings, because beginnings are fired with the fasci-

nation of new possibilities. When they have study

assignments they can be enthusiastic about, they are

much mote likely to carry them to the finish line.

In high school and beyond, they generally like

experiences rich with complexities, which nay

include stimulating lectures.

After a concept or skill is understood to their sat-

isfaction, they nay find continued practice boring.

shift over to new inspirations, and never achieve

complete mastery.

They get Inmated with the teacher who paces

instruction 'too slowly'
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HOW THE T AND 11 PREFERENCES AFFECT:LEARNING

THINKING
Cognitive style: The thinking

preference is associated with a
cognitive style that favors:
making impersonal judgments,
aiming toward objective truth,
keeping mental life ordered by
logical principles,
analyzing experiences to find
logical principles underlying
them,
staying free from emotional
concerns while making deci-
sions,
naturally critiquing things, aim-
ing toward clarity and preci-
sion.

Study style: Thinking types typi-
cally adopt a study style that
includes:
having objective material to
study,
compartmentalizing emotional
issues to get clear thinking on
the task at hand,
analyzing problems to bring
logical order out of confusion,
wanting to get a sense of mas-
tery over the material being
studied.

Instruction that fits Ts: The
thinking types do their best
work with:
teachers who arc logically
organized,
subjects and materials that
flow logically and respond to
logic,
feedback that shows them
their specific, objective
achievements.

FEELING
Cognitive style: The feeling prefer-

ence is associated with a cogni-
tive style that favors:
making value judgments concern-
ing human motives and personal
values,
attending to relationships,
personalizing issues and causes
they care about,
staying tuned to the quality of the
subjective tone of relationships
and seeking harmony in
relationships,
attending to the quality of their
own emotional life,
naturally appreciating people and
their accomplishments.

Study style: Feeling types typically
adopt a study style that includes:
learning through personal rela-
tionships rather than impersonal
individualized activities,
learning by helping and
responding to other peoples'
needs,
studying with a friend,
wanting to choose topics to study
that they care deeply about.

Instruction that fits Fs: The feel-
ing types do their best work with:
teachers who value a personal
rapport with students.
assignments that have a goal of
helping people,
feedback that shows warm appre-
ciation for the student and his or
her effort, and gives corrective
suggestions in that context,
personalized assignments.
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JUDGMENT
Cognitive style: The judging pref-

erence is associated with a cogni-
tive style that favors:
having a clear structure in a learn-
ing situation from the beginning,
aiming toward completions and
getting closure,
having life organized into an
orderly plan.

Study style: Judging types typically
adopt a study style that includes.
planful and scheduled work,
drawing energy from the steady,
orderly process of doing their
work,
wanting to know exactly what
they are accountable for and by
what standards they will be
judged,

treating assignments as serious
business, and persisting in doing
them.

Instruction that sits Js: The judg-
ing types do their best work with:
pre-planned structure, and a
teacher who carefully provides it,
predictability and consistency,
formalized instruction that moves
in orderly sequences,
prescribed tasks,
milestones, completion points,
with little ceremonies to honor
successful completions.

PERCEPTION
Cognitive style: The perceiving

preference is associated with a
cognitive style that favors:
open exploration without a pre-
planned structure,
staying open to new experience,
managing emerging problems
with emerging structures,
the stimulation of something new
and different.

Study style: Perceiving types typi-
cally adopt a study style that
includes:
spontaneously following their
curiosity,
studying when the surges of
impulsive energy come to them,
studying to discover something
new to them,
furling novel ways to do routine
assignments so as to spark enough

interest to do the assignments.

Instruction that fits Ps: The perceiv-
ing types do their best work when-
they can pursue problems in their
own way,
they have genuine choices in
assignments, as with a system of
individual contracts in which the
student can negotiate some of the
activities,
assignments make sense to them,
their work feels like play.

Do these learning style patterns ring true for you? Discuss them with friends
and colleagues whose type preferences are different from yours.

The obvious question that conies to mind is, How can so many differences be
accommodated in one classroom? In the next chapter, we will consider applica-
tions of these learning style differences in the daily business of classrooms
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3
USING TYPE CONCEPTS IN
PLANNING INSTRUCTION

THE SIXTEEN TYPES ARE NOT EQUALLY REPRESENTED

The sixteen types are not equally represented in the school popula-
tion. It is hard to estimate the distributions of types in the general
population because different occupations and different educational
levels have their own characteristically different type distributions. The
estimates given below are composites from several data sets of stu-
dents and adults.

Extraversion 66% Introversion 33%
Sensing 66% Intuition 33%
Thinking (female) 33% Feeling (female) 66%
Thinking (male) 60% Feeling (male) 40%

Judgment 55% Perception 45%*

This means many more students are ESFJ, for example, than are
INFJ, and more are ENFJ than INFJ. The uneven distribution of the first
two type dimensions, El and SN, is a crucial fact for teachers, as can

be seen in the diagram following. A typical class-
room of 35 students would have this distribution of
types:

The distri' union might be different for elective
courses because students' type preferences often
influence their choices of electives. The distribution

i s
8

ES
15

IN
4

EN
8

'These and other statistics presented in the chapter arelion; 31 yrrs, 18 and likCaullcy, 6t H
(1985). Manual: A Guide to the Development and Use or the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Palo
Alto, C:4: Consulting Psychologists Press, Chapter 4
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is different in college samples; in general, college students are more
evenly divided between E and I and between S and N.

SCHOOL INSTRUCTION FITS SOME

TYPES BETTER THAN OTHERS

If a classroom has four times as many ES__ types as IN
types, what does that mean to the teacher? The question brings
us to the second key fact: most school instruction gives an
advantage to some types and handicap's others.

Consider these three descriptions; do you regard them as
typical of school instruction patterns?

1. Students work individually on their own tasks, each with
his/her own set of materials or books. Quiet is expected
so each one can concentrate and think through the work
individually.

2. When new concepts or rules are introduced, the teacher
or textbook tries to follow a sequence of first presenting
the concept verbally, defining it; then giving examples,
illustrations and/or demonstrations; and finally (at least
sometimes) giving students an opportunity to use the
concept or rule.

3. The main medium of instruction is words, spoken or
written symbols. A student's successful manipulation of
words in a dialogue or on tests is the primary way that
teachers have of judging a student's achievement. In the
case of mathematics and some science knowledge, the
symbols of instruction are abstractions representing
things other than words.

Are the three descriptions typical? Yes, so much that they seem to
be essential. Yet they clearly favor certain types of students. The first
one is a natural format for introverts, who prefer to do most of their
work quietly inside their own heads, to keep ideas inside until they
are polished and ready to be exposed. Extraverts, two-thirds of the
students, really do their best thinking with their mouths open. Their
thoughts come more clear as they hear them spoken. The most natural
setting for extraverts, the one in which they learn best, is one that
allows them to think out loud and to act that is, to do, make,
move, produce rather than just read and recite words about such
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actions. The testing of ideas and skills in the outer world tells the
extravert whether the half-formed ideas and skills are worth having.
The introvert, on the other hand, prefers to test ideas against private
criteria, in the inner world of the mind a process that is much eas-
ier for schools to manage.

The second classroom practice described above, that of presentin:
abstractions first and applications after, appeals to the intuitive's learn-
ing style, not to the sensing type. Abstractions, such as definitions,
theories, lists of procedures and rules, help intuitive types get into a
topic because they want to see the abstract meaning, the relationships
to prior knowledge, the -big picture," before they take on new con-
crete experience.

An example from a student
A conversation that I had with a student at a diesel mechanics school

will illustrate the conventional intuitive bias of instruction; that is,
abstractions first and concrete experience after. The student was com-
plaining about paper and pencil tests, saying he did much better with
"hands-on" tests in the shop. "I think better with my hands." When
asked to give an example, he told of being given a defective alternator
he was to take apart, fix and reassemble. He was given a diagram to
guide him in the operation. "I studied the diagram and studied it until I
thought I would puke. I couldn't understand it. So I threw down the
diagram. I took the alternator apart, carefully laying it down in a pat-
tern. Then I saw the problem, fixed it, and reversed my pattern to put it
back together. It worked perfectly." Did he look at the diagram after-
wards? "Yes." Did he understand it then? 'Yes, sure. It made sense then."
To this sensing type student, the abstract diagram made sense as a map
of the complex territory only after he first put his senses to work in
understanding the territory. It seems likely that similar diagrams he
encounters in the future will be more useful to him.

Probably the young man was an ES_ type. His best learning came
when he could use a combination of senses, actively operating on the
realities of his tangible environment. Note that he did not follow the
prescribed sequence of instruction, beginning with the abstraction, the
diagram.

Contrast this student's experience with that of an ENFP, a type with
intuition dominant. He was disgusted with his community college auto
mechanics class. It convened for two weeks without books. "All we
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do is stand around the cars and take parts off and put them back on."
He was ready to quit. His mother, knowing about type, urged him to
stay until the books arrived. When they came and he then had the
words and other symbols he needed to understand the principles, he
could begin to understand the machines.

Type and the skills of reading
How extensively are standard instruction practices biased toward

introversion and intuition? No careful analysis has been made, but the
bias is widespread. Probably the young child first encounters it in the
teaching of reading. Of course, reading is primarily an introverted
activity; it is done quietly by oneself. And it is fundament y an intu-
itive activity, involving abstractions the printed symbols. But read-
ing need not be taught as if all students were introverts and intuitives.
The skills of reading can be and are mastered by students of all types,
and students of all types can leave school with a positive attitude
toward reading.

Tragically many students are alienated by their first encounters with
reading instruction. Type theory points to the probability that most of
the alienated children are extraverted and sensing types. There are
data showing that the dropout rate is much higher among sensing
children. Isabel Myers obtained type data from 500 people who did
not finish 8th grade; 99% of them were sensing types.

What setting for reading instruction appeals to ES_ types? They
learn best through action, with many chances to talk. Reading aloud
with a partner is useful. They can be asked to recall a conrrete expe-
rience that is worth recording, or the teacher can provide such an
experience. If the child wants to report an experience to someone
not present, he or she can dictate it and see it transcribed; this
process demonstrates writing and recording as activities that are
interesting and useful.

To the sensing types, exercises such as reading "sight words" may
seem like learning nonsense syllables it is more useful to help them
decode printed language through phonics and word attack skills. Most
S children need explicit practice in matching sounds to letters until
they have mastered them all and are no longer mystified by the
printed symbols. When their first excursions into reading begin with
putting sounds to letters and letter combinations, they are more likely
to experience reading as enjoyable.
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Once the basics are mastered, sensing students will benefit
greatly from exercises that focus their attention on the meaning of
what they have read; interpretation of meanings requires the use of
intuition, and sensing children are less likely to do this easily with-
out careful teaching.

While adult reading is mostly a silent, individual activity, type theory
suggests that reading should be taught to most children as a social
process. First in a small group with other children at the same level of
decoding skills, sounding out letters and words as other children listen
and follow along. Then reading aloud in the same groups from stories
that contain the mastered words. Then writing together and reading
aloud; sharing stories, writing scripts to be acted; quizzing a partner on
vocabulary and spelling; teamwork in writing and critiquing letters,
reports and newspapers they write to be read by people whose opinions
matter to the writers; reading aloud to younger people or to anyone else
who will listen; and any other such activities that demonstrate reading as
a social transaction. The content of reading, as much as possible, should
be words from the students' lives that have a direct connection to their
concrete experiences. These techniques, from mastery of the code

through writing for the benefit of others. will help eliminate the bias of
instruction that di: gltages the ES_, types.

Type and testing
Correcting the biases of instruction that harm ES_ children is per-

haps the most crucial unrecognized problem of American education.
No doubt the biases are largely unconscious, unintended. In my expe-
rience, most textbook writers are intuitive types, as are the writers of
standardized test& Most are probably unaware that their products
reflect their own intuitive way of viewing the world, their way of
approaching learning t tsks. Writers of pencil and paper intelligence
tests, also intuitives, most likely are unaware that their tests have a
bias toward the kind of intelligence they value most, intuitive intelli-
gence (manipulating symbols, drawing inferences, and the like).

Considering the biases, there is no surprise in the fact that IN stu-

dents as a group score highest on intelligence tests, followed by EN__
IS_, and ES_, in that order. Why do sensing types, on average, score
lower that intuitive types? First because the symbols of language have to
be translated into meaning. That is done by intuition. On paper tests, a
double translation is needed, printed symbols into words, and words
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into meanings. It is a slower and less confident process for sensing
types. The second reason is because the tests concern abstractions.
Sensing types are more at home with the facts of a situation. As Isabel
Myers has noted, they do not automatically link idea to idea, as intuitive
types tend to do, but want to test ideas against known facts, a process
that takes more time. Aiming for this kind of thoroughness, the sensing
types are especially unfairly evaluated by timed paper-and-pencil tests.

In my notes of conversations with her, I found an anecdote Myers
told that suggests an aspect of sensing intelligence not reached by
such tests. "Speaking of where sensing people are bright and an intu-
itive may stub his toe, at one time somewhere we had a refractory
lock which was hard to turn. I was struggling and getting nowhere
and Chief lher husband, a sensing typel said, 'Can't you feel what's
going on in there?' And I said I couldn't. That must have meant some
sensation there carried a very instructive meaning to which I was
absolutely oblivious. I'm sufficiently intelligent, but not on that side."
Myers' contrast of her intuitive intelligence with that of her husband's
sensing intelligence highlights for me the inadequacy of paper-and-
pencil tests to measure some aspects of sen, .ng knowledge.

My experience tells me that the unconscious bias toward intuitive
intelligence stretches from Kindergarten through graduate school.
There is an assumption, certainly from secondary education on, that
intuition is a higher form of mentality than sensing, that brighter peo-
ple grow beyond their dependence on sensory processing to the
"higher stage" of abstract processing. This view is incorrectly rational-
ized by citing theories of cognitive development such as those of
Piaget and Kohlberg. Those theories do not address the mental prefer-
ences of sensing and intuition as Jung characterized them. Mixing the
two theories of cognitive development together is like combining
apples and oranges.

I am reminded of a T-shirt I got from a friend who knows I am left-
handed. It reads, "Everyone is born right-handed. Only the greatest over-
come it." I hope this book adequately makes the case that the sensing
preference is not something to be outgrown or overcome. I strongly
believe that the record of American education in the twentieth century is,
among other things. a record of neglect of sensing intelligence, an intelli-
gence typified by the young diesel mechanics student who bypassed the
prescribed instruction process and solved his problem his way and
the kind of intelligence possessed by the majority of America,i students.
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However, the biases in instruction the teaching, textbooks, and
testing -- that handicap the extraverted sensing students do not make
the instruction ideal for the introverts or intuitives. Introverts with a
sensing preference are not b °nefitted by instruction with an intuitive
bias. And many intuitives have told me of the boredom and Frustration
they have felt when inctruction was too cut and dried, too pro-
grammed, and not giving them enough elbow room for their intuitions
to range through the material in a satisfying way. Many intuitives said
the instruction they experienced was biased against them.

PLANNING INSTRUCTION TO

HONOR THE RIGHTS OF EVERY TYPE

Certainly, all students have a right to a learning setting that will
offer them their best opportunity to develop. That is an ideal everyone
subscribes to, and everyone knows it is still beyond our reach. Type
theory provides some new insights into how to improve learning set-

tings to serve all students better.
Trying to improve our conventional instruction practices using type

theory or any other ideas takes hard work and a lot of time. Having
helped many people get started using type in schools and colleges, I
know it can be done and is worth the effort. Such a broad and long-term
task has to be accomplished one classroom at a time, in small steps. I
have included in this chapter ideas for using type that represent many
steps, small and large. They can only be undertaken one or a few at a
time. Start small, and confirm for yourself that each step is an improve-
ment. If you start on a grand scale while you are just beginning to
understand type concepts, you are likely to undermine your own plan.

Start small, perhaps just planning ways to get more physical activity
and constructive dialogue into your instruction plans. Or find ',lore con-
crete experiences to supplement the abstractions presented in our text-
books. Consider starting lessons with concrete experiences before the
students open the textbook to read about the subject of the lesson. In
this chapter and Chapters 9 and 10 you will find a progression of ideas
that may take several years to gradually introduce into a classroom or
curriculum. Start with one or two ideas whereyour understanding of

type seems most secure.
This section provides a number of ways for you to begin usi.-.g type

concepts in planning instruction. The first of these is an exercise entitled

Four Work Settings. The exercise is made up of four checklists. Use them
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first to identify your own most preferred and least preferred work or learn-
ing settings. Follow the directions for the exercise. You may want to mark

J7EXERCISEFFOUR WORK SETTINGS

Directions
Step One: Put a check mark beside those items that are true for you, on all

four lists.
Step Two: Go back over all four lists. Draw a circle around the check

marks for those items that are strongly true of you.

PATTERN A

I AM LIKELY TO DO MY BEST WORK IN SITUATIONS THAT:

make practical sense to me
have a clear organization in them
are practical and realistic
let me know just what is expected of me
let me work at a steady speed, step-by-step
require accuracy and careful attention to details
require patience
don't have many surprises in them
let me use my practical experience
let me use my memory for facts
let me think through a problem by myself before I have to act on it

PATTERN B

I AM LIKELY TO DO MY BEST WORK IN SITUATIONS THAT:
will produce practical results, useful products
involve other people or take group effort
let me work toward goals step by step in an orderly way
are real and not just dealing with theory
give me a clear picture of what other people are doing and what they

regard as important
have realistic schedules that don't expect too much too soon
let me learn from first-hand experience, on the job
let me use the practical skills and facts I possess
give me a regular work schedule, but give me some variety and time
to socialize, too
let me work with concrete things, hands-on materials
let me "think out loud' with other people

copy-Rim Gordon Ifittrence, 1992 People Types and Tiger Slopes Groom ylle. 11. Center for
Applicalfoiu of PsycholanycnI Tdv, Inc
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the checklist items lightly in pencil, so that you can erase the marks later
and use the pages as masters to photocopy for your students to respond to.

PATTERN C

Ckh I AM LIKELY TO DO MY BEST WORK IN SITUATIONS THAT:
let me work in my head with my own ideas
let me work toward solutions in my own way
give me a chance to be creative
let me set my own standards of quality
let me work hard when I feel like it, and go easy when 1 need to
don't burden me with too many routines
have important ideas behind them
give me ample time to think out my ideas before I have to act
let me use my hunches and inspirations
let me follow my curiosity
let me work in depth on things of importance to me

PATTERN LI

I AM LIKELY TO DO MY BEST WORK IN SITUATIONS THAT:
put me on my own initiative
let me plan and carry out new projects
involve other people in solving problems, such as group projects
let me create new ways of doing things
let me try out my ideas to see if they work, to see how other people
react to them
don't require a detail( A accounting of how l use my time
pose problems needilg more attention to the broad picture than to
details
provide variety and minimize routine
let me figure out how to put theory into practice
let me make mistakes without penalties and learn from the mistakes
challenge my imagination

Copynght 0 Gordon Incerrnce, 1992 People Types and Tiger Sinpes thnnesfille, FL Center for
ripithcations of Ps)rbological Type, Inc
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What do responses to the exercise mean?
Look back over your responses and see what patterns you find. As

you may have discovered, the A list describes IS_ preferences for
work situations. The B list, FS__ preferences; the C fist, IN prefer-

ences, and the D list, EN__ preferences. You probably put the most

check marks on the list that matches your type, and the most circled
check marks on that list. Very likely you also put the fewest check
marks on the list opposite your type as ES is opposite IN and IS is

opposite EN.

Now answer three questions, to your own satisfaction:
1. Does the list with the most marks reflect work conditions tit

are usually highly important to me?
2. Would I probably work less productively under tlw other

three sets of conditions?
3. Do the four lists apply as appropriately to schoolwork situa-

tions as to other kinds of work situations?
Most people answer yes to all three questions, including young

people. Some adults spread check marks across two or three of the
lists. Their maturity gives them the flexibility to work well in a variety
of situations. Young people may be less adaptable, more polarized
toward one pattern. For such students, attention to matching of
schoolwork situations to students' types becomes more urgent.

If the 16 types are distributed in your classroom as they are in the
general population, you may find nearly half of your students choos-
ing list B, with less choosing A and D, and very few choosing C. The
four lists were written to apply to any work situation, not just to the

classroom. 'They do not refer to learning situations" or learning styli
because those terms call to mind the usual features of the classroom
(lecture, workbooks, audio-visual materials, etc.), and those features
make it difficult to look more broadly at learning situations. (Later in
this chapter is a list of classroom features that different types prefer.)

Four teaching preferences, four teaching biases
You may find it helpful to go back through the four lists and

respond to each item as if it were a question beginning thus: "In my

teaching, do I typically provide learning situations that..: Be critical
and mark only the items that describe what you regularly have pro-
vided for students. From this analysis you can identify what you pref.
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and what learning structures you are most likely to neglect. A major
step in learning to use type in our planning is recognizing that our
most preferred ways of teaching are the least preferred ways of learn-

ing for some students.
Through the years, 1 have often asked students in my classes

every three weeks or so to give me a brief evaluation of the vari-
ous aspects of the course, indicating the most valuable and least valu-

able to them, and giving suggestions for improvement. From the
classes in which we used the MBTI, I learned quickly and dramati-
cally that the _S4 types had a hard time with my CENT?) way of
structuring our work. They pinpointed blind spots in my planning. It
should have been no surprise to me that I was teaching the way I
like to be taught. But my image of myself as a good teacher kept me
from seeing the areas I was neglecting. Their evaluations spurred me
to get more serious in understanding what was needed to balance my

own inclinations. I still find lots of room for improvement and con-

tinue to be surprised at blind spots that turn up. If the Four Work
Settings exercise turned up a blind spot for you, it may be a good
place to start in using type concepts in your planning

TIPS FOR USING TYPE IN PUNNING
Here is a procedure for planning instruction that begins with the

four lists you have analyzed When thinking about instruction plans,
keeping 16 types in mind is difficult if not impossible. it is simpler to
start with a model that sorts the types into four sets IS, ES, IN, and

EN as represented in the four lists you have just used. This
approach need not abandon the TF and JP dimensions. Rather, they
can be used as ways of making adjustments in the four basic models,

adjustments to fit the needs of individual students, or of small groups.
Making adjustments for 'IT and JP is discussed later in the chapter.

The four-sets approach is not the simplest way to start using type
concepts in your planning. If you want to start at a more basic level,

other options follow these paragraphs.
I suggest five steps in planning instruction with the help of the IS,

ES, IN, EN lists.
1. Begin with a careful consideration of your own most natural

teaching style. Chapter 4, Type and leaching Styles, may help
you identify relationships between your teaching style and

your type. It also offers ways to examine the contrasts
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between your teaching style and the learning needs of stu-
dents whose type preferences differ from yours.

Your basic instruction plan should let you work from your
strengths. Your energy for teaching comes in part from the sat-
isfaction of exercising your type preferences. We cannot work
well outside the framework of our own types. But we can
find teaching styles that accommodate the essential needs of
our own types and at the same time provide a good learning
environment for students of other types. The analogy of plan-
ning a long trip for a van full of family members may help
you think about your instruction plan. The drivers have to
look after their needs and protect their comfort zone, but the
trip will he drudgery for everyone if the needs and interests of
passengers are overlooked.

2. Consider next the needs of ES__ students, because they are
the types most often neglected in instruction plans. Check
your plan by using the items of the ES list as criteria.

3. Develop alternative activities, variations that will appeal to
EN__ and IN_ students. Using the items of those three

lists, see what variations you can make in your basic plan and
still stay within your comfort zone.

4. If you want to plan adjustments to accommodate TF and JP dif-
ferences, you will find suggestions for that later in the chapter.

5. Double-check your plans by referring to the tables and lists in
Chapter 2 that show learning preferences associated with the
type preferences (Have I provided for Es?, for Is?, etc.)

Plan for the type preferences rather than for individuals
You will notice that my suggestions for planning do not include

giving attention to the types of individual students How reasonable is
it for the teacher to expect to keep in mind the types of all the stu-
dents? I know a few elementary teachers who do it, and some college
teachers who can because of small class sizes. A more reasonable
expectation is that we plan to teach to type preferences, without
regard to which students are which types. When we do, students have
the opportunity to attend to their own individual differences, and
address their own needs, often with less assistance from us.

I believe the way for most teachers to begin teaching with type in
mind is to use the type preferences in the planning of lessons. In most
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situations, the teacher does not need to first administer the Type

Indicator to the students. When the teaching plan takes type into

account, the students will respond positively, even when the teacher

does not know the types of particular students. I generally recommend

to teachers that they learn the types of difficult, enigmatic students, the

ones for whom regular planning and teaching are not working well. In
Chapter 10 are suggestions of how to use type in making a plan spe-

cific to one student.

Teaching students about type
Some teachers find a lot of value in teaching their students about

type and using the language of type with them ("We need to do some
serious introverting right now, so let's not distract each other;" "Would

one of you sensing people help me explain this more clearly?"). In that

case, they probably should take the Type Indicator, be given a full

explanation of the type concepts, and be coached in constructive, ethi-

cal uses of type. For some students, knowing about type is extremely
important to them as they work to make sense of their lives.

Using the preferences as a checklist
When I am planning a unit or lesson, I go through a mental check-

list of type preference pairs, starting with SN. I start there because
these perception processes have the most to do with how students
encounter new material. I want to use some kind of advance organizer
at the beginning to make a bridge to the new material from the con-
cepts and viewpoints they now hold. Intuitive type students need a
"big picture" organizer that shows them the conceptual context we

will be working in. Sensing type students need an organizer that

:tares to their own concrete experience. I want to provide both to

help them link old to new. Good teachers have always known how to

use examples and analogies that reach both sensing and intuitive
minds. The homely but powerful analogies in the parables of Jesus are

good illustrations of this technique.
The El preferences are next on my checklist. How can I plan an

active, at least dialogue-active, way to get them started in processing
the new material? Then, how do I build in a reflection component that
appeals to extraverts as well as introverts? The TV dimension reminds

me that I need two approaches to build their commitment to studying

the subject.
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The JP dimension is especially important for me. Being a perceiving
type, unless I plan carefully I tend to neglect the needs of my J stu-
dents for a clear structure right from the beginning. In a carefully con-
structed handout, I tell precisely what is expected of the students. For
the P types, I put into the handout suggested options for reaching the
expected outcomes, and allow students to negotiate with me another
option they may want to propose. I have students write individual
plans and present them to me for approval or negotiation.

Improving classroom routines with type concepts
Even the most routine aspects of classroom instruction can be

infused with some concrete action to make them more appealing to
extraverts and sensing types. For example, when drill on reading and
writing and other skills is needed, the class can be shifted into two-per-
son teams. Team members can choose each other (for example, by
writing first, second and third choices on a piece of paper, from which
the teacher selects partners) or can ask to be assigned to someone by
the teacher. Teams should keep the same membership for several
weeks, with the teacher cancelling a team or changing team composi-
tion as needed. During team time, members can decide whether to,
and when to, work together or separately; and how much time to
spend in either arrangement. Some teachers give the students the
option of handing in joint work or separate products. The point is that
two kinds of accountability need to be maintained. Individual students
are responsible for their own work, and are responsible to the teacher.

Secondly, the team members are accountable to each other. If the
team members have been taught the concepts of type, and if they
know each other's types, they can use their understanding of type to
communicate more easily in the process of trying to he accountable.

Of course, students in the K-I 2 grades can get quite noisy when
talking in small groups or pairs. You can deal with that by teaching
them quiet voice. Demonstrate quiet voice. speaking just loud enough
for the voice to carry clearly lot about two feet. By having them talk
to a partner with the volume turned way clown, the class will realize
that everyone can understand his or her partner without raising voices,
and the low rumble of talking in the background doesn't interfere.
Until they develop the habit of quiet voice, the talking will escalate
from time to time to intrusive levels. When this happens, simply stop
the dialogues, and require everyone to work separately without talk-
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ing. That is punishment enough to encourage them to work on their
self-discipline. They want to talk and will train themselves in quiet
voice so that the privilege of talking doesn't get taken away.

Adjusting instruction for TF differences
If you have made or revised a basic instruction plan in terms of ES,

EN, IS, and EN preferences, you then can consider the 1T and JP
dimensions as a means for seeing if the plan has a logical structure
and flow to it (1), promotes a warm and respectful interpersonal
learning climate (F), is business-like (J), and has playful elements in it
(P). You can use this list of "needs" that are usually associated with TF
and JP differences.
Thinking types need order, if order is taken to mean that logic rules

the situation. They resent order that is not logical. The teacher
should prompt Ts to take leadership in analyzing confused situa-
tions, to use their logic to make the situations orderly, and to spell
out logical consequences.

Thinking types need to achieve, to have a sense of mastery, to
know some things deeply and do them well This need is a natural
ally to the school's objectives. Many T children don't know what
they can master, what skills they can develop to the mastery level,
and they need very specific help in this. Without help, some of
them will find mastery in anti-social behavior, because the need for
mastery is much stronger than the need to please people includ-
ing teachers. For the majority of the Is, mastery is most likely to be
found in technical areas, many of which are unfortunately unavail-
able for students to explore until they reach high school.

Thinking types need to endure, to persist, to prevail in things they
are committed to. They want to have the last word in arguments.
They may choose the wrong things to persist in, and they often
need help in identifying the values that really are most worthy of
their stick-to-it determination. Teachers can avoid useless confronta-
tion with T students by recognizing early signs of persistent resis-
tance and redirecting the students' thinking power into careful

analysis of the situation, looking for cause and effect relationships.
(Teacher: "We seem to disagree. Tell me how you see the prob-
lem...Have you thought about it from this angler)

Feeling types need approval and personal support more than they
need to achieve, to prevail, or to he "right." In some F students
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the need is very strong. Teachers who emphasize independent,
individualized activities for students should be especially careful
that they have not cut off F students from one of their main
sources of motivation: the sense that their work is valued and
appreciated. They want warm, not cool or impersonal acknowl-
edgement of their work.

Feeling types need to be needed, to know they are helpful to peers
and adults. They are turned off by assignments that seem to have
no particular value to anyone except themselves in some imper-
sonal, remote sense (as with memorization of many facts and skills
that are found in textbooks). Receiving the teacher's personal sup-
port and approval does not adequately substitute for the student's
need to be helpful. So feeling types are most likely to profit from
work in a harmonious group when the task involves group
members in helping each other, with a division of labor and shared
responsibility. Examples would be group projects, tutoring, team
learning and drilling with a partner. Projects that have a goal of
being helpful to people outside the classroom are especially moti-
vating to F students. They may even warm up to more remote
materials if the human side is presented first. Fs want content they
can personally relate to, stories of people, ethical issues, etc.

Feeling types strongly need friendship. They value harmony and
will give in on disagreements because they want to preserve satisfy-
ing personal relationships. If the teacher will give them the oppor-
tunity to call attention to disharmony in the classroom, F students
can be very helpful in leading the class toward an improved class-
room climate. Most important of all to many F students is the
opportunity to work with a friend. Friends who work together gen-
erally will stay on task if they know they will be separated when
they abuse the opportunity. Peer affiliation is probably the most
powerful force inside middle schools and high schools. The wise
teacher harnesses it and doesn't try to fight it.

Adjusting instruction forJP differences
Judging types need structure and predictability much more often

than do perceiving types. 154 students need them most. If j stu-
dents have not worked out their own structure for schoolwork, the
teacher must provide it. They value an orderly sequence or studies
Js can be comfortable with some variety and spontaneity if they
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know that an underlying structure is intact or that the structure
actually calls for those things.

Judging types need milestones, completions, and a sense of closure_

Progress charts and tangible records are useful. Ceremonies, even

little ones, to mark successful completions are valued, as are tradi-
tions generally. Persistence is a related J trait, and ceremonies that
honor successful persistence will be especially appreciated. (In con-

trast, persistence does not come easily to Ps, but they need to
develop it; the ceremonies are likely to benefit them too.)

Judging types need a system of accountability that is clear and made
known in advance. They want to know what they are accountable
for, when, how, and by what standards they will be judged. Js will

learn out of a sense of duty, for a while at least; but that is not a
good substitute for clear expectations made known in advance.

Perceiving types need variety, novelty, and change. As

McCaulley and Natter note, the typically structured classroom
can make the perceptive types feel imprisoned, with the result

that they spend energy needed for study trying to get freedom.
More flexible classrooms are naturally more suited to these stu-

dents.
Perceiving types need autonomy and a real choice. The need is

especially strong in _N _P types. They work much better at tasks
they have chosen. They will accept structure and a system of
accountability if they have choices within the structure, and espe-

cially if they have had a hand in deciding and protecting the struc-

ture. For example, a system of individual contracts, in which a stu-
dent can negotiate some activities, is a structure Ps would enjoy

planning and supporting.
Perceiving types need opportunities to be spontaneous and free-

wheeling, to follow their curiosity. The teacher alert to this need
will find tasks for Ps that let them explore and find new facts or

possibilities for the class to use.

PLAN A UNIT OF INSTRUCTION USING TYPE CONCEPTS

Here are steps you can take to try out the ideas of type in your
classroom. If you have a colleague or two with whom you can share

your plan, this planning sequence may be more helpful to you.
1. Select one classroom group of students with which to try using type

concepts. As needed, coordinate your choice of students and your
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instruction plans with other people. Even if you believe it is not
appropriate for your students to answer the MBTI, you can still use
type concepts in many ways to reach students of different types.

2, if your students are 12 years or older, decide whether to administer
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to them. The Murphy-Meisgeier
Type Indicator for Children° (MNMCO)" is also available and has
been validated for second through eighth grades. In most situations,
teachers need to coordinate MBTI or MMTIC administration with
the school counselor and obtain approval of the principal. If you
decide to use the MBTI, precede the administering of it with an
introduction to the idea, such as the "People Types and Tiger
Stripes" activity in Chapter One. The introduction should serve to
spark students' interest in the instrument so they will respond to it
seriously. Some students will have difficulty with the MBTI because
of its reading level. Reading the items aloud to them is an option. If
you do read the questions to them, each student should have a
copy of the Indicator to look at as you read. Tell the students the
Indicator was created for adults, and there may be questions where
they do not understand the words. In this case, they may omit the
question. Do not interpret questions for the students. If you read
questions aloud, take care to make sure your own type preferences
don't show. Make each choice sound equally desirable. After they
take the MBTI or MMTIC, be sure they have their profile interpreted
and their questions answered. Nearly all the students will be keenly
interested in their profiles.

3. Decide whether to have the students respond to the four lists enti-
tled, "I Am likely to Do My Best Work ..." Steps two and three are
intended to give you some evidence of the types of your students.
Having information on that is not essential to this planning
sequence, but it is helpful If you have students who cannot read
the Indicator or the other materials, it is possible to recognize char -

a'-teristics of type in their behavior. In Chapter 10 is a set of obser-
vation checklists you can use to estimate students' types by observ-
ing the patterns in their behavior. The process is time-consuming
but it may fit your needs. Once again, knowing each student's type
is not essential to planning instruction with type concepts.

4. Prepare a plan of instruction either a new plan you have not

Alms-Briggs Type Indicator and ALSITIC are registered trademarks of Consulting PsyelsologIsrs
Pass, Mc , Palo Alto, CA
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implemented before, or a revision of a plan you have used before.
This plan will incorporate type concepts. You may want to start
with a single dimension of type, such as El, or you may want to fol-
low the IS, ES, IN, EN process described earlier in this chapter.
Prepare it in sufficient detail so that your colleagues can read it and
probably follow its intent without having to ask you for clarification
on major points. If you prefer, you can prepare a joint plan with
one or more partners. In either case, your plan should have a clear
rationale based on type concepts.

5. If you need a formal evaluation plan, decide what data you can
gather, as progress reports or a final report at the end of the unit,
to show tangibly how well your plan worked. If you do succeed in
making a better match between students and the learning setting,
what would you expect to improve? Student time-on-task -n be
estimated by simple observation. Student interest can be sampled
by a few questionnaire items. Student achievement can be docu-
mented by student products and by teacher-made tests. Organize
these ideas into an evaluation plan.

6. Before you implement your plan, have your colleague(s) review it,
critique its applications of type concepts, and make suggestions.

EXAMPLES OF CLASS PROJECTS SUCCESSFUL

WITH ALL TYPES OF STUDENTS

Here are four examples of instruction plans that had a strong mea-

sure of concrete activity in them, and were (predictably) successful

with ES students as well as the others. Note that the teachers who
planned and conducted these activities did not consciously follow the
six-step plan, but in retrospect alt the features of the planning process
can be seen.

The greenhouse project
Sixth grade students in Jacksonville, Florida, became interested in

the processes of plant growth and got the idea of building a green-
house so they could house the number of plants they wanted to grow,
and could continue growing them throughout the winter. Concrete
activity was at the center of the plan: presenting the idea to the princi-
pal, a field trip to a local greenhouse, letter writing to obtain infonna-
tion about greenhouse construction, dialogues with a nurseryman, a
businessman and a construction foreman (a parent), and maintaining a
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bulletin board related to the progress of the project.
Science and math became concrete and active, too. Students made

charts and graphs for the plant experiments; plotted the sun's move-
ment in relation to the school to help decide the best location for the
greenhouse; made careful measurements and worked up plans con-
cerning the size, shape, materials, and cost of the greenhouse; and the
plant experiments themselves had many active aspects. All the stu-
dents wanted to be involved in some way in the actual construction
work: using the posthole diggers, sawing, hammering, and stapling
the plastic covering on.

In analyzing the events as they evolved, we can see the students
particularly the ES_ and EN_ students would be drawn to the
physically active aspects of the projects. Virtually all parts of the pro-
ject were performed by teams, with the more quiet and reflective
activities coordinated with the active work. The library research on
greenhouses and the sun's path, and design work would appeal espe-
cially to IN s, as would the plant experiments themselves. Type the-
ory suggests that IS_s would be attracted to the planning of details,
learning from experienced adults, keeping accounts for the fund rais-
ing and calculating materials needed and the cost of them. Probably
the IS_ students were also the most reliable in caring for the plants
and recording the outcomes.

Adopted grandparent program
The adopted grandparent program at P. K. Yonge Laboratory School

in Gainesville, Florida, began over 30 years ago and has been success-
fully adapted at many other schools. It was originated by a second
grade teacher who worked with the administrator of a nearby nursing
home to arrange visits of the children to the residents of the home.
Her class "adopted" some of the residents and gradually built a strong
relationship with them that was beneficial to the adults as well as the
children. The residents were ones who volunteered to be involved
and had lively minds. Many of them became frequent visitors and
helpers at the school.

The children who chose to go regularly to the nursing home
learned about companionship with very old people, the problems of
living with infirmities, and death of loved ones. They arranged birth-
day parties for their adopted grandparents, made craft gifts for them,
wrote poems, read to them, helped them eat, and had many other
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activities with them as they would with their own grandparents. The
grandparents in turn gave the children individual attention and help

they may not have received °chemise. Many former P. K. Yonge stu-

dents consider their time with their adopted grandparents as a high-

light of elementary school.

The inner-city housing project
Some Nashville junior high school social studies teachers planned a

very successful unit for students of their inner-city school. Many of the

students had the ability to do well in school but most were expected

to drop out because of what was termed their "defeatist" attitude. Most

of the students lived in apartment buildings that were poorly main-

tained. No one knew the landlord; rent checks went to a realty com-

pany, and requests about repairs mostly went unheeded.
When the teachers learned about the housing conditions, they pro-

posed a project for the students to find out more about the situation

and to try to do something about it. Students agreed, without much

enthusiasm at first. Investigative teams were formed. After preliminary

planning, some teams took a questionnaire, a note pad, and a camera

to an apartment building to interview tenants and document the need
for repairs. These teams kept records of how much rent was paid;
what requests for repairs were made and when, and which were hon-

ored; and what repairs were still needed. Another team went to City

Hall to find deeds and other documents that would show who the

absentee landlords were.
After a file of facts, figures, and photographs was prepared for each

building, one team made an appointment with the landlord and pre-

sented him with the file. In several buildings, the students' project

resulted in repairs and had other positive spinoffs. Some students and

their families became active in tenant cooperatives and earned wages

or rent rebates for helping to care for their building.
Besides learning something about economics and local politics,

the students more importantly gained a sense of their own capability

to influence the system" they had thought to be mysterious and

inaccessible.
As with the greenhouse project and adopted grandparents program,

the central events of this unit were active and concrete, and were suf-

ficiently varied that all of the 16 types would find activities of high

interest to them.
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ISTJ

Linear learner with strong need
for order (50

Likes direct experience (5)
Likes audiovisuals (5); lectures (I)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Likes well-defined goals (S)
Prefers practical tests (5)

ISTP

Linear learner; needs help in
organizing (SP)

Likes direct experience (S)
Likes lectures, audiovisuals (S)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Wants logically-structured,

efficient materials (IT)

ESTP

Linear learner; needs help in
organizing (SP)

Needs to know why before
doing something (S)

Likes group projects, class rePOns,
team competition (E)

Likes direct experience (8)
Likes audiovisuals (S)
May like lecture M

ESTJ

Linear learner with strong need for
structure (SJ)

Needs to know why before doing
something (5)

Likes direct experience (5)
Likes group projects, class reports,

team competition (E)
Likes audiovisuals, practical tests (S)
May like lecture CD

ISFJ

Linear learner with strong
need for order (Si)

Likes direct experience (S)
Likes listening to lectures (I)
Likes audiovisuals (S)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Likes practical tests(S)

ISFP

Linear learner; needs help
in organizing (SP)

Likes direct experience (S)
Needs well-defined goals (5)
Needs harmony in group projects (E)
Likes audiovisuals, practical tests (S)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Needs sensitive instructor (IF)

ESFP

Linear learner; needs help in
organizing (SP)

Likes direct experience (5)
Likes audiovisuals; practical tests (5)
Needs to know why before doing

something (S)
Likes group projects, team

competition, class reports (F.)
Needs orderly, well-defined goals (5)

ESFJ

Linear learner with strong need for
structure (SJ)

Needs to know why before doing
something (5)

Needs well defined goals (S)
Values harmonious group projects,

team competition, class reports (El)
Likes audiovisuals; practical tests (5)
Likes direct experience (5)
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:INTitCCTIONAL'STRATEGlES

INkj

Can be global or linear (NJ)
Wants to consider theory first, then

applications (N)
Enjoys working alone 0)
Prefers open-end instruction (N)
Needs harmony in group work (F)

IN&
Global learner; may need help in

organizing (NP)
Likes reading, listening (N)
Wants to consider theory first, then

applications (N)
Needs harmony in group work (F)
Prefers open-end instruction (N)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Likes autonomy (NP)

Ent'
Global learner; needs choices and

deadlines (NP)
Likes seminars (EN)
Likes reading if can settle down long

enough (EN)
Likes harmonious group projects, team

competition, class reports (Er)
Likes autonomy (NP)
Needs help with organizing (NP)

ENFJ

Can be global or linear learner (NJ)
Likes seminars (EN)
Likes reading if can settle down long

enough (ENF)
Likes harmonious group projects,

class reports (EP)

Likes listening (N)
pencihand-paper tests (N)

. open-end instruction (N)
Wants to consider theory, then

applications (N)

INTJ

Can be global or linear (NJ)
Wants to consider theory first, then

applications (N)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Prefers open-end instruction (N)
Good at paper-and-pencil tests (NT )

INT?

Global learner; needs help in coming
to closure (NP)

Likes reading, listenMeN)
Wants to consider theory first, then

applications (N)
Good at paper-and-pencil tests (NT)
Prefers open-end instruction (N)
Enjoys working alone (I)
Likes autonomy (NP)

ENTP

Global learner; needs choices and
deadlines (NP)

Likes autonomy (NP)
Likes seminars (EN)
Likes reading, listening (N)
Wants to consider theory, then

applications (N)
Good at paper-and-pencil tests (NT)
Prefers open-end instruction (N)

ENTJ

Can be global or linear learner (NJ)
Likes seminars (EN)
Likes reading if can settle down long

enough (EN)
Likes group projects, class reports,

team competition (0
Likes listening (N)
Likes pencil- and - paper tests (N)

Prefers open-end instruction (N)
Wants to consider theory, then

applications (N)
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The aluminum can project
Three middle school teachers had planned a year's theme of human

ecology. One activity, suggested by the students, proved to be especially
rewarding collecting aluminum cans to be recycled. It not only led
them into the issues of finite resources and recycling, but the income
from the sale of the cans paid for the cost of busing them on several
field trips: to a plant making aluminum extrusions, to a power plant to
see how electricity is generated, to a small company that built solar heat-
ing units, to a sewage treatment facility, and to a bird sanctuary.

Among other things, students figured out techniques for saving
energy at home and monitored their family's consumption of energy by
charting the relative effect of various conservation measures. As they
became aware of ecological problems in their community, the students
also wrote letters to the editor of the newspaper and a group of them
presented a proposal to the city council. These activities were the more
dramatic highlights of a year of study, and they were strong motivating
elements for the more typical activities: use of textbooks, films, resource
persons, library report work, and some laboratory experiments.

The thread common to the four examples of instructional planning
is the emphasis on making active (extraverting) and concrete (sensing)
experiences the center of attention of students. Other activities, more
conventional to classrooms, are sparked in that way and take on new
importance for students who are not natural academicians.

USING TYPE IN CLASSROOM-BOUND INSTRUCTION

Of course, instruction cannot always be planned to incorporate the
action, variety, and concrete experiences described in these examples.
Type concepts can also help you plan better instruction when you are
limited largely to the classroom and media center. The table entitled
"Relating Type to Instructional Strategies was developed by Margaret K
Morgan, of the University of Floricla. It briefly shows what has been
learned about the classroom learning styles of each of the 16 type.. Note
that in the table sensing types are described as linear learners, and intu-
itive types as global learners. Linear refers to the step-ny-step sequential
approach to learning tasks. the global approach involves intuitive leaps,
seeking to see the whole of the task first. Also note the preferences of
different types for various media of instruction. These preferences are
confirmed by research reported by McCaulley and Natter
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TYPE AND TEACHING STYLES

When considering type and teaching preferences we find two
main topics: how our types exert influence on our behavior as
teachers, and how we may use knowledge of type to adjust our
teaching styles to better fit the needs of students. This chapter is
mainly about the former. Chapters 2 and 3 are mainly about the lat-
ter. While the whole book is about understanding the role of psy-
chological type in people's behavior, this chapter is focused on
teaching behavior specifically.

Let's review what the previous chapters have included about teach-
ing styles. Chapter 2 deals with the influence that type has on our cog-
nitive styles, our preferred work style, and the kind of instruction we
prefer for ourselves. Chapter 3 gives us a way to consider how our
own type may affect the kind of work settings we provide for our stu-
dents. Yet to come are Chapters 10 and 11. Chapter 10 includes the
zig-zag technique we can use to examine our problem-solving biases,
which certainly have a bearing on teaching style. Chapter 11, Kinds of
Mind, gives descriptions of the ST, SF, NP, and NT mind-sets, examples
of how they influence teaching, and suggestions for guarding against
mind-set bias in teaching.

WHAT RESEARCH REVEALS ABOUT

TYP1 AND TEACHING PREFERENCES

Teachers and researchers who understand type concepts see ample
evidence that teachers' types do indeed affect how they teach and
what they prefer to teach. Much more needs to be learned about type
differences in teaching styles, but research is already supplementing
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observation to provide some interesting facts about the ways different
types of teachers behave in their classrooms.

The facts below come from four sources. One is 'A summary of
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator research applications in education" by
J. Hoffman and M. Betkouski which appeared in Research in
Psychological Type, 1981, Volume 3, pages 3-41. The second source is a
study by R. DeNovellis and G. Lawrence, "Correlations of teacher per-
sonality variables (Myers-Briggs) and classroom observation data,"
reported in Research in Psychological 7)pe, 1983, Volume 6, pages 37-
46. In this study, trained observers recorded teacher and student
behaviors in the classroom; the observers did not know the types o:
the teachers they were rating. Another source of information is
research using the data bank of the Center for Applications of
Psychological Type in Gainesville, Florida. And the fourth source is my
own review of research studies that have been reported since The
Hoffman-Betkouski review.

TEACHERS' CHOICES OF LEVELS AND SUBJECTS

Levels. Different types of teachers are attracted to different levels of
schooling, and to teaching of different subjects. As shown in the table
in Chapter 1, all types are represented in all levels of education, but in
quite different proportions. More Ss than Ns teach in elementary and
middle school grades; Ss and Ns arc about equal in high school; more
Ns than Ss are found in college and university teaching, with about
two-thirds of university teachers being Ns. This pattern is consistent
with type theory; the proportion of Ns increasing as the subject matter
becomes more abstract.

More Fs than Ts choose the lower grades, while more 'us than Fs
are found in post-secondary education, a distribution that is also con-
sistent with type theory: the more impersonal curriculums of higher
education attracting more Ts.

Of special interest in the table is the representation of the 16 individ-
ual types at the various levels of education While the four NP types
INIT INIT, ENEP, and ENE) arc- about equally represented at all lev-
els, the four SF types ISFJ, 1SFP, BIT, and ESFJ are three times as
likely to he in pre-school and elementary grades as in higher educa-
tion. The four ST types -- IS'Ij, 1STP ESTP, and EST) are fairly
evenly distributed across the levels, but the NT types INTL INIR
EMIT, and EN'Ij clearly till toward higher education Tlus &ink'
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tion is also consistent with type theory: the SFs being more oriented to
the concrete and personal teaching roles, and the NIs being drawn to
the abstract subjects and academic roles.

A comparison of the table with estimates of the 16 types in the gen-
eral population shows several striking contrasts. The IN_ types, who
make up about 10% of the population, are very much over-repre-
sented among teachers at all levels. ISTJs are over-represented at all
levels except the university, as are ISTJs at all levels except pre-school.

The four _S_P types are dramatically under-represented. While
together they make up about 30% of the general population, only
about 10% of teachers are of these four types. This can be a real prob-
lem for _S_P students; teachers who share a similar mind-set and who
emulate the _S_P kind of good type development will be scarce. The
explanation for the scarcity is not hard to find. Formal education is
conducted mainly with an _NJ bent.

I have administered the Mall to many school and college facul-
ties, and I have seen the type tables of many more. It is very
unusual for one or more types to be entirely missing from the fac-
ulty type table. But the distribution of the faculty among the 16
types is often mismatched with that of the students. In general, stu-
dent tables show more extraverts, more sensing types, and more
perceiving types than are represented in the faculty. Most striking
of all in the faculty type tables is the relative absence of the _S_P
types. The research can't show us a cause and effect relationship,
but we can speculate that the generally lower grade point averages
of the _S_P group, and the higher representation of these types
among school dropouts, are affected by the mismatch of types
between students and faculty. My own opinion is that the way the
_S_P types see the world does not easily fit into the usual class-
room practices of our schools and colleges. Some behaviors and
viewpoints that are natural expressions of their types are often mis-
understood and misinterpreted by their teachers. The _S_P learning
style and instruction plans to accommodate it are discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3.

Subjects. Teachers' choices of subjects to teach are predictable
from type theory too. The sample list that follows shows that Ss are
attracted to teaching of practical courses; Ns to courses emphasizing
theories and ideas. Ts are attracted In hching of mathematics, science
and technical skills: Vs to language ;ins and fine arts
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Art, Drama, Music Half are _NF_ types
Coaching Half are _Sj types
English 2/3 Ns, 2/3 Fs
Foreign Language 70% Fs
Health. Evenly distributed
Mathematics, 7-12 2/3 Ss
Science, 7-12 2/3 Ts
Special Education.. Evenly distributed
industrial, technical 45% in two types: ISTJ, ESTJ

THE TEACHER IN THE CLASSROOM

Type Preferences and Teaching Styles
In this section about teaching styles and in the next three sections I

have summarized what research has shown about the tendencies of
teachers when they are sorted by types. The differences reported are
statistically significant, but the differences may not be large.

Of course, a teacher's actual behavior in the classroom is influenced
by many things besides his or her psychological type. Some of the
statements describing your type will fit you, and otners may not. A
sign of a good teacher is the ability to flex one's teaching style to bet-
ter fit the needs of those being taught. The style that results from the
flex may not be the same as the natural inclinations of one's type.

Extravertintrovert differences. Extraverted teachers arc more
likely than their introverted counterparts to give students choices
about what to study and how to go about learning tasks, and to
engage them in classroom or school projects. Introverted teachers are
more likely to structure learning activities through the materials they
select for students. Extraverted teachers are more likely to be con-
stantly attuned to the changes in student attention and activities.
Introverted teachers are more attuned to the ideas they arc trying to
teach, and tend to center the control in themselves.

Sensing-intuitive differences. Sensing types tend to emphasize
facts, practical information, and concrete skills. Intuitive types tend to
emphasize concepts and relationships, and the implications of facts for
understanding larger matters. Sensing type teachers tend to keep
things centralized, and focus activities on a narrow range of choices.
Intuitive type teachers are more likely to give a wide range of choices
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to students, form them into small groups more often, and expect inde-
pendent and creative behavior from them. At the elementary and mid-
dle school levels, intuitive teachers are more likely to move freely
around the room than their sensing counterparts.

Thinking-feeling differences. Thinking type teachers make rela-
tively few comments about student performance, and these are likely
to be objective statements. Feeling types are more likely to praise and
criticize, support and correct, in words and by body language.
Thinking types have students spend more of their time focused on
what the teacher is doing or saying.

In elementary and secondary classrooms, feeling type teachers have
students spend more time in their individual work; are more likely
than thinking type teachers to move from student to student, attending
to each student in their individual work, and usually seeking some
dialogue; and seem better able to attend to more than one student at a
time, in contrast to thinking types who typically deal with the class as
a whole.

Judging-perceiving differences. The classrooms of judging type
teachers are more likely to be orderly, with adherence to structure and
schedules. Perceiving type teachers encourage more movement
around the classroom, more independence, more open ended discus-
sions, and more socializing in study groups.

Student Reactions to Teachers' Management Styles
The classrooms of I, S, and J teachers are likely to be quiet and

orderly. When students in these classrooms get off task, they are apt
to daydream, doodle, and do other passive, withdrawn things. In con-
trast, the classrooms of E, N, and P teachers typically have more
movement and more noise. In these classrooms, students have a
greater voice in decisions about activities. When students get off task,
they are likely to do so actively and noisily. The E, N, and Pte idlers
spend more time trying to get students settled down to work.

Structure ant: Flexibility in the Classroom
J teachers seem to need the most structure in the classroom, CJs

need somewhat less; 1Ps need less; and E__Ps need the least structure
of all. In fact, teachers often do things that will bring unpre-
dictability into the classroom encourage open ended discussions ask
students to create projects, permit socializing in study groups, etc
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Clearly, the amount of structure a teacher needs for personal equi-
librium will suit the needs for external structure of some of the stu-
dents in the classroom, and will not fit others at all. What are the
implications of these differences for instruction? It is unrealistic to
ask teachers to change their need for structure. There are two alter-
natives to the mismatch between student and teacher needs. First,
students can be placed so as to obtain a better match between
teacher style and student need for classroom structure. This is not a
solution for use on a broad scale; grouping by types is not a good
idea for reasons discussed elsewhere in the book. But in individual
cases, especially in the early grades, students who need special sup-
port can be placed with a teacher whose structure style is most help-
ful to their growth.

The second way to deal with different structure needs is the teach-
ers learning the techniques needed for varying structure techniques
that permit them to meet more students' needs, but yet do not force
them beyond their own equilibrium.

M an example of the latter solution, one J mathematics teacher in a
middle school was able to keep his natural style, but to redirect it more
appropriately. He realized that his own need for order and control was
resulting in overbearing supervision of his students. He redirected his
need for order to an inanimate object: a ch:,n showing all the students'
names and all the sub-objectives of the course. He exercised his) by
moving the markers on the chart as the students completed their tasks.

In another example, a P fifth-grade teacher, who realized he was
too unstructured for many students, found a solution in individual stu-
dent contracts. Students who needed more structuse got more tightly-
drawn contracts. He also arranged for election of class officers.
Students debated and decided on a set of class rules, and the officers
exercised J responsibilities for enforcing the rules.

Type and Questioning Styles
'Inc kinds of questions teachers ask students, and the ways they

ask them, usually reflect the teachers' own preferences for sensing or
intuition. Sensing teachers are likely to start a sequence of questions
with a request for facts and details; the responses they are seeking are
predictable. Intuisive teachers are likely to start with questions that call
for synthesis and evaluation: "What's the main theme (issue, problem)
here?" 'What are your impressions of ..?"
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Because intuitive teachers personally like questions that stimu-
late imagining and hypothesizing ("If you were . .." "What might
have happened if ... ?"), intuitive teachers may assume that all stu-
dents like, or should like, such questions to answer. Sensing stu-
dents are put at a disadvantage with these questions, unless other
questions that engage sensing come before them. "What did you
See happening?" "Which facts are most important? .. Why?"

"Which facts give you clues why so-and-so did such-and-such?"
This sequence of questions carries the student from the known to
the unknown, from the givens to the speculative. It helps S stu-
dents connect with the teacher's intention, and also models a good
mental discipline for N students.

Sensing teachers may neglect to ask students to synthesize, to
hypothesize, and to attend to the "big picture.' Intuitive teachers may
allow students to be too casual about the frets, so long as they have
the concepts right.

While teachers instinctively lean toward questioning styles that
reflect their type preferences, they can readily train themselves into
questioning strategies that are fair and appealing to all types of stu-
dents. That is one of the themes of Chapter 3.

Teachers Report Their Teaching Styles
Another kind of research involved teachers describing in detail the

ways they view and conduct their teaching. The following are repre-
sentative descriptions of the teaching process provided by teachers to
L. L. Thompson and reported in her 1984 dissertation, "An investiga-
tion of the relationship of the personality theory of u. Jung and
teachers' self-reported perceptions and decisic ts" (Ohio State
University). The extensive interview data were sorted by teachers'
type, and summarized by the four mental process combinations

The role of the teacher is to:
ST: Set an example for students, be a role mdel, and share

knowledge and experience
SF: Instruct, discipline, encourage, support, role incxlel. ;)ti serve oth-

ers
NF: Encourage, inspire, provide variety and creativity, and motivate

students to develop
NT: Encourage, inspire, help students develop as citizens and persons
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Ideas for teaching come franc
ST: State and local curriculum guides, textbooks, and experience
SF: Curriculum guides, manuals, textbooks, workshops, other teachers,

and experience
NE: Concepts from content of subject taught; courses, reading, knowl-

edge of student development, and "ideas from everywhere"
NT: Concepts from subject area, knowledge of students' needs and

development, synthesis of ideas from many sources

Teaching is planned by:
ST: Making complete, detailed plans in advance for year and term

with specific objectives
SF: Establish complete objectives and detailed teaching plans using

yearly school calendar; taking students' abilities into consideration
NE: Structuring plans around general goals, themes, and students'

needs; then adapting plans to students' needs week to week
NT: Making a plan according to an overall yearly structure; organizing

by concepts or themes; determining details by student levels

Typical method of teaching is described as:
ST: Following daily routine, directing activities
SF: Following ordered daily pattern adjusted for person-centered inter-

actions
NE: Using a flexible daily pattern depending on topic and student

need
NT: Having a flexible daily routine that depends on topics and student

need, with interaction based on expectations for order and learning

Students' tvork is evaluated by:
ST: Using points and percentages in a systematic way
SF: Using points and percentages, plus extra credit options
NE: Using a number of factors, only one of which is grades
NT: Using a number of factors

The teacher feels successful (I':
ST: Student grades and behavior improve
SF: Student behavior and grades improve, and there is the feeling of

having contributed to students' educati_
NE. Student learning and participation increase, and there is the feel-
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ing of having made a personal contribution to students' education
NT: Students have increased involvement with learning

I have used the Thompson results as the basis for an exercise to
demonstrate to teachers the reality of type differences and how they
influence teaching style. My approach to sort teachers into four
groups by the process combinations Si', SF, NF, NT and have
each group first give their own responses to the topical questions;
after that, read the summaries on the same topics given above; and
finally to have them discuss th. implications for flexing their teaching
styles to accommodate type differences in students. I stated the topical
questions in these words:

The role of the teacher is to:
Ideas for teaching come from:
I plan my teaching by:
In regard to daily teaching routine, I:
I evaluate students' work by:
I feel successful in my teaching if:

EXERCISE: EXAMINING AND ADJUSTING TEACHING STYLES

We all can use help, practice, and constructive feedback in tun-
ing-up our teaching techniques to do a better job with students
whose types are most different from ours. Here is a discussion activ-
ity for teachers or prospective teachers. I have used it successfully
to exemplify the improvement Ilet.:S and the assistance process.
The objective is to plan some teaching practices that will fit the
needs of one's most opposite types and obtain feedback on the
pia. ined ideas. The activity organizes participants into groups by the
type preference combinations that teachers say are most difficult to
bridge across from teacher to student. Allow a minimum of an hour
for the exercise.
1. Form four type-alike groups: _S js, _N Js, and _S_Ps.

2. Have each group:
a. Read the list of teaching preferences reported by researchers

that follows these instructions.
b. Discuss and confirm and/or clarify the statements referring to

the two type preferences they hate in common: S&J,
N&P,N&J, or S&P.

c. Turn to Chapter 2 and read -Summaries of the Learning
Preferences Associated with F, I, S. N, '1', F, J, and P" read-
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ing only the descriptions of their opposites, as _N_P is oppo-
site _S J, and _N....I is opposite _S_P.

d. Discuss and write on newsprint the changes the group mem-
bers would be willing and able to make in their teaching
practices to better engage and evaluate the students whose
learning preferences are most opposite their own.

3. Combine opposites, the _SJ and _N_P groups joining, and the
_NJ and _S_P groups joining.

a. In each combined group, each sub-group use its notes to report
what was produced in step 2, and invite clarifying questions
from the other sub-group.

b. In turn, each sub-group react and give constructive sugges-
tions about the teaching practices that were intended for stu-
dents of their type.

4. Reconvene as one group. Have a reporter for each work group tell
the whole group what was accomplished in the work group.
Debrief the exercise.
This exercise is especially effective when it is repeated with a

variation. After participants prepare lesson plans designed to reach
students of their opposite type preferences, repeat steps 2d., 3, and gi
to critique the lesson plans, participants begin to see that type-differ
ent colleagues can be an important resource to them in improving
their planning.

Teaching Practices Suntntary to be Used in This Exercise
_S -J Teachers' Tendencies

emphasize facts, practical
information, concrete skills

centralized instruction, focus
activity on narrow range of
student choices

expect quiet and order

need clear classroom strut, Cure

and schedules

_NY Teachers' Tendencies
emphasize concepts,
relationships, implications
of facts
give students choices
use small group work
expect independent, creative
work
expect student movement
during study time,
and some noise
encourage open-ended
discussions
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questioning style starts with
request for facts and
specifics, expecting predict-
able responses

may neglect intuitive students'
need to see the big picture
first

Teachers' Tendencies
emphasize concepts,
relationships, implications of
facts

give students choices
use small group work
expect independent, creative
work from students
expect order, with adherence
to structure and schedules
allow noise if work is orderly
questioning style starts with
request for synthesis, evalu-
ation, big picture questions
may neglect sensing students'
need to start with observable
specifics

questioning style starts with
request for synthesis,
evaluation, big picture
responses
may neglect sensing students'
need to start with observable
specifics
may be too casual about the
facts if students get the
concepts

P Teachers' Tendencies
emphasize facts, practical
information, concrete skills

focus activity specifically on
what students should
accomplish
expect students to be free to
express themselves
expect diverse learning styles
expect movement and some
noise during study time
questioning style starts with
request for observed facts
and details, expecting
predictable responses
may neglect intuitive
students' need to see the
big picture first

TYPE AND THE TEACHING TEAM

For some teachers their work involves teamwork with other teach-
ers. Of course, type differences are a fact to be reckoned with, along
with other differences, as the team does its work. The combination of
types on a teaching team often makes a difference in the team's pro-
ductivity, compatibility and flexibility. A gdod mix of types is a strong
asset to a team.

Look at the type table on the last page of Introduction to 7jpe in
the Appendix of this book. Does your team have a balanced mix of
types, with three or four of the columns (ST, SF, NF, ND represented?
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Three or four quadrants, too Os, ES, IN, EN)? Ideally a team would
have all of the eight preferences represented. If your team lacks any
of them, someone usually must take on the responsibility for the
point of view and disposition that would come naturally a person
with that preference.

Consider your own strengths as a team member. Read back through
the information about teaching styles on the previous pages and their
relevance to you. Analyze your own zig-zag. (See Chapter 10). Do
these analysis give you a new angle for looking at your strengths and
weaknesses? For looking at your contributions to your team? Does the
zig-zag give you some ideas of how to use your strengths to
strengthen a weakness?

Following is an activity I designed for members of teaching teams.
It is useful for considering the mix and balance of types on any kind
of team; with a little alteration I have used it in many different organi-
zational settings besides schools. You' team may find it helpful as a
way to start a dialogue about type-related issues affecting the team.

Exercise: The Green-White Conflict
Here is a description of a conflict between two teachers. Using type

concepts, analyze the conflict and consider what might be done to
improve the relationship.

Understanding the Green-White conflict
Two members of a teaching team frequently seem to have misun-

derstandings. Mr. Green is often the idea man" of the team, suggest-
ing with enthusiasm that the team try this or that. Generally his ideas
seem sound to the team, but in need of some refinement and attention
to practical details. Mrs. White, another team member, is usually the
first one to question Mr. Green's ideas, on grounds of practicality, and
she states her position in such a blunt way that she sometimes causes
hard feelings. At that point, Mr. Green 'clams up," and his idea fades
away without the team dealing with it further. Outside of team plan-
ning meetings, Green and White seem to get along quite well. Analyze
the Green-White relationship by answering these questions:

1. MIA types are Green and White? Make a guess.
2. How can you explain the conflict in terms of type theory?
3. Assuming you are a member of their team and felt a need to

help them, what would you say to Green? To White? Would you
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say it privately, or during team meeting? Write your remarks just
as you would say them; put them in quotation marks.

4 . Do you identify with either Green or White more than with the
other? Would you be comfortable in the role of peacemaker
between these two? Do your responses to these questions relate
to your own type?

The Green-White situation will yield many more insights if you can
discuss it with a colleague or two. After you have discussed it, you
can compare your analysis and action plan with the one below.

Possible actions for the Green-White conflict
Chances are that Mrs. White doesn't even know her blunt reaction

CO caused hard feelings. Quick to make a judgment (J) based on
awareness of missing details (S), she is probably an _ST). Choosing to
speak to her in the meeting or in private would depend on your com-
fort in the two settings. There are advantages to talking directly about
the conflict in the meeting, at the time it happens. When the problem
is talked out in the meeting, there is less chance that members will
wonder who talks to whom outside the meeting and who is seen as
wrong or right, etc. In the meeting you might say, "We need fresh
ideas, and we also need to look at them carefully for practicality and
detailed planning. Let's look at Mr. Green's proposal as a beginning
concept, and when we're clear about what he has in mind, let's ana-
lyze it for practicality."

If you chose to speak to Mrs. White privately, you might say, calmly
and straight to the point, "I think you came across too strongly with
Mr. Green. I'd say his feelings are a reality we have to recognize next
time. Your knack for spotting quickly what is missing in a proposed
plan is a real asset to the team, but I'll bet Mr. Green feels you never
heard what he did say. He probably wouldn't be turned off if you said
instead, "Your plan might work if we figured out how to deal with this
and this and this."

Mr. Green, full of interesting possibilities (N) not thought out com-
pletely (P) was hurt by the critical analysis (F) and retreated too
quickly to withdrawn silence.;fhe retreat suggests introversion; where
an E most Ifkely would have argued and defended the plan, an intro-
vert might believe that the worth of the plan did not depend on any-
one accepting it. lie probably will respond favorably if you say some-
thing in the meeting such as suggested in the earlier paragraph. If you
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chose to speak to him privately, you could say, "I expect Mrs. White

has no idea that she caused hard feelings. She s blunt, but I think her

bluntness comes from her logic, not from her feelings. She certainly

isn't alert to other people's feelings the way that you are."

The Green-White episode illustrates the value of having type concepts

as one of the tools of teamwork. If the members knew about type, the

differences could be talked about directly in the meeting, as they arose:

"I think we have some type differences getting in our way. I hear some

intuitive possibilities getting discarded because the sensing specifics

haven't been worked out. Can we put the type differences to work for

us to get a good action plan out of this?" In this way, type is being used

to address the conflict directly while steering the meeting away from

behaviors that will be interpreted as a personal attack, and counter-

attack. Using type concepts allows us to talk about sensitive areas of per-

sonality differences in a more objective way. When Mrs. White's behav-

ior is seen as a natural expression of her type preferences, her team

members can more easily assume that her intentions were only construc-

tive and then move the team's work along with fewer emotional snags.

Isabel Myers' essay that follows seems especially useful for under-

standing situations such as the Green-White conflict.

TYPE AND HUMAN RELATIONS

By Isabel Briggs Myers

AU7HOR'S NOTE The following section Is quoted, by permission,

from the 1962 (1975) Manual of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

(Consulting Psychologists Press). Here Myers spoke about using type in

understanding and improving relationships in any areas of life, and

her ideas certainly apply to teacher-student and teacher-teacher rela-

tionships. As you read it, you iv:II recognin the roots of the Green-

Wit lie exercise.
The effects of type in this field do not lend themselves easily to sta-

tistical verification but can be explored by personal observation and

experience. The conclusions reached from the writer's observation and

experience are therefore offered as a frame of reference for the reader's

own explorations. Recognition of the type differences, when carried

over into the field of person-to-person relationships, may afford a use-

ful system for understanding others whose attitudes or actions seem

unreasonable. Type theory would hold that type differences yield dif-

ferences in interests, values, and problem-solving tee' iniques which
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may facilitate or handicap a working relationship between two or more
people. Where two individuals interacting with one another are of simi-
lar type, there is a better chance of communication of ideas. Sensing
types like facts; intuitives like possibilities; thinkers like logical princi-
ples; feeling types like a human angle. A good sound idea can be pre-
sented in any or all of these forms, but difficulties may be expected to
occur if, say, the thinker attempts to force logical reasons upon a feel-

ing type or possibilities upon the sensing people.
It has seemed to the writer that most people get around this diffi-

culty by picking friends mainly from their own type column, a fact
generally apparent if one enters his friends upon a Type Table. In
marriage there is a significant tendency to prefer likeness to differ-
ence, especially on SN. But parents and children have no option. They
are stuck with each other's types, for better or worse.

The type differences, and the resulting family conflicts, can appear
very early. A six-year-old girl with feeling said in dismay after a week's

visit from a five-year-old thinker, "He doesn't care shout pleasing,
does he?" Basically, he never will. He has to have reasons. The small
feeling type will do things for the sake of "pleasing" but is quite
unmoved by logic. If one expects to influence either, he must give
him a motivation that means something to his type.

As individuals grow up, each type can profit by learning how to get
along with the other. The thinker is by nature impersonal and critical.
He likes effects to follow logically from causes, and he forgets to
reckon illogical human motives and reactions among the causes. In any
disagreement, therefore, he tends to state his position bluntly, without
concern for the feelings of the other people involved. The effect is to

stir up antagonism which makes agreement needlessly hard.
Feeling types, on the other hand, set great value upon harmony and

good feelings and are very aware of the likes and dislikes of the people
around them. They assume that the thinker is equally aware, and resent
his tactlessness toward others as well as toward themselves. What the
feeling types need to remember is that most of the time the thinker
does not even know how people feel about things. He needs to be told,
calmly and plainly, before trouble starts, so that he can count people's
feelings among the causes to be reckoned with and act accordingly.

What the thinker needs to remember is that the feeling types prize
harmony and really prefer to agree with him if given a chance. He
should start every discussion by mentioning the points on which he
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agrees with them. If they can feel that he is basically in the same
camp with them, they are ready to make concessions to preserve that
harmony and stay in the same camp. The points of difference can
then be discussed ratl er than fought over. And the thinker's logic and
the feeling type's understanding of people can both be brought to
bear upon the prob,ein.

Clashes between ;he types arise out of the very fact that makes oppo-
site types mutually useful to each other; the fact that each sees the side of
the problem which the other naturally overlooks. For instance, the intu-
itive is by nature a thinker-upper; the sensing type a getter-doner. The
sensing type puts his faith in the actual; the intuitive in the possible.
When an intuitive runes up with a blazing new idea, his natural course is
to present it in RI. 0 and sketchy form, trusilng his listener to concentrate
on the main pc.i :lid ignore the unworked-out details. The sensing
type's natural tva:lim is to concentrate on what is missing, ckcide the
idea won't we' K Which it won't in that form), and flatly turn it down.
Result: One wamed idea and much hard feeling. Either type could avoid
the collision by a li!Oe respect for his opposite. The intuitive should he
realistic enough k I gesee the sensing type's reaction and prep,se for it,
work out the detaiis of his project, and get together the necessary facts in
unescapable form. The sensing type on his part should concede the intu-
itive's idea a fighting chance. He can say, 'It might work if " and then
bring up all the objections that experience suggests and ask, "What would
you do about this and this and this?' The intuitive then spends his ener-
gies happily again.! the obstacles, changing his ideas as necessary, and
often ends with a st 1.ition valuable to them both. When compromise
hetwee rippoiite types is necessary, the best compromise is that which

preserves to each parry the advantage he considers most important. The
sensing type wants tide solution to be workable, the thinker wants it sys-
tematic, the feeliry, rs pe wants it humanly agreeable, and the intuitive
wants a door left opeil for growth and improvement. People often go to
the mat for a scheme as a whole, when what they really care alxxit is one
particular merit ma: could as well be incorporated into another plan.

Whenever people (tiller, a knowledge of type helps to cut out irrel-
evant friction. Mon: than that, it points up the advantages of the differ-
ences. No one man has to be good at everything. He only has to be
good at his own stuff and decently appreciative of the other fellow's.
Together, thanks to their differences, they can do a better job than if
they were just alike.
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TYPE IS A FOUR-LETTER WORD:
USES AND ABUSES OF THE MBTI

There is no doubt about the MBTI's practical effectiveness when it is
used well. My experience tells me that competent and ethical uses of the
MMI are far more common than the misuses. In this chapter, howecr, I
have concentrated on the misuses to help new users avoid them. Sound
and ethical uses are described in Chapter 12.

In his article, "Second Thoughts About the MBTI" (Training, April
1992), Ron Zemke reported views of critics and supporters of the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. From my 20 years of experiences using
the MBTI extensively, I can confirm what he found: attitudes about it
range from giddy zealousness to passionate criticism.

Why such emotional reactions to a psychological instrument? It is, after
all, just an instrument. I have observed several hundred people in the
helping professions use and misuse the MBTI and its underlying concepts,
and I have listened to many critics and supporters. In my experience, the
responses at the extremes praising it as panacea and criticizing it as triv-
ial or hurtful pop psychology come from misuses of the MBTI, misun-
derstandings and mistakes that can be avoided. This chapter is about

avoiding the pitfalls and staying on an ethical path to get the most out of
using the Myers-Briggs.

The MBTI has two, pecial features of its construction not found in
most other psychological instruments. These can be sources of abuse
by those who use the MBTI without understanding. The first is its
appearance of being simple, and the second is the unusual nature of
its scales and scores.
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MISUSE ARISING FROM THE MBTI'S APPEARANCE

Although the MBTI is the result of very sophisticated develop-

ment, it appears simple: (I) It is self-administering; (2) the questi
are concerned with everyday events; (3) scoring is a straight-for-
ward tabulating of votes for each pole of four scales; and (4) the
descriptions of the types by Isabel Myers, which portray each tyy

at its best, can seem like horoscopes, even though they actually
resent the essence of a complex theory plus the results of extens

researc.a.
Plain language. The non-technical language of the MBTI and t

type descriptions was chosen to so that respondents would feel at

ease in exploring the ideas of type. The descriptions emphasize th
positive aspects of each type for the same reason. Unfortunately, 0

non-technical appearance also seems to invite misuses of the MBT

those who haven't studied the user's manual.
The apparent simplicity of the MBTI leads some people into

using it ill-prepared. They are usually attracted to the Mini by I

responding to the instrument and being impressed by the accur

and usefulness of the type description 1113: goes with their MBT

results. If a trainer involves them in some exercises that show p

tical implications of MBTI theory in work settings (or family rel;

tionships, learning styles, careers, etc.) they are more impressec

They know they themselves can conduct exercises like that, ani

they feel they could easily manage a instrument that seems so t

threatening if they can get good quality training materials. T

order the materials or borrow them and begin being an MBT/ u

Unfortunately, they didn't order the essential document, the MI

user's Manual (1985), that explains the complexities and subtle

explains what the authors intended, provides appropriate langt

for giving interpretations, summarizes the research behind the

instrument, provides cautions, and gives guidelines for dealing

ethical issues as do all the good manuals for psychological

instruments.
Who Is Qualified? Professionals such as psychologists, cc

sclors, and some educators, who are qualified by virtue of th

formal education to purchase most psychological instrument:

from the tests' publishers, can purchase the Mill whether o
they have taken training in its appropriate uses or have ever

read the Manual. Publishers assume professionals will act
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according to the ethics of their profession, but they do not
always do so.

Some practitioners who have had no formal education in using psycho-
logical instruments, but have access to the MI through others in their
organization, begin using it without coaching or adequate self-study. Some,
misled by the simple-appearing questions of the MBTI, make up their own
version or borrow someone's ''short version," without concern for iostru-
rnent validation. In the MBTI's development, thousands of variations in
items were tried before the wording that works was obtained. And ,

MBTI scores are tabulated simply, the construction behind the scores is
very sophisticated.

Consequences of Not Being Prepared. The poorly prepared
MBTI user sets off the unfortunate consequences: clients who aren't
helped to distinguish between type and stereotype; who settle for and
spread around quick, easy, shallow interpretations; who see type as a
way to excuse their own faults, who see it as a means to try to manip-
ulate others, to classify people for job assignments, to cater to the
boss, and to use it as a pastime such as speculating about the types of
celebrities. Their misuses of the MBTI also create critics who are so
put off by the consequences of misuse that they dismiss the AIBTI,
sometimes with disgust.

Any instrument in the hands of someone not skilled in using it is a
blunt instrument. And in the exhilaration of getting acquainted with a
new tool we all run the risk of over-using it like the proverbial
child with a new hammer who suddenly realize.; everything looks like
a naii. With the :OBIT new users are tempted to see possibilities of its
use that stretch beyond its range; they want type theory to explain too
many things. Psychological make-up is far too complex to be reduced
to one set of explanations. Type is just one template to lay on human
experience.

CONFUSION ABOUT SCALES AND SCORES
There are four dimensions or indices in the !Awn, each represented as a

bi-polar scale:

Extraversion/Introversion, one's orientation of energy

Sensing/Intultion, one's perception preference
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Thinking/Feeling, one's judgment preference

Judging/Perceiving, one's orientation to the outer world.

In type theory, everyone uses all the eight aspects of mental pro-

cessing, but has a preference for one pole or the other on each

dimension; one is used most naturally, is most trusted, and is given

priority. When the MI is scored, it produces a preference score on

each of the four scales, thus providing a four-letter type designation,

such as ESFP, and a numerical score for etch scale, such as E21, S17,

F9, and P45.

Scales
The second special feature of the NIBT1 that has to be understood

to avoid misuse is the unusual nature of the scales and what the

scale scores mean. Unlike nearly all other psychological measure-

ments, the AIBTI does not measure traits or strength of traits. True to

Jung's theory, the AIBTI results indicate type preferences, not trait

strengths. An WM score that reports a person's preference for intro-

version over extraversion, for example, says nothing about the per-

son's skillfulness in introverting or extraverting. The score only

reports that the person's responses placed him or her in the extravert

or introvert category, and shows numerically how clearly the person

prefers one mode over the other. In the ESFP example just given, the

scores show a much clearer preference for perceiving over judging

than for feeling over thinking.

Scores
The confusion comes when respondents assume or are incorrectly

told that high, middle or low scores for introversion, for example,

reflect on their maturity or personality balance ("This extreme score

means you overuse...or you neglect ..." Or "A low score is good

because it means balance between the opposites ...' Or "You need to

develop some balancing extraversion ..." Or Your introversion score

means you have good powers of concentration and are good at reflect-

ing and considering things deeply.") Another gross misunderstanding

shows up in such statements as, "I need to get my extraversion score

up; a lot of extraverting is expected of me in this new job." No such

interpretations of Mall scores are warranted.
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There are of course, skills of extraverting and introverting, but they
are not measured by the MBTI. Someone with scores that show a clear
preference for introversion would be expected to be more skillful at
introverting than extraverting. But the MBTI scores say nothing about

that person s introverting skills relative to another person. Someone
whose MBTI scores show a very clear preference for extraversion may,
by virtue of training, experience, and maturity, have better introverting
skills than a less mature person whose scores show a very clear prefer-

ence for introversion.
If they do not represent skillfulness or strength of charmer, what

do the MITI' scores mean? The scores are provided as letters, such as

EN1J, and a number associated with each letter. The letter part is for
designating a type description for the client to consider. Isabel Myers
called her instrument an Indicator because its main function is to be a

pointer; for each respondent it points to one of 16 type descriptions
and says, in effect, "Try this on. This is my best estimate of the psy-
chological type represented by your responses to the MITT."

What the Numbers Mean
The section of the MB11 Maim/(1985, page 58) that deals with

interpretation of MBTI scores begins with this statement: "Quantitative
interpretation of the MBTI scores is not recommended. Scores were
designed to show the direction of a preference, not its intensity." If the

respondent feels that the reported type is a good fit, there usually is no

need for discussion about the numbers. When a respondent is not con-
fident of tho fit, or is uncertain about a preference, the numbers can be

used in the discussion to help find the type that rings most true.
For example, if the Indicator scored a client as an ISM but the per-

son felt that the description of that type was not a close fit, the practi-
tioner would look for a low score in that person's results to suggest an
alternate type description for the client to consider. With a low score
for introversion, for example, the practitioreer would suggest ESTJ as

an alternate type to consider for a better fit.
The numerical part of the scores is also useful in answering the

client's question, "If I responded to the MBTI questions another time,

perhaps in a different frame of mind, what are the chances I would
come out the same type?" High scores mean a high chance of coin-

ing out the same, low scores mean more chance of another type

being reported.
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WRONG USES OF THE METI

Because the MBTI does not measure competence, its use as a
screening device is usually fruitless and often harmful. Consider, for
example, a situation in which the management team of a middle
school decided that getting an _S _J type to fill a vacancy in an admin-
istrative assistant position was desirable. They had candidates take the
MBTI to screen for that type. An internal candidate whose record of
competence put her at the top of the list did not come out _S.J on the
MBTI, and the job was given to an external candidate who did. There
are at least two big mistakes here. Coming out one type or another on
the MBTI is no assurance of skillfulness. And type should never be
considered a barrier to the development of any particular skills.
Secondly, because the MI411 is a self-report instrument, people taking
it in a hiring situation can fake their responses in the direction of what
they perceive will best fit the job description, and not report their nat-
ural tendencies.

A good use of psychological type in hiring situations would begin
in a similar way, analyzing the job's tasks in light of type prderences:
Which types are likely to find the tasks easy or difficult? The next step
is not administering the MBTI to applicants, but planning out criteria
and questions for the candidating process that will get candidates to
report their experience in performing such tasks. In effect, psychologi-
cal type is taken into account in the job placement by using it to
sharpen the job description and the interview process.

Putting together work teams based on MBTI results is another area
where misuses occur. They occur mainly because of the assumption
that the MBTI measures skillfulness ("Let's put an F on that team to
deal with the other members' abrasiveness"). Misuses also happen
because of clumsiness of the consultants or facilitators who are assist-
ing the team building process. Using poor entry techniques, they inad-
vertently cause people to be secretive or defensive about their M1311
results, or to feel manipulated. Good entry techniques are described in
Chapter 12.

I saw a good example of using type concepts in selecting a team
member in another middle school. After being introduced to psycholog-
ical type, teachers on one team recognized they had no J type on the
team, and saw a relationship between that fact and their frequent prob-
lem of getting closure on team tasks. A team member was retiring, and
they asked the principal if a J could be hired in her place. lie wisely
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said the. MAT! wasn't used for screening, and asked them to help inter-
view candidates for the job. lie suggested they write some questions to
put to the candidates, questions about work style that might reflect the
.1-related traits they were looking for. They did, and they were pleased
with the way their questions worked in the interviews. Later, when the
new teacher took the MBTI, she scored a J preference. Of course, many
people with a P preference have well-developed skills of organizing
and scheduling for deadlines. The new teacher's skills would not
depend on having a .1 preference.

Case by case evidence of the value of the MB'I1 in team develop-
ment is easy to find, as it is in family relationships, personal develop-
ment, teaching and learning, and .ther areas. Getting evidence of its
value through carefully constructed research studies is much harder to
do, but the evidence is accumulating.

RELIABILITY, VALIDITY, AND PRACTICAL EFFECTIVENESS

MB11 practitioners are cautioned not to use the "T" word, test,
when describing the AlF311 to clients so as not to raise anxieties
they may carry about the kinds of tests that have right and wrong
answers. Nevertheless, it is certainly a psychological test, validated by
all the standards that psychometricians set for such tests. Those who
critique such instruments generally regard the MBTI as meeting or
exceeding expectations for reliability and validity; that is, for getting
consistent results and for accomplishing what it was designed to do.
When they have commented on the 1985 MBTI Manual, they praise it
as setting a new standard by which manuals for psychological instru-
ments can be judged.

The most-consulted reference guide for psychological instruments,
the Bums Mental Measurements Yearbook 0989, 10th edition), a
source devoted to critical reviews, gives the MBTI a favorable report.
"The N1B11 is an excellent example of a construct-oriented test that is
inextricably linked to Jung's (1923) theory of psychological types .

IId is not surprising that it is held in high regard by many who sub-
scribe to this aspect of Jungian theory. His alto not surprising that
those who do not accept the tenets of the theory reject, or more typi-
cally ignore, the cc.nsiderable body of evidence regarding the validity
of the MBTI that now exists." The Bums calls the evidence of con-
struct validity "promising." As to the evidence of reliability, the
reviewer regards the "stability of type classification over time as
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"somewhat disappointing." As for the four scales viewed separately,
the reviewer states that "... there isa wealth of external validity infor-
mation presented in the extensive manual (actually a handbook) that
provides a reasonably consistent picture of what the individual scales
do and do not measure."

THE Iti,R AFFECTS RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

The practitioner's essential concern is very specific: Will the MI311
be valid and reliable for ray clients? The answer depends on three con-
ditions, all of them under the practitioner's cor trol: the fit of the MBTI
to the application planned for it; the skill used in introducing the MBTI
into the situation; and the expectations held for outcomes from its use.

Fit
I have seen some really bad applications of the MBTI. It cannot pro-

vide valid data when it is used inappropriately. For example, when
used before and after some intervention to try to show how peoples'
behavior/attitudes/personalities were changed for the hetter by the
intervention. I have read research studies in which students were being
taught a set of human relations skills, and the researcher administered
the MBTI before and after to see if students came out more E and F
after the training. There is no basis for supposing someone's type
would change even if some skills were improved or attitudes changed.

There are good applications where type is a variable being used to
predict behavior or performance, but these require the skills of a
researcher. They require careful attention to research design issues
sample size, control of other variables, comparison groups, etc. That is
beyond the scope of practitioners not trained in research methods.

The rule of thumb for getting a good fit is to avoid using the N11311
to do something for or to employees or students, and confine its use
to helping them use type concepts as a tool in their work, as part of
their language of problem solving.

The validity and reliability of the MBTI for individual clients
depends on the skill of the practitioner in introducing it to them. If the
clients get a positive introduction to the MBTI, they will give straight
answers to the MBTI questions, attend carefully to the explanation of
results, remain open to type ideas, and accept help in testing out the
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ideas and using them well. The MBTI results and its underlying ideas
will be valid and reliable for them.

When the practitioner is not skilled, there are risks. For example,
many people have a tendency to treat others in stereotyped ways, to
categorize them and treat them according to the category rather than
as the individual people they are. When introduced to type, they are
likely to see it as a new way to sort, label, and manipulate others. The
practitioner who is not skillful in using type concepts is likely to pre-
sent them in ways that reinforce such clients' tendency to stereotype.
The conditions for validity and reliability are not there.

Expectations
Unrealistic expectations for the Mall can cloud its usefulness and

make its results invalid and unreliable: expecting a one-hour or one-
time orientation to type to be an adequate introduction; expecting
employees to embrace it when the boss does not; expecting type, by
itself, to be highly predictive of performance; and expecting the MITITI
to serve as a candidate screening device, as mentioned above.

To typify good expectations, I offer this example. A large account-
ing firm had a good introduction to type, with the boss making clear
his support for type to be part of the way they do business. One of
the accountants, on learning that his type, ENFP, was not common
among accountants, and doing some self analysis, began to see type
as a clue to some sources of frustration in his work life. I-Ie went to

the boss to discuss the problem. The boss recognized the problem
and saw an opportunity to shift the employee to a new, emerging role
within the organization that would call on the natural inclinations of
his type, developing new clients. The results were good in all

respects.

THE ETHICS OF USING THE RIBTI

Ethical guidelines for using tne Mall are essentially the same as for
any psychological instrument. However, there is a special problem
with the MBTI. Because of the practical insights it provides into indi-
vidual and group functioning, and because its language and concepts
are understandable to non-psychologists, the MITH has attracted users

wno have not before had to consider the ethics of gathering and using
psychological data. Their previous professional training or experience
may not have taught them the c rentials such as: taking the instrument
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must be voluntary; results must be given only to that person; and the
person must get a face-to-face explanation of the results, including
what is indicated and not indicated by the results. These and other
ethical guidelines I have included in Chapter 12.

The ethical problems are compounded because our clients them-
selves are naive about ethical pitfalls. They often get excited about
using type concepts, and talk about and apply them freely without
considering the ethical fallout. Obviously, we must not only model
ethical behavior for them, but also explicitly teach them good ways to
use type concepts and precautions to take so that their good inten-
tions don't backfire.

This chapter has highlighted misuses of the M13T1 and the bad con-
sequences that follow the misuses. I took this approach to dramatize
for new MBTI users the responsibilities that go with effective use of
the MBTI and its underlying concepts. All of us want to he ethical, but
sometimes in our drive to he effective and get results we run the risk
of overlooking or obscuring the ethics of a situation. When we do
that, we jeopardize our own credibility and the long-term effectiveness
of our work.
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6
TYPE AND STEREOTYPE

Stereotyping is a risk that is always with all of us. We tend to
stereotype those who are most different from ourselves because we
understand them less well a rule that holds true for type differences
as well as cultural, racial, etc. For example, extraverts may stereotypi-
cally project on to introverts the awkwardness they themselves would
feel when stuck without having something to say or some action to be
involved in. The comfort the introvert feels in reflection and silences
may not occur to the extravert. The opposite projection, of course, is a
risk for introverts. NIBTI users have a special responsibility to examine
their own stereotypes and to teach about type in ways that minimize
clients' stereotypical use of type concepts.

WHY DO WE STEREOTYPE?

No one wants to be guilty of stereotyping, but all of us arc. Why?
Webster's definition of stereotype gives clues. When the term is used
in describing ideas, the definition is: "A standard mental picture held
in common by members of a group and representing zn oversimpli-
fied opinion, ...or uncritical judgment ...an oversimplified generaliza-
tion making it easy to dismiss divergent groups." Why do we stereo-
type when all we mean to do is have helpful labels for experience?

The cognitive psychologists remind us that it is human nature to
categorize. We can't deal with the daily bombardment of perceptual
stimuli in their raw form; the stimuli are too overwhelming in number
and variety for each to be acknowledged in its uniqueness. So we sort
them into categories, and deal with them in these sets. Thinking in
categories simplifies the perceptual field enough for our minds to
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work comfortably. The dark side of this process is that our drive for
order and mental comfort leads us to form and use poorly constructed
categories that are too simple and biased. And those categories are
stereotypes, categories that tend to close our thought processes rather
than keep them sensitive to possible bias.

TYPE AND STEREOTYPE

We who use type theory certainly want to avoid stereotyping the 16
psychological types. No doubt most of us who use type were drawn
to it because it gives us categories to think with that are vast improve-
ments over the familiar unconstructive categories by which people sort
each other. Our common goal is to give people mare helpful cate-
gories to put in place of less helpful ones. Carl Jung, Katharine Briggs,
and Isabel Myers worked hard to select terms for psychological type
that would avoid bias and minimize stereotyping. We continue that
process. It surely is not a finished job.

But we are all caught with our biases showing Being an intuitive type,
my dominant intuition colors and steers my perceptions in such a way
that I cannot be sure that my views of the sensing process or of sensing
types aren't stereotypes, at least in some respects. Time and again my
sensing friends have helped me see the stereotypes I was using. Type
theory tells me that sensing is my least developed mental process or func-
tion, and the most unconscious of my four mental processes. I believe it.
Sensing just doesn't get much respect in the flow of my thought
processes, so how can I expect it to assert itself and show up my stereo-
types for what they are? How wonderful to have some sensing friends
who help me break my stereotypes about sensing. If I, who have been
studying type for over 2f u years, unwittingly use language that stereotypes
people when I talk about the types, what happens in the minds of those I
teach, who first team about type from me? Perhaps the stereotypes get
embellished and hardened as they are passed on.

Just as I am guilty of unfavorable stereotyping of people with types
and type preferences different from my own, so I am guilty of favor-
able biases creeping into my language and thoughts about my own
type preferences.

It happens to all of us,
None of us is immune from stereotyping. One person, very knowl-

edgeable about type, and whose name we know well, wrote these
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descriptive phrases about thinking types. "Thinking types...are rely

tively unemotional people and uninterested in people's feelings ..
[They] tend to relate well only to other thinking types .. [They! n

seem hard-hearted ..." We all know some thinking types who are
accurately described by these phrases; but do you detect stereotyc
here? These are Isabel Myers' words, from the 1962 MET' Manual

from page 14 of the first edition of Introduction to Type. They are
of the section called "Effects of each preference in work situations

Isabel Myers was a very careful writer, to say the least. It is imp
ble to overstate the exquisite care she took in finding the right we

for describing type, clear words that would not stereotype or haw
misleading connotations. Her perfectionism in writing is typified i

fact that the manuscript of Gifts Differing was essentially compleu
years before publication. 1 understand she would take it off the st
every week or so to change a word. Isabel Myers was a dominant
feeling type, an INFP. If stereotyping were to appear in her descri
tions, where would it most likely be? In her description of the me
process opposite her dominant, her least conscious process thi

ing. Several of us with a preference for the thinking process objet

to the phrases, called them to her attention, and she changed the
read, "Thinking types...do not show emotion readily and are one'
uncomfortable dealing with people's feelings...(She eliminated the

and phrase I quoted above)...ITheyl tend to be firm-minded..." Al

Hammer, editing Introduction to 7)pe for its 1987 version, chose
eliminate the first phrase. Its closest counterpart in the new list of
phrases describing thinking types is, "... respond more to people

ideas that to their feelings."
Are these wording changes nit-picking? Not to me. When we i

duce someone to type, the credibility of type theory for that pen

on the line. Our task is to find and use language that reduces the

of type being distorted into stereotype.

Watching our language.
What are some signs of stereotyping. some red flags, we can

for in our language? Phrases containing absolutes, like always an

never, are suspect. You can always count on sensing types to ..

'For readers interested in examining ways that type bias persists among those of its who r

teach about type, particularly the stereotyping of sensing types. /Mat mer has an inughtfit

Typing or stereotyping, Unconscious bias in applications ofpsyrbological tyk theory I
Journal of Psychological Type, Iblume 10
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stuff envelopes ... take minutes of the meeting" an example of
intuitives relegating mundane tasks no one likes. "Never trust an NE
with balancing a checkbook." Another sign is excusing one's behavior
on the grounds of type. "I'm allowed to be spacey; I'm an intuitive."
"That's my) compulsiveness."

In dividing up jobs, some people who know about type are quick
to assume that the decisions about who gets what jobs can be based
on a superficial look at type preferences, without other considerations
such as familiarity, desire, skillfulness, etc.

The risk of stereotypes in humor.
Watch for stereotypes in anecdotes and humor. Humor often relies

on exaggeration to get its punch, and exaggerations of type character-
istics may result in unwanted negative stereotypes. Some humor is
grounded in stereotype, of course; for example, ethnic humor like
Polish jokes a 1 the "Jewish American Princess." This is humor at the
expense of the group that is stereotyped. Jack Benny made a career
out of the stereotype of himself that he created as the basis for most of
his jokes. This is a benign stereotype, of course, because lie invented
the image and it hurt no one.

The Benny example helps us look at stereotyping in the humor we
use in explaining type to people. Through the years, I have found car-
toons helpful in introducing type concepts. I thought had screened
them for stereotypes, but my wife Carolyn, a feeling type, spotted
some I missed in the cartoons dealing with the thinking and feeling
preferences.

One is a Trudy uncoil by Jerry Marcus, a single panel, showing
her confronting her husband with an exasperated look on her face. lie
is seated in his easy chair, his hands folded, with a smug look on his
face. She is saying, "Your argument is logical, sensible, fair, perceptive
and factual and I hate you."

I had been using it to show that thinking types believe an issue
should be settled when they produce an objective, impersonal and log-
ical argument, while feeling types don't want it settled until the reason-
ing gives adequate weight to the human, personal consequences of the
decision. Carolyn showed me the stereotypes. The feeling type seems
to be giving in to the thinking type's argument, acknowledging logical
reasoning as superior, though distasteful. Feeling gets the last word, but
loses the argument. In the way I was using the cartoon, not calling
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attention to the stereotyping, I 'et pass net only the implication that
feeling judgment is subordinate to thinking judgment but also that
thinking is for men and feeling is for women. I still use the cartoon at
times, but now I add a discussion about stereotyping.

A Frank ,..nd Ernest cartoon by Thaves is another I have used. In its
single panel, the two of them are looking up at a very dark and starry
night. One says, "Do you realize all the rest of our galaxy is moving
away from us at one-third the speed of light?" The response is, "Do
you suppose it was something we said?"

In using the cartoon, I thought I was making the point that think-
ing types give more attention to impersonal phenomena in looking
for life's meanings, while feeling types are more likely to look to per-
sonal events as the source of understanding. Until Carolyn showed
me, I had missed the stereotype: it is silly for feeling types to apply
feeling criteria where they don't belong. I am now looking for a com-
panion cartoon that shows a thinking type looking silly applying
impersonal analysis where it doesn't fit.

PERSONA, SHADOW, AND STEREOTYPE

Carl Jung's concepts of persona anu shadow help us understand
why we are more likely to stereotype some groups that others and
why we are not likely to recognize our own stereotyping when we do
it. The persona is the part of myself that I show the world, the part I
am comfortable enough with to allow it to represent me to other peo-
ple. The shadow is the back side of the persona, the dark side away
from the light of public exposure, in which are aspects of myself I
tend to deny in consciousness.

How does this relate to stereotypes? First we look at the relation-
ship of type to persona and shadow. The persona is expressed most
easily through the dominant and auxiliary processes, while the third
and fourth processes most often carry the contents of the uncon-
scious shadow. In my own case, my feeling and sensing processes
are mainly in the shadow; they are less mature, less conscious, less
controllable and predictable when in my conscious life, and more
worrisome. So when people and situations call on my feeling and
sensing processes, my shadowy and immature versions of these
processes color my perceptions and give me an unconscious bias that
results in stereotypes. I am likely to see immaturity or threatening
motives in those others who are so different from my persona, who
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remind me of my shadow side, the part of me I want to keep hidden.
So I project onto their behavior the dark meanings that come out of
my shadow, and I have produced a stereotype.

AN ACTIVITY FOR IDENTIFYING STEREOTYPES
No doubt stereotyping is related to the attitudes of extraversion,

introversion, judgment, and perception as well as to the four
processes. To demonstrate to yourself the extent to which we all carry
with us stereotypes of type preferences that are opposite ours, try this
activity with some friends or colleagues who know type concepts.
Pick one dimension of type, El, SN, Tr', or JP. I will illustrate with El.
With your group, complete three tasks.

First, each person chooses a partner whose El preference is the
same. The partners in each E pair will individually think of specific
people he or she knows are introverts and write down four or five
words or phrases that accurately describe the introverting characteris-
tics of those people, taking care to use unbiased descriptors. Using the

same care, the partners in each I pair will individually use the same

process to identify the extraverting characteristics of their sample of

extraverts. Allow three or four minutes for this step.
Next, the partners will discuss the words they wrote individually

and edit them as needed to replace words that might be seen as
stereotyping. Schedule five minutes for this step.

Finally, each pair of Es will get with a pair of Is to present both sets
of descriptors, to discuss any stereotyping suggested in the two lists,
and to find unbiased replacement words. In your discussion, you will
find more stereotyping than you suppose. This discussion lime is also
a good opportunity for exploring the meanings of appearances, that is,

for asking the group members of the opposite preference questions
about their introversion or extraversion. For example, in a recent dis-
cussion an introvert asked the extraverts, "Why do you seem to need
to fill every silence in a conversation?" And an extravert said, "lido
me understand why introverts often seem to be aloof." ou can give
this discussion all the time you have available; in my experience, vv.-
always have to end it before the people feel finished with it. After the
discussion, I believe you'll agree with me that stereotyping is natural
and inevitable.

Sometimes when I use this activity, we take the participants' indi-
vidual lists of E and I words and combine them into composite lists.
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Some words appear on several people's lists. On one recent occasion,

these were the extravert and introvert descriptors on two or more lists:

active thoughtful
open quiet
talkative reserved
sociable shy .

out-going serious
friendly deep

As a whole group we examined these words and others on the lists

looking for stereotypes or terms that could lead to misunderstanding.
We applied three stereotype-detecting criteria to each term:
1. Does the term raise a red flag, suggesting bias for or against?The

words listed above did not seem biased to the participants, but oth-
ers on the composite lists raised red flags very quickly. For exam-

ple, superficial and entertaining on the extravert list, and loner and

quiet assurance on the introvert list. We all knew people for whom
the words were accurate, but we all agreed the terms applied to
special cases and not the general categories of extraversion and
introversion.

2. Could the term be misleading by implying a negative opposite trait
for people of the other preference? We decided this criterion elimi-
nated most of the 12 words listed above. For example, using acti
for extraverts could imply passive or inactive as traits of introverts,

open could imply closed; using thoughtful for introverts could imply

thoughtless or unthinking as a trait of extraverts; and quiet could

imply loud or noisy for its opposite. Each time I use this activity
participants come to the conclusion that explicitly stating the oppo-
site you intend is important to avoid misunderstanding, that is, giv-
ing the wordy in pairs. For example, active and reflective are a

good pair, as are out-going and reserved, and expressive and quiet.

By finding good pairs, we returned most of the 12 words to the list.

But good pairs were hard to agree on, and our "good" lists never
get very long.

3. Does it distinguish between the preferences, or could it be applied

also to ice opposite or other preferences? We decided that friendly
didn't distinguish between extravert and introvert. And some
extraverts regarded themselves as shy, so those words were elimi-
nated. Also eliminated were open and thoughtful because they
were not distinctive to extravert or introvert. Four out of five words
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on the composite lists are not mentioned above; they were elimi-
nated, mainly because they did not meet this criterion words
such as lively, people-oriented, enthusiastic, expansive, careful,
brief self-encouraged, and discreet. They were dropped because
they could apply to more than one of the eight preferences that
make up the types.
This activity always has the effect of making participants alert to the

need for care in choosing descriptors for the type preferences. They
uniformly speak of it as a powerful learning experience.

WHAT WE CAN DO

Stereotyping in our conceptions and language about type are natural
and inevitable, but we can guard against it and head it off. And we must
if we are to grow.

We can be alert to the spots where we are most vulnerable to
stereotyping, which will differ for each of us as our types differ.
We can be aware, those of us who use and teach others about
type concepts, that we have in common a very big problem. In
our enthusiasm, in our desire to convince people of the value of
type, we overstate and overgeneralize a sure source of stereo-
typing.
We can ask our opposites to help us spot our possible biases as
we talk about type, and to suggest alternate, unbiased language.
We can realize that improving our language about type requires
an improvement in our understanding of our opposites, a deeper
knowledge of type.
And, finally, we can assume that the quest to drive out our
stereotypes about type never ends.

We can help each other. On of my fondest memories of Isabel
Myers is the effective way she helped people improve their under-
standing of type by gently offering them a non-stereotyping word to
replace a biased one they had used. She'd say, "I believe they'll under-
stand better if you say ..." or "I used to say it that way until my ISTJ
husband showed me a better wording ..." In the same spirit, we can
help each other. %:;;$
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7.

TAKING TYPE INTO

ACCOUNT IN EDUCATION

By Isabel Briggs Myers

AUTHORS NOTE. The following essay by Isabel Briggs Myers was
written in October, 1971, to describe how type theory can be used to
understand the learning of children from their early years In school.
Isabel Myers was always very concerned with the fact that many chil-
dren are taught, very early, in ways that make them lose confidence in
themselves, and cause them to come to hate school. She graciously gave
permission to include her thoughts here.

Schools are being told that they are accountable for educating
every child. They are required to teach the basic skills, so that every
child grows up able to read, write and balance a checkbook. And they
are required to plant various sorts of knowledge, deeply enough so

that it will germinate, take root and bear fruit.
Both demands are better met if the schools take into account the

type differences among children. These are not quantitative differ-
ences that can be expressed simply as a higher or lower degree of

mental ability. They are qualitative differences, differences as to the
kind of perception and the kind of judgment that the child prefers to

use It is his preferences that make his type.,Children of different types
have a different "mix" of abilities, different needs, interests and moti-
vations, and different degrees of success in school.

The preference that has the most conspicuous consequences in edu-

cation is the choice between the two kinds of perception, the choice
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between sensing and intuition. Sensing focuses interest and attention
upon the concrete reality that is apparent to the five senses. Sensing
children are more interested in doing something, almost anything, with
almost any tangible object, than in listening to what anyone is saying
unless it has to do with action or adds something definite to their pic-
ture of the physical world. In contrast, intuition focuses interest and
attention upon the end results of one's own unconscious processes,
which include the translation of symbols-words into meaning, and
meaning into words. Intuitive children thus tend to take a positive inter-
est in language, spoken or written, and acquire a facility that is conve-
nient in class and in verbal ability tests and also enables them to state'
clearly and usefully to themselves the relationships and possibilities sug-
gested by their intuition.

It is therefore understandable that, as most schools are now run, sens-
ing children have less use for school than intuitive children do (often no
use at all), that on the average they make lower grades and score lower
on intelligence tests (though not enough lower to account for their
grades), and that they far more frequently drop out.

If we are to have a system of universal education that does justice
to all the types, I think we must draw a sharp distinction between
skills and knowledge. Knowledge spreads over a tremendous variety
of subjects, each of which may be interesting and useful to certain
types and a waste of time to others. But the basic skills are essential
for all the types, and should be taught in such a way as to give every
child what he needs.

The usual first grade has a substantial majority of sensing children
and a smaller number of intuitives. The sensing children do not want
to have to cope with anything unexplainable. The intuitives do not
want to be bored by anything tedious and dull. Except for an occa-
sional child who may have been let into the secret by an intuitive par-
ent or have found it out for himself, none of the children, sensing or
intuitive, know that letters stand for sounds.

In most first grades, nobody (for a long time) tells them this one
crucial fact that makes sense of the process of learning to read.
Reading thus consists of memorizing "sight words," recognizable only
by their general shape. A new word is an insoluble mystery until
teacher tells you what it is. Content is necessarily restricted to repeti-
tion of the few words thus far memorized. "Dick. See Dick. See Dick
run." This method of teaching manages to frustrate both the sensing
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children and the intuitives. Reading, which ought to be a magical
extension of one's own experience is both unexplainable and dull.

To meet the needs of the sensing children who want things to be
explicit and the intuitive children who want unlimited possibilities,
first grades should introduce intensive phonics at the very beginning,
so that every child in the class knows that there is a perfectly good
way to tell what new words are. He is going to be able to read, very
soon, up to the limIls of his speaking vocabulary. And removal of the
artificial limits on vocabulary means that he can read vastly more inter-
esting things. fie can, in fact, attempt anything he cares to tackle.

From the standpoint of the child's success in school and his devel-
opment as a person, with ambition, initiative, and confidence in him-
self the start of first grade marks a crucial fork in the road. That is the
point at which he decides either that school makes sense or that it
does not, that it is interesting or boring, that he can or cannot do these
new things. If he cannot do the new things, his only defense against
the humiliation of being "dumb" is to decide that such things are not
worth doing.

The pitfall in the teaching of arithmetic skills is basically the same as
the pitfall in teaching reading. The children who try to cope with the
symbols without recognizing the realities these stand for are doomed to
frustration. They never win through to the beautiful certainties in the
realm of numbers. They just memorize incantations. "7 and 5 is 12." "11
minus 4 is 7." "5 times 7 is 35." When the teacher gives you the first two
numbers of an incantation, you have to remember the third. If you for-
get that third number, there is nothing you can do about it. And if you
are given a problem and can't see what kind of incantation to use, there
is nothing you can do about that.

The solution is to establish the reality of numbers first. The symbols
then can be understood as a way of talking about reality. There
should be no operations with disembodied numerals, no incantations,
no memorizing, no flash cards for "addition facts" and "subtraction
facts," no verbal drill, until the children are thoroughly familiar with
manual operations with quantities. To many sensing children, things
you can touch and move are real but words are not.

The form in which a question is put can change the whole spirit of
the proceedings. "How much is 7 and 5?" implies that the child ought
to know by this time and the teacher wants to find out whether he
does or not. This is wrong side to. The child is the one who should be
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doing the finding out. "Find out how much is 7 and 5!" is an invitation
to action. Using number blocks, for instance, the child can take a
block that is seven squares high and stand it against the number
tower. Naturally it reaches to seven. Then he can take a block that is
five squares high and stack it on top of the seven. Together they reach
to twelve. Every time he does it they reach to twelve. In fact, he can
see that they have to reach to twelve; the seven block is always three
squares short of ten; the first three squares of the five block always get
you to ten; the other two squares always stick up beyond ten and
reach to twelve. A similar certainty has to exist, in the case 17 and 5,
27 and 5, and so on up.

Consistent use of this approach gives the child a picture of the num-
ber system as a whole, the place of any given ti imber in that system,
and its relation to other numbers. When he starts doing operations with
numerals instead of blocks, he knows the quantities they stand for and
what he is doing with those quantities. And hen he is given a prob-
lem, he has a decent chance of seeing what 1::. must do to solve it.

Reading, writing and arithmetic are well defined skills that every
child needs to acquire. But knowledge, as distinguished from skills, is
another matter. It has no limits. Schools must decide what tiny frac-
tion they will try to teach. If we take it as avoniatic that a child
should be taught things that are of lasting bctlefit to him, either by
making him more effective or by otherwise enhancing his life, one
brutal conclusion follows. There is no use in teaching a child things
he intends to forget.

Nothing will stick in a child's mind long enough to do him any
good unless it interests him, and here type plays a major role. The
combination of a child's preferred kind of perception and his pre-
ferred kind of judgment tends to concentrat.: It's interest in fields
where these find scope, as shown in the comparison on page three of
the Introduclfon to Dix. His remaining preferences influence the kind
of work he will like to do in those fields. Hence knowledge that is rel-
evant, even illuminating, for a person with a given set of preferences
can be acutely boring to a person with the opposite set. Aside from
routine warnings against common dangers, like carbon monoxide and
the signing of documents unread, there is probably no body of knowl-
edge that can profitably be "taught" to every child regardless.

Time and effort spent in trying to teach a child something against
his own will are worse than wasted. Real harm is done. If a child is
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not interested in what he is supposed to be learning, he is bored. And
the habit of being bored is disastrous for children, because it destroys
their native curiosity. Babies and pre-schoolers have a great urge to
make sense of the world. They devote their energies happily to find-
ing out one thing after another, whatever fixes their curiosity at the
moment. They learn at a tremendous rate, and they remember what
they learn, because it becomes a part of their world as they know it.
Learning is high adventure, not a chore.

School should be a continuation of the adventure. Children in all the
grades should be given maximum opportunity to learn the things that
have meaning and interest for them in terms of their own kind of per-
ception and their own kind or judgment. To the extent that they are
given this opportunity, they gain not only in interest but in application
and intelligence as well. People of any age, from six to sixty, apply
themselves with greater vigor to the task in hand when they are inter-
ested. People of any age are more intelligent when they are interested
than when they are bored.

A child permitted to study what interests him learns more and remem-
bers it. The most valuable outcome, however, is the effect upon the
development of his perception and judgment. A purposeful finding out
about almost anything develops his perception. And a self-imposed
doing of whatever is necessary to that end develops his judgment far
more than would mere obedience to a teacher's authority. The lifelong
importance of adequate development of perception and judgment is
shown in past and current studies with the Type Indicator. Good percep-
tion and judgment are associated with achievement, which is reasonable
because they make a person more effective in whatever he sets out to

do They are also associated with mental ar ahysical health, which
again is reasonable because they enable a person to cope more com-
petently with his problems and thus lessen or eliminate strain.

Ways of making room for individual interests and study can be
worked out in any school where authority will accept the idea. In fact,
they can be worked out independently by any teacher. A seminar
approach can be taken, in which the class is given a bird's-eye view of
the different aspects of the subject and then allowed to sign up to
work on whichever aspect each finds most interesting. Or a list of
individual projects can be designed to appeal to widely different
types. Flexibility can be achieved by framing some exam questions for
sensing types, others for intuitives, everyone being permitted to leave
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out the two he likes least. Or it may be announced in advance tha;
everyone may formulate and answer one question of his own, substi-
tuting it for one not in his field.

Where students are old enough to take the Type Indicator, as in 7th
to 12th grades, their types can be ascertained, subject to confirmation
by the students themselves. Teachers can then learn by direct observa-
tion how their subjects need to be presented in order to catch the
interest of ST, SF, NF, and NT types respectively, and can share their
findings with other teachers. Feedback to the rtudents about their
types can add to their understanding of themselves and others, can
reassure them that it is all right to be the kind of person they are, and
can relieve the strain of personal conflicts at home or elsewhere by
showing how these arise from differences in type. It can even help
them to develop their perception and judgment. Page four of the
Introduction to Type has instructions how to do it. exercising each
kind of perception and each kind of judgment, separately, in turn, to
find out what each can contribute to the solution of a problem.

Children in lower grades can also practice using the different kinds
of perception and judgment one at a time in appropriate ways. Exact
observation will exercise sensing. Figuring out possible ways to solve a
difficulty will exercise intuition. Thinking out all the unintended conse-
quences that may result from an action will exercise thinking. Weighing
how other people will feel about things will exercise feeling.

An early clue to a child's type may be obtainable from his
response to these activities. The sensing child should find the sensing
exercise easier and more fun than the intuitive exercise. The little
thinker will prefer thinking about consequences to guessing about
other people's feelings. And so on. An observant teacher may be able
to draw useful inferences as to the way each child's mind works and
what will help him most. Whether she does or not, the children will
benefit directly from practice in these four different, important ways
of using their minds.
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THE DYNAMIiS OF THE TYPES

A TYPE IS MORE THAN FOUR PREFERENCES

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator provides scores on four separate
scales El, SN, TF, and JP and reports a preference on each scale

such as E, S, F, and J; four preferences that are apparently indepen-
dent of each other. When respondents are told that the four letters
taken together, ESFJ, represent one of the 16 types, it is natural for
them to conclude that a type is omposite or addition of four sepa-
rate qualities E plus S plus F plus J. That natural conclusion about
the four type letters is wrong. Each type is a distinctive, dynamic orga-
nization of mental energy, greater than the sum of four preferences.
The name we use for the energy systems of the 16 types is type
dynamics.

Many, perhaps most, people who learn about the psychological
types through the MBTI do not learn about the theory of types as
dynamic wholes, as Jung and Myers wrote about it. It is not surprsing
that they consider the types to be sets of four separate preferences.
The confusion comes about, in part, because a self-report instrument
with four separate scales is used to identify the types.

When Jung developed his theory of psychological types he foresaw
it being used by professionals trained to treat emotional problems; he
did not anticipate the need to identify the types with an instrument
such as the MB71. Myers and Briggs saw the need for the ideas of type
to be available to people in everyday life. When they decided to
develop an instrument for identifying type preferences, they faced the
problem of having people self-report their tendencies and interests
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that would show one type as the best fit. In an instrument, they could
not teach people Jung's complex theory and have them pick a type
that seemed best to them. They decided the most sound way to pro-
ceed was to have people vote on the four preference pairs separately.
They devised four scales, and wrote items for each scale.

The person who has scored E, S, F, and J, For example, is shown the
Myers-Briggs description of the type Jung called extraverted feeling
with sensing, the type to which Myers and Briggs gave the shorthand
label, ESFJ. If the person reads the type description and it seems to be
a good fit, the person has selected a type, not just four preferences.

If a type is more than the four preferences, what should readers of
this book know about the whole patterns of the types and the dynam-
ics of them? Some of our clients will be ready to learn about the
dynamics of the types, and our job is to teach them. This chapter is
about the theory of the dynamics and includes some ideas you can
use in teaching your clients or students. The central feature of the
dynamics is the belief that each of the types has one of the mental
processes that is dominant and favored, and a second mental process
that is auxiliary, a helper to the dominant. How they function in the
personality and work together is the main subject of what follows.

TYPE THEORY IS ABOUT PERCEPTION AND JUDGMENT
Jung's theory of psychological types is about patterns of conscious

mental activity. At the most basic level, it is about perception and
judgment. In Jung's view, all conscious mental activity is either per-
ception activity awareness, taking in data or judgment activity
making decisions about what has come into awareness.

Perception and judgment are truly basic in the human condition. Our
troubles come from faulty perception and poor judgment, and our
progress certainly conies from clear perception and sound judgment. We
may not think about it often, but the quality of any human activity car-

ing for a child, building a house, fighting a fire, running a business, play-
ing tennis, preparing a meal, etc. depends 011 the quality of perception
and judgment that goes into them. Jung saw that the ways we go about
perceiving and judging differ, and the differences come in patterns.

One of the points of confusion for people learning about type is the
use of the terms, perception and judgment. We who talk and write about
type use the terms at three different levels of meaning. \Xt need to try to
avoid confusion by defining the three here at the beginning of the chap-
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ter. The first is the broad meaning given in the two previous paragraphs.
The second and third meanings are specific meanings in the theory of
types, one provided by Jung and the other devised by Myers and Briggs.

Perception, in Jung's specific meaning, refers to the two mental
processes of sensing and intuition; in his view, all perceptions come
by way of those two processes. His specific meaning for judgment is
the exercis: of the two ways of deciding: thinking and feeling.

The third meaning, given by Myers and Briggs, is also specific: the
judgment-perception dimension of type that is represented in the JP
scale of the Indicator and the last letter of the four-letter type designa-
tions. Specifically, the last letter indicates which mental process shows
in a person's outer life, the preferred judging process (T or F) or the
preferred perception process (S or N). Throughout the book I have
tried to make clear which of the three meanings I was using in any sit-
uation. Here, discussing the dynamics of type, it is essential that mean-
ings aren't confused.

IREE MEANINGS.% PERCEPBON AND 'JUDGMENT

1. Broad meanings:
Perception - awareness, taking in data

Judgment - making decisions
2. The mental processes:

Two perception processes - sensing and intuition
TIvo Judgment processes - thinking and feeling

3. The fourth dimension of type, as represented in the ,J or P preference.

DYNAMIC RELATIONSHIPS OF THE MENTAL PROCESSES

What is the dominant process?
Jung said that all conscious mental activity can be sorted into four

categories: the two ways of perceiving sensing and intuition and
the two ways of judging thinking and feeling. Everyone regularly
uses all four, but not for equal amounts of time or equally well. From
childhood, each of us has come to rely on one process more than the
others. It seems more trustworthy, and so we trust it and use it more.
And the more we use it, the more mature and reliable it becomes. Its
use seems most natural and interesting, and it draws our attention
more than the others. That one mental process becomes dominant, the
centerpost, the core of the personality.
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Why do people need a dominant mental process?
If one of the mental processes were not dominant, in charge of

a person's conscious mental life, the person would not have a cen-
tral theme to organize consciousness. In people with the feeling
process dominant, for example, conscious mental activity is orga-
nized around keeping their lives in harmony with the values they
prize most highly. They personalize their experiences, including
objective events, so they can deal with them with their best skills.
This approach is the polar opposite of people with thinking as the
dominant process, who objectify personal events so they can use
their best skills, logic and objective analysis.

There needs to be one dominant because mental processing can
not be organized both ways, feeling and thinking. The contrasts
between feeling and sensing, or feeling and intuition, are not so dra-
matic, but whichever of the four mental processes is dominant, it
shows its distinctive kind of organization of mental activity. The domi-
nant serves to unify people's lives.

How do the four different kinds of dominant differ?
People in whom sensing perception is the centerposi, the domi-

nant mental process, are above all else practical people. Their
close attention to data provided by the senses makes them well
attuned to immediate experiences, the literal facts at hand, the
concrete realities. People who have intuitive perception as a domi-
nant process have their consciousness mainly focused on associa-
tions, abstractions, theories, and possibilities that do not depend
directly on the senses. Above all else, they believe in intuitive
insights and imagination to set life's directions.

People in whom thinking judgment is the strongest mental
process are above all else logical, and have orderly, analytical minds.
All experience must fit into logical mental systems, or the systems
must be reworked to accommodate perceptions that don't fit.
Children of this pattern may not seem logical by adult standards, but
internally the drive is to test and organize all experience by logical
criteria, even if the logic is still undeveloped. They naturally treat
people and things (and themselves) impersonally.

Finally, people with feeling judgment as the dominant mental
process direct their lives toward human values and harmony, above
all else. They weigh all experience as being harmonious or clisso-
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nant with the values and priorities of their own lives and the others
they care about. They are naturally more attuned to the subjective
world of feelings and values, and more alert to the humane issues
in any situation.

What keeps the dominant from making
a person one-sided?

If people trusted and developed only one of the four mental
processes their lives would be essentially one-dimensional.
Unfortunately, we all know such people. Th-re are some whose per-
ceptions are not focused or tempered by good judgment. What they
perceive from moment to moment, day to day, stirs their interest, and
they flit from one interest to another without adequately weighing the
value of what they are doing or the logical consequences. They are
unstable like a sailboat with too much sail and not enough keel. And
we know others whose judgments are locked so tightly that they
remain unrenewed by fresh perception. They are like the sailboat with
a keel too heavy for its small sail, keeping a steady course but not
making much progress. To avoid such one-sidedness, people must
develop another of the mental processes to be a major, reliable helper
to the dominant. Jung called the second process the auxiliary. It is
needed to balance the dominant process, as balance is needed
between sail and '<eel.

DOMINANTPROCESS

Favorite among S, N, Tor F
Governing force
Unifies one's life

Best developed and most used process
'Tbe general"

Can any of the other three processes be the auxiliary?
In Jung's theory, the two kinds of perception sensing and intu-

ition are polar opposites of each other. Similarly, thinking judg-
ment and feeling judgment are polar opposites. In a person with intu-
ition dominant, it follows that sensing is necessarily the least
developed and least trusted (and trustworthy) of the four mental
processes; it could not he the auxiliary. That is not an arbitrary fea-
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ture of the theory, but rather a logical condition in human experi-
ence. In the instant that conscious attention is focused on intuitions, it
cannot simultaneously be focused on sensations, and vice versa. I
may shift quickly from one to the other, but not attend to both at
once. Thus, I attend to my intuitive perception and develop my intu-
itive capacities at the expense of my sensing perceptions The concen-
tration of energy in intuition means a withholding of energy from its

opposite, sensing.
Because of the polarity concepts just described, a person with

intuition dominant can not have sensing as the auxiliary because
sensing, being the polar opposite of intuition, will be the process
that is least accessible in consciousness and least developed. The
reverse is true for people with sensing dominant, and the same

principle applies to the other dominant-auxiliary combinations. So
the auxiliary is always formed in the dimension that the dirninant is
not in. That is, a person having sensing or intuition as the dominant
process will develop either thinking or feeling as the auxiliary
process. Similarly, a person with thinking or feeling judgment as the
dominant process will have sensing or intuitive perception as the
auxiliary process.

Most important is the balance provided by this arrangement. A
dominant in the perception dimension is balanced by having the
auxiliary in the judgment dimension, and vice versa. Good percep-
tion is only effective when sound judgment gives it direction and

purpose. And judgments are sound only when they are informed
by adequate, clear perceptions. One balances the other as it com-
pletes and complements th° other with a totally different kind of
mental processing.

How does the auxiliary balance the dominant?
Perception and judgment are not expected to be evenly balanced

whichever is dominant will always be in charge; but the auxiliary
must be developed so that one-sidedness is avoided. Balance does

not mean equal development or equal influence in the personality
Rather, the auxiliary complements and supplements the dominant
Continuing the sailboat analogy, the sail and keel need to be bal-
anced. If the boat is for racing, sail is dominant and some stability is
given up for the potential of speed and maneuverability. But there

must be adequate keel for stability. If the boat is for cruising, stabil-
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AUXILIAlt "1PROC S
Second favorite among S, N, T or F

A perceiving (S or N) process if the dominant is Judging
(T or F)

AJudging (Tor F) process if the dominant is perceiving
(S or N)

Used in the outer world if the dominant is Introverted
Used in the inner world (( the dominant is extraverted

The general's aide"

ity is the dominant concern, but the sail capacity has to be enough
to make the trip interesting.

In the personality, a person who has a perception process (S or N)
as dominant is most interested in being open to and taking in experi-
ences. But this person needs a well-developed judgment process (T or
F) as auxiliary to test the value and logical soundness of the percep-
tions. The person with T or F dominant needs a well-developed per-
ception process (S or N) as auxiliary to give the judgments enough
data to be sound.

What are the main differences between the dominant and
auxiliary combinations?

Combining dominant and auxiliary processes, eight sets are formed:
Dominant Auxiliary

SENSING with Thinking INTUITION with Thinking
SENSING with Feeling INTUITION with Feeling
THINKING with Sensing FEELING with Sensing
THINKING with Intuition FEELING with Intuition

The meaning of the eight sets can be illustrated by the varied
emphases in the left-hand column above. The SENSING-with-thinking
people focus their practical outlook on the aspects of the world that
are readily subject to logical analysis the objects, machinery, and
more impersonal transactions of life. In contrast, the SENSING -with-
feeling people attend primarily to the practical side of human needs.
Still different in emphasis, the THINKING-with-sensing people are
those who wish to put their system of logical order on the practical
matters of the world. And the THINKING-with-intuition people are
those who wish to put their system of logical order on the abstract
and intangible matters of the world.
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The differences suggested here are subtle but not superficial. The
INTUITION-with-thinking people, for example, may test their intu-
itive inspirations with logical analysis, and the analysis may shoot
down the inspiration. However, if the inspiration is compelling
enough, no amount of illogic discovered in the idea will be enough
to kill it. In a showdown, intuition will win because it is the domi-

nant process in INTUITION-with-thinking people. In contrast, the
THINKING-with-intuition person would likely sacrifice the intuition

in such a showdown.

THE ATTITUDES: EXTRAVERSION AND INTROVERSION

How do extraversion and introversion
affect the dominant?

Extraversion and introversion are called the attitudes or orientations
to life, referring to the orientation of the person's dotntriant process.
People who use their dominant process primarily to run their actions

In the world outside themselves are extraverting the dominant and are
referred to as extraverts. To balance their extraverted dominant, their
auxiliary is used mainly introvertedly, to run their inner life. In con-

trast, people who reserve the dominant process primarily for the per-
sonal world of inner thoughts and reflections are introverting the dom-
inant and are referred to as introverts. They use their auxiliary mainly

to run their outer life.
Extraversion and introversion provide the second way that the aux-

iliary provides balance to the dominant: if the dominant is extraverted,
the auxiliary brings balance by being mainly introverted, and if the
dominant is introverted, the auxiliary brings balance by serving
extravertedly.

The dominant process tells the most about a person. Extraverts, by

definition, reveal their best first. Introverts, reserving their best for
their inner, their favored world, reveal mainly their auxiliary process to
others. Only close associates will be allowed to see the most valued
process in operation. Thus we come to know introverts more slowly.

It is through a well-developed extraverted auxiliary that introverts
function effectively in their outer world. In contrast, it is through a
well-developed introverted auxiliary that extraverts obtain reflection

and depth in their inner world.
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How do the eight patterns change into sixteen?
The addition of EL

When extraversion and introversion are added to the eight domi-
nant-atuciliary combinations they are expanded to 16. Thus there are
eight extraverted sets and eight introverted sets.

Consider, for example, how the extraversion-introversion dimension
expands the THINKING-with-intuition pattern. The extraverted version
describes those people who direct the energy of the dominant into the
world of people and things, to manage as much of it as they can.
They want to extend their personal logical systems into the world
around them, their favored arena for personal expression.

In contrast, introverted THINKERS-with-intuition want to exercise
their dominant process mainly in the inner realm of ideas, of private
mental activity, and they strive above all else to have orderly, logical
minds. They direct the energy of their auxiliary process (intuition)
mainly outward to wn their outer (extraverted) lives, and this gives
them the appearance of having intuition as the dominant process.
When we meet an introvert, we first see the auxiliary.

The General and the Aide
In Gifts Differing, Myers used the analogy of the genera( (the domi-

nant process) and the aide (the auxiliary) to show the relationship of
the process that is introverted and the one that is extraverted. The gen-
eral who is extraverted leaves the tent to take care of outside business
directly, leaving the aide in the tent to continue working there. The gen-
eral who is introverted sends the aide to deal with the outside business
while remaining in the tent working there and awaiting a report from
the aide. Anyone who deals with the aide of the introvert will benefit
from knowing that the one in command is in the tent and can be only
somewhat represented by the aide. Of course, our mental processes do
not wear the insignia of rank, and it is not so easy for someone to know
if the mental process they are meeting is the one in charge.

Simple symbols can show these ideas. Capital letters are used to rep-
resent the dominant process and small letters are used to represent the
auxiliary process. Using Myers' general-aide-tent analogy, a triangle is
used to represent the tent walls, the dividing line between the inner and
outer worlds that people live in. Here are two examples, the first for ESFJ

and the second for ISFP. Both are FEELING-with-sensing types, but differ
as to which process is extraverted and introverted.
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ESP)

AF

Feeling judgment is dominant and extraverted
Sensing perception is auxiliary and introverted

ISFP

A Sensing perception is auxiliary and extraverted.
S Feeling Judgment is dominant and introverted

The people represented by the first symbol make their feelings
public, naturally and frequently. Their antennae are out to pick Lp
feeling signals, and they are the practical harmonizers and weavers of
compromises. The general is there to do the public business.

The people represented by the second symbol have no less wealth
of feeling, but it is reserved as a private process, revealed only to fam-
ily and close friends, and it is more often seen in deeds than in words.
The aide does the public business, and the aide's work is the practical
usefulness of the sensing process. Of course, the general knows what
the aide is doing, and will come out to do business with us if the gen-
eral sees it as important enough. Loyal and devoted, ISPPs harmonize
matters through a receptive, quiet-helper role, in contrast to the
activist and often warmly-aggressive stance of those who have feeling
dominant and extraverted.

Why are extraversion and introversion called "attitudes"
or "orientations" rather than mental processes?

It may be helpful to recall here Jung's statement that all conscious
mental activity can be sorted into the four functions or processes:
sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling. In that view, where do extra-
version and introversion fit? Aren't they conscious mental processes?
The terms function and process are interchangeable and are used to
refer only to sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling. Extraversion and
introversion are attitudes or orientations, not processes. That is, they
tell the direction of a process, outward or inward. Each process is ori-
ented, and mostly used, inwardly or outwardly.

Thus for people who have the INTUI'llONI-with-thinking pattern the
intuition may be extraverted or introverted, and the auxiliary thinking
needs to be in the opposite attitude to provide balance. So the fuller
name for the extraverted INTUITION-with-thinking type is: extraverted
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intuition dominant with introverted thinking auxiliary. If the INTUITION-
with-thinking person preferred introversion, the name for that type is:
introverted intuition dominant with extraverted thinking auxiliary.

In subsequent paragraphs, we will see how to recognize ENTP as
the shorthand for the former and INTJ as the shorthand for the latter

and all of the other type designations as well. If you want to skip
over to those paragraphs and learn the rule for recognizing the domi-
nant and auxiliary in any type, please come back here to the theory
explanation afterwards.

KEEPING -TYPE LANGUAGE CLEAR

FUNCTIONS:
Four basic mental processes sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling

PERCEPTION:
The two functions or processes for perceiving sensing and intuition

JUDGMENT:
The two functions or processes for decision- making thinking and feeling

ATTITUDES:
Two directions for the flow of energy extraversion (outward)

and introtetsion (inward)

How do E and I provide balance?
For each of the 16 types, Jung's dynamics show the dominant and

auxiliary in different attitudes if one is extraverted the other is
introverted. Why didn't Jung let the general and the aide both be out-
side the tent? or both be inside the tent?

The answer is not hard to find. Jung and other professionals who
use his theory of types have observed and written about people who
seemed to be so dominated by events outside themselves that they did
not see their own part in what happened to themselves, or seemed
unable to reflect on the consequences and learn from them. In type
terms, they extraverted not only their dominant but their auxiliary as
well. They did not have a good means for introverting, the role their
auxiliary should have been playing. Conversely, there are people who
use both dominant and auxiliary introvertedly and have no good way
of functioning in the world outside themselves. Engrossed deeply in
their inner lives, they pay insufficient attention to what is going on
around themselves, and do not take effective action. In Myers' view,
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personal effectiveness requires that the introvert have a well-devel-
oped auxiliary process for extraverting and the extravert a well-devel-
oped auxiliary process for introverting. In her words, "The extraverts'
auxiliary gives them access to their own inner life and to the world of
ideas; the introverts' auxiliary gives them a means to adapt to the
world of action and to deal with it effectively."

In summary, the auxiliary process provides balance to the dominant
in two essential ways: (1) a dominant from the perceiving dimension,
sensing or intuition, is balanced by an auxiliary from the judging dimen-
sion, and vice versa; and (2) when the dominant is mainly extraverted,
the auxiliary is mainly introverted, and vice versa.

ININT "AND AVM IMIVIROVI DE .BALINCE

Between Perception (S or N) and Judgment (Tor F)
Between the outer world (E) and the inner world (1)

J AND P REVEAL THE DYNAMICS

How does the Judging-perceiving dimension fit into the
sixteen patterns?

The patterns in type theory are complete when extraversion and
introversion are added into the eight sets of dominant-auxiliary combi-
nations. Using just the letters of the preferences, and lower case letters
for the auxiliary, we can see the 16 types. Notice that the J and P let-
ters do not appear in these shorthand descriptors.

ST
Conthimnions

,

Conthinalitnts
. NE 7.

Combhunioins
NT

ennibinations
IS-Et IS-11 LN+f IN+t
Il'+s IF -Es IF+n IT +n
ES+t ES+f EN+f EN+t
ET+s EF+s EF+n ET+n

If the 16 types can be designated this way, why are J and P needed?
As explained in Chapter 1, the JP dimension refers to the preferred way
of conducting one's outer life, in a planful or spontaneous way. Briggs
and Myers devised this fourth dimension for two reasons: to provide a
pair of descriptive categories for the planful (J) or spontaneous (P)
behaviors people show in their outer lives; and to provide a nay of
identl&ing the dominant process in each type. The first purpose is
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obvicsis, and the JP descriptions arc very useful. The second purpose,
to be I pointer to the dominant, needs explanation. Consider the prob-
lem of a self-report type indicator instrument that has no JP dimension.
Suppose a person scores ESF on the indicator. How can anyone know
from the results whether sensing or feeling is dominant? One possibility
is to regard the one with the higher preference score as the dominant,
with the lower score being the auxiliary. In this instance, ES4 could be
used as a shorthand designation to show that sensing had the higher
score, and EF+s to show feeih ig having the higher score.

That solution was not acce: :able to Myers and Briggs. They wanted
an instrument fully consistent with Jung's theory. Following the theory,
an extravert with sensing dominant will be sensing dominant no matter
how high the score for sensing or whether the score for the auxiliary,
in this instance feeling, is higher. In my own case, if the ENTP type
description is the best fit for me, it should not matter whether my N
score was higher than my T score. If one's type were reported by des-
ignating the dominant according to the higher score between N and T,
and if my T score were higher, I would be directed to the ENT profile
with thinking dominant, which is ENTJ. But when I read the ENTJ
description, I know it is not describing me.

The JP preference points to the extraverted mental
process

Myers and Briggs found that they could identify the dominant by
means of the JP preference. Here is the basic rule: the JP points to the
mental process that is extraverted; for extraverts, that is the dominant;
for introverts, that is the auxiliary.

Let's see some examples. It helps to keep in mind the order of the
four preferences reported by the MBTI, such as ENTP; the two mental
processes are in the middle, N and T, and the attitudes (orientations)
are on either end, E and P.

1 2 3 4

Perceiving Judging
El SN TF 313

E N T P

On the MBTI, my type comes out ENTP. The four letters direct me
to the type description for ENTP, which is short for extraverted INTU-
ITION with thinking auxiliary. Just by seeing the four letters, you can
tell that intuition is the dominant by using the JP rule. My last letter,
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P, says that my perceiving process (the letter in position 2) is
extraverted, showing in my outer life. Because extraverts show their .

dominant outwardly, the P points to my dominant.
Contrast this with the other ENT_ type, ENTJ. The last letter, J, says

that the judging process (the letter in position 3) is extraverted, used in
the outer life. Because extraverts show their dominant outwardly, the J
points to the dominant. So the dominant is thinking, and ENTJ stands
for Extraverted THINKING with intuition auxiliary.

Let's contrast these with the introverted NT types, INTP and INTJ.
In INTP the P says that the perceiving preference (N), in position 2, is
extraverted, used outwardly. For introverts, we know that the process
that is extraverted is the auxiliary, so intuition is the auxiliary and
thinking is the dominant. INTP thus stands for introverted THINKING
dominant with intuition auxiliary.

In the case of INTJ, we know the J means that the judging prefer-
ence is extraverted. We also know that introverts use their auxiliary for
their extraverting. So thinking is the auxiliary, leaving intuition as the
dominant. INTJ thus stands for introverted INTUITION dominant with
thinking auxiliary.

Here is a formula you can use for finding the dominant in any of
the four-letter type designations:

Step 1: JP points to the letter of the mental process that is extraverted; J
points to position 3, Tor F; P points to position 2, S or N. Mark
that letter with an E, as the extraverted process.

Step 2: If the first letter is E, then the marked letter is the dominant. If the
first letter is I, then the marked letter is the auxiliary.

Use the formula to identify the dominant on several types and
check your results on page A19 of the Appendix, and by using the fol-
lowing table. It is just like the table presented earlier, but with the
Myers-Briggs terms added.

IS+t IS+f IN+f INEt

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

Tfls IF+s 1F+n n'4 n
ISTP ISFP INFP INTP
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Ctimbinations Combinations Cm:OM:Mons Combinations

ES+t
ESTP

Ens
ESU

ES+`
ESE/

EF+s
ESFJ

EN+f
ENFP

EF+n
ENFJ

EN+t
ENTP

ET+n
ENTJ

Here is still another way to check your results:
For E_Js, the third letter is the dominant
For ids, the second letter is the dominant
For E_Ps, the second letter Is the dominant
For I Ps, the third letter is the dominant

Knowing the dominant of each type, without having to stop and
apply the rule, does not come quickly. I used the type concepts in my
work for several years before I could quickly bring to mind the dynam-
ics of each of the types. The knowledge of this deeper layer dramati-
cally extended my effective uses of type, as it will for you. But it does
take time.

THE THIRD AND FOURTH MENTAL PROCESSES

What are the third and fourth mental processes called,
and how do they work in the dynamics?

Jung saw that a person's conscious mental life consists mainly of
the activity of the dominant process. The auxiliary is also often in
consciousness, but it plays a secondary, helping role. What about
the less preferred mental processes? Using again the example of my
own type, ENTP, N is dominant and T is auxiliary. The mental
processes that do not appear in my type letters are S and F. How do
S and F work in the dynamics of my type? In each type, the mental
processes that are not represented in the four letters are what Jung
called the third, or tertiary, and the Inferior processes. They can
serve the dominant process also, but they are much less available
than the auxiliary. The third process is more accessible than the
inferior, but less than the auxiliary.

Jung called the opposite of the dominant process the inferior
process because it is at the bottom of the hierarchy of the four
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processes for that type. Some others refer to it as the "shadow." Jung
used the term shadow to cover more than the inferior process, so I do
not use it in relation to the type preferences. The inferior process is
the most childish of the processes when it does appear. It is the
process we have the least control of, and is the one that has taken
over when we say "I wasn't being myself just then." Beside Ourselves:
The Hidden Personality in Everyday Life is the title of a book by
Naomi Quenk (Consulting Psycholgists Press, 1993). I recommend it
for further reading on the dynamics of the inferior process.

Being in one's dominant process just happens, it is automatic. A
well-developed auxiliary is easily accessible. But it takes conscious
effort to stay in one's third process, and even more effort to keep
the fourth process working in consciousness. We are mostly
unaware of their functioning in our personalities, except when we
deliberately call on them to help out. For example, when I am writ-
ing I try to lock into my sensing when I am proofreading, and call
on my feeling process when trying to personalize my NT abstract
reasoning that tends to get too heavy.

In Chapter 10 you will find a "zig-zag" method for problem solving
that may be helpful to you in engaging all the four mental processes
when working through a problem.

Through conscious effort, over the course of a lifetime, some peo-
ple do become quite aware of the functioning of the third and fourth
processes, and as awareness increases control increases. To the extent
that they remain out of our awareness and control, they represent
blindspots that can get us into trouble.

TERTIARY- PROCESS''
Third favorite among S, N, 7; and F

The opposite of the auxiliary (as S is opposite N, and T is opposite F)
Less developed and less accessible than the auxiliary

Later in developing than the auxiliary

:INFERIOR PROCESS
The opposite of tbe dominant (as S Is opposite N, and T is opposite F)

The least developed process
Our relatively childish and primitive perception or Judgment

An escape from the conscious personality
Is in charge when `You don't act yourself"

A source of much undiscovered personal energy
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In what ways are the third and fourth processes
our blindspots?

For each type, it is important to remember which mental process is

the least used and least trusted. The inferior process is always the
polar opposite of the dominant process, as sensing is the opposite of

intuition, and as thinking is the opposite of feeling. A previous para-
graph explained the polarity concept. The third and fourth processes
are one's blindspots; they represent areas that are most neglected.
Whenever I am working with someone to solve a problem, I try to
keep in mind not only the person's dominant but also the inferior

seeing the dominant as the best avenue to good communication and

the inferior as the probable roadblock. To explore for yourself the

nature of the blindspots, now that you know about the dominant and
inferior, I suggest your turn back to the page in Chapter 1 entitled
"Brief Descriptions of the Sixteen Types" and the related paragraphs.
The material there takes on a deeper meaning when the concepts of

the dominant and inferior are applied to it.
It is also important to remember that the tertiary and inferior

processes are not what get us into the most trouble. The neglect of the
auxiliary brings the most serious problems. A dominant not supported
by an adequate auxiliary means one-sidedness not only in the percep-
tion-judgment balance but also neglect of either the inner life or outer
life. The problems of an unsupported dominant were described earlier

in the chapter. All 16 of Myers' descriptions of the types (see

Appendix A) include an "If ..." paragraph in which she identifies the

major source of possible trouble. In each case the "if" statement refers
to the problems that follow from an underdeveloped auxiliary process.

How can the third and fourth mental
processes be developed?

In Gills Differing, Isabel Myers argued for helping the inferior
process to develop by letting it play, but not by pressing it into ser-

vire. When working with a sensing dominant student, for example,

the teacher is not helping, and is probably harming, the student by
requiring learning activities that depend mainly on intuition for a sus-

tained time. And with intuition dominant students, the surest way to
bring out their worst behavior is to keep them on tasks that require
them to follow uninspiring routines, step by step, with careful atten-

tion to details.
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The inferior process can be developed in two ways, according to
Myers. First, the inferior process can be developed by letting it play
giving it outlets that are recreational. Some examples are intuitives
who enjoy hobbies that are essentially sensory such as gardening and
woodworking; and people with sensing dominant who let intuition
[day in recreational reading. A feeling dominant person I know gets
genuine pleasure in keeping a ledger, and another who is thinking
dominant finds recreational enjoyment in caring for animals.

Second, the inferior process can be developed by letting it serve
the dominant process in some way that is very important to the domi-
nant. An illustration of this second method can be found in the work
of Isabel Myers herself. She was an INFP, an introvert with dominant
feeling, and her heart's desir. was the perfection of the Type
Indicator. To accomplish this goal, prompted by her dominant feeling,
she mastered statistics and research design fields that are totally
grounded in the thinking process, and would spend weeks of mathe-
matical work to discover one fact that might improve the Indicator.

Here are other examples of the inferior being developed as it
serves the dominant. An excellent elementary school teacher I know,
an ESTJ, uses her inferior feeling process every day to gauge the effect
of her lessons on her inner-city students. She works hard to remain
sensitive to them individually because she knows her carefully crafted
instruction plans will not succeed with these at-risk students without
fine tuning that comes by taking their feelings into account. An 1ST)
department manager I know, who supervises 30+ people, mostly intu-
itives, daily uses her inferior intuition process to keep the big picture
in mind, to map out long-term plans, and to stay in tune with her peo-
ple. They are grateful for her dominant sensing process keeping
everyone focused on the immediate targets and the means to reach
them. Finally, I can use myself as an example of dominant intuition,
inferior sensing. Knowing that many of this book's readers are sensing
types, I regularly edit with my sensing eye as I go along, asking
myself: Is this practical, explicit enough, giving enough concrete
examples, moving from specific experience toward abstract generaliza-
tion? How well I succeeded in making it readable for sensing types is
hard for Inc to know, but what you are reading did get a sensing cri-
tique as best as I could provide it (with the help also of some sensing
people who read all or parts of the manuscript).

The approach to developing one's third mental process is the same
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as just described for the inferior. As with the inferior, it is best treated
with invitations and not demands, and certainly not with the same
standard of quality performance as we apply to our dominant.

THE PRACTICAL" BENEFITS OF KNOWING TYPE DYNAMICS

When we study type dynamics, the main benefit is a better under-
standing of our own tendencies our basic mind-set and our
blindspots. My dominant process tunes me in automatically to some
viewpoints and life experiences and tunes out others. Knowing about
that, I can be more alert to the side of things I will naturally neglect
and will need to attend to through careful discipline. When we experi-
ence the most uncertainty, confusion, and distress, when we feel off-
balance and out of control, we can be fairly sure that our inferior is
active. Because the inferior stays almost hidden from consciousness, it
is hard to understand. But the off-balance experiences can alert us to
the fact that the inferior is afoot. We then can look for its effects and
better see how to compensate for our blindspots.

Knowing the dominant and inferior processes of people close to us,
family and friends, we can begin to see the reality of the differences in
type dynamics in their types. Staying tuned in to them becomes easier,
and cooperative publein solving works better when we can anticipate
how their dominant or inferior will react in given situations. Having
one of them as a confidant who knows and can talk about type
dynamics in our everyday relationships sharpens skills and gives
insights we can use in other parts of our lives.

Being aware of the dominant and inferior mental process is espe-
cially important when working with students or employees whose
types are most different from our own. The teacher who effectively

engages students' attention and interest does so by finding some com-
mon mental ground. in type theory, the common ground includes
shared perceptual data and/or shared judgments. These usually are
easy to anticipate in students who are like us in type, but they are
hard to find in students whose types are unlike our own. Fortunately,
the study of type gives us ways to understand and work with the men-
tal patterns of different types, even when We cannot "be there" and

know existentially what they are experiencing.
Now that you are aware of the dynamics of the types, you can read

Myers' type descriptions more deeply. In Appendix A, Introduction to

7jpe, you will see that the opening paragraphs in all the descriptions
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are about the dominant in it.= favored attitude, extraverted or intro-
verted, and the interests and skills associated with it The paragraphs
at the bottom of each page are about the auxiliary and how it modi-
fies the dominant. As I mentioned previously, she also included some
sentences about the problems that arise if the auxiliary is not well
developed. And some of the descriptions include statements about the
least developed process, the blindspots it represents, and ways to
keep it from being disruptive.

To close the chapter I have included a type concepts test like that
in Chapter I. Before going on in this second section of the book, you
may want use it to check your grasp of the main concepts of the
dynamics of the types.
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TYPE CONCEPTS UST- PARTMVO

Record your multiple choice answers on a separate sheet and check
your responses with the key that follows the test. Some of the items

have more than one correct answer.

1. The term "dominant process" in type theory means
a. either extraversion or introversion
b. either a judging or perceiving attitude
c. the favorite process, tie one used most

2. The auxiliary process is
a. the opposite of the dominant
b. the least used process
c. the second favorite

3. If the favorite process is a judging one, the second favorite is
a also a judging one
b. a perceiving one
c. any of the other processes

4. If the second favorite process is a judging one, the favorite will
be
a a perceiving one
b. also a judging one
e. any of the other processes

5. One's attitude or orientation to life is either
a. judgment or perception
b. extraversion or introversion
c. the dominant or the auxiliary process

6. One's attitude toward the outer world is
a. either judging or perceiving
b. governed by the favorite process
c. governed by the second favorite process

7. The effects of the combinations of perception and judgment
a. are arbitrary and unpredictable
b. produce the different types of personalities
c. produce different sets of interests, values, needs, habits of

mind and surface traits
EL The last letter in the four-letter type designation indicates the

mental process you use in the outer world
a. if you are an extravert
b. if you ale an introvert
c. for both extraverts and introverts
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9. The introverts rely on their auxiliary process
a. for dealing with the outer world
b. for dealing with the inner world of ideas
c. in the same way as the extraverts

10. The introverted judging types (with 1^j in their type dcsigna
tion) have as their favorite process
a a judging process, either thinking or feeling
b. a perceiving process, either intuition or sensing
c. any of the four mental processes named above

11. The extraverted judging types (with E_; in their type designs
tion) have as their favorite process
a a judging process, either thinking or feeling
b. a perceiving process, either sensing or intuition
c. any of the four mental processes named above

12. A well-developed auxiliary process is necessary
a to prevent superficiality in the introvert
b. to help the extraverts put their best foot forward
c. to help both extravert and introvert achieve balance, and keep

them from ignoring either world
13. In types whose favorite process is a judging one, the perceiv

ing auxiliary provides
a. help in making quick decisions
b. the raw material needed as a basis for judgment
c. a second line of attack when the favorite process does not

work
14. In types whose favorite process is a perceiving one, the judg

ing auxiliary provides
a. a steadiness of purpose
b. a means of evaluating the worth of their perceptions and the

uses to be made of them
help in suspending judgment when data are insufficient

15. The remaining processes, after taking into account the dominant
and auxiliary
a. should be suppressed
b. are not necessary, and can be ignored
c. can make contributions toward greater effectiveness
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'AVM] STOVE TYPE CONCEPTS TEST PAR TWO
I. c. the favorite process, the one used most. (Sensing, intuition, thinking

and feeling are mental processes, one of which will be the favorite or

dominant.)
a. Extraversion and introversion are defined as attitudes, not

mental processes.
b. AJudging or perceiving attitude refers to bow one runsone's

outer life, and the dominant may or may not show itself in

one's outer life.
2. c. the second favorite

a. The opposite of the dominant conflicts with it and therefore is
the least developed of the four processes. The auxiliary, to be
helpful, must serve the dominant process, not compete with it.

b. The opposite of the dominant is the least used, least trusted

process.
3. b. a perceiving one (Its responsibility is to supply facts and understanding

as a basis for judgment.)

a. If both dominant and auxiliary wereJudging processes, there
would be no balance. Also, the auxiliary would be opposite the
dominant.

c The opposite of the dominant is excluded as a candidate for
the auxiliary. The opposite is the least developed process and
the slowest to develop because the energy that flows to the
dominant is denied to Its polar opposite.

4. a. a perceiving one (When the second favorite process or auxiliary is a

judging process, it is because the favorite or dominant process is per-
ceiving and needs a judging assistant for balance.)

b. if both dominant and auxiliary were fudging processes, there

would be no balancing perception.
c. One of the other processes would be the inferior process, which

cannot be the far-orite.
5. b. extraversion or introversion (This is called attitude or orientation to life

because extraversion means "to be focused outwardly" and introversion

means "to be focused inwardly." Orientation means the attitude (direc-

tion) of the dominant process; in extraverts, the attitude of the domi-

nant is outward, and in introverts the attitude of the dominant is

inward.)
a. MOP preference indicates whether a person shows a Judging

or perceiving process to the outer world. Stated another way, It
shows which function preference is extraverted. And still
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another wry, JP show whether the person takes a Judging or
perceiving attitude toward the outer world. While El shows
one's orientation to life, JP shows the orientation or attitude
toward one's outer life.

c The dominant and auxiliary are mental processes which are
used in the extraverted or introverted orientations (or atti-
tudes).

6. a. judging or perceiving
b. Only the extravert's attitude toward the outer world is governed

by the favorite process.

c Only the introvert's attitude toward the outer world is governed
by the second favorite process.

7. c. produce different sets of interests, values, needs, habits of mind, and
surface traits

a. The combinations of perception and Judgment, when under-
stood in type theory, give us a way to increase our ability to
predict people's behavior.

b. The "types" are produced by more than the combination of
preferences of perception and Judgment. Types result from the
combinations of the El preference, the dominant and auxiliary
mental processes, and SIP preference.

8. c. for both extraverts and introverts

a. andb. It is important to keep in mind that, by definition in the
theory, JP points to the process used in the outer world by all
types.

9. a. for dealing with the outer world

b. Introverts use their favorite or dominant process for dealing
with the inner world of Ideas. Consequently, the "best side" of
introverts is not seen by the casual observer, who mainly wit-
nesses the less-developed auxiliary (second favorite) process.

c Extraverts, on the other hand, use their favorite process in the
outer world, and the observer sees the best of them at once.

10. b. a perceiving process, either sensing or intuition. (The J in the four
type letters indicates that the outer process will be thinking or feeling.
For an introvert, the outer process is the auxiliary, so the dominant
process must be sensing or intuition).

a. An introverted type with a P in the four type letters has a per-
ceiving outer process (either sensing or intuition). For intro-
verts, the outer process is auxiliary; therefore the dominant
process would have to be thinking or feeling.
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c Introverts with a j in their four letters could not have judging
processes (thinking or feeling) as their dominant, because
these functions would be used in their outer world and the
introvert's dominant is used in the inner world.

11. a. a judging process, either thinking or feeling (The JP preference points
directly to the dominant for extraverts.)
b. For extraverts to have sensing or Intuition as their dominant,

they would have to have a P in their type formula, because JP
points directly to the dominant for extraverts, and both S and
N are P processes.
Earaverts with] in their formula could not have a P process
(sensing or intuition) as their dominant

12. c. to help both extravert and introvert achieve balance, and to keep
them from ignoring the less preferred world

a. The introverts are less subject to superficiality than are
extraverts.

b. Extraverts have fewer problems in putting their best foot for-
waryn than do introverts.

13. b. the raw material needed as a basis for judgment (When the favorite
process is a judging one, perceptions provide the information on which
to make choices; sound decisions cannot be made without adequate

information )
a. Whether decisions are made quickly or slowly depends on other

factors. For example, extraverts are more likely to act quickly
or Impulsively, and introverts after thoughtful consideration.

c Although it is true that the auxiliary provides a second line of
attack when the dominant does not work, the statement would
not be restricted to the types with a dominant judging process
described in this question.

14. a. steadiness of purpose

b. a means of evaluating the worth of their perceptions and the
uses to be made of them. (Both answers are correct. Perceiving
types with insufficient judgment may spend too much time
simply enjoying perceptions and too little time in using the
information their perceptions provide).

a is incorrect. judging processes are more likely to speed judg-

ment, not suspend U.
15. c. can make contributions toward greater effectiveness (Not only must

the less-developed processes be heard, but they can be a source of

richness and growth )
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a. If the less-developed processes are suppressed, they are very
likely to express themselves in embarrassing and detrimental
ways.

b. The four mental processes are needed and used every day, fo;
effective fUnctioning. None can be Ignored.
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TYPE AND CURRICULUM REFORM

In this chapter we shift from the use of type in one-to-one and
small group relationships to more global applications. Specifically, the
problem of introducing type into curriculum planning. I am writing
here to those who warn to use type in curriculum work, to influence
curriculum policy beyond the individual classroom, and to help more

people bring their constructive energies into the process of reforming
education through curriculum improvement.

The big curriculum question is, what should be taught? Among all
the limitless information and skills available to be put in the curricu-
lum, what should we choose? And out of those chosen things, what
should be required of all students and at what stages of their
schooling? These are huge questions. And our question to ourselves
is, how can a knowledge of type help us take initiatives in improving
the quality of curriculum decisions?

TAKING TYPE PREFERENCES INTO

ACCOUNT IN CURRICULUM WORK

Most of the chapter will be devoted to aspects c, type not yet cov-
ered. But first we will revisit some ideas from previous chapters that

have a bearing on curriculum work. There we looked at the four
dimensions of type El, SN, IT, and JP and considered their value
in improving instruction. Their role in improving the curriculum is no
less important but is much less obvious.
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THE EXTRAVERSION AND INTROVERSION PREFERENCES
Of all the psychological concepts that have a place in curriculum

making, none probably is more important or more neglected that the
one represented in Jung's terms extraversion and introversion.
Consider them in their largest meanings. It is only through introverting
that we gain depth, and it is only through extraverting that we gain
breadth. In reflection we construct the meanings of our experiences.
In our extraverting we test our mental constructions outwardly and
become open to new experiences stimulated by the world outside
ourselves. Our world is just as wide as our encounters with it; our
understanding of it is just as deep as the quality of our reflection on
the encounters.

Of course we want every student to develop breadth and depth. For
that truly to happen, we must be aware that young people who prefer
extraversion are likely to neglect the skills of introverting unless their envi-
ronment prompts them to learn and use the skills. In schools, the curricu-
lum must specifically include them. Young extraverts may also settle for
immature development of extraverting skills unless the curriculum leads
them to higher development. They may settle for breadth that is ineffective
because it is shallow. The reverse, of course, is true for young introverts: a
neglect of the skills of extraverting, and co.ttling for depth that is ineffective
because of its narrowness.

The goals within the curriculum would be unrealistic if they
expected the extraverts to be as reflective and as concerned with depth
as the introverts. Likes .se they would be unrealistic if they expected
extraverts to develop fever but deeper interests, in imitation of intro-
verts. Development of the skills of the less preferred mode provides
needed balance, but the balance scale would never be level. For
extraverts the curriculum goals should include skills of introverting suf-
ficient at least to avoid shallowness. For introverts the curriculum goals
should include skills of extraverting they will need to connect effec-
tively with the world outside themselves.

Skills of Extraverting, Skills of Introverting.
What kinds of skills should curriculum planners consider to help

students develop both breadth and depth? First of all, planners would
not suppose that extraverts should learn the skills used in introverting
by imitating introverts, nor introverts learn the skills associated with
extraversion by following the extravert's path. For example, the skills
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of social interaction, of presenting oneself or one's ideas in public,
develop slowly and incrementally in the introvert, with plenty of time
given to planning, preparation, and rehearsal. The skills will form best
when the topic of the extraverting is one the introvert feels fluent in,
keenly interested in, and well prepared to present.

As another example, the capacity to concentrate quietly for a long
time that comes easily to the introvert is hard work for the extravert.
Always scanning the outside world for stimulation, the extravert breaks
away into sustained reflection only with discipline that takes real effort to
develop. The skills of reflection are best developed when the extravert
has a topic of strong interest that requires reflection to pursue it well.
Strong interest is the springboard to skill development in both cases.

Curriculum Assumptions.
The curriculum structure we have inherited, I believe, favors the

introverted way of experiencing life. It puts more emphasis on the skills
of reflection than the skills of action. It is built on the assumption that
young people get their connection to the world of action outside the
school or college. The curriculum structure is built on book learning, on
reflective, vicarious experience rather than direct, active experience.
When a particular curriculum departs from this pattern, it is because the
curriculum developers consciously made the effort to depart.

The prevailing curriculum structure more nearly fits the introvert's
way of learning than the extravert's. The extravert's natural way to
learn is first of all to plunge into new opportunities; then pause
briefly to reflect on the experience to sort out its meaning and use-
fulness; then get back into action. If the curriculum were designed-to
honor the extraverted way, then it would be framed by action.
Books would be resources for the reflection part of the cycles of
learning; they would not be mainly for initiating the learning cycle as
textbooks are now used.

How might the curriculum be changed to accommodate extraver-
sion and introversion differences? Whatever the skill, in whatever cur-
riculum mathematics, composition, social studies, etc. the cur-
riculum planner should aim for designing themes and units that have
both action and reflection throughout the entire study sequence. I am
using 'action" to mean the learners physically engage the world out-
side themselves, the people and objects that become part of their
learning. The curriculums I have seen that do this hest are ones that
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carry the classroom into the community, and bring the community
events and resources into the classroom. The curriculum designer then
checks the plans to be sure that the skills associated with introverting
and extraverting are specifically provided with activities and guidelines
that can be used in the coaching and practicing of them.

Everyone who develops a curriculum works from assumptions
about human nature. The basic realities of type differences need to be
part of their view of what is important in human nature, important
enough to get conscious attention in curriculum making. A curriculum
developed without attention to all four dimensions of type will cer-
tainly disadvantage some students while favoring others.

THE SENSING AND INTUITION PREFERENCES

The ideal curriculum for sensing types puts them in direct personal
contact with the physical realities of what is being studied contacts
that make use of all their senses. The ideal curriculum for intuitive
types intrigues and inspires them to pursue the curriculum's content; it
engages their intuition to explore the meanings and possibilities that
seem to lie just ahead.

The best curriculums accomplish both at the same time. Some very
elaborate curriculums, such as Man A Course of Study, and some
much more focused ones, such as a manipulative lab approach to
mathematics, engage sensing and intuitive students equally well, with
the same materials. They accomplish this because the curriculum
developers gave first priority to engaging students in direct inquiry.
Curriculums that emphasize direct inquiry are beginning to appear in
schools and colleges. Several dental and medical schools in the United
States are getting very good results from programs in which classroom
book-driven instruction is paralleled with hands-on clinic or lab
inquiry from the beginning. If the developers (im luding teachers, of
course) knew how to use the concepts of psychological type, I believe
they would have still more success.

When I taught high school social studies, long before I knew about
psychological type, I knew that some of us in the department empha-
sized facts and some emphasized general concepts all using the
same textbooks. I taught the facts of American history only to illustrate
the general concepts I thought were important. That seemed to me the
much better way, and I felt superior to those who "just taught facts,"
not knowing, of course, that I was merely exercising my intuitive bias.
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As I look back now it seems to me that this group of bright and con-
scientious teachers were only moderately successful because we relied
too much on the textbooks to initiate and guide the studies. Sensing type
students had to settle for the "facts" provided, most of them just state-
ments or pictures in the book, because three-dimensional facts were not
available in the classroom. Intuitive type students had abstract concepts to
work with, but too few new direct experiences to inspire them, to spark
their idealism and interest in life's possibilities. Had the teacher's guides
helped us see the importance of keeping our students' senses and intu-

itions fully engaged, I believe we could have been much more effective.
Now, when I see teachers launch units of study with concrete, direct
activities and materials that provide personal experiences for their stu-
dents, I see students light up, and I see the way I would like to have

taught back then.

THE THINKING AND FEELING PREFERENCES

With the exception of some college programs that teach counseling
skills, and a few others, our curriculums favor the side of life experi-
enced by thinking types. Jung's view that both thinking and feeling
judgment are rational processes is not generally accepted among edu-
cators. Most of us see thinking as rational and feeling as irrational. We
want our curriculums to be rational, to encourage sound reasoning, so
we design them to fit our idea of what is objective, analytical and logi-
cal. The subjective approach that is central to feeling judgment is seen
as secondary, perhaps inferior. Type theory shows us that feeling judg-

ment is neither secondary nor inferior to thinking judgment. It is an
equal partner providing the other face of rationality, the personal side.

What would a curriculum look like if it gave an equal place to a
subjective approach? Perhaps the evolution of human knowledge
could be seen through the subjective experiences of men and women
who have pushed our understanding forward. Their biographies and
autobiographies would be important tools for learning, as would
videotapes and films that provide subjective insights. The scientist as
an inquiring person would be studied as well as the scientific under-
standing he or she gave us.

Still more important in the curriculum would be opportunities for
direct personal inquiry, as mentioned in the previous section. Inquiry
that starts with strong personal interest, that reflects what individual
students care about deeply, will automatically call on feeling judg-
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meat, the mode of judging preferred by half of our students. As we

construct our curriculums and sort out the curriculum materialsavail-

able to us now, we can use this criterion to select the ones most likely
to energize students of all type preferences: Do they emphasize direct

personal inquiry based on strong personal interest?

THE JUDGMENT AND PERCEPTION PREFERENCES

All curriculums need to provide structure for student learning activi-
ties. What kind of structure and how much structure are decisions that
can be better made with a knowledge of type preferences.

As shown in Chapter 2, stuuents who prefer to run their outer lives
with a judging process, the J types, learn best when they have a clear
goal in mind and a definite plan that leads to the goal. They need a
curriculum structure that lets them see a learning pathway at the begin-
ning of each inquiry or plan where to go and how to get there.

The J types differ in how they want the learning pathway to be
planned. The _5_J types tend to believe that the world they are learning
about is a definite reality. It is a reality requiring them to have a com-
mand of facts and skills that go with each responsibility they must take
on as adults. They believe that the authors and teachers who plan and
guide their learning should know what facts and skills are needed and
should plan the learning pathway for them to get them to the goals by
the most direct means. Pathways they see as indirect or open-ended
seem inefficient to the _S_Js, and make them suspect their teachers
don't know everything they are supposed to know. They want a struc-
ture decided in advance by competent authorities.

The _NJ types, in contrast, tend to be suspicious of a "cut and dried"
learning pathway, where their intuition feels cramped. It is the nature of
intuition to see appealing possibilities and new ways of doing things. The
_N ,J types would prefer to have a hand in choosing their own specific
goal and in making the plan that will get them there. They want to build
in some fresh approach or possibility that intrigues their intuition.

Students who run their outer lives mainly with their perception
preference, the P types, learn best when they can spontaneously fol-
low an inquiry wherever it takes them. The perceptions that come to
them, however they come, will tell them they are on a learning path
that pay off; they don't need a pre-set plan to tell them that. A

general learning plan is fine for them so long as they can remain
receptive and not feel bound into a path that seems to stifle the flow
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of perceptions. The process of finding out is just as satisfying for them

as having whatever is found.
The _S_P types seem to need a curriculum that encourages them to

go step by step in exploring a hands-on, sensory-rich learning envi-

ronment for example, a hands-on science or natural history
museum, or lab work with tangible materials and a learning guide-
book in which to record observations. A curriculum wellsuited to
_S_P types will reward them for doing what they thrive on: being keen

observe? ) details of the sensory world. Their interest in that kind
of observation is a natural starting point for instruction through the
whole of schooling, from beginning to read and write to the most
advanced studies.

The _N _P types seem to do well in a curriculum that is structured
to allow open-ended exploration, not requiring step by step processes,
but allowing spontaneous, inductive means of solving problems. That
kind of structure will ignite what they thrive on: the surge of energy
from Insights that intuition gives them. The curriculum also must help

them learn to check and evaluate their intuitive solutions carefully,
and also help them recognize that they live in a J world that values
schedules, completions, and products.

USING THE TYPE PREFERENCES IN CURRICULUM MAKING

How can any one curriculum accommodate all these differences in
type preference that will show up in any classroom? There are teach-
ers I have observed who seemed to do well teaching to all or most of

the type preferences whether or not they knew about the theory of
psychological types. They provided their students with the structure
and experiences suggested in the paragraphs above. The teachers of
the early grades generally had the same basic structure for all children,

but were notable by I he variety of activities in their rooms, many ways
of learning besides the printed page, and paper and pencil. They reg-
ularly provided for physical, whole-body activity, in and outside the
classroom. They made clear the curriculum goals, and made use of
students' individual natural interests as means of reaching the goals. In

most other aspects of their teaching they were often quite different

from each other.
The middle school teachers generally followed the same pattern,

except that they gave students more choices in ways of doing their
work. Three examples from the middle grades are reported in Chapter
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3: the greenhouse project, the inner-city housing project, and the alu-
minum can project.

At the high school, college and adult education levels the successful
teachers also provided action, variety and concrete experiences. But
they differed from teachers of the lower grades in their expectations
that students would take initiatives in bringing their own personal
interests and goals into their individual learning plans that were nego-
tiated with the teacher. For students who didn't take the initiative, they
prompted them. Generally speaking, the older the students, the more
responsibility they would take to see that the classroom learning fit
their needs in their lives outside the classroom.

My recommendation is that curriculum makers take these teachers
successes as clues to bringing type differences into their work. They
will need to find for themselves other teachers to observe who are
successful with all or most types of students, and learn from them the
specifics of how they accomplished the things described here in gen-
eral terms.

CURRICULUM ASSUMPTIONS THAT NEED TO BE CHANGED

There are structural assumptions that underlie our American cur-
riculum, what some call the hidden curriculum. I start this section with
a look at some of the assumptions to show why they hinder efforts to
integrate the concepts of psychological type into the curriculum.

Structural Assumptions Underlying Curriculum Making
Behind the familiar curriculum work of formal education is a set of

givens that are not often examined, but must be if we are to have real
reform, and if type ideas are to be an integral part of curriculum mak-
ing. We have inherited these structural assumptions that have
remained essentially the same for over a century. Some key features of
the structure arc:

Students are separated by age and by "achievement lever
Teachers are separated from each other
Curriculum is separated into subjects
Subjects remain separate and are sequenced into time slots
A predetermined schedule regulates movement from subject to
subject
A predetermined curriculum regulates what should he studied
and in what order
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Curriculum and instruction are geared to achievement of prede-
termined goals, and not to children's developmental processes or
sequences
Instruction emphasizes right answers to predetermined problems
and tasks
Achievement is measured by predetermined paper ant pencil
tests
The tests compare individual students' achievement to norms of
other students in the same grade level
Results on standardized achievement tests are used to provide
accountability, student by student, school by school, district by
district, and state by state
Predetermined rules, procedures, and behavior norms are the
teacher's responsibility to monitor and maintain
Almost all classroom activity is verbal, in oral or written form
Inside the classroom, the natural, informal social structure of stu-
dents is discouraged.

You may detect some biases of mine in the description of the struc-
tural assumptions. But these features of schools are truly the norm.
They are not true of all schools and classrooms; but when departures
are made from this structure, it is because someone made an inten-
tional decision to follow a different drummer.

The structure fails much of the time, and for many students. It fails
because it works against respect for individual differences in students
and teachers. I truly believe our work with type theory will make only
superficial improvements in schools so long as schools adhere to this
structure. So when we want to help a school, we need to help the fac-

ulty evaluate and change some features of the structure before or at
the same time that we introduce type.

ACHIEVEMENT VS. DEVELOPMENT

I am also convinced that the main reason this threadbare structure
still stands is because our culture still sees achievement as more
important than development. It was not the first item on the list of
structural features, but I believe the primacy of achievement is a piv-
otal feature. If development were given the priority, I believe a new
structure would emerge.

First, we have to be clear about the distinction between development
and achievement. The focus of formal education is almost totally on
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achievement. Children are supposed to know their ABC's by the end of
kindergarten, and be ready to start reading. Their achievement of this
and everything else is compared to the achievement of all the other
children. A child should be able to do certain things in kindergarten or
else experience the negative comparisons that are likely to make him or
her feel shame and humiliation. Needless to say, these are not good
motivators. The reason the system tolerates such consequences is its
concern for holding children, teachers, and parents accountable. The

system applies this pressure because it doesn't want any children to fall

through the cracks; it wants everyone to move along. How ironic. A
child's development and achievement are set back because the system
doesn't adequately attend to developmental differe. :s.

The structure I have described downplays the importance of devel-
opmental differences. Never mind that this child knew how to read
before kindergarten, or this other child had almost no exposure to
printed material. Or this child does not know how to act in a group of

peers, and this other child is already socially adept. I believe most
readers who have come this far in the book will agree that children's
achievement should be measured in the context of their own develop-
ment stages and sequences. All who affirm that conviction reject cer-
tain features of the existing curriculum structure. I argue that we
should reject all the structural features I named because they are all
logically unsound when development is given priority.

Development-based curriculum has had its advocates throughout
the century, but they have not changed the structure. When the testing
movement gained credibility, the concern for achievement became

paramount and has gained increasing emphasis until now. But today

there is hope for a shift in emphasis. Many Americans are disillusioned
with schooling as it is today, and many of them point to the achieve-
ment and testing treadmill as a major culprit. When achievement is

viewed in the context of development, when curriculum and teaching
both promote students' development, achievement follows naturally.

This fact presented itself to me vividly as an outcome of some data
I obtained several years ago from 240 adults, mostly teachers. I asked
each person: "Describe a learning experience you have had, as an
adult or as a child, in school or anywhere else, that you regard as a
potent learning experience where the ingredients for learning came
together in an especially effective way for you. It need not be a big
event in your life, small is fine, but it should be an example of what
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you experienced as effective and efficient learning." 1 had them write
a paragraph describing the episode, and a few sentences telling what
they thought were the ingredients that made the learning potent. Their
responses ranged over all ages and diverse situations, from the impact
of a second grade teacher who enlisted the respondent to be a read-
ing helper, to the flying instructor who let go of all the controls and
said, "You've learned what to do. Now do it; get us back on the
ground in one piece."

I analyzed their statements of ingredients to look for patterns, to
see what common ingredients emerged. I found 15 common factors
that appeared in a majority of the statements. 1 put them into a list,
showed it to over 100 of the respondents, and asked them to mark the
items that accurately represented for them the nature of the potent
learning experience they had described. Most people marked 10 or
more of the items, and all 15 were clearly supported. In discussions,
we added two more to the list.

Here is the list. Before you read it, you may want to pause and
think back to a potent learning experience of your own, and then see
how many of the items you find to fit your experience.

The pot en ruing environment is one in which:
tilt is moving toward a goal he or she strongly desires
a dramatic emphasis is given to needs
there is a social context that supports the learning
the learner feels a sense of community
the learner's personality strengths are engaged
self-reflection is sponsored
discovery, the aha! experience is sponsored
the learner's patterns of thought are respected
there is a clear and present desire for learning
immediate and practical application is encouraged
sustained success occurs
the learner is aware of the interest and expectations of others
feedback is clear, appropriate and quick
the learner can synthesize prior experience
the learner's capacity to deal with his or her world is enhanced
the learner sees desired behaviors modeled
the learner as a person is respected.
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Looking back over all those responses, I have recognized one other
ingredient that encompasses them all: the learning episodes the
respondents chose to report were experiences that were detvlopmen-
tally right for them. What made them potent was the developmental
fit. Perhaps the obverse is true: learning experiences that don't match

the person's developmental situation aren't potent.
The message in the responses seems clear to me. If curriculum

workers took these features as criteria for planning learning environ-
ments, the result would be curriculums that had student development
in the center of the planning, with achievement seen as a natural by-
product of development. What they need to guide their planning are
sound theories of development. There are various good theories of
development available. Type development theory is to me one of the
most promising.

TYPE DEVELOPMENT

Let's review some key features of type development. In the theory of
type development, individuals grow and flourish as they first build
strength in their dominant process. Or.ce the dominant is secure enough,
trustworthy enough, they then have energy freed up to develop strength
in the other processes, starting with the auxiliary process. If we act on
these principles, young people should be given continuous opportunities
to specialize in activities that call on and strengthen their dominant

process. The curriculum that leads teachers to teach a little bit of every-

thing is unlikely to support the needed specializing.
A recurring theme in this book, the importance of using a personal-

ity strength to strengthen a weakness, is based on the crucial role of

the dominant mental process in a person's development. The conven-

tional belief that teachers should identify students' deficits and teach
directly to the deficits may often violate the principle of strengthening
the student's dominant process. The teacher's question should always

be "How can this student's dominant be engaged to energize the

learning needed to meet the curriculum objectives?" And the curricu-
lum should be planned to give teachers ideas and resources for

addressing that question.
Teachers need to know how to recognize the expression of type

preferences in students' behavior. Teachers who do can tell when stu-
dents are using their dominant process confidently and effectively.

Those students may then be ready to take on responsibilities that put
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their auxiliary process in the foreground. Some young people become

ready for that in the elementary school years, some not until later.

Recognizing and working with students' dominant and auxiliary

processes is the subject of the next chapter, Chapter 10.
It is time to insert another cf Carl Jung's ideas: one's type implies a

developmental pathway through life. The 16 paths differ in just the

ways that the types themselves differ. When a child is allowed and

encouraged to stay on the path, the development that results is strong

and healthy. If circumstances, including school life, push the child off

the path, development is hindered; the child's energy goes into non-

integrated skills and defenses; the process of becoming one's own per-

son is slowed or stalled; and in adult life this person will have neuroses
that absorb much energy and require still more energy to overcome.

I believe this. I believe it as strongly as I believe that psychological

types are a fact. Believing that the types are developmental pathways,
I have no choice but to work as hard as I can to convince education

leaders that curriculum decisions must take type development into

account.

TAKING TYPE DEVELOPMENT INTO

ACCOUNT IN CURRICULUM WORK

If the curriculum took type development into account, what would

it look like? Let's take for example an ESFJ boy. With extraverted feel-

ing as his dominant process, he will thrive on opportunities to be a
harmonizer, to do things for people that they value, and to take leader-

ship in social situations. If school can provide him with situations that

draw on his extraverted feeling, he will achieve not just in cate-

gories his type favors, but across the wide spectrum of curriculum

objectives. But his sequence of achievements, the order and timing of

what he knows and can do, will he an ESEI sequence and be different

in many respects from that of other types.

How Many Pathways'?
Taking 16 types into account is an enormous job. Would we need

16 different pathways? When_ would we start? First we have to remind

ourselves that curriculums are not built around individuals. By their

nature, they are designed for students in general, not for particular stu-

dents. They are abstract road maps, plans designed to get educators

and students to the goals the society wants met. To make the maps,
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the curriculum makers must base their work on theories of how to get
from one educational point to another. So, consciously or uncon-
sciously, they use theories and beliefs about human nature and how
to structure and sequence learning experiences to best fit their view of
human nature.

In the (deal world, we would have all curriculum makers be enthu-
siastic about type theory. They would know that psychological types
are realities that can't be ignored. So they would make up 16 different
structure and sequence plans, taking into account the developmental
pathway of each type. And they would write evaluation plans that do
not expect all types to reach certain achievement goals in the same
year of school. Of course, they would take into account other good
theories of development too.

INFLUENCING THE SYSTEM

Now back to the real world. Having no magic wand to use on the
curriculum makers, we have to work out a strategy for influencing the
existing system, taking into account the realities we face. I offer a plan
1 believe can work. It is a global plan that will play out over a number
of years. It will take time, but I think it points us in the right direction.
It has four main steps.

Step one is to support all movements aimed at decentralizing the
curriculum process. 1 am not making a case for decentralizing every-
thing, just the curriculum process. State agencies should not be mak-
ing curriculum decisions. Of course, they must be responsive to the
public and carry out their mandate to set up goals for which schools
must be accountable. But the means for reaching the goals should be
decided locally, with the state agency providing assistance, but not
mandates. The forces for decentralization are out there, and we can
align ourselves with them. Our state legislators will listen to intelligent
arguments from citizen groups such as school advisory committees.
Nearly all of us can get on our local committees.

How does this first step fit our goal of promoting uses of type? We
can influence individual schools to use type, perhaps even whole
school districts. But state agency people mostly rely on top-down reg-
ulation, and mandates from the top about using type would surely set
up resistance and work against our purposes. So long as schools are
free to use whatever means they wish in reaching the state's mandated
goals, we have the opportunity to influence curriculum decisions.
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Step two is to get entry into the culture of individual schools. The
problem of making major changes in curriculum and instruction is, as
the phrase goes, like redesigning a bicycle while riding it. Schools
have to keep going. They don't have many stopping points at which
new designs can be put in place and tried out. Users of type have all

learned about the problems of introducing type to people who aren't
ready for it. As another phrase goes, help that isn't perceived as help
isn't helpful. So we learn to be more sensitive to the culture of a
school, and we try to match our entry techniques to it. Chapter 12
deals with this topic in some detail. Whether we move directly or indi-
rectly, our ultimate objective is to have the majority of the staff con-
vinced that types are real and need to be pan of the means for reach-
ing mandated goals.

Step three is to convince the school staff that student development,
and not just achievement, should drive the curriculum. The more sen-
sitive they are to the idea of types as developmental pathways, the
easier this job will he. Our best ally in the job is each teacher's own
experience of his or her own type pathway. They know the surge of
energy and satisfaction that comes from working on tasks that call on
their type strengths, and they know the depression that comes from
being denied access to the path.

In introducing people to type in workshop settings, many of us
who teach about type put participants in eight or sixteen type-alike
groups, and have them talk about characteristics they have in com-
mon. The insights from this activity are often powerful. And when the
type groups report out to the whole workshop, most participants say
the reality of the types became strikingly clear to them. If your lead
such an activity, consider next time having them do a second part: to
describe their type's developmental pathway. They won't know what
you mean by developmental pathway, but try such language as,

"When you were a child, what kinds of responsibilities energized you?
What can teachers e .) to promote such roles for children?"

If student development is driving the curriculum, a new vie"; of
accountability will emerge. Students won't be expected to reach the
common goals at the same time or in the same sequence.
Achievement testing based on one sequencing of achievement for
everyone will likely be replaced by student portfolios, and compe-
tency testing will be done in many ways besides paper and pencil
tests.
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In the 1930s a large-scale experiment demonstrated the feasibility of
such a change in student evaluation. Called the Eight-Year Study, it
involved 30 high schools and 300 colleges. The college admissions
people knew the reputations of the high schools in the study, and
they agreed to accept any student from those schools just on the rec-
ommendation of the school principal. No records of courses taken or
grades were needed. This gave the schools freedom to experiment
with their programs. Many of the schools continued to use fairly con-
ventional courses and evaluation procedures. Others experimented in
many ways, including the use of student portfolios instead of grades
and standardized achievement tests. Data on all these students were
taken during their four years at the participating colleges. Their acade-
mic results were as good or better than their college classmates who
had come through conventional college-prep curriculums. Their lead-
ership in college activities was distinctly superior. When a sub-group
of students from just the high schools that had the most experimental
programs was considered separately, those students outperformed
their college classmates in all categories. Unfortunately, the arrival of
World War II brought an end to the cooperative experiment, and it
was not revived after the war.

Step four is to help the school staff put type theory into the cur-
riculum process. Let me make an aside here. As most of us using type
have found, the term "type theory" puts off many people. They take it
to mean that type is just a theory, not a fact. Jung, Briggs, and Myers
had absolutely no doubts about the existence of psychological types.
Nor do I. Types are a fact. They used the term "type theory" to mean
a way of explaining the nature of types They did not use the term
theory to mean a speculation, as we might use it in saying. "I have a
theory about the conspiracy to kill John Kennedy." I often try to
bypass the problem by substituting "type concepts."

KINDS OF MIND

For curriculum decision makers to be convinced that type theory
should he used in the curriculum process, they must first believe that
the theory describes fundamentally different kinds of mind. lb con-
vince people of that, I believe we should begin to talk about the types
with a little different language.

As I explain in Chapter I I, we have inherited a centuries-old view
of what mind is. In this view is the assumption that all humans, except
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perhaps those regarded as mentally defective, have the same basic
mental equipment; we just differ in the amounts we possess of differ-
ent traits traits such as self-confidence, IQ, motor skills, social
awareness, etc. acme people even put type preferences such as extra-
version and intuition on the list. This could be called a unitary view of
mind. Everyone has the same "hard wiring," as an engineer I know
has called it, but we differ in our software.

What Jung has given us is a different view of mind. The theory of
psychological types suggests that even our hard wiring is different,
probably in 16 different ways. To communicate to others the signifi-
cance of Jung's view, I believe we should begin to talk about the
types as 16 kinds of mind, as 16 different ways of processing human
experience. Types should not be viewed as 16 minor variations on a
unitary model of mind, along with other variationG, but as 16 distinct
ways of being in the world, 16 ways of deciding what is important to
know and to do.

I no longer like the term "cognitive styles" as applied to type. It
suggests surface variations, not fundamental difference& Type differ-
ences are fundamental. I believe the types can be constructively pro-
posed as 16 forms of cognition. The practical effect of the proposition
should be to help us explore and better define 16 developmental
pathways. In situations where 16 is too many to handle, the types can
be sorted into groups. The groupings will differ depending on the
learning situation. The function combinations ST, SF, NE and NT
should often work well as a stand-in when considering patterns of
mental processing. Even better, but bringing the number to eight, is
grouping by "cousin types," the type pairings as shown in Appendix
A, pages A-9 to A-16. The two types on each page have the same
dominant process in the same attitude; such as, the two extraverted
dominant thinkers, EST_I and EMI

ENGAGING ALL THE TYPES THROUGH THEIR STRENGTHS

The theory of type development and other good theories of devel-
opment need to be given priority. When that is done, curriculum deci-
sions will be driven by the progress of individuals, in their own devel-
opmental pathways, and their own time frames. Curriculums arc, of
course, for groups and-not individuals; but the curriculum can give the
teacher recipes for learning activities in which all students can partici-
pate successfully irrespective of their own achievement levels.
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When school faculties are free to make the decisions, we can help
them use type to design programs with activities in them geared to all
the types. All of us, from time to time, have seen learning activities
that were engaging to all types of students. What we are aiming for is
more and more of them until they fill the curriculum activities that
span the whole range of responsibilities that motivate the types:
responsibilities in investigating, producing, trouble-shooting, caretak-
ing; responsibilities in creating, organizing, harmonizing, analyzing,
managing, and more. As you read Myers' descriptions of the 16 types,
you will see that the kinds of activity in this list are associated with
particular types. Some types, especially ESIU and ENFJ, instinctively
take on harmonizing responsibilities. Others, particularly ISTJ and ISFJ,
take on caretaking; and so on.

We will start from where we are and, link by little, will fill the cur-
riculum with such activities. I close the chapter with a story that sug-
gests the kind of small step I mean. It comes from a visit I made to a
special school for students who had been designated learning disabled
or emotionally handicapped. After I had given a type explanation and
MBTI results to the whole faculty, I met with small groups of teachers
to help them see the uses for type in their work. Each teacher stayed
with her students all day, except when they were in "special area"
activities. They were sophisticated teachers who had worked hard to
find good instruction techniques. As they talked about the difficulties of
teaching their students, ages nine to 14, I realized that some, perhaps
many, of them were not responding to the good instruction techniques
because the techniques were not addressing the developmental needs.

I asked the first group of teachers to choose three or four students
they all knew, who were the most enigmatic and frustrating . After
they selected them, one at a time we guessed their types, based on
clues in their behavior. One they guessed to be I N T P. His teacher
said he didn't take his work seriously at all, was withdrawn, and could
seldom be pulled into classroom activities. They asked what might
help his situation. I thought about the INTP's dominant introverted
thinking preference, and while not trying to teach them about the
dominant, I told them that all the 'NIP boys I knew loved computers.
Had they tried to reach him through the computer? Well, they said, he
has one at home, apparently knows a lot about them, but here at
school he never earns enough points to go to the computer lab. I sug-
gested they try to start his engines by getting him assigned as assistant
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to the computer lab director. Their lack of response told me I hadn't
sold them on the idea or hadn't made the point clear to them.
Structure one, Gordon zero.

So we discussed another child, a boy they guessed to be an I! N I
J. They said his classroom behavior mostly alternated between bully-
ing and sulking; he did not do his assignments. I had them read a
brief description of the ENTJ type. Then I explained that the
extraverted thinking types want, above all else, to put logical order
into their environment. I highlighted the statement that said ENTJs
thrive on being in charge. When I asked what opportunities this ENTJ
student had to be in charge of anything, his teacher said, "None. He
can't even manage his own behavior, so how could he be made
responsible for anything else?" I suggested she find something she
could put him in charge of, and let me know the result.

At the close of the day that teacher found me and excitedly told
me, "You are not going to believe what happened with Duane! On the
way back to my room this morning I thought of something for him to
be in charge of. We have a classroom library that students check out
books from, and I don't do a very good job of managing it. I asked
Duane if he would manage it, and he almost instantly became a differ-
ent child. No bullying, no pouting, just cooperation and doing his
work. And he figured out how to run the library."

Of course this small change was just an opening into the complex
task of helping Duane get onto his path. But I believe the results con-
vinced the teacher that understanding type was a worthwhile invest-
ment of her time and energy. Also that some instructional problems
are really developmental problems. And I believe the teacher began to
get a glimmer of a key principle of type development theory: to get a
responsible behavior from someone acting irresponsibly, entice their
dominant into something constructive. Look again at the type descrip-
tions. They clearly suggest responsibilities each type will want to
undertake, will need to undertake to find psychological nourishment.

The changes I have proposed are big ones, but they are possible.
Many small steps like the one taken by Duane's teacher can accumulate
into big change. People who care about and use type concepts have
seen major changes happen in their personal lives because of their
understanding of type theory. Those personal everts give them the con-
viction and energy to promote the uses of type in the world beyond
themselves. People who care about type can begin to improve the cur-
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riculum structure; can affect curriculum policy, locally and state -wide;
can promote the priority of development over achievement; can help
people see that the types are 16 kinds of mind; can make concrete the
idea of the developmental pathway; can demonstrate the leverage of
the dominant process in influencing young people's lives; and in all
these ways can help schools move toward genuine reform.
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DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS
AND TYPE CONCEPTS

Promoting achievement of skills and knowledge is the first goal of
American schools. Helping students develop as integrated persons is
another goal. The realities of schooling are such that achievement gets
virtually all the attention and development gets almost none. One rea-
son for the imbalance is that teachers have many practical models to
follow for promoting achievement, but very few models for helping
students with development needs. Type concepts, as yet unknown to
most educators, are a practical resource that teachers can use to help
individual students in their development.

LOOKING AT DEVELOPMENT THROUGH THE LENSES OF TYPE

This chapter is about helping students individually. Teachers have
very little time for working with students singly. When they do make
time for it, their attention is usually on achievement matters, not devel-
opment. When a student's achievement seems to be blocked, and
usual academic assistance doesn't help, the student may be develop-
mentally stuck. Type theory, often can shed light on the development
problem. Teachers and others in helping roles who know type well
usually find that thinking through the type dynamics of the student is
an effective way to use their limited time.

Strengths and weaknesses in peoples' development, as shown by
type theory, come in patterns. By analyzing students in terms of type
concepts, you can get some insights into their strengths and weak-
nesses and get clues to use in planning ways to help them develop.
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OBSERVING AND ANALYZING DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

Type preferences appear in some people when they are very young.
And in those early years evidence of development problems can also

be seen in their behavior. A knowledge of type preferences can help

us understand what the behavior may mean. Also, type can often point

to ways to help the development along.

Observing type in young students
Let me illustrate with some things I observed in a Kindergarten class.

It was a few days before Thanksgiving and the teacher had put on the

tables in front of each child a box of crayons and a piece of paper with

a fanciful design of a turkey on it. The turkey had big loopy feathers,
and in each feather was a color name. The assignment was to color the

turkey using the right color for each feather. The teacher said, "If you

don't know your color words yet, it's OK. See up here? We have these
color charts on the wall with their names on them. Look at one of the

feathers and see the word in it. That same word will be on one of the

charts and on one of your crayons. You can find the right crayon by

looking on the side of the crayon. You see the word there? Look at dif-
ferent crayons until you find the one with the same word on it as the
feather. The shape of the word will be the same. Then color that
feather. Remember to color carefully and stay inside the lines. Then do
the same thing for the next feather. And so on, until you finish."

In the next few minutes I watched several children, three in particu-

lar. The first was a boy. He didn't know the color names, so he began
to compare the words on the crayons to the Blue he saw in the lower
left feather on his sheet. When he found the matching crayon, he

started to color the feather briskly. Before he finished the feather, his

eye fell on another "Blue" three feathers away. He then spotted
another. He stopped coloring the first feather, scanned the whole sheet,
and put a blue mark on each feather that needed that crayon. After fin-

ishing the first feather, he quickly went to the second, and the next,
each'done a little faster and less neatly.

By the time he had finished all the blues, and started on the orange
feathers, the girl next to him was just finishing her first feather. She
had laid down just as much crayon on the paper, just as many strokes,
but all inside one feather. She was clearly getting a lot of sensual satis-
faction from the smooth, careful strokes and the dense, neat layer of

wax she had created.
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I turned then to a third child, a girl, who had not yet touched crayon

to paper. She sat with the blue crayon poised over a blue feather, look-

ing distressed. I got down on her level and said, "Got a problem?" She

nodded. "%That's the problem?" "They're not the same," she said, point-

ing first to the feather, then to the crayon. "What's not the same?"

"They're not the same." I looked more carefully to her pointing. She

touched the front of each word, and I saw what she meant. On the

feather was "Blue," and the crayon and wall chart both said "blue." "All,

I see the problem. They are the same word; only sometimes the very

first part of the word is shaped differently. If the rest of the word shape

matches, go ahead and use that crayon." "OK?" "OK."
Moving around the room, I noticed that the boy had all but finished

his bird, was getting real enjoyment out of his speed and his system,

and neatness didn't interest him at all. The first girl was on her fourth

feather, the first three looking like enamel ware.
Then I returned to the second girl. Just one feather wascolored.

She had the red crayon poised over the right feather, but had not

touched crayon to paper. "Same problem ?," I said. "Same problem."
"OK. Each time the problem comes up, it is alright to use the crayon if

the rest of the word matches."
The boy, with his eye drawn to the repetitive pattern of color

names in the turkey and his desire to move through the task quickly,

was showing an intuitive way of handling this assignment. The sen-

sory aspects of it did not much interest him. He may need some help

to appreciate the sensing experience of using crayon, but there was

nothing in his behavior to suggest a development problem. If the

teacher wants him to learn neatness, a (Efferent strategy is needed.

The first girl, surely showing a sensing preference, was also doing
what came naturally, with no development problem evident. The sec-

ond girl, however, stuck on the shape of the words, was showing

another aspect of the sensing preference. Her concern over the exact

physical appearance of the words is evidence of the sensing prefer-

ence for being grounded in physical realities. Her problem seemed to

me to be a distrust of her intuition. Her intuition showed her the pat-

tern similarities of the Blue and the blue. But even after my explana-

tion, she didn't trust her intuition enough to make the small leap from

the Blue-blue solution to using my instructions for all cases. Perhaps

she was inordinately afraid of making mistakes, and needed the

teacher to show the importance of taking mental risks like this, and
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assure her that asking for help is a good thing.
In itself, this small incident doesn't give much evidence of a devel-

opment problem. But it raises a red flag. If the child continues not to
ask for help from the teacher when confused (she did not ask), and if
the teacher does not see the situation as potentially serious, the prob-
lem may grow into something very serious. The teacher who knows
type can add this bit of data to his or her picture of the child, and con-
sider ways to help her and others in the class who may have a similar
need.

Analyzing an adolescent's development problems
Let's turn to an adolescent. Consider Lisa, for example, who was

described in the Introduction to the hook. Reread the two paragraphs
about Lisa. Now that you know about type concepts, could you form
a hypothesis about Lisa's type preferences? Extraversion seems obvi-

ous (talkative, gregarious). The friendliness and the desire to be help-
ful and popular strongly suggest a feeling process at work. The other
preferences are harder to detect in this brief description.

Here is a speculation. The easy rapport with others suggests a sens-
ing-feeling combination. A preference for S and F is further suggested
by her choosing to avoid complexities and her difficulty in getting an
objective view of herself. Because she wants very much to be helpful
and be accepted, but then misses the mark and annoys her friends,
she may be a judging type so intent on ends that she neglects the
means. Since her own motives seem to her to be so pure, the hurt and
resentment she experiences from criticism further support the feeling-
judging choice. So we can hypothesize Lisa's type to be ESFJ.

The first step in using type theory to help Lisa is to analyze her
behavior, looking for clues to type preferences. Analysis of this kind
draws on an understanding of the dynamics of a specific type, in this
case ESFJ, and is a skill that people new to type theory should not
expect of themselves. I present the process in this chapter because I
want the book to be a useful resource for future reference as well as
an introu,..'on to type. I believe you'll find many ideas here you can
put to use now no matter your degree of familiarity with type the iry.
But however well we understand type theory, it pays to always treat a
guess about someone's type as a hypothesis to be tested and revised
as needed.
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Looking at opposites
If Lisa is indeed an ESE" how does that identification help us think

about her personal development needs? There are two fairly easy tech-

niques for starting the process. First consider the type that is opposite
hers, INTP. In general INTP's strengths are ESFJ's weaknesses, and vice
versa. What INTP does well naturally, ESP.; probably does least well. In
httroduaton to Type read the description of INTP (Appendix page 10)
and see if you think Lisa's weaknesses seem to be INTP strengths.
When you examine the profile of the opposite type you can better see
the pattern and range of the strengths and weaknesses of the type you
are trying to help.

THE ZIG-ZAG ANALYSIS

The second technique for analyzing strengths and v iknesses is to
look at the person's 'zig-zag" process. Zig-zag refers to a sequence in
using the four processes S, N, T, and F in solving a problem.
When the two kinds of perception are placed at the poles of one line.

and the two kinds of judgment are placed on a second line. with
arrows connecting all four, the problemsolving sequence looks like a

"Z" or zig-zag.

TF
Isabel Ayers believed that good problem solving could be viewed

as a sequential use of the four processes from S to N to I to F.
When faced with a problem, we start constructively with sensing to
identify the facts, the given realities of the situation. The raw data by

themselves do not settle the problem.
The meaning of the data, their relationships to prior experience, are

given by intuition so the arrow goes from S to N. Intuition also

asks: What are new ways to look at the problem and new possibilities

in these data for finding a solution?
The arrow moves from N to 'I' when we engage thinking judgment

to analyze and decide the logical consequences of acting upon each
of the possibilities. And finally the possibilities are also weighed by
feeling judgment (F) to assess how deeply we care about the effects of

each option; we test the human consequences, the hanno, with
basic personal values, or the values of others we care about and trust
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A mature settling of the problem will have involved the four
processes in a balanced way. But, of course, each type plays favorites
with the four processes, and balance is difficult to achieve.

In Lisa's situation, if she is an ESFJ, the imbalance favors feeling,
her dominant process, and sensing, her auxiliary process
(Remember? An E_ J's favorite process is one of the two kinds of
judgment Fin Lisa's case and the extravert uses the favorite
process in the outside world.) So an ESFJ gives most attention to
feeling, second most attention to sensing, and less to the other two
processes. With these preferences added to the diagram, Lisa's zig-
zag would look like this:

S rN

T r
Let's test the ESFJ hypothesis with the zig-zag analysis. A person

with F dominant, developmentally stuck as Lisa seems to be, would
have the unbalancing power of her F pulling her mental processes too
quickly through S and N, zipping past T and coming to rest in a com-
fortable feeling judgment; but the judgment, unfortunately, is based on
too few raw data (S), consideration of too few possibilities (N) inade-
quately analyzed (1). That seems to be happening in Lisa's situation;
she is regarded as flighty and her work is described as trite and shal-
low. A mature ESFJ, on the other hand, has learned to use all four
processes appropriately, even though the F will always exert the most
influence in the zig-zag.

Using a strength to strengthen a weakness

Let's consider a helping plan for Lisa. Lisa needs especially to give
more time to sensing, to gather better data, and then develop her intu-
ition and thinking. What can be done to help her? The first principle
in a helping strategy is: use a strength to strengthen a weakness. The
message or action of a teacher that will have the most influence with
Lisa is one that will appeal to her feeling process, her strongest
process. Her combination means she has a very strong need to
be accepted, to maintain harmonious relations with her friends. The
need impels her to be very good at friendly talk and maintaining easy
rapport. How can she use this strength to strengthen her weaknesses?
Here are a few ideas:
1, Next time she is rebuffed by a friend, the teacher can ask her,
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'What was your friend feeling when she criticized you? What hap-

pened just before? What were you feeling just before?'
The objective is for her to tune more precisely into clues about

her friends' feelings, to sharpen her sensing perception and to stay

longer in the perceiving mode. The place to show her the value of

improved perception is in an area of great importance to her

her status with her friends.
2 . She Ls likely to do much better schoolwork when teamed with a

classmate friend whose perception is better developed than her

own, perhaps an EU, a dominant S type. The guidelines for two-

person teams in Chapter 3 should be helpful. Schoolwork that per-

mits extraverung seems more likely to help Lisa develop her sensing

more fully; she probably needs dialogue to help her see what she is

missing. And if the assignments she is given require objective judg-

ment (1) and reflection (0, the teamwork dialogue should also stim-

ulate her to do both thinking and reflecting better thanshe would

when working silently by herself.
3. Some exercises for listening skills such as perception checking

and paraphrasing would appeal to her ESF_ nature and would

strengthen her S.
4. She needs and will respond to honest praise much better than to

criticism. She probably would receive and give attention to positive

suggestions when they follow praise but not when they are

couched in criticism.
5. Lisa probably would respond to values clarification activities that

ask her to recognize values implicit in her behavior, prompt her to

make value choices, and have her affirm her values to her school-

mates. To match Lisa's j preferences, the teacher should select
valuing activities that are fairly concrete and not too vague and

open-ended.
6. The teacher could assign tasks to Lisa that progressively require and

reward greater amounts of commitment and risk-taking. The natural

step beya4 value clarification is commitment and action on the pri-

ority values that have become clear.

TYPE DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS

The proem t. RA for analyzing Lisa's situation can be applied In

anyone. A good way to begin using the zig-zag is to reread page

of the Appendix at this point and Men apply it to other cases.
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Also look at page A-19. It is a type table showing the dominant and
auxiliary processes of the 16 types. Each type's dominant and auxil-
iary suggest the bias you can expect to find in the zig-zag of that
type.

Let's examine what type theory tells us about the natural bias in
problem solving by considering three examples, ENFP, ISFJ, and ENTJ.

ENFP ISFJ ENTJ
S N N S N

T F T F T F

ENFP Natural Bias: Brainstorming and exploring possibilities are
what ENFP sees as problem solving. The dominant extraverted N
works like a radar screen, picking up all sons of possibilities without
regard to their relative merit. In the zig-zag the tiny S is likely to be
consulted just enough to show ENFP something about the present sit-
uation that might need changing. Insights provided by N may be built
on very few facts except the fact of the personal excitement found in
creating something new. The third process, T, is not seriously con-
sulted, except perhaps to consider the language needed to persuade
thinking types who may otherwise be roadblocks. The auxiliary F is a
cheerleader, picking the favorites among possibilities and strengthen-
ing commitment to them. The natural bias of ENFP is to let the possi-
bilities and dreams of intuition govern, IN ith a little checking from
feeling. The less preferred thinking and sensing may be overlooked
or used solely to "sell" what intuition wants, not to check it out.

ENFP Effective Zig-zag: The ENFP's effective zig-zag probably
begins when the auxiliary F reminds the dominant N about what's at
stake: "What do you care about deeply in this situation? Sort out the
important values in your dream from the trivial likes and dislikes. Now
stop long enough to find out all the relevant facts (5) and the logical
flaws (T) that will wreck your dream (N) if you neglect them."

ISFJ Natural Bias: An ISFJ sees problem solving as adjusting
day-to-day events to make life and work more satisfying for one-
self and others. The dominant introverted S carefully collects all the
facts one should need to run one's life. In the zig-zag the facts of
the situation provided by the dominant S loom so large and seem so
solid that N shows few or no possibilities for constructive change in
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the status quo. T is not seriously consulted, except to consider the
gloomy logical consequences of acting on N's "ill-founded" possibil-
ities. F closes the zig-zag with the value judgment that things will be
worse than they are now if one tinkers too much.

ISO Effective Zig-zag probably begins when the auxiliary F recog-
nizes a threat to basic values and prompts S into a partnership to sort
out the fads that mean the most from those less important, and to
consider unpleasant facts that may disrupt life if they are not paid
attention to. As sensing and feeling begin to work together to establish
the need to fix something, T is called on to look at unpleasant conse-
quences if the problem is not solved and N is asked to suggest new
possibilities for sensing and feeling to take into account. The zig-zag
can then work effectively and S can see the facts that will help make
the change.

ENT) Natural Bias: The natural, central features of problem solv-
ing for an ENTJ are to see problems and make decisions. The domi-
nant extraverted T drives toward having things decided, organized,
and settled in logical systems. Problems appear to the ENTJ as con-
fusions that need logical analysis (T) to clear them up. ENTJ think-
ing applies a cause-and-effect formula to the situation. As the zig-
zag suggests, ENTJ attends to S and N only long enough to see a
possible solution that stands the test of logic, and then is ready to
act on it. F is not likely to be consulted for human consequences or
value implications. The desire for closure tends to block considera-
tion of other appropriate facts and options for the fast-moving ENTJ.

ENTJ Effective Zig-zag probably begins when the auxiliary N rec-
ognizes the complexities of a situation, highlights possibilities that
can't be ignored, and thus slows down the decision process to allow S
and N to provide more data. N also provides hunches about how the
decision might affect people and values that ENTJ wants to protect
and support. T closes the problem solving with the conviction that a
more logically-sound conclusion has been reached.

Effective use of the zig-zag for any type
Each type has its own type bias and its own effective way of

using the zig-zag. The rule of thumb for finding the effective path
for each type is to expect the auxiliary process to play a pivotal
part. The dominant proces'. must lead the problem solving, but the
auxiliary determines whether the problem solving has a balance of
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perception and judgment. The types with a dominant perceiving
process (the hJ and E__P types) need the judgment of their aux-
iliary to provide balance. The types with a dominant judging
process (the I_P and E_ J types) need the perceiving auxiliary to
keep the dominant from closing the inquiry too soon, and to sup-
ply the facts and possibilities for a more considered judgment.

The Role of EI in Problem Solving. Extraversion and introver-
sion also affect problem solving. I puts emphasis on having the
concepts and ideas clearly understood. E puts emphasis on finding
out the influence of the environment on the problem, and on mak-

ing sure there is an action plan after the decision has been
reached.

The Role of JP in Problem Solving. The judging attitude provides
energy toward closing options and making the decision. The perceiv-
ing attitude provides energy toward gathering more information and
finding new possibilities. If J moves without enough P, the decision
may come too quickly, without adequate consideration of the neces-

sary information. If P collects information and options past the time

when these are useful in the situation. the decision may be delayed to
the point that it is no longer timely.

CASE STUDIES IN TYPE DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS

Here are brief descriptions' of four more situations of students with
problems that you can use to test your ability to recognize type and to
prescribe actions to help the students' development.

Instructions: Read each of the descriptions (enclosed in a box),
form a hypothesis as to what four type letters best fit the student, and
circle the appropriate letters Then on a separate sheet, write a brief
analysis of the kind that was done for Lisa, and identify several activi-
ties or teaching techniques you can recommend for helping the .stu-
dent. You can compare your analysis and recommendations with
those that follow each box.

Jan A conscientious student who gets off target
Jan's remoteness suggests introversion and thinking. I ler conscien-

tiousness and focus on work suggest sensing and judging. Her judg-
ment seems poorly developed: she plods along without analyzing 1 r

viork (thinking judgment) or putting it in perspective (intuition): and
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E I

S N

T F

J P

Jan is conscientious and hard working, seems to take her
work very seriously, but sometimes accomplishes surprisingly
little. At times her work is totally off-target. She often is silent
and seems remote, and doesn't even try to make others
understand what she's doing, or why. Most people have
given up trying to ti..derstand her and leave her alone.

she does not tune in to other people's values, and may be unclear
about her own priorities (feeling judgment). Based on this limited
data, we can guess Jan to be an 1ST) who especially needs help in
making better judgments.

Planning to help Jan: With the hypothesis that Jan's type is ISTJ,

here is her zig-zag, followed by some suggestions the teacher could try.
1. If she is an S, she will be impressed only by specific, detailed sug-

gestions. Advice not carefully worked out will seem like meddle-
some interference to this independent type.

2. Her perseverance can lend stability to her work group. If she can
see that the group may need her to help them keep on track, she
may be more motivated to become an active group member.

3. Whenever possible, put her in charge of important routines, and
arrange for her to work out the policies with others. If she is an

this responsibility will help her use her natural inclinations
to strengthen weak areas. Within the division of labor, help her
obtain jobs that are clearly defined.

4. Peers should be encouraged to explain their motives as clearly as
possible to her, and expect that she do the same.

5. Role-playing simulations of how a communication should transpire
might be helpful. She can play the part of the person trying to
understand Jan perhaps she can even interview the person who
is playing "Jan."

6. Jan should be encouraged by small victories. Any small progress
she makes in the developmental tasks described above should be
given prompt recognition.

Dean: The class clown who doesn't pay attention
Fun-loving, easy-going, and adaptable describe a sensing, feeling,

perceiving extravert. Dean is probably an extraverted sensing type,
ESFP, the type that has more trouble %Oh academics than any other. Of
all the types, ESITs are most attuned to the present moment. Dean
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probably does his off -task socializing because academic work seems too
remote and abstract to him, and it fails to hold his attention.

E

S N

T F

J P

Dean loves to entertain, and can and does keep the group
amused and distracted Consequently, his own basic skills are
poorly developed, because he's usually on stage instead of at
work. He seems to take nothing seriously, including himself
With no apparent effort he can read people and situations,
and instantly find fun in them.

Planning to help Dean. With the hypothesis that Dean is an ESFP,
here is his zig-zag, followed by suggestions for working with him.
1. He may be cutting-up to avoid having to read. If reading is trou-

bling him, check him out on phonics. Because of the sensing tIpes
literal approach to reading printed symbols, Dean may need spe-
cial help to get the symbol-meaning connections right. Getting to
feel comfortable and competent in reading, especially in reading
aloud, may be a turnaround for him.

2. ESFPs learn best by doing. The more sensory input they have, the
greater chance they will learn. Whenever possible, lessons should
be multisensory. If he is an ESFP, he may especially like a varlet)
of media. Demonstrations and pictures would mean far more to
him than words or writing.

3. lie is not likely to listen to a lot of talk. When giving him assign-
ments, keep instructions to him simple and to the point. Don't
expect him to read between the lines or come to conclusions ss ith
out help

4. Whenever possible, give him the responsibility of acting as arbitrator for
conflicting factions In That role he can direct his knack for easy rapport
with people into the serious business of resolving real problems, and
improve his judgment skills in the process

5. Planning and follow-through may he weak spots, team him with rico
ple (probably E___J students) who will show him those skills in action

6. Glasser's Reality Therapy may help him clarify his goals and plan
alternative behaviors.

7. Of ESEPs it is especially true: -I hear, arid I forget I see, and I
remember. I do, and I learn Dean probably needs activities that
engage him and are satisfying to him in the present moment and
that ale not just skills -needed in the future
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John: The tactless bulldozer

E I

S N

T F

J P

John is hasty in voicing conclusions and he hurries on to new
tasks before old ones are completed. Action for the sake of

action seems to be his approach to everything. Although he
often shows a lack of concern for the rights of others, he seems

sincerely sorry when reproached about his transgressions.
However, he seems to make the same blunders over and over,

and his teacher wonders if there is any hope for him.

Because he is described as active, quick to voice conclusions, he is
probably an extravert. His rush to reach conclusions shows that he is
probably a judging type, but is are more likely to finish what they
begin. If his haste is due to an intolerance of complexity, he may be a
sensing type, but if his hurry to new activities is due to having more
ideas and inspirations than he can control, he is probably an intuitive.
Neither his thinking or his feeling judgments seem adequately devel-
oped, a real handicap for a judging type. Because he has a positive
attitude toward work in general, a lot of energy and a desire to
accomplish things, John has a lot of good things going for himself. His
"life-field" lists, forces in him that work for and against his personal
effectiveness, would look like this:

John's Life Field
Forces for his effectiveness Forces against his effectiveness

1. Energy I. jumps to conclusions
2. Interest in activity 2. leaves work incomplete

3. Quickness 3. Behaves "blindly"
4. Desire for accomplishments 4. Seems purposeless

5. Sympathy for others 5. Behaves inconsiderately

With these data, it is hard to see John's type. His forces against (I, 3
and 5) suggest a lack of perception, and (2 and 4) a lack of judgment.
It is quite likely that his teachers' inability to understood him is clue to
their being very different types. It is apparent that his education has
not been effective for him. His teachers don't understand him because
he himself is confused and sending out contradictory signa Ls.

Planning to kelp John. John's teacher probably should begin with
a plan that takes into consideration the possibility that he is an
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type, and attempt to gather more data about his preferred processes.
In the meantime, he will benefit from:
1. Learning activities that allow action and free movement.
2. Activities that have as their aim specific standards, criteria, conse-

quences and products, all made clear to him in the beginning. If
he is a J, he is likely to take learning as serious business, and his
bulldozing may be coming from frustration that others, perhaps
including the teacher, are not taking a business-like attitude toward
classroom work. E Js generally thrive on having certain leader-
ship responsibilities, and John may modulate his behavior so as to
merit having leadership is some classroom function(s).

3. Learning to state his own behavioral objectives when undertaking
new leamings.

4. Being teamed with students who easily see the need for rational
planning to reach goals.

5. Learning listtaing techniques, such as paraphrasing and summariz-
ing what has been said.

6. Carefully outlining and planning each project in detailed sequence.
While trying out these ideas with John, the teacher should be watch-

ing for evidence of S, N, T, and F preferences. The four Ft j types are
different in the kinds of responsibilities they like to carry, and John's
preferences may show themselves in his working with others.

Bob: Trying bard but fearing failure

E I

S N

T F

J P

Bob has little self-confidence He almost never volunteers
a response in class, except privately to the teacher, after
class is over, because he isn't sure he's right. lie often
undertakes projects of such complexity that failure is
almost certain, even though he is willing to work long
and hard_ It almost seems as though he were his own
worst enemy and critic.

Shyness and a preference for complexity suggest introversion and
intuition, and the long devotion to undertaken projects is characteristic
of the feeling types. Working long and hard without closure may indi-
cate a perceiving type. With the hypothesis that John is an Introverted
Feeling type, INF?, here is Bob's zig-zag, followed by suggestions for
helping him
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Planning to help Bob. For an MIFF who is trying hard but fearing
failure, self-confidence will come best from successful work on pro-
jects he deeply cares about.
1. Busywork is not for INFPs. If that is his type, Bob must feel there

is an important purpose in which be believes behind the work he
does. He should do well with a contract plan in which he can
choose some materials and activities for himself.

2. His confidence will be bolstered if he is shown the evidence of
real benefits to others that are the results of his own efforts, even
though the results fall short of his own expectations.

3. Teach him goal clarification techniques, and show him how to
break his large over-all goals into small, component, sequential
goals that can be evaluated independently of each other.

4. Teach him evaluation techniques so that he can objectively assess
his own work.

5. Teach him to check his plans with a dissimilar type who will tact-
hilly question him about details and sequences.

6. Ile is likely to benefit from uninterrupted periods of intense work
on a single project, and from frequent and sincere statements of
appreciation and support.

EXERCISE: ANALYZING STUDENT DIFFICULTIES

Lisa, Jan, Dean, John, and Bob had at least one thing in common
their achievement of school objectives was being blocked by difficul-
ties in their development what teachers in earlier times called char
acter development. If you now have some students who need help as
these did, you can follow the process shown in the analysis of I isa's
situation. Try the process with at least two students.

Steps in Analysis:
1. Write a paragraph or two describing their basic traits;

2. Hypothesize a type for each, keeping in mind that you know thcrn only

in a small part of their lives, and their behavior in the classroom may
NA present their we types;

3. Analyze their strengths and weaknesses based on type descriptions,
4, Analyze their zigzags;
5. Make a list of things that could be done to help them in their

development. MIrodliCtion to Type, in Appendix A, is a good
resource for this task, particularly pages 4, 5, 17, 18, and 19
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6. Reconsider your hypotheses of their types as you try the ideas.
Continue to observe the students. If the intervention doesn't work
well enough, see if other type preferences might be a better match
to their behavior. If you can, talk about them with someone
knowledgeable about type.

Activities that teach use of perception andJudgment
Many teachers have found that ideas for activities come to them when

they scan a list of judgment and perception terms such as this one:

Judgment Perception
goal clarification communicating
values clarification observing
managing time listening
choosing smelling
deciding touching
organizing surnmarizin5
Criticizing imagining
a nalyzing collecting (data)
empathizing investigating

Both perception and Judgment
classifying applying (concepts)
finding relationships designing (projects)
intnpreting evaluating
hypothesizing taking risks

Examples of lessons that promote perception and judgment can be
found in many sources. Two important sources are:
1. Teacbing for Thinking, Raths and others, and
2, Mitresand Teaching, Raths, Harmin, and Simon (both published

by Charles Merrill Co.)

THE CONTRIBUTION OF TYPE DEVELOPMENT

TO TIE TEACHING OF CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

The task of helping our young people to become integrated and
worthwhile persons is infinitely complex. Type theory illuminates only
a part of the task. But it is nct a narrow viewpoint. Al the heart of the
theory is the fundamental concern for two of education's broadest
goals: the development of keen perception and sound judgment. If
people differ significantly in the mental processes by which they per-
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ceive and make judgments, educators need to recognize, honor, and
use those differences. While the overall task may be infinitely com-
plex, one part of it the problem of getting in tune with students'
different ways of processing experience is made much more clear
and tangible by type theory.

In type theory, one's type is a developmental pathway for that per-
son. As one moves through childhood and young adulthood, the path
that offers most constructive growth is the path that permits active use
of the type preferences. The life energy, however defined, goes into
mastering the preferred perceiving and judging processes. If life cir-
cumstances block the normal expression of type preferences, the
energy must go mostly into faking one's type to comply with the
demands of one's environment, making the energy unavailable for the
development of the dominant mental process, the foundation of the
personality. In Jung's view, the person who in childhood is pushed off
the developmental path that type provides is the person who in adult
life must expend much energy and suffer much pain to find personal
integration. This view is a major piece of his theory of mental health.

A teacher who wants to help young people in their personal devel-
opment has precious little time and opportunity to give the help.
There are too many students and there is not enough time to learn
about their individual development needs. This problem highlights the
usefulness of type concepts. The teacher who can recognize type
being expressed in a student's behavior has a tool for quickly seeing
developmental needs in the student without having to probe more
deeply into the student's personal life. That is, type gives the teacher a
framework from which to hypothesize helping techniques that will fit
the student.

I recommend that teachers begin using this approach with just a
few students the ones who seen, clearly to have their academic
progress blocked by development problems, like Lisa and the others
we looked at in this chapter. Taking them one at a time, we can con-
sider the dynamics of their types. As a simple example, read the stu-
dent's type description and highlight with a marker the words and
phrases most revealing of that type's natural motivations and strengths
Then, once a day anyway, find something to say or do that acknowl-
edges the student's strengths. It is through a sense of security in one's
strengths that a person finds the energy and confidence to work on
development needs and problems. With practice. this approach
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becomes less and less time-consuming, almost second nature, and
easy as well as rewarding.

EXERCISE: TYPE STRENGTHS AND TROUBLE SPOTS
An important resource for helping such students is a colleague

of the same type as the student. Here is a group discussion activity
that works for me to demonstrate to teachers the value of using
another teacher to help diagnose the problem of a student whose
development is blocking achievement The activity requires a
group of 20 or more teachers of vat lolls types. I form them into
eight groups rather than 16, combining the "cousin" types; having
all 16 types represented among the participants is very unlikely
except in a large group, while having the eight sets present is
more likely. Cousin types are the two that appear on the same
page of Appendix A, pages A9-A16. (If you use the expanded edi-
tion of Introduction to Type, the version now being published, it
shows the cousin types on facing pages.) In their groups I have
them record on chart paper the key features of their types they
agree on, and at the bottom of the sheet report the contrasts that
make them different types. I show them a sample sheet with sec-
tions marked on the bottom for the contrasts; for example,
ESTJ/ENTJ written at the top, and sections for S and N contrasts
marked at the bottom eight or so inches of the chart. Of course. if
only ESTJ is represented in the group, or only ENT), there will he
no contrasting report at the bottom on the sheet.

(11 Group Activity
Objective: Getting acquainted with key characteristics of the 16

types, the strengths and potential trouhlc spots.
Instructions:

1. We are arranged in groups by -cousin" types. Do this activity with
them. If you have no partnenst, do it on your own.

2. Use as a reference the page from Introduction to Ope containing
the description of your types.

3. Answer these two questions.
a, If we could use only a few words and phrases to tell the rest of

the world about our two types, which ones would we choose?
Take 10 minutes. List only the features you agree on.

b. If students lour type were performing ['elew expectation in
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school, what reasons for the poor performance can we hypothe
size out of our own experience? Take 10 minutes, and list only
the reasons you agree on.

4. Each group chooses a recorder who records on chart paper the
key words and phrases the group agrees on, and the answers to
part b. Put part a. and part b. reports on two separate sheets of
chart paper. if you are by yourself, you get the job of recorder,
of course.

5. We will reconvene in 20 minutes to discuss what is on the chart
papers.

Your type description can be found in Introduction to
Type on the following page of Appendix A of this book:

ESTJ and ENTJ A9
ISTP and INTP A10
ESFJ and ENFJ All
ISFP and INFP Al2

EST? and ESFP A13
ISTJ and ISFJ Al4
ENT? and ENFP A15
INTJ and INFJ A16

Debriefing/discussing the group activity
1. Give the groups 20 minutes to agree and produce their charts.
2. Have recorders, one at a time, give their charts to the leader,

who p:its them on the wall, with the recorder reading/reporting
the group's work. Allow about 2 minutes for each report.

3. Call attention to interesting contrasts on charts as they are posted.
4. When all charts are posted, ask these questions:

Was talking in your group a comfortable process? Why? Was
understanding each other easy?
As you listened to other groups' reports, what went through
your mind?
Are the differences between the groups real and important dif-
ferences?
The potential trouble spots noted by each group suggest the
value of diagnosing the problems of a student by consulting
a faculty member of the same type. Does that seem sensible
to you?
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Os\
OBSERVATION AS A WAY TO IDENTIFY CHARACTERISTICS*

On the next eight pages are checklists you can use to infer stu-
dents' types from their overt behavior. If the students you choose to
analyze are not able to read the MMTIC or MBTI, or if you decide not
to use them, the checklists are a useful substitute. Teachers who know
type concepts and who know their students well can make reasonable

guesses about their types. Even if your guesses are not entirely cor-
rect, you will still understand your students better, after using this
exercise. The checklists reflect the work of Isabel Myers and other stu-
dents of type. However, only the Extravert-Introvert lists have been
field tested as an observation instrument, in a somewhat different
form. The lists do not constitute a type indicator instrument.

Directions: Put student's name at top and put a check mark in
each box opposite a phrase that describes him or her. Comparing tal-
lies of E and I, S and N, T and F. J and P can give you an estimation of
the person's type.
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Os\ STUDENT NAME

If your student is an EXTRAVERT,
it is likely that he or she:

chooses to work with others, with large groups

plunges into new experiences

is relaxed and confident

readily talks over events and ideas with others

is interested in other people and their doings

readily offers opinions

shares personal experiences

wants to experience things so as to understand them

is enthusiastic about activities involving action

asks questions to check on the expectations of the group
or teacher

has a relatively short attention span

dislikes complicated procedures and gets impatient with
slow lobs

is interested in the results of the job, m getting it done and
in how other people do it

eagerly attends to interruptions

acts quickly, sometimes without thinking

likes to work by trial and error

communicates well and sits people easily
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If your student is an INTROVERT, it is
likely that he or she:

chooses to work alone or with one person

holds back from new experiences

chooses written assignments over oral presentations

performs better in written work than in oral presentations

pauses before answering, and shows discomfon with spon-
taneous questioning

asks questions to allow understanding something before
attempting to do it

is bard to understand, quiet and shy; seems "deep"

is intense, bottling up emotions

prefers setting his/her own standards when possible

spends time in thought, before and after actions

has a small number of carefully selected friends

likes quiet space to work

works intently on the task at hand

works on one thing for a long time

prefers jobs that can be done "inside the bead"

dislikes interruptions

may spend too much time in thought and neglect to get
into action
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Os\ STUDENT NAME

If your student prefers SENSING,
it is likely that he or she:

Is realistic and practical

is more observant than imaginative

wants to have senses fully engaged and satisfied

enjoys owning things and making them work

prefers memorizing to finding reasons

is aware of environment and changes moods as physical
surroundings change

learns best from an orderly sequence of details

is interested in facts and what is really true

keeps accurate track of details, makes lists

is patient

is good at checking, inspecting, and precise work

likes to know the "right way" to solve problems

likes an established routine

enjoys using skills already learned more than learning
new ones

works steadily, not in fits and starts

is impatient or frustrated with complicated situations

seldom uses imagination or lips inspirations
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If your student prefers INTUITION, it is

likely that he or she:

seems to like something new all the time

is more imaginative than observant

attends more to the whole concept than to details

is aware only of events that relate to current interests

becomes restless, impatient with routines

is an initiator, promoter, inventor of ideas

sees possibilities that others miss

is quick with finding solutions

doesn't always hear you out; anticipates your words

likes to have and do things differently from others

likes problems that require new ways of being solved

dislikes precise work with many details

enjoys learning a new skill more than using it

works in bursts of energy, with slack periods in between

jumps to conclusions; makes factual errors

finds reading easy

readily grasps meanings of words and symbols
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OA\ STUDENT NAME

If your student prefers THINKING,
it is likely that he or she

wants logical reasons before accepting new ideas

tries to be fair; is impersonal, impartial

finds ideas and things more interesting than people

is more truthful than tactful, if forced to choose

is brief and businesslike

takes very seriously facts, theories, and the

discovery of truth

takes seriously the solution of objective problems

treats emotional relationships and ideals quite casually

contribut s intellectual criticism

exposes wrongs in the habits and beliefs of others

is offended by illogic m others

holds firmly to a policy or conviction

hurts other people's feelings without knowing it

has a low need for harmony

is upset by injustice

seems not to know how his or her own actions

affect other people's feelings'
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If your student prefers FEELING,
it is likely that he or she:

is personal, likes warm personal relationships

is more interested in people than things or ideas

is more tactful than truthful, if forced to choose

is likely to agree with others in the group

thinks as others think, believing them probably right

finds it difficult to be brief and businesslike

takes emotional relationships and ideals very seriously

is offended by a lack of personal consideration in others

is motivated by others

may comply or conform to avoid disharmony

permits feelings to override logic

forecasts how others will feel

arouses enthusiasm

is upset by conflicts; values harmony

dislikes telling people unpleasant things

relates well to most people

is sympathetic
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as\ STUDENT NM1E

11 your student is a JUDGING type,
it is likely that he or she:

likes to have things decided and settled

is more decisive than curious

lives according to plans

lives according to standards and customs not easly or

lightly set aside

tries to make situations conform to Ins or her standards,

-the way they ought to be

makes deli .te choices from among the possibilities

is uneasy with unplanned happenings

bases friendship upon beliefs, standards and tastes which

are assumed to be shared

has enduring friendships

sets up "shoulds" and "oughts- and regularly iudges self

against these

aims to be right

is self-regimented, purposeful and exacting

is orderly, organized and systematic

likes assignments to be clear and definite

has settled opinions; may be tolerant of routine procedures
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If your student is a PERCEIVING type,
it is likely that he or she:

is more curious than decisive

lives according to the situation of the moment

may not plan things, KB spontaneously

is comfortable in handling the unplanned,
unexpected, or incidental

looks for new experiences. expects to be interested

samples many more experiences than can be
digested or used

takes a lwe and let In e- attitude

bases friendships on propinquity and shared experience

takes on friendships (..sily. may also neglect. drop,
and resume them easily

aims to miss nothing

is flexible adaptable and tolerant

wants to understand things more than manage them

leaves things open

has trouble making decisions

starts too many protects and It.is difficulty m finishing them

postpones unpleasant jobs

velLomes new light on a thing. situation or person
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11
KINDS OF MIND

ARE THE 16 TYPES 16 KINDS OF MIND?
The centuries-old view of mind we have inherited is that all

humans, except perhaps mentally gdefLctive" people, have the same
basic mental equipment; we just differ in the amounts we possess of
different trails: I.Q., abstract reasoning, social sensitivity, artistic gifts.
attention span, assertiveness, curiosity, etc. Even intuition, extraver-
sion, feeling judgment, etc., are often put on the list. This could be
called a unitary model of mind. Everyone has the same "hard wiring,"
as one engineer I know has called it, but we differ in our software.
Jung's theory of psychological typcs seems to be at odds with the uni-
tary view. Trait theory fits with the unitary view of mind: type theory
appears to suggest something else. It suggests that even our hard
wiring is different, probably in 16 different ways. Perhaps we should
begin seriously to regard the 16 types as 16 kinds of mind.

The types described by Jung and Myers are patterns they found in
people's observable behaviors. Because the patterns were persistent,
predictable, and meaningful in human interactions, and because they
helped to explain large sets of behavior. Jung called the patterns types
and distinguished types from traits. The trait/type distinction is
explained in Chapter 2. Let's revisit it for a moment, using extraversion
and introversion as examples.

Types not traits. Jung invented the terms introversion and extra-
version to designate two basic orientations in life. Everyone prefers
one or the other, and the preferred one is our automatic, instinctual
orientation. We are all capable of being in the other orientation, but it
is not our automatic, initial response. Ile did not mean these type
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preferences to be treated as traits, as most people have done.
Extraversion as a NM means extraversion as a strength or weakness.

As a strength, it refers mainly to social skills; as a weakness, it refers

mainly to the inability to move out of extraverting into introverting
when appropriate. if extraversion and introversion were trait-strengths,

we could talk about how much of each one a person possessed. We

might expect a mature, well developed person to be highly skilled in
both. Clearly, this use of the terms is not what Jung intended, and it is

not what Myers intended to identify with the MBTI. As type terms,

they are opposite orientations and not strengths or weaknesses. The

MB11 sorts people into types; it does not measure skills.
If extraversion and introversion are not trails or skills possessed in

some quantity, then they do not fit we into the view of mind I
referred to as the unitary model. As type preferences they represent
two different kinds of mind the one tending to plunge into new

experiences, and the other hesitating to reflect beforehand.
The same can be said for each of the other dimensions of type

SN, IF, and JP; they do not represent traits, but are different ways we

process our experiences. We can expect certain traits to be more asso-

ciated with one type preference than with its opposite; for example,
among people who consider themselves shy, we can expect to find

more introverts than extraverts. But we should not treat introversion as

another trait alongside of shyness.

MIND AS VERB

In effect, type theory gives us 16 distinct behavior patterns that

can be considered as 16 kinds of mind. The Myers-Briggs descrip-
tions show us 16 minds-in-action, or stated more accurately, 16
kinds of mind-as-action. While the latter term sounds clumsy, I like
it better because it emphasizes mind as verb rather than noun.

Mind as thing vs mind as process. The common assumption
behind the unitary view of mind is that mind is a thing a noun, a
part of the human organism, an entity that causes us to attend,

observe, reason, make judgments, and take action. Some regard mind
as synonymous with brain. Expressions such as "Use your mind" and

"A mind is a terrible thing to waste" reflect this view. If we regard

mind as some kind of moving force or controller behind behavior,
then mind is a mystery behind the scenes that can only be inferred
from observed behaviors, but can't he studied by direct observation.
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If, in contrast, mind is a verb, and the terms we use to talk about
mind are process or action words, then people's behaviors show us
mind-as-action. Using mind as verb is a way of talking about the per-
son in mindful, purposive action -- the person attending, observing,
reflecting, caring, reasoning, etc. Mind is then a quality of the whole
person, not a thing prompting the person to act in certain ways.

Jung's functions as observable qualities. I emphasize the noun-
verb distinction because it bears directly on how we treat the idea of
types. If we accept type preferences as real factors in our lives, then

we have the choice of treating Jung's "functions" as entities, as compo-
nents of the mind (as noun) that prompt our behavior and can only
be inferred but never directly observed; or treating the functions as
qualities (actions, verbs) that can be directly observed and described. I
can only support the latter attitude, because it keeps us more open to
growing in our understanding of type by reminding us to observe,
observe, observe. It disciplines us to always try to treat type theory as
a hypothesis that continually needs testing and validation.

It disciplines us to avoid treating the type preferences as forces
assumed to be causing behaviors. In practical terms, treating mind as
verb is the difference between saying such things as, 'You're a think-
ing type and that's keeping you from seeing when to show apprecia-
tion" (the unitary/trait/noun viewpoint) versus "Your difficulty in
showing appreciation is certainly consistent with a preference of
thinking over feeling" (the mind-as-action viewpoint). Another exam-
ple: "Your intuition is causing you to overlook some details" versus
"You've overlooked some details; intuitives often do."

The mind-as-verb approach also helps us see and treat persons as
persons, not just as types. Consider this contrast: "We need an ISTJ for

this job. Pat's an ISTJ; let's bring him in" versus "This job seems to
need Nil skills and interests. Who's got those skills...Pat?"

THE TYPES AS KINDS OF MIND

So, accepting mind as verb, can we say the types are kinds of
mind? If we say that "mind" is a term for the processing of experience

in all the many ways there are available then it seems to me

very important that we hypothesize the types as kinds of mind.
Those of us who use type concepts know that the types as Myers

described them are ways of processing experience that are essentially
different from each other. To me that makes them a worthy alternative
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to the prevailing view of mind. To emphasize that type is fundamental
and not superficial in our psychological constitutions, I propose that
type theory he sponsored as a challenge to the unitary model of mind.

Some people, apparently accepting the unitary model, reler to the
types or Jung's function combinations as "cognitive styles." To me that
term suggests stylistic variations on a common, unitary mind, and is
not an adequate alternative to "kinds of mind."

What Jung and Myers have given us is, among other things, a
pioneering theory in the field of cognitive psychology. Today,
when some cognitive psychologists and educators are beginning
to attack the unitary model of mind, the time is right for Jung's
types to be proposed as a more constructive model. The challenge
can be launched in all arenas, by the practitioner as well as the
theorist.

110W CAN WE KEEP TRACK OF 16 DIFFERENT KINDS?
Being able to call to mind the main characteristics of each of the 16

types is a skill that takes a long time to develop. For me it took sev-
eral years. Now, after 20 years of having type concepts in my daily
life, the process of improving my understanding of the types is just as
active as it ever was.

Don't be discourag .td by the fact that learning about the types is
a long, slow process. Fortunately, there are ways to put type con-
cepts to work bit by bit as we learn them. Long before the complex-
ities of all the types emerge in our understanding, we can use the
concepts without distorting them or making them trivial. Any of the
type dimensions El, SN, TV and JP can be considered sepa-
rately. If you have a basic grasp, say, of E and I, you can put it to
work. For example, in a brief exchange with someone, guessing E
or I may be useful as you decide whether you want to help the per-
son process a thought aloud or allow time for the person to process
the thought quietly inside.

In this El example, all the 16 types are sorted into just two cate-
gories. That is the simplest way of using type ideas. Often, how-
ever, it is far more revealing and useful to sort the types into four
categories, as I did in Chapter 3 in presenting IS, ES, IN, and EN
groupings as a practical way of looking at classroom instruction.
this chapter we will concentrate on one other four-way sort: ST, SE,
NT, and NE.
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Focusing on Jung's four functions. In Carl Jung's view of our
psychological make-up, ell/conscious mental activity can be sorted
into four categories: sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling. Jung
called these the four mental functions. Myers referred to them as the
mental processes, as 1 have in this book. The other type preferences

E, I, J, and P are orlentaitorrsof the processes, not the processes
themselves. E and I show a person's preferred way of being in the
world, oriented toward outer events and people, or toward the inner
world of ideas. J and P show the preference for orienting one's outer
life in a pianful or spontaneous way.

The previous chapters have shown that everyone uses all four
mental processes or functions, but we have favorites. Each of us
favors one of the perceiving processes and one of the judging
processes, making four combinations of preferred processes: Si', SE.
NT and NE 'to help us with the problem of keeping track of 16
types we can use the four process combinations as four kinds of
mind. Treating them as four kinds of mind is not inconsistent with
Jung's theory. There is a strong practical reason for it as well: four
patterns are much easier to remember and to manage than 16.

When we say that four types have a common mind-set, for exam-
ple, the NF types, we know we are bundling together a lot of differ-
ences. Those of us who have been using type concepts in our daily
work know we can expect an INF, to react to something differently
from an ENFJ. Some differences can be accounted for by their orienta-
tion preferences: E, I, J, and P. We also know that a lot of differences
can't be accounted for by type. But it is clear that we can expect a lot
of commonality among people of the four NE types. I believe there is
real practical value in searching it out.

The idea of four kinds of mind was given an important boost by
the work of flumphry Osmond, Miriam Siegler, and Richard Smoke,
reported in their 1977 article, "Typology revisited: A new perspec-
tive," in the journal Psychological Perspectives. I have used, with
giatitucle, their terms for the ST, NE Ni , and SE combinations. They
called the ST combination Structural, the NI: Oceanic, the NT
Etherial, and the SE Experial. As explained in the next section, they
invented the term experial to contrast with etherial. They developed
their insights without knowing of the work of Isabel Myers and the
extensive research done with the MB fI. My presentation here differs
somewhat from theirs because mine is based on Myers' work.
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FOUR KINDS OF MIND

ST: The Structural Mind. Four types have the ST combination:
ISTJ,151T. ESTP, and FSTJ. Similarly, four types have NF in common,
four have NT, and four have SE What the ST types have in common is
their S say of experiencing life and their T way of organizing their
experience. They value what their senses experience that their 1' can
turn directly into obj,ctive reality. The best analogy for the structural
mind is the computer as an elaborate filing system. STs want clean
data that will file exactly where they want it, so it can be easily
retrieved in the same form that they filed it. The ST process works
best with unambiguous facts and specifics that can he clearly and cor-
rectly sorted into mental files. Of course, life doesn't present just
unambiguous experiences that can be neatly classified. The ST solu-
tion to that problem is to simplify experience by reducing it to what
Rill fit the filing categories. Mature STS recognize that this solution
may oversimplify things, but they believe the reality they hold onto is
the part most needed for future use; they will have the essential things
ready for use when they are needed.

NF: The Oceanic Mind. NI:s process experience in an entirely differ-
ent way. To NFs, the unique, subtle, personal and "ambiguous" features
of experiences are what make them most valuable and interesting. In
their view everything is ultimately connected to everything else, life is a
seamless whole. lb objectively sort and file experiences is to lose the
subtle features that make possible the rich connections and relationships
between things and people. Nf's see the Si' way of reducing experi-
ences to distinct, objective categories as destroying the essentials rather
than saving them.

Rather than being a filing system, the NF mind is like an ocean.
Swimming around the edge of the ocean. just over the rim of con-
sciousness, are all the hits of distinctive experiences that the NFs want
to save for quick reference. When the conscious mind is through with
the bits, they arc allowed to swim away, over the rim, to find their
own place. When a new problem is faced that requires recalling those
bits of experience, they become available nut from a systematic
file, but from a process of letting associated memories come into con-
sciousness, one pulling in another and another. Some that come are
the exact ones sought, some are different. The NFs have faith that this
process will preserve the best of experiences for future use; if the
exact ones sought aren't found, others perhaps more interesting and
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just as useful will be retrieved and provide a creative solution to the
new problem at hand.

Ni': The Etherial Mind. NTs have in common with NFs the global
approach provided by intuition. In common with STS they have the
concern for objectivity that thinking gives them. Ideas in the form of
mental models are the central feature of the NT mind. Before they
launch themselves into the hurly-burly of life events, the NTs want to
have mental blueprints or maps to guide them, to provide an advance
system of meanings by which they can stay oriented in daily life.
Some NTs are bothered by the term etherial as implying insubstantial.
One suggested the term conceptual mind. Osmond and his colleagues
chose the term etherial for the NTs to suggest their reliance on abstract
constructs and principles, the ether-like material that is primary in their
mental functioning. They also see NTs as tending to process every-
thing, with "... everything being grist for the mental mill." Directly
experiencing life, without first conceptualizing it, takes effort and feels
awkward. NTs are keenly interested in objective data, not just facts as
facts, but as evidence to support one of their mental models.

As you read this material, you are witnessing my NT mind: doing
what is most natural to me presenting a mental model.

SF: The Experlal Mind. The SFs have in common with SFs the
concreteness and matter-of-fact qualities that the sensing function pro-
vides. With the NFs they share the personal, subjective approach of
the feeling function. "Experial" is a term coined by Osmond and his
colleagues to contrast with etherial and to convey the central feature
of SF mind: everything is validated in personal, practical, daily experi-
ence. Like the NTs, SFs believe in conducting their lives according to

principles. But while the NTs seek out abstract principles first and then
test them in life experiences, the SFs reverse the process. They take

life events matter-of-factly; then when their experiences show them
what works and what doesn't work, rules-of-thumb emerge per-

sonal, practical guidelines that are credible as guiding principles
because their own experience produced them. SFs are immediately in
toilet' with the tangible qualities of events and they know directly the
literal, personal meanings of what happens. In contrast, STs turn
events into objects before they react to them personally, and the intu-
itive function of the NFs and NTs probes behind the literal experience
before it settles on the meaning a,- t value of it.

In these four descriptions I ha.,. tried to use language that reaches
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beyond my own NT mind-set. My long range goals for my own self-
improvement include a big, never-ending task: finding phrases, anec-
dotes, and ways of framing ideas that bridge across type differences.
Of course, none of us can ever leave our type behind and experience
life through the mind-set of another type. I hope readers will write to
me with suggestions for improvements of the language I have used to
describe their type.

ST, SF, NF, NT MENTAL PRIORITIES

While each of the 16 types has a distinctive pattern of priorities and
values associated with it, the four STs have some priorities in com-
mon, as do SFs, NFs, and NTs.

ST Priorities
conserving valued resources and protecting practices that work
finding situations where they can use and enjoy their technical
skills
minimizing or eliminating ambiguity and uncertainty
getting roles defined in specific, objective ways
knowing exactly what output is expected of them
having or making objective rules
dealing with concrete, objective problems that are uncluttered with
emotional issues

NF Priorities
finding situations where they can pursue their deep concern for
broad, human value issues
finding situations that allow them freedom for creative expression
exploring the possibilities in relationships
finding situations that value their insights into complex interper-
sonal problems
making institutions responsive to people
promoting the ideals or harmonious relationships

NT Priorities
finding situations that need their objective curiosity and lead to
intriguing possibilities
working at the abstract level of broad concepts and general ideas
analyzing complex, objective sittutions
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working on problems that respond to their own new techniques
and solutions
pursuing their own idealistic images of how things should be
having opportunities to independently produce innovative, inge-
nious solutions

SF Priorities
workmg in harmonious, familiar, predictable situations
maintaining the practical contacts that keep personal relationships
warrn and free from conflicts
enjoying the present moment, making the best of life's conditions
attending to the tangible needs of individuals
making a distinctly personal physical environment in which to live
and work
being in situations where their keen attention to the here and now

is useful and appreciated

ST, SF, NF, NT INTERACTIONS

I believe everyone who uses type ideas daily begins to collect anec-
dotes and examples of type characteristics in action. Here are a few
that to me typify the mind-set of the four function combinations and
the results of their interactions with each other.

Three women, two NFs and an ST, were appointed to be a manage-
ment team. Before they became managers, each was recognized as

highly competent, and they had high regard for each other. One of the
NFs headed the team. In their team meetings, the NFs talked effort-
lessly with each other, brainstorming various means of solving prob-
lems. The ST felt left out of the whirlwind style of dialogue, seldom
talked, and often was unsure of exactly what was decided. She con-
cluded that she had previously misjudged the two NFs and now saw
them as condescending toward her and fickle. Over the weeks she
came to doubt her own ability to he a manager. The quantity and
quality of her work declined, and she finally asked to be relieved of
management responsibility even though the team as a whole was

regarded as very effective. If we read this problem as one of NI:
oceanic work style predominating to the point of handicapping the Si.

structural partner, we get some insight into what happened.
An SF, a single woman, received Valentine letters from two male

admirers one an NI?, the other she believed to be an ST. She
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showed the letters to an ST woman friend and asked her reaction. The
friend said the NP's letter was insincere and flaky, and the ST's letter
showed genuine caring.

An NE, an assistant principal, enthusiastically presented to her prin-
cipal a plan for hosting representatives from each of the district's ele-
mentary schools so they could see the innovative program the fourth
and fifth grade teams had developed. Expecting encouraging com-
ments, she asked the ST principal what he thought. His response:
"That's maybe 50 people. Where do we park the cars?"

Obviously, it is hard to anticipate the viewpoint that is natural and
automatic to a mind-set different from one's own. I believe the place
for us to begin in bridging the differences is to first examine our own
instinctual frame of mind.

DISCOVERING THE BIASES OF ONE'S MIND-SET

Probably the main value of viewing the types through the four
function combinations is the opportunity it gives for discovering one's
own biases. I do not mean bias in a negative sense, such as prejudice,
but rather as a slant of mind, one's angle of seeing things. Whenever I
have trouble understanding another person's point of view on some-
thing, or when my own perfectly clear ideas draw blank stares from
people, I often turn to type differences for an explanation. Many
times, the ST, NF, NT, SF differences give me insights I can use to clear
up the problem. When you know people's types or can make a good
guess about them, you will begin to see the four kinds of mind in
the:r language and actions. Here are examples I have observed.

Mind-sets in organizati 7nal problem solving.
Working with the school superintendent and the senior staff of a

large school system, while teaching them about type, I sat in on a
senior staff meeting. At this point they knew each other's types, and I
was observing to help them see type differences in action. The four
kinds of mind were on display. When the superintendent turned the
meeting to a discussion of a new performance appraisal plan for
administrators, an Si- began to identify specific ambiguities and misun-
derstandings her school principals were concerned about. She was
describing flaws in the details of the plan. The man in charge of the
new plan, an NT, responded that there could be no ambiguities
because he drafted it carefully and he bitriselfhad explained it in
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detail at meetings attended by even, administrator in the district. He
said the flaws had already been found and the plan was crystal clear.
The ST began again to explain a particular complaint. Two other STs
nodded and suggested refinements to the plan. The sole NF in the
meeting said this seemed to be a communication problem that could
be worked out better in another meeting specifically for that purpose.
Two members had not yet spoken, an NT and an SE When the super-
intendent asked for their views, the NT said he thought the plan was
"conceptually sound, and ought to be workable." When the SF was
asked about the plan, she said, "What plan? Until it's in place and run-
ning smoothly, there is no plan."

Later, going over this exchange with them, I tried to show them
the examples of type in action: the NT with his blueprint that was
"conceptually sound;" the STs with their concern for the small but
crucial problems in the implementation; the NI: with the suggestion
for harmonizing the differences before going further; and the SF
pointing out that the plan and its implementation are not separate
and are nothing of importance until people use the performance
appraisal system to their satisfaction in their daily work. Each per-
son's slant on the problem, when seen as a natural contribution of his
or her type, could be taken as constructive, and all were needed to
arrive at a workable solution.

Here is another, less complex example. NP and ST are partners in
consulting work; NF is the senior partner. They freely exchanged ideas
with each other and planned their work carefully. After they had
worked together for several months, ST revealed that she had strongly
considered breaking the partnership until she realized NF really meant
to act on only about 10% of the possibilities proposed in their meet-
ings. The structural ST wanted to wound their planning in given facts
and move step by step. The NF needed her imagination to explore
widely until one possibility jumped out and gave the inspiration for
action. Both were grateful for their knowledge of type in helping them
to have the patience needed for understanding each other.

Whichever aspects of type are prominent in a meeting or relation-
ship, groups whose members know about and use type differences
constructively have a very big advantage. When type terms are part of
the group's language, there is usually better listening, more good-
natured humor, and a smoother flow of problem solving toward out-
comes that all members can support.
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An exercise highlighting mind-set differences
in an organization.

How members view the priorities of their organization can be very
much influenced by their kinds of mind. In their article, "Stories man-
agers tell: A new tool for organizational problem solving"
(Management Revietv, July 1975), I. I. Mitroif and R. H. Kilmann
reported very successful uses of an exercise that shows the impor-
tance of the mind-set differences. To teach problem-solving techniques
to managers in large business organizations, they obtained the man-
agers type preferences and guided them through a three-step activity.

Step one was to have each person individually write a short story
about his or her idea of an ideal organization. The story could take
any form they liked. Step two was to put the participants into four
groups -- ST, NT, NF, and SF and ask each group "to come up with
a story that best expresses the group's concept of an ideal organiza-
tion." There were r._ other instruction and no constraints. The conclu-
sion of step two was each group reporting to the others the story its
members agreed on.

People who know type theory will find no surprises in the out-
comes; the groups gave stories fully consistent with type theory. But
participants were always startled by the striking contrasts. Here is a
brief version of the patterns of stories reported by the authors. "The
ideal organization of the STs is characterized by complete control, cer-
tainty, and specificity." Work roles are defined in detail, with clear
hierarchical lines of authority, and are monitored with impartial,
impersonal rules. The heroes of the ST stories are leaders who
brought order and stability out of chaos and gave the organization a
specific sense of direction.

The NT stories are centered on broad, global issues, with little if
any attention to roles, rules, and lines of authority. Their ideal organi-
zation is guided by intellectual and theoretical concepts of gcxxl orga-
nization, and is impersonally idealistic. They focus on big-picture eco-
nomic issues, and on new products and new horizons. The heroes of
NT stories are broad conceptuaiizers who turn around a narrowly-
focused organization and steer it successfully toward new goals.

The NF stories also emphasize global, idealistic themes, but focus
on the personal and human goals of the organization. The ideal orga-
nization is organic and adaptive, serving the needs of humanity and its
own members. If the NF groups draw a visual representation of the
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ideal organization, the diagram shows a circular or wheel-like struc-
ture in which there is no hierarchy, no clear lines of authority. The
heroes in the NF stories give the organization "a new sense of direc-
tion in the human or personal sense."

The SF stories focus on "the detailed human relations in their par-
ticular organization," the details of the interpersonal environment of
the workplace, and not on theory or broad conceptual issues. Their
attention is on "the human qualities of the specific people" in the
organization and not on work roles or rules. The stories are realistic
rather than idealistic. The heroes of the SF stories are people who
"create a highly personal, warm human climate," who make you want
to come to work to be with your work family.

The third step in the Mitroff-Kilmann exercise is coaching the par-
ticipants in using the four points of view in solving problems of :heir
own organization. Agreeit.9 :n a particular problem or issue to work
on, the participants individually write their own view of the problem

objectives, issues, value assumptions, what an ideal resolution
would look like, etc. They are then formed into the four groups to
develop a group statement incorporating their individual statements.
The actual problems look strikingly different from the four perspec-
tives, each of which has its special contribution to make to satisfactory
solutions: ST, attention to day-to-day operational issues; NT, long-
range strategic planning; NF, long-range human goals; and SF, day-by-
day human relationships. The authors argue that failure to take into
account all four viewpoints "can be disastrous to an organization."

The three-step exercise works with any kind of organization, high-
lights the reality of the differences among the types, and demonstrates
the value of the different viewpoints to the welfare of the whole group.

Mind-set influencing teaching.
Looking at teaching and learning through the lenses of the four

mind-sets is often more effective in highlighting issues than is the use
of whole types or the El, SN, 'IF, and JP dimensions separately. Here is
an example of bias in our mind-sets that comes from conversations
with a student of mine in a graduate seminar in education called
Instruction: Theory and Research. He was a biology instructor at a
community college. After the seminar members had taken the MBTI
and had learned the basics about type in education, he came to talk
after class about an insight he had and to ask my advice. He had been
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having trouble with one class. The trouble baffled him because he was
highly regarded as a teacher and knew he was good. The students
were conscientious and seemed bright enough to handle the material
of the course, but 'theft eyes glaze over when I get about five minutes
into my presentations." His insight was triggered by a transparency I
had shown in class. It showed the percentage of several thousand
nursing students in each of the 16 type categories. Seeing that SFs
dominated the type table, and knowing that most of the students in
his problem class were in a nursing program, he came to talk with me
about how type differences might be part of the problem. His type is
INTP. He wanted to see how his effectiveness with them might stem
from the NT-SF differences.

I asked him to demonstrate a sample of a recent presentation that
didn't work for them. He sketched on the chalkboard a simple abstract
model he used to start a lecture on the nervous system, to demonstrate
how synapses work. Part way into it he said, "This is where they
glazed over." I reminded him of the contrast between NT etherial and
SF experial, and he quickly realized how remote his model was from
his students' personal experience. 1 asked him what kinds of direct
experiences of the nervous system the nursing students were likely to
have in their training. He said they had practicum work in hospitals, so
they must be encountering patients with atrophied muscles, bed sores,
cramps, etc. I asked him if he could begin a lecture on the nervous sys-
tem using those as a starting point. He said he wanted to work on the
suggestion, and we planned to meet the next week. He came in a
week later grinning with excitement and announced, "I've just invented
a new kind of instruction for them. It works like a charm. I call it back-
wards teaching."

In the reasoning of this NT instructor, teaching is backwards when
it goes from concrete, personal experience toward the abstract and
impersonal principles underlying experience. What he was saying, of
course, is that the sequence of learning that makes sense to him and is
most helpful to him is turned around in the approach he devised for
his SF students.

Guarding against mind-set bias in teaching.
This instance and others I have encountered brought me to a gen-

eral rule for planning instruction. When preparing a lesson, we need
not only to plan for ways to engage the HI, SN, 'IF, and JP differences.
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We also must consider how our own mind-set bias is likely to intrude
in the planning and cause us to want to teach as we prefer to be
taught. To emphasize the point, consider the opposite of the NT-SF
example above, an SF teacher and an NT student. The student is likely
to be put off by the irstruction unless he or she sees where the lesson
fits in the abstract, impersonal scheme of things. The teacher will feel
most natural in grounding the lesson in personal and concrete experi-
ence, and would think the heart of the material is left out if he or she

didn't start there.
Consider the ST-NT difference. ST teachers are going against their

instincts if they don't begin the lesson by telling students exactly what is
going to be learned and the sequence that will be followed. NF students
may see the teacher's efforts as lifeless, too cut and dried, and then feel
they must steel themselves to handle the imposition. Similar problems
can be seen with the other combinations of mind-setdifferences.

To guard against one's mind-set bias affecting planning and teaching
in unwanted ways, the teacher needs to consciously raise the issue at
the beginning of planning and again as a double check when finishing
the plan. I have framed the checking process as a set of questions.

1, Have I provided some kind of brief orientation to the new mater-
ial, an advance organizer, that helps students see how it relates to
their prior experience? Intuitive students will be looking for a
familiar conceptual organizer, something that calls up the abstract
frame of reference they need for processing the new material.
Sensing students will want a familiar concrete organizer, they will
want an anecdote, specific example or sample that shows them the
topic of the new material and alerts them to the category(ies) of
their memory bank to bring into awareness.

2. Have I planned for or allowed students to have choices in the way
they study? Keeping in mind the range of natural interests of the
types, have I provided access to diverse materials and experiences
from which they'can choose?

3. Do they have some leeway in deciding the kind of product of their
study they will present for evaluation?

Giving students chokes
What kinds of choices? Here are some examples.
Technical school example. Two ST instructors at a technical
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school, who taught their c uses with linear, self-checking, pro-
grammed materials, were concerned about the number of students
who dropped their courses after the first week or so. Because psycho-
logical type was a regular feature of the school, the two instructors
were able to find out that nearly all the students who dropped were
intuitives. By making a simple change in their instructional plan, they
eliminated the problem. On the first day of classes, they told the stu-
dents to work with the programmed material for two or three clays
and decide if that style of study suited them. Those who decided it
didn't fit them were then free to choose or invent any means to learn
the material, including working in small groups. All students were
given the course objectives and shown the evaluation process all
would go through; how they reached the objectives and prepared for
the evaluation was for them to decide. As you might suppose, some
students chose to invent other ways to study, and nearly all were intu-
itives. The rate of dropping out of these courses was reduced, and
achievement levels remained the same irrespective of the methods
students chose.

A college example. INT college instructor of physics, keenly inter-
ested in teaching and learning processes, spent many hours preparing a
course format that offered more approaches to learning than the stan-
dard lecture and lab. He spent the most time preparing instructional
modules, packets that guided students through various resources,
including printed material, computer and lab work. After trials of the
new system, he was disappointed to find that student achievement did
not improve; some achieved very well, as before, but the new
approach still left many students at levels lower than he wanted. With
the help of an instructional resource person at his campus he con-
cluded that he had written the modules to fit his way of working
and they did not fit students of other types well enough. He tackled the
problem by enlisting graduate students who were sensing types to help
him write a parallel set of modules designed for a sensing approach.
He said it was painfully hard for him to conceptualize. At the beginning
of the next term, he has two parallel sets of modules for students to
select from, the original with the intuitive slant and the new one with a
sensing approach. Students were told to sample the two sets by work-
ing through the first module of each and then decide which set suited
them better. He made lecture sessions optional, and set up small group
work with graduate student mentors. Test scores went up.
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A high school example. After learning about type differences, an
SF business education teacher decided to teach her students how to
build a portfolio to present samples of their work and other evidence
of their skills to a prospective employer. The contents and style of the
portfolios varied dramatically, reflecting student differences in type,
achievement, and tastes; but by starting this at the beginning of her
course, it provided her with an evaluation system as well as giving
students a practical introduction to employer expectations.

Mind-set in family relationships.
Nearly every household has a mix of kinds of mind among its mem-

bers. Most of Erma Bombeck's stories document that fact and show us
the funny side of the mix. It isn't just the generation gap that interferes
with communication. Messages are often not received with the mean-
ing intended, and decisions made by one member may mystify the oth-
ers. Understanding type differences helps demystify art miscommuni-
cations. Here are some examples in which knowing the ST, SF, Ng and
NT differences makes a problem more manageable.

A. An NF and NT mother and father, both professionals, have an SF
daughter, an only child, now middle school age. While she gets
good grades, she doesn't show nearly enough seriousness about
her studies to suit her parents. When she was four, her parents
thought they saw in her an interest in being a doctor, and have
firmly in mind for her an academic path that will get her to med-
ical school. The parents, in effect, want her to devote her present
life to achieving a future life they can clearly visualize. The SF's
instincts are to live fully in the present and let the future happen
as it unfolds. The parents give her plenty of reasons, both logical
and personal, why she should be more future-oriented.
These conditions have set up a tension in the family that type

concepts can help explain, can help alleviate but cannot
remove, because the mind-set differences are a fact of life that
will not change. When all three recognize the mind-set bias they
bring to the family's life, and try to help each other on their sepa-
rate pathways, their present lives and futures should be more sat-
isfactory for all.

B. In a similar case I know of, the parents, both NFs, have had the
advantage of knowing about type for many years. Their SF son
has just entered college. They recognized during his elementary
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school days that his sensing mind saw the world differently and
had different priorities from theirs. While he was bright, it was
clear to them that he would not approach academic work as they
had. They helped him be involved in.many sensory-rich activities
through the years that showed him how to manage academic
work. He chose college, and his parents helped him find one
where residential groups form close relationships; and his best
friend has enrolled with him.

C. I offer an example from my own childhood. My ST father, a bank
officer, wanted me to learn about budgeting and being responsi-
ble about money. Each Friday when I got my allowance, I was to
give him an itemized account of how I spent the previous week's
allowance. He said he didn't care how I spent it, just that I kept
track. I told him I didn't think that keeping the record would
help me be responsible about money. The requirement did not
appeal to my NT mind at all. My SF mother, wanting no dishar-
mony, persuaded me to accept my father's plan. So I agreed, and
five minutes before suppertime each Friday, when I got my
allowance, I sat down and made up a list of expenditures that I
probably had made that week. I see now that both of them felt
they were conveying to me some values that were high priorities
in their mind-sets, and I was exercising my NT autonomy.

D. Mind-set differences can, of course, strongly affect relationships
between siblings. Three daughters, four years apart in age, were
NT, NF, and NT, from oldest to youngest. As reported by the NF,
now an adult, she felt squeezed into an NT sandwich. Day after
day, her sisters talked NT all sorts of abstract, impersonal sub-
jects she felt were structured in a way that would annoy her.
Their talk seemed intellectual to her, and she decided she was
not so bright as they. Now a highly successful professional, who
has learned about type, NF has come to see herself as the intel-
lectual equal of her sisters, but with a different kind of intelli-
gence.

Thoughts in summary.
A case can be made that the traditional concept of mind has practi-

cal limitations for us as we try to find useful ways to deal with the
human mental diversity we are all aware of. Treating the 16 types as
16 kinds of mind gives us an hypothesis to test. If the types represent
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truly fundamental differences in mind-set, then using the lenses of
type to examine and deal with our human problems will yield better

results that using the unitary model of mind as our basic assumption.
If we are dissatisfied with our progress in solving our problems of
human understanding, perhaps some of our root assumptions about
human nature need changing.

In this chapter 1 have argued for considering type differences not as
style variations, but as distinctly different ways of processing our expe-
riences, different kinds of mind. That means we accept the type differ-
ences not as strengths or weaknesses to be shaped or improved but as

given structures within which anyone can be helped to improve in

his or her type's own distinctive way.
When there are situations in which the 16 types are too many vari-

ables to deal with, there are good reasons to sort them into four cate-
gories, the four mental process combinations, and deal with them as
four kinds of mind. I hope the examples given in the chapter provide
ideas you can develop and test in your own situation. 1 invite you to
send me your reactions to my characterizations of the four kinds of
mind, to help improve and extend the descriptions.

Finally, I propose that each of us look at his or her own mind-set
bias to see how our preferred processes affect our interactions with
people of other mind-sets. Once we first see and understand our own
slant on things, the door is opened to seeing the other person's mind-
set and then learning how to engage it for mutual benefit.
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12
INTRODUCING TYPE

INTO AN ORGANIZATION

Many of us who use the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator have intro-
duced type into organizations with the intention of having type
become part of the organizational culture. Sometimes we are success-
ful, but too often we are disappointed in the results; some individuals
in the organization benefit, but we see no wide-spread effect.

We know the value of type in our own lives and expect through
our teaching skills and enthusiasm to energize an essentiil core of fel-
low enthusiasts in the organization who will also see the value and
spread the benefits of type throughout the organization. We expect a
kind of chain reaction. We expect type concepts to become a part of
the language the members use in working with each other, because
they recognize the constructive qualities of type theory.

This is not realistic. Some organizations are ready to be influenced
by just our teaching skills and enthusiasm, but most situations require
more. What does it take to successfully influence an organization
beyond what is needed to teach individuals effectively?

The question is at the heart of the career of those who specialize in
organizational development. Some of them have added the man and
a sound knowledge of type theory to their other skills and are sharing
what they know with others, through the Association for Psychological
Type and various publications.

In this chapter I present the approach I use. Most of my experience
has been with educational organizations, so most of my examples
come from them. Some of the techniques I use are adaptations of
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ideas I learned from Bill Drummond and Lee B01111311, and I am grate-

ful to them.

In the chapter are suggestions for:
analyzing the organizational situations you want to deal with,
identifying the factors supporting and factors that would resist

uses of type concepts,
planning possible points and means of entry,
using type theory to help you plan, and
making a specific plan that has a good chance of success.

OURSELVES AND OUR SITUATIONS

The readers I had in mind in writing this chapter are those who

want to introduce type into their own organizations. I hope the read-

ers who would be introducing type as an outside consultant or trainer

will find the chapter helpful, but it does not deal directly with their sit-

uation.
As a teacher of graduate students in education. I found it easy to

introduce type to my students. I decided the specific content of my

courses, I saw type as relevant, and I taught it. Most students appre-
ciated learning about it, and some made it part of themselves and

their work. But they faced quite a different situation if they wanted

their schools or colleges or other organizations to octopi type as part

of the institutional culture. They found resistance just as I had found

it in my efforts to get wider use of type in my college and university.

We all know it is the nature of organizations to resist change. The

more hierarchical they are, the more bureaucratic; and the more

bureaucratic they are, the more invested they a' i existing systems

and thus resistant to changes. Public education institutions are among

the hardest to change.
I and others undertook many varied means to introduce type

directly to the faculty and administrators of our university. We had
some positive results from these direct efforts, but they were consider-
ably more modest than we had hoped. After several years, I found

myself shifting mostly into indirect approaches to influence the system
to reach the faculty and leadership through the students. Students

who were residence hall advisors, members of student leadership
groups, and undergraduates in specific academic programs took type

into the culture of their groups. Faculty and administrators began to be
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influenced by the student leaders. The academic credibility of type

began to grow as highly regarded graduate students chose to do
research projects and doctoral dissertations involving the MBTI. in my

own college, individual faculty members became interested, and all
students in the educational leadership program were introduced to
type. But type did not become part of the curriculum of the teacher

preparation program.
This gradual introduction of type was truly gradual, spanning 17

years. As you might suppose, I envisioned and advocated many appli-

cations of type that did not materialize.
I mention all of this to make the point that those of us who want to

influence other peoples' use of type have widely varying situations,
different ingredients, that have to become part of our plan. I have

helped many of my students plan ways to introduce type into their
organizations, and every situation is different, requiring a plan
designed to fit it specifically. What I have written here is a general

strategy for devising situation-specific plans.

DESCRIBING AND ANALYZING THE SITUATION

As you start thinking seriously about how to introduce type into
your organization, begin by writing a description of your situation.
Whether you put it in good prose form or just phrases, it pays to write

it in detail. My suggestion is that you write it in the form of answers to

sane key questions.

What goal or on-going effort of the organization
can type be linked with?

This is the first issue to address in your analysis of the situation.
Unless the leaders of the organization, or of a unit within the organiza-

tion, are open to and looking for tools to help them deal with prob-
lems or pursue particular goals, they are not ready for you to intro-

duce type. Are they seriously committing resources to improving
individual effectiveness, teamwork, mission clarity, the quality of prod-

ucts and services, and other such goals that can be enhanced by uses
of type? Even if you know that type knowledge is what the organiza-

tion needs, your attempts at teaching type will probably not influence
organizational behavior to any extent unless the leaders are actively

inquiring into means of improvement and will themselves see type as
a possible means to help their situation. In most cases, learning about
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type and using the ideas will not be accepted as a goal of the organi-
zation just on the merits of type theory. The time it takes to learn and
develop the skills of type can be justified in the members' minds to
the extent that they are committed to the goal that type is supposed to
help them reach.

How can you judge the readiness of the organization
to use type?

Even when you know there are leaders and others who are com-
mitted to improving organizational processes, that is no assurance they
are ready for type. Do they seriously believe that people's individual
differences need to be used more constructively? Are they committed
to giving people time, training, and resources to work on developing
their individual effectiveness? Are they ready to use a tool like type
ethically, or is there a real risk that they may use it as a weapon? If it
is hard for you to find positive answers to these questions, a direct
introduction of type into the organization is not realistic. Perhaps a
small scale introduction is feasible; some means for that are given in
the paragraphs that follow.

What happens when type is introduced in situations where peo-
ple are not ready for it? Consider t .) contrasting cases, out of my
experience. In the first situation, the faculty of a large community
college, after a long and hard struggle, had decided on a new con-
stitution for the faculty senate. It moved the senate from being a
low-profile and advisory body into a role of proactive leadership in
the college's instructional program. The senate's leadership team
'lad to begin to function as a team, to deal with power struggles
and personality clashes in the senate, and to build new relationships
with the college administration, including the president who was
hired just the year before. One of the team knew about type, saw its
potential usefulness, oriented the others to it, and they invited me
to conduct a two-day retreat for the team on uses of type in their
situation. ',he members were highly committed, had a very clear
purpose for using type, and the results were very positive in the
long run as well as at the retreat.

In a contrasting situation, the superintendent of a large school
district invited me to introduce type to his senior staff and to the
school board members. The superintendent said their purpose was
to better understand each other so as to accomplish more collabora-
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tive decision making. Because he was very interested in type and
quite comfortable in openly discussing his type with the cabinet and
board members, I made the mistake of assuming that he and the
others were open to the conditions of collaboration: trusting rela-
tionships, straight talk, respect for differences, etc. That turned out
to be a poor assumption. There were three meetings: first the super-
intendent and his cabinet; then he and the board members; then a
combined group. All meetings seemed to go well, but I learned in
debriefing the third meeting that there was no consensus about a
purpose for this work, that there was suspicion about hidden agen-
das, and that learning about type was not seen as being a means to
a common goal or in service to a commitment. In that situation,
some months later, I learned that their understanding of type did
not affect their work or radiate beyond them into the organization.

An important step in introducing type into an organization is to find
out the goal that the knowledge of type is intended to serve; the
members' clarity about the goal; and their commitment to achieving it.
In the absence of these, type knowledge is likely to be just a curiosity
that some will appreciate and others will forget. And the organization
will not be broadly affected.

What is my position of influence in the organization?
Who listens to me and regards my ideas as credible enough to be

given serious consideration? Who is in my circle of influence, and are
they people who have credibility with others outside my circle?

Your answers, carefully thought out, will suggest the pathways
for spreading type ideas. The circle is your base for introducing
type. In many kinds of organizations, psychological theories,
including type, are suspect and negated. Your credibility will have
to carry type through the initial stages of introduction until the
base group members see for thernselt es the value of type and are
willing to commit to supporting the next step of its extension into
the organization.

If you are the top administrator or a high-level resource person
who is expected to bring new ideas into the organization, you have a
different set of opportunities and constraints than do teachers or other
employees who may not have those expectations attached to their
jobs. All of the questions that follow apply to people lower in the
organization; some will apply to the top leaders as well.
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What are my purposes and motives in this situation?
It pays to examine carefully your motives in introducing a change

into the organization. Do I have purposes other than the obvious ones
of using type to improve the ways we work? Do I have other motives
I may not have acknowledged to myself? Am I hoping that by taking
the lead in introducing type I will become more visible as a leader or
potential leadca What other agendas do I have that may ride on the
coattails of the change I hope to introduce?

The answers to these questions are just for your own considera-
tion, to clarify what is energizing you in your plan for introducing
type. Being clear about your purposes will help you make better
judgments about the plan and the situations that come up as you act
on the plan. If your personal reasons do not mesh with the organiza-
tion's objectives and active commitments, do not try introducing type.
Once you have tried it and type is not received well, the organiza-
tion is likely to turn off to other at:empts; reintroducing type may be
impossible once the door has been closed.

Do I have a client or am I my own client?
One way of looking at your role in introducing type into your orga-

nization is to consider yourself as a change agent. In introducing type
you are proposing that people change some aspects of their ways of
thinking and relating to each other, and that is what a change agent
does. I am using the term change agent in a way that is somewhat dif-
ferent from general usage. I do not mean that you are necessarily
someone who orchestrates and directs a change process. With respect
to type, you are the bringer of a resource, and in doing that you may
be simply a helper to the designated change agent.

Whatever your role in the change process, you have to have a
client, a person or group that, in effect, authorizes you to bring a pro-
posal for a change into the organization. Tacitly or explicitly, you nego-
tiate with the client to find out what the client wants. If you introduce
type to co-workers without considering their client relationship with
you, you may have no client, no support, and what you are trying to
do may seem to them an unwanted intrusion into the way things are
done around here." If you bring in something the client doesn't antici-
pate, or objects to when you bring it, it will be ignored or rejected. If
the client does not see type as helpful to the situation, your work with
type will not be accepted as help. In other words, you need to be sure
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a welcome mat is laid out for type ideas by the people who will be
responsible for nurturing a change in the organization.

Sometimes the welcome mat doesn't go out until after they have
had an initial orientation to type, such as taking the MBTI and get-
ting a face-to-face explanation of the ideas. In any case, your first
client needs to be in your circle of influence. From that base you
can build the next base that includes the next client or set of clients.

The caution I am .-ecommending may feel like a wet blanket, an
attempt to stifle your enthusiasm. That's not my intent. I am urging
careful planning so that your first effort to introduce type is suc-
cessful, and the success will sustain your enthusiasm.

If you do not have a client in the sense described here, then you
start out as your own client. That is, you do with type ideas what you
can do in your own work, and invite others to observe you using
type. Invite those who believe you to be competent and credible in
other respects. Invite those who themselves are credible, are informal
status leaders among co-workers. I am suggesting that your invitations
to them be informal, casual opportunities to see how you use type. If
you are a teacher, show them specific ways type helps you in your
teaching for example, in better understanding and working with
problematic students. These people can then become a client group
and help you plan the next steps in introducing type. If you learned
about type from a co-worker, you and that person most likely would
be part of each other's client group, part of the base for next steps.

Can I find members who share the values implicit
in type theory?

What has attracted many of us to type theory is the way of viewing
human differences it represents. By showing the complementary
strengths and blindspots of the types, and showing that all types are
valuable, Myers provided basic guidelines for the constructive use of
the differences. Implied in the theory are values such as the worthiness
and dignity of individuals despite their differences; the importance of
collaboration for best results; and the necessity of trust, mutual support,
and openness that allow the collaboration to happen. People who hold
these values and try to practice them are the ones most likely to be
ready for learning about and using type. They will see type as a practi-
cal tool for advancing the values. As you decide which people make
up your base for introducing type into the organization, consider
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whom you know that appear to share these values and try to act on
them. If most members of your organization pay hp service to the val-
ues but actually are steeped in habits of distrust of differences, the task

of selecting the base is more difficult.

When and how should I involve the organization's
leadership?

Whether you have a client or are your own client to begin with,
you will be aiming to involve the top person of the organization as
soon as you feel quite sure he or she will see type as a credible and
feasible set of ideas for the organization to use. It is a truism that peo-
ple are likely to support a change they help 'D design. The reverse is
true too: the chances of their resisting a change go up to the extent

they were not involved in planning the change. These rules of thumb
certainly apply to the top people, who see facilitating or resisting
changes as a major part of their leadership.

They also want to know that you are loyal to them, and that the

introducing of type into the organization will contribute to their suc-
cess. They know that most innovations fizzle out, so they will be
skeptical until they can see clearly the likelihood of success. No leader
wants to be advocating an idea that gets rejected or ignored by others

in the organization.
This may seem a very slow process. If type ideas took you by

storm, you may be hoping they will surge through the organization
as well. Organizations resist and slow down changes for a lot of rea-
sons. The resisting foxes won't be bulldozed or bandwagoned away.

They exist for reasons that can be understood. They can be antici-
pated, and, with carthil planning, can often be converted into sup-

porting forces.
The process will move more slowly than you want for another rea-

son. As I said in the Introduction to Chapter 2, there is a natural pro-

gression in the absorption of type concepts that takes time. This may

be a good place to reread it.

How does type fit into the organizational culture?
Some organizations are open to new ideas, with leaders actively

looking for them. Some are quick to attend to new ideas, but resist
using them. That is, the leaders enjoy playing with the idea of an
innovation while most members of the organization do not want to
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make changes in their practices. Some leaders are slow to consider
new ways, but, when convinced of their value, will give solid sup-
port for change.

One way of looking at these organizational differences was devel-
oped by Earle Page and published by CAPT as a training handout called
"Organizational Tendencies." Page saw that the organization's culture
was strongly influenced by the type preferences of its leaders, either the
current or founding leaders, or both. The organization tends to attract
and hold members who fit well in that culture. kle saw the energy of an
organization being distributed into four categories corresponding to the
type preference combinations of extraversion or introversion, and sens-
ing or intuition: IS, IN, EN, and ES. An organization needs the perspec-
tive of all four tendencies. But usually it is steered by one of them.

IS

IN

EN

ES

energy, reflective and always practical, is directed toward con-
serving what has proven itself to work well enough. Drawing
strength from continuity, from protecting and enjoying the
proven, it resists novel and unproven ideas, expecting them to
be more disruptive than beneficial.

energy, reflective and engrossed in possibilities, is directing the
organization to question the tried and true, take the long view,
and imagine new ideas. Focused on anticipating the future. it
assumes that a better way can be found, and must.

energy, pushing toward action on fresh ideas, is focused on
vitalizing the organization to take risks in trying new ways.
Drawing strength from surges of enthusiasm for the new ways,
the EN viewpoint assumes organizations are at their best when
caught up in pursuing important changes.

energy, directed toward action on life's practical realities, steers
the organization to get on with its obvious responsibilities. The
emphasis is on staying on track, doing what is needed, and
getting results.

All four perspectives or energies may be active in the organization.
If they are recognized and valued for their positive characteristics, and
used in appropriate ways, the tension between them will be construe-
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five. Otherwise, the tension will be seen as negative, and adherents of
each viewpoint will see the others as ..aving 'excessive' influence and
squandering the organization's resources.

One of the four is likely to be a major shaper of your organiza-
tion's culture, with the others playing a lesser role. Whichever is
dominant will have a bearing on your approach to introducing type.
The credibility of type will be an issue with all four, but for different
reasons. If IS is dominant, and the organization is perceived as work-
ing well, you will need to show at the beginning that type helps to
continue and protect well-accepted values and ways of working.
That is quite a challenge, considering that uses of type are usually
promoted as new ways of communicating and working, meant to
replace the familiar. But if the IS organization is experiencing pain in
areas where type could be helpful, it may well be open to consider-
ing practical new took In either case, in the IS organization, as you
plan out your credibility base, you will need to draw into it some
status leaders who are IS stalwarts, and let them help you pace the
introduction of type.

II your organization is energized around IN or EN values, change
and newness are not unwelcome, but the credibility of type is an
issue in another way. IN and EN leaders are likely to have given con-
siderable thought to the ideas they see as the guiding principles of
the organization. For type to become one of those ideas, the leaders
will need to see type as consistent with their vision for the organiza-
tion. In contrast, if FS leaders are to see type as credible, they must
believe that it is clearly practical and will help the organization get
better results on its accepted objectives.

The best of the values and skills of IS, IN, EN, or ES may not be
steering the organization. The blinclspots associated with each are
important to consider. The leaders of most organizations can recite
what the research shows that makes organizations effective, but most
of them don't use the knowledge. Earle Page also saw the negative
side of the four tendencies. If not balanced by other perspectives, the
IS influence "may dry up the organization, narrowing leadership and
productivity: the IN influence may weaken the organization by
pulling too much energy into "irrelevant ideas and alternatives;" the
EN efforts for change may fail to see practical limits and exhaust the
organization's resources; and the ES view may keep the leaders from
seeing the necessity of change, and keep the organization stu:k in a
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rut. If you see some of the negative tendencies in your organization,
they may help you size up the situation for introducing type.

It is also useful to consider the organization's culture in terms of the
type preferences that seem to he most emphasized in the day to day
work of the organization. Does the work mostly call upon and reward
introverted or extraverted behavior? Does the work attract and hold
introver's more than extraverts, or vice versa?

Similarly, consider SN, TF, and JP. Combining the four preferences
gives you an hypothesis of the modal type of the organization. Read
the type description of that type and you will get some clues about
the approach to introducing type that will be most appealing.

What are my assumptions about the specific influential
people in this situation?

At this point in your analysis, you have a fairly clear idea about
which people are most influential in the situation, those who most
affect the plan you are forming for introducing type. As you begin to
see the roles you expect them to play in the plan, it is time to exam-
ine your assumptions about the ways they will act and why they will
act that way. If you are assuming a key person will act in a certain
way and he or she doesn't, your plan may be upset. Try to test your
assumptions ahead of time. Often you can ask people directly about
how they will act; 'Tor this to work, here is what I will need..." Talk it
out whenever you can. Go over your assumptions with someone you
trust who can give you a different perspective.

DECIDING ON POSSIBLE ENTRY POINTS

Your answers to the nine questions in the previous section should
give you a fairly complete description of the situation for introducing
type. They may also suggest possible points of entry, that is, where,
with whom, and how to start introducing type. In a school organiza-
tion, typical points of entry are: with people responsible for curricu-
lum planning and instructional resources; with the leadership team,
focusing on teamwork and management; in the counseling work; in
the staff development program; with groups working on changing the
organization, such as a school improvement team; or teacher by
teacher, classroom by classroom. Your own position in the organiza-
tion may dictate the point of entry. In each case, except perhaps the
latter, you will need to have the leadership endorse and support the
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entry plan. You may be in a position that allows you only to plant the
seeds of type with some person who then takes responsibility for the
entry process, perhaps with you serving as a helper.

Analyzing the forces for and against
In whatever point of entry that is being considered, the specific sit-

uation of the entry needs to be analyzed. The force field technique for
analyzing a situation is very useful in cases like this. There are three
basic steps in force field analysis.
1. Make a Goal statement. In any situation where one has a

desired goal, there are forces working for and forces working
against the reaching of the goal. For a successful analysis of the
forces, you need a statement of the goal that is clearly focused. It
is alright to begin with a fairly general goal such as, "the introduc-
tion of type so that it is accepted, used, and disseminated from
the point of entry." Then the task is to decide what forces at this
possible point of entry are working for and against the reaching
of the goal.

2. List the forces. Begin the force field analysis with two lists, side
by side, of forces for and forces against. For example, in the case
of the community college senate leadership team, I asked ques-
tions about the situation until I had a fairly clear picture of forces
for and forces against a constructive use of type. Because I was
not a member of the organization, my interest was to plant the
seeds, and I wanted to know whether the conditions were favor-
able for them to grow. When you are a member of the organiza-
tion, and want to assess to rightness of a possible entry point,
your questions to yourself will be to estimate what people and
what conditions in the situation would be favorable and unfavor-
able to the use of type.

3. Consider the strength of the forces. The next step in force field
analysis, after the lists have been made, is to weigh the relative
strength of each force in the equation: Which favorable forces can I
strengthen and which unfavorable ones can I weaken, with the
resources at hand? What specifically C2 n be done to each? The situ-
ation, as it is, is an equilibrium of the forces; to get energy into
accomplishing my goal the acceptance of type through this entry
point 7- I have to change the balance of forces, change the status
quo that does not now include uses of type.
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An example of analyzing the forces
Consider the situation of a young high school teacher who was

eager to extend uses of type in his school. The school had a good
record of serving well the academically-oriented, college-bound
students, but not doing well with the others. As a distributive edu-
cation teacher, he taught mainly the latter students. The principal
put him on a committee of teachers charged with the task of find-
ing out what was needed to better serve the students who were
likely to enter the workforce after graduation, if they made it to
graduation. The committee members were given time during the
school day to do their work. The young teacher saw this committee
work as an entry point for introducing type. Here is part of the
force field analysis he did. His goal statement was to have the
committee support type as a way of looking at learning needs of
students and improving their instruction."

His list of favorable forces Included:
the committee appreciates my energy and ideas
the committee has agreed to consider type
the principal knows about type and supports its use
type data about _S_P types being disadvantaged by the standard
academic programs should help us see ways to improve instruc-
tion
some teachers of academic subjects, and all of the administrators,
are concerned about the students who aren't college-bound
nearly all the teachers are interested in improving instruction
the other committee members are well known and respected by
the faculty
we have funds to give the NIBTI to students and faculty

His list of unfavorable forces included:
the committee members don't know about type, nor do most oth-
ers on the faculty
I am one of the younger teachers and not well known
the teachers usually resist changing the curriculum and their ways
of teaching
the committee has no idea of how much support its recommen-
dations will receive
the teachers mostly ignored some learning styles work (not type)
we did on an inservice day two years ago
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He went through his lists to see what favorable forces could be
strengthened and what unfavorable ones could be weakened. For our
purposes here, we don't need the details of his analysis.

His conclusions were:

1. The committee is a good point of entry, because the other mem-
bers are open to ideas and I have credibility with them.

2. I will need to go step by step, first introducing type to the com-
mittee, and getting their approval to collect some type data on
students.

3. Although most of the faculty didn't know me well, the teachers of
ninth graders do, and I probably can get their OK and the princi-
pal's approval to administer the MBT1 to all freshmen, and have the
teachers of ninth graders take it too. I expect to get some data that
will show the committee the value of using type in their work and
including it in their recommendations to the faculty.

4. Because two committee members are department heads, the next
step would be for the committee to try out ideas, including type,
on all the heads.

These conclusions were the basis for his entry plan. After the com-
mittee members took the MBTI and got an orientation to type, they
supported taking data on the freshman class. Administering the MITI
to the ninth graders and their teachers did provide some data of
impc '2r:cc. Most interesting was the fact that over one third of the
students were reported as _S_P types, while only three teachers (less
than 10% of them) were _S_Ps. These entry activities opened the door
for a wider introduction of type into the school.

Once an entry has been made, as in this case, the situation usually
needs a revised force field analysis because the forces change, and the
goal statement may need to be changed as the goal is pursued into
the next phase of introducing type into the organization.

DECIDING ON STRATEGY - THE LONG VIEW

All of the analysis you have done to this point suggests a strategy, a
big-picture plan. Strategy is a military term. It is distinguished from
tactic, a plan for action within the strategy. A tactic is consistent with
the strategy and is one part of carrying out the strategy.

Write out your strategy. It can begin with summary statements from
the analysis you have done and with your ideas for entry. When you
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have it written fully, I suggest you try to boil it down to a few phrases
or sentences. As your plan progresses, and you bring others into the
planning of next steps, the strategy statement in its brief form (per-
haps amended by the base group) will serve to keep everyone's eye
on the target. The young high school teacher had a beginning strat-

egy, through the committee and the department heads.

DECIDING ON TACTICS -AN ACTION PLAN
An action plan deals with details, who will do what, when, and

how. This is the aspect of planning most of us know well, even
though we often neglect to plan the details well. I have nothing fresh
to add to this technique of planning except some details about intro-
ducing type to people.

Essential details: Setting up appropriate conditions for
introducing type.

I suggest you use the following questions as a checklist whenever
you are planning to administer the MBTI and/or explain type to peo-

ple. Some of the details concern ethical issues. The last section of the
chapter deals specifically with guidelines for the ethics of using type.
Administering the MBTI and interpreting the results should be done by
a qualified person, one who understands type and the limits and
appropriate uses of psychological tests. If you are not qualified, read
the Epilogue following this chapter. It includes more information
about this and suggestions for locating a qualified person. If you do
get someone else, it is important for you to use the guidelines here to

be sure that all the details are attended to.
1. The people taking the MBTI: What do they see as:

a the purpose for taking it? Watch for hidden agendas and misun-

derstandings. Don't rely just on reasons and reported percep-
tions given to you by an intermediary whose motives you don't
know.

b. the potential value of it? You may need to clarify their under-
standing.

c. their option of taking it or not? What do they see as the conse-

quences of not taking it?
d. the uses to be made of the type report itself?
e. their control over the MBTI results?
f. the leaders' expectations of them that are implied in introduc-
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ing type to members of the organization? The ethics guidelines
that follow this section will help you form specific answers to
all of these questions.

2. The formats and approaches used: I-low shall I fit the adminis-
tration of the MBTI and the type explanation to the people? You
will want to anticipate the dynamics of the group and fit the intro-
duction to the members. Design the explanation session around
their purpose for taking the MBTI. For example, if work-team
dynamics is the theme, the r. the session should give the team
members opportunities to pr .ctice using type in team dialogue,
and they will need to discuss their types with each other. When
type is introduced appropriately into the team-building process,
team members report that type concepts provide a concrete, objec-
tive way for them to talk about their personality differences in
teamwork their differences in perception, decision style, pace,
priorities, etc. without getting personal, that is, without feeling
that the mention of differences constitutes a personal attack.

If the purpose of introducing type is to examine learning and
teaching styles, there are many activities in this book that can be
used. Whatever the purpose they understood was being served by
learning about type, it is important that participants in the session
have opportunities to practice using type for that purpose.

3. Administration and scoring of the MBTI: What options fit your
situation? Whether it is administered in a group session or individ-
ually, during work hours, or filled out at home, it is important to
follow the guidelines for administration and scoring given in the
user's guide (Manual: A Guide to the Development and Use of the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, 1985, Myers and McCaulley).

4. Resources and follow-up support: What materials will the par-
ticipants need to have during the type explanation session, to take
home as a reference, and to have available in a resource library
within your organization? What resource people may be needed to
help them learn type-related skills and to explore type beyond
your knowledge? Their continued and constructive uses of type
will depend on such follow-up support.

At a minimum they will need a sheet of words and phrases that
characterize the type preferences, a report of their MBTI results,
and a set of the full descriptions of the 16 types. That is the basic
set for any explanation session and for tak;ag home. In addition
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they should have handouts related to their purpose for taking the
MBTI. Publications for the resource library can be found in the cat-
alogs available from CPP and CAPT.

ETHICAL GUIDELINES FOR USING THE MBTI

The Association for Psychological Type has adopted a statement of
ethical prim 'pies for using the MBTI. I have extracted the most basic
ones to supplement the guidelines already mentioned.

Voluntary. The client has the choice of taking the MBTI or not.
Fven subtle pressure should be avoided. In situations where the suc-
cess of using it depends on every member trying out the ideas of type,
as in teams or families, I offer the MBTI to all members, score it for
those who choose to take it, and then provide a group type explana-
tion to all, including anyone who didn't take it. After the explanation
and during introductory activities, those who didn't take it nearly
always are willing to hypothesize a type for themselves and ask to
take the MBTI.

Confidential. The practitioner gives the MBTI results directly to the
person and not to anyone else. An individual's type does not go to the
boss or into a personnel file unless he or she offers to give the infor-
mation. People usually are comfortable talking about their type, but
the MBTI outcome is theirs to reveal or not.

Enhance, not restrict. MBTI results and type concepts are used
only to enhance someone's understanding and opportunities, not to
restrict their options. The career counselor, for example, does not
counsel a client away from a particular occupation because his or her
type is rare in that occupation, lout provides the information in the
context of discussing the opportunities and challenges of the that
career in relation to the strengths of the client's type.

Face-to-face explanation. The MBTI respondent always gets a
face-to-face explanation of type from the practitioner. He or she
always has an opportunity for dialogue about the results and for
exploring the ideas to find a best-fit type. For that reason they never
get their results through the mail or second hand.

Full type description. The respondent always gets a full type
description to accompany the MBTI scored results. I always give them
a resource booklet such as Myers' Introduction to7)pe that includes
not only a full description of their reported type, but also all the other
types which some may want to explore to find a better fit.
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Respondents need good resource materials in their hands when they
are later considering type or explaining it to family or colleagues.

What's indicated, what's v In explaining MBTI results and the

type concepts, the practitioner needs to distinguish between what the

Indicator indicates and what it does not: type characteristics are ten-
dencies, not imperatives; they are preferences, not abilities or achieve-
ment potential; and they represent one view of personality, not a
panacea. And the MBTI indicates types, not stereotypes.

Finally, before you start to introduce type into your organization,
revisit Chapter 5, "Type is a four-letter word." It will help you spot
pitfalls you will want to avoid.
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EPILOGUE --NEXT STEPS

There is a community of people who use the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator that has expanded rapidly since the first edition of People
Types and Tiger Stripes was published in 1979. Many of them stay in
contact with each other and with new ideas about type through the
Association for Psychological Type, a membership organization
formed that same year. APT membership is open to all persons inter-

ested in type.
APT has developed a number of ways of spreading knowledge

about type. It helps creatc local chapters whose members meet to
"talk type." It sponsors regional conferences and, in the odd-num-

bered years, an international conference. APT members exchange
ideas through APT's quarterly newsletter, Bulletin of Psychological
Type, and through the Journal ofPsychological Type, published four
times a year. These publications, and a membership directory, are
member benefits. APT members join one or more interest areas
Careers and Occupations, Counseling and Psychotherapy, Education,
Cross-cultural Issues, Management and Organizational Development,
Psychological Theory, Religious and Spiritual, and Research. For infor-
mation or a membership application, write the APT membership coor-
dinator, APT Headquarters, 9140 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO,
64114. Or call (816) 444-3500.

In 1985 APT initiated a training program designed to provide partic-
ipants with the basic knowledge needed for ethical use of the MBTI.
Minimum requirements to purchase the MITI are established by its
publisher, Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc., and include: profes-
sional use of the instrument, and completion of course work in psy-
chological tests and measurement (or equivalent documented training
in tests and measurement). CPP accepts the APT training as equivalent

documented training. Similar training is provider] by other organiza-
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tions, and they also conduct training on applications of type in the
areas of use represented in the preceding paragraph.

There are several firms that distribute (mainly by catalog) hooks and
other resource materials related to psychological type, and some of
them conduct training. One is the publisher of the MBTI, Consulting
Psychologists Press, Inc. Its address is 3803 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto,
CA 94303. Phone 800-624-1765. Another is the publisher of this book,
the Center for Applications of Psychological Type, a non-profit research
and service organization founded by Isabel Myers and Mary McCaulley.
CAPT distributes MBTI-related materials, and publishes many training
aids and a bibliography of all literature involving the MBTI that is
updated regularly. CAPT's address is 2815 N W 13th Street, Gainesville,
FL 32609. Phone 800-777-2278.

Isabel Myers' book, Gifts Differing (1980), is a most important
resource for a deeper understanding of type. I believe it will become
an American classic. The MBTI Manual (1985) by Myers and
McCaulley is essential for anyone who uses the MBTI. The are a num-
ber of useful publications dealing with teaching and learning. Here are
four I recommend. Applications of the MBTI in Higher Education
(1987), edited by Provost and Anchors. Strategies for Success: Using
Type to do Better in High School and College (1992) by Provost. One of
a Kind (1988) by Neff. The Developing Child: Using Jungian Type to
Understand Children (1992) by Murphy. Murphy is also co-author of
the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC), and has
written several related booklets. The MMTIC is validated for children
in grades 2 to 8. Hanson Silver Strong and Associates, of Moorestown,
NJ, also publish materials concerned with teaching and learning that
draw on Jung's theory of types; they take an approach that differs
from that of this book.

I am interested in your suggestions, case examples, ideas, exercises,
and any other experiences in using type that you might like to see in
the next edition of People Tipes and Tiger stripes Feel free to contact
me through CAPT. Best wishes for your explorations into type.

Gordon Lawrence r f
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FOREWORD

The questions in the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator are not important in themselves, but
they do indicate basic preferences that have far-reaching effects. There is no right or
wrong to these preferences. They sirroly produce different kinds of people who are inter-
ested in different things, are good in .different fields and often find it hard to understand
each other.

People with preferences opposite to yours tend to be opposite to you in many ways
They are likely to be weak where you are strong, and strong where you are weak. Each
type has its own set of strengths and abilities

An understanding of type in general and your own type in particular can help you
choose your career. It can also help you deal with the problems and people in your life.
The following pages provide a number of ways for you to explore your own preferences
and verify your own type. The Indicator reports your type by four letters that show how
you came out on each of the four preferences. You can check these letters against the
explanations of the separate preferences (pages 2 and 6), the effect of the combinations of
perception and judgment (page 3), the effects of the combinations of all four preferences
in young people (pages 7.8), the adult descriptions (pages 9-16), and the effect of each
preference in work situations. (pages 17-18).

If the description of your reported type makes you feel comfortably understood, your
four letters are probably right. If it does not fit you, one or more of the letters may be
wrong Sometimes people are not sure what they do prefer, or they disown their real pref-
erence for fear they ought to prefer the opposite, or their answers are affected by chance
factors If your reported type does not seem right to you, read the descriptions for the types
that differ from it by a letter or two, and see which one comes closest to being a satisfactory
description of yourself.

This booklo eons urn =rend reproduced me, tptosl pennisbon from the 10 nut] for the Myron Boggs Type Indication Copyright
0 1961bs label Briggs Myers. and from CO thffenng Copynghr 0 1990 by Consulrog Psychologists Pros inc No porton 4 rhis
Lechler nay be reproduced by any moot or for my purposen yen hout prier Tamen palmation of Consulting Pssrbbigigs Press Inc

1911N 093565E a6
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OPPOSITE fans OF PERCEPTION AND JUDGMENT

The Type Indicator is concerned with the valuable differences in people that result

from the way they like to perceive and the way they like to judge. Succeeding at anything

takes both perception and judgment. First you have to find outwhat the problem or situ-

ation is and what are the various things you might do about it. Then you have to decide

which to do. Finding out is an exercise of perception. Deciding is an exercise of judg-

ment. You have two basic ways of finding out and two basic ways of deciding.

Opposite ways of finding out: sensing and Intuition. One way to find out is

through your sensing (S). Your eyes and ears and other senses tell you what is actually

there and actually happening. Sensing is especially useful for gathering the facts of a situ-

ation. The other way to find out is through your inNition (N) which shows you meanings

and relationship and possibilities that are beyond the reach of your senses. Intuition is

especially useful for seeing what you might do about a situation. You use both sensing

and intuition, of course, but not both at once and not, in most cases, with equal liking.
If you like sensing better than intuition, you make more use of sensing, get to be

more skillful with it, and grow expert at noticing all the observable facts. You tend to

become realistic, practical, observant, fun-loving, and good at remembering a great num-

ber of facts and working with them.
If you like intuition better than sensing, you make more use of intuition, get to be more

skillful with it, and grow expert at seeing a new possibility or solution. You tend to value

imagination and inspirations, and to become good at new ideas, project and problem solving

Opposite ways of deciding: thinking and feeling. One way to decide is through
your thinking (T). Thinking predicts the logical result of any particular action you may
take. Then it decides impersonally, on the basis of cause and effect. The other way to

decide is through your feeling (F). Feeling takes into account anything that matters or is

important to you or to other people (without requiring that it be logical), and decides

on the basis of personal values. You use both thinking and feeling, of course, but not

both at once and not, in most cases, with equal confidence.
If you trust thinking more than feeling and use it more, you grow to be most skillful

in dealing with that part of the world which behaves logically (likemachinery) with no
unpredictable human reactions. You yourself tend to become logical, objective and con-

sistent, and to make your decisions by analyzing and weighing the facts, including the

unpleasant ones
If you trust and use feeling more than thinking, you grow most skillful in dealing with

people. You tend to become sympathetic, appreciative and tactful and to give great

weight, when making any decisions, to the personal values that are involved, including

those of other people.
The kind of perception you prefer to use, either sensing or Intuition, can team up with

whichever kind of judgment you prefer to use, either thinking or feeling. So there are four

possible combinations, each producing a different set of characteristicsdifferent interest,

different values different needs, different habits of mind and different surface traits.

Your own combination of perception and judgment makes a lot of difference in the

kind of work you will do best and enjoy If your daily work has most need for the kind

of perception you naturally prefer, you will handle the job better and find it more satisfy-

ing. If your daily work has most need for the kind of deciding that comes naturally to

you, your decisions will be better and will be made with more confidence. In choosing

among careers, find out how much chance each will give you to use your OU71 combina-

tion of perception and judgment
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EFFECTS OF THE COMBINATIONS OF

PERCEPTION AND JUDGMENT

Sensing plus Thinking. ST people are mainly interested in facts, since facts are what
can be collected and verified directly by the senses by seeing, hearing, touching, etc.
And they make decisions on these facts by impersonal analysis, because the kind of judg-
ment they trust is thinking, with its step-by-step process of reasoning from cause to effect,
from premise to conclusion.

Sensing plus Feeling. SF people are also interested in facts, but make their decisions
with personal warmth, because the kind of judgment they trust is feeling, with its power
to weigh how much things matter to themselves and others.

intuition plus Feeling. NF people make decisions with the same personal warmth.
But, since they prefer intuition, their interest is not in facts but in possibilities, such as new
projects, things that have not happened yet but might be made to happen, new truths that
are not yet known but might be found out, or, above all, new possibilities for people.

Intuition plus Thinking. NT people share the interest in possibilities. But, since they pre-
fer thinking, they approach these possibilities with impersonal analysis. Often the possibility
they choose is a theoretical or technical one, with the human element moe or less ignored.

The columns below present some of the results of these combinations.

ST SF NF NI'

SENSING SENSING LYTUTTION INTUITION
TRLNIUNG FEELING FEELING THINKING

Facts Facts Possibilities Possibilities

Impersonal Personal Personal Impersonal
analysis warmth warmth analysis

Practical and Sympathetic Enthusiastic Logical and
matter-of-fact and friendly & insightful ingenious

Technical skills Practical help Understanding 8: Theoretical
with facts and and services communicating technical
obkcts for people with people developments

Applied science Patient care Behavioral science Physical science
Business Community service Research Research
Production Saks Literature & an Management
Construction Teaching Teaching Forecasts & analysis
Etc. Etc. Etc. Etc.

If you can tell which column comes closest to describing you, you can tell which two
of the four process (sensing, intuition, thinking and feeling) you naturally use most.

One of those two will be your 'favorite" process. The other is the 'auxiliary" which
supplies perception if the favorite is a judging process CT or F), or supplies judgment if
the favorite is a perceptive process (S or N). Your greatest strengths come from the two
you like, and it is important to trust and develop them. However, for some purposes.
your less-liked kinds of perception and judgment will serve you much better if you
remember (and take the trouble) to use them.
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MAKING FULL USE OF PERCEPTION ANDJUDGMENT

To make full use of your perception and judgment, you need to use both kinds of
perception and both kinds of judgment, each for the right purpose. This is a skill you can
acquire by practice. Whenever you have a problem, a decision to make, a situation to
deal with, try exercising each process by itself, consciously, purposefully, so that each
can make its own contribution to the solution without interference from any other
process. Start with your perceptive process (S and N). Perception should always come
before judgment.

1. Use your sensing for facing the facts, being realistic, finding exactly what the situ-
ation is, what you are doing, what other people are doing. Try to put aside all wishful
thinking or sentiment that may blind you to the realities. Ask yourself how the situation
would look to a wise, impartial bystander.

2. Use our intuition to discover all the possibilities, all the ways in which you might
change the situation or your handling of it or other people's attitudes toward it. Try to put aside
your natural assumption that you have been doing the one and only obviously right thing.

3. Use your thinking - judgment in an impersonal analysis of cause and effect.
Include all the consequences of the alternative solutions, pleasant and unpleasant, these
that weigh against the solution you prefer as well as those in its favor. Try to count the
full cost of everything. Examine every misgiving you may have been suppressing out of
loyalty to someone or liking for something or reluctance to change your stand.

4. Use your letting-Judgment to weigh just how deeply you care about the things
that will be gained or lost by each of the alternative solutions. Make a fresh appraisal, try-
ing not to let the temporary outweigh the permanent, however agreeable or disagreeable
the immediate prospect may be. Consider also how the other people concerned will feel
about the various outcomes, even if you think it unreasonable of them. And include their
feelings and your own feelings along with the other facts, in deciding which solution will
work out best.

You will probably choose, as usual, a solution that appeals to your favorite process,
but on a sounder basis than usual because you will have considered facts, possibilities,
consequences and human value. Ignoring any of these can lead to trouble. Intuitives may
base a decision on some possibility without discovering the facts that will make it impos-
sible. Sensing types may settle for a faulty solution to a problem because they assume no
better one is possible. Thinking types may ignore human values and feeling types may
ignore consequences.

You will find some steps in this exercise easier then others. The ones that use your
best processes are rather fun. The others are harder, but worth while. If feeling is your
favorite process, the attempt to see alight consequences of an ac' may show you that
even the best intentions can go wrong unless thought through. If thinking is your favorite
process the attempt to learn how others feel about your plans may show why you meet
so much opposition.

What makes the hard steps hard is that they call for the strengths of types opposites to
yours. When your problem is important, you may be wise to consult someone to whom
these strengths come naturally. It is startling to see how different a given situation can
look to a person of opposite type, but it will help you to understand and use the
neglected opposite side of yourself.
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MUTUAL USEFULNESS OF OPPOSITE TYPES

The clearest vision of the future comes only from an intuitive, the most practical real-
ism only from a sensing type, the most incisive analysis only from a thinker, and the most
skillful handling of people only from a feeling type. Success for any enterprise demands a

variety of types, each in the right place.

Opposite types can supplement each other in any joint undertaking. When two peo-

ple approach a problem from opposite sides, each sees things not visible to the other.
Unfortunately, they seldom see each other's point of view. Too much oppositeness makes

it hard for people to work well together. The best teamwork is usually done by people

who differ on one or two preferences only. This much difference is useful, and the two
or three preferences they have in common help them to understand each other and com-

municate.
When extreme opposites must work or live together, an understanding of type does

much to lessen the friction. Disagreement is less irritating when Smith recognizes that it
would hardly be normal for Jones to agree. Jones is not being willfully contrary. He is
simply being an opposite type, and opposite types can be tremendously useful to each
other when given the chance The lists below show some of the specific ways.

INCUITIVES NEED SENSING TYPES:

To bring up pertinent facts

To apply experience to problems

To read the fine print in a contract

To notice what needs attention now

To have patience

To keep track of essential details

To face difficulties with realism

To remind that joys of the present
are important

SENSING TYPES NEED INTUffIVES:

To bring up new possibilities

To supply ingenuity on problems

To read the signs of coming change

To see how to prepare for the future

To have enthusiasm

To watch for new essentials

To tackle difficulties with zest

To show that the joys of the future
are worth looking for

FEELING TYPES NEED THINKERS:

To analyze

To organize

To find the flaws in advance

To reform what needs reforming

To hold consistently to a policy

To weigh the law and the evidence"

To fire people when necessary

To stand limi against opposition

THINKERS NEED FEELING TYPES:

To persuade

To conciliate

To forecast how others will feel

To arouse enthusiasm

To teach

To sell

To advertise

To appreciate the thinker
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REMAINING PREFERENCES AND SUMMARY

Outer world or inner world: E or I. Your main fields of interest are apt to be
directly related to the kind of perception and kind of judgment you prefer, that is, to your
SN and TF preferences. But the sort of work you will most enjoy doing within those
fields may depend on your El preference whether you like to use your favorite
process extravertedly (E) in the outer world of people and things, or introvertedly (I) in
the inner world of concept and ideas.

Take the ST people for example. The introverts among them (1ST) like to organize
facts and principles related to a situation, which is the useful thing to do in economics or
law. The extraverts among them (EST) like to organize the situation itself (including any
idle bystander) and get it moving which is the useful thing to do in business or industry.

Jung, who invented the terms looked upon extraversion and introversion as valuab.e
opposites, which everyone uses but not with equal ease. Extraverts tend to be more inter-
ested and comfortable when they are working actively with people or things. Introverts
tend to be more interested and comfortable when their work involves ideas and requires
a good deal of their activity to take place quietly inside their heads.

Judging attitude or perceptive attitude toward the outer world: J or P. The final
preference, JP, is between the use of perception and the use of judgment in dealing with
the outer world. The J people rely mainly on a judging process for this purpose (thinking
or feeling, whichever they prefer), and live in a planned, decided, orderly way, wanting
to regulate life and control it. The P people rely mainly on a perceptive process (sensing
or intuition) for dealing with the outer world, and live in a flexible, spontaneous way,
wanting to understand life and adapt to it.

This JP preference works differently with extraverts and introverts. With extraverts the
favorite process is, by definition, the one they prefer to use in the outer world. Therefore the
extraverts' favorite process governs their JP preference. Extraverts whose favorite process is a
judging one come out J. Extraverts whose favorite process is a perceptive one come out P.

With introverts the favorite process is, by definition, the one they prefer to use in the
inner world. They do their extraverting mostly with their auxiliary. Their auxiliary process
therefore, is what governs their JP preference. Introverts whose favorite process is a judg-
ing one come out P because their auxiliary is perceptive. And introverts whose favorite
process is a perceptive one come out J.

11111111WatitlilatffPICEICIMM
Your type is the result of you own El Preference

combination of preferences, which can Extraversion Introversion
be stated for convenience in four letters.
For example, ISTJ means an introvert
liking sensing and thinking and a mainly SN Preference

judging attitude toward the outer world. Sensing Intuition
ENFP means an extravert liking intuition
and feeling and a mainly perceptive atti-

TF Preferencetude toward the outer world. (N is used
for intuition because I stands for intro- Thinking Feeling
version.) The Type Table on the back
cover shows the favorite and auxiliary JP Preference
processes for each of the sixteen types.
Brief sketches are given on pp. 7-8, Judwnent Perception

longer descriptions on pry9-16
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EFFECTS OF THE COMBINATIONS OF ALL

SENSING TYPES
WITH THINKING WITH FEELING

ISTJ
Serious, quiet, earn success by concentra-
tion and thoroughness. Practical, orderly,
matter-of-fact, logical, realistic and depend-
able. See to it that everything is well orga-
nized. Take responsbility Make up their
own minds as to what should be accom-
plished and work toward it steadily, regard-
less of protests or distractions.

Live their outer life more with thinking,
inner more with sensing.

ISFJ
Quiet, friendly, responsible and conscien-
tious. Work devoted to meet their obliga-
tions and serve their friends and school.
Thorough, painstaking, accurate. May need
time to master technical subjects, as their
interests are not often technical. Patient with
detail and routine. Loyal, considerate, con-
cerned with how other people feel.
Live their outer life more with feeling, inner
more with thinking.

ISTP
Cool onlookers, quiet, reserved, observing
and analyzing life with detached curiosity
and unexpected flashes of original humor.
Usually interested in impersonal principles,
Cause and effect, or how and why mechani-
cal things work. Exert themselves no more
than they think necessary, because any
waste of energy would be inefficient.

Live their outer life more with sensing,
inner more with thinking.

ISFP
Retiring, quietly friendly. sensitive, modest
about their abilities. Shun disagreement, do
not force their opinions or values on others.
Usually do not care to lead but are often
loyal followers May be rather relaxed about
assignments or getting things done, because
they enjoy the present moment and do not
want to spoil it by undue haste or exertion.
Live their outer life more with sensing, inner
more with feeling.

ESTP
Matter-of-fact, do not worry or hurry, enjoy
whatever comes along. Tend to like
mechanical things and sports, with friends
on the side. May be a bit blunt or insensi-
tive. Can do math or science when they sec
the need. Dislike long explanations. Are
best with real things that can be worked,
handled, taken apart or put back together.

Live their outer life more with sensing,
inner more with thinking.

ESTJ
Practical realists, matter-of-fact, with a nat-
ural head for business or mechanics. Not
interested in subjects they see no use for,
but can apply themselves when necessary.
Like to organize and run activities. Tend to
run things well, especially if they remember
to consider other people's feelings and
points of view when making their decisions

Live their outer life more with thinking,
inner more with sensing.

ESFP
Outgoing, easygoing, accepting, friendly,
fond of 2 good time. Like sports and making
things. Know what's going on and join in
eagerly. Find remembering (acts easier than
mastering theories. Are best in situations that
need sound common sense and practical
ability with people as well as with things.

Live their outer life more with sensing, inner
more with feeling.

ESE)
Warm-hearted, talkative, popular, conscien-
tious, born cooperators, active committee
members Always doing something nice for
someone_ Work best with plenty of encour-
agement and praise. Little interest in abstract
thinking or technical subject, Main interest
is in things that directly and visibly affect
people's lives.

Live their outer life more with feeling, inner
more with sensing.

SSIIMP111
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FOUR PREFERENCES IN YOUNG PEOPLE

SENSING TYPES
WITH FEELING WITH THINKING

ENFJ
Succeed by perseverance, originality and
desire to do whatever is needed or wanted.
Put their best efforts into their work-
Quietly forceful, conscientious, concerned
for others. Respected for their firm princi-
ples. Likely to be honored and followed for
their clear convictions as to how to best
serve the common good.

Live their outer life more with feeling, inner
more with intuition.

INV
Have original minds and great drive which
they use only for their own purposes. In
fields that appeal to them they have a fine
power to organize a job and carry it through
with or without help. Skeptical, critical,
independent, determined, often stubborn.
Must learn to yield less important points in
order to win the most imponant.

Live their outer life more with thinking,
inner more with intuition.

INFP
Full of enthusiasms and loyalties, but seldom
talk of these until they know you well. Care
about learning ideas, language, and indepen-
dent projects of their own. Apt to be on year-
book staff, perhaps as editor. Tend to under-
take too much, then somehow get it done.
Friendly, but often too absorbed in what they
are doing to he sociable or notice much.

LiNC their outer life more with intuition,
inner more with feeling.

INTP
Quiet, reserved, brilliant in exams, especially
in theoretical or scientific subjects. Logical to
the point of hair-splitting. Interested mainly
in ideas, with little liking for parties or small
talk. Tend to have very sharply defined
interests. Need to choose careers where
some strong interest of theirs can be used
and useful.

Live their outer life more with intuition,
inner more with thinking.

ENFP
Warmly enthusiastic, high-spirited, inge-
nious, imaginative. Able to do almost any-
thing that interests them. Quick with a solu-
tion for any difficulty and ready to help
anyone with a problem. Often rely on their
ability to improvise instead of preparing in
advance. Can always find compelling rea-
sons for whatever they want.

Live their outer life more with intuition,
inner more with feeling.

ENTP
Quick, ingenious, good at many things.
Stimulating company. alert and outspoken.
argue for fun on either side of a question.
Resourceful in solving new and challenging
problems, but may neglect routine align-
ments. Turn to one new interest after
another. Can always find logical reasons for
whatever they want.

Live their outer life more with intuition,
inner more with thinking.

ENFJ
Responsive and responsible. Feel real con-
cem for what others think and want, and
try to handle things with due regard for
other people's feelings. Can present a pro-
posal or lead a group discussion with ease
and tact Sociable, popular, active in school
affairs, but put time enough on their studies
to do good work.

Live their outer life more with feeling, inner
more with intuition.

ENTJ
Hearty, frank, able in studies, leaders in
activities. Usually good in anything that
requires reasoning and intelligent talk, such
as public speaking. Arc well informed and
keep adding to their fund of knowledge.
May sometimes be more positive and confi-
dent than their expenence in an area war-
rants.

Live than outer life more with thinking,
inner more with intuition.
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EXTRAVERTED THINKING TYPES

ESTJ AND ENTJ

Extraverted thinkers use their thinking to run as much of the world as may be theirs
to run. They organize their facts and operations well in advance, define their objectives
and make a systematic drive to reach these objectives on schedule. Through reliance on
thinking, they become logical, analytical, often critical, impersonal and unlikely to be
convinced by anything but reasoning.

They enjoy being executives, deciding what ought to be done, and giving the neces-
sary orders. They have little patience with confusion, inefficiency, halfway measures, or
anything aimless and ineffective, and they know how to be tough when the situation calls
for toughness.

They think conduct should be governed by logic, and govern their own that way as
much as they can. They live according to a definite formula that embodies their basic
judgments about the world. Any change in their ways requires a deliberate change in the
formula.

Like other judging types, they run some risk of neglecting perception. They need to
stop and listen to the other person's side of the matter, especially with people who are
not in a position to talk back. They seldom find this easy, but if (repeat, 0 they do not
manage to do it, they may judge too hastily, without enough facts or enough regard for
what other people think or feel.

Feeling is their least developed process. If they suppress or neglect it too long, it can
explode in damaging ways. They need to make some conscious use of feeling, preferably
in appreciation of other people's merits an art that comes less naturally to thinkers
than to feeling types. Thinkers can, if they will, 'make it a rule" in their formula to men-
tion what is well done, not merely what needs correcting. The results will be worthwhile,
both in their work and in their private lives.

ESTI
With sensing as auxiliary

Look at things with their sensing rather
than they intuition. Hence are most interested
in realities perceived by their live senses,
which makes them matter-of-fact, practical,
realistic, factually-minded, concerned with
here and now.More curious about new
things than new ideas Want ideas, plans and
decisions to be based on solid fact.

Solve problems by expertly applying
and adapting past experience.

Like work where they can achieve
immediate, visible and tangible results.
Have a natural bent for business and
industry, production and construction.
Enjoy administration and getting things
organized and done. Do not listen to their
own intuition very much, so tend to need
an intuitive around to sell them on the
value of new ideas.

ENTJ

With intuition as auxiliary
Look at things with their intuition

rather than their sensing, hence are
mainly interested in seeing the possibili-
ties beyond what is present or obvious or
known. Intuition heightens their intellec-
tual interest, curiosity for new ideas, toler-
ance for theory, taste for complex prob-
lems, insight, vision and cc -ern for long
range consequences.

Are seldom content in jobs that make
no demand on intuition. Need problems
to solve and are expert at finding new
solutions. Interest is in the broad picture,
not in detailed procedures or facts. Tend
to choose like-minded intuitives as asso-
ciates. Also tend to need someone with
sensing around to keep them from over-
looking relevant facts and important
details.
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INTROVERTED THINKING TYPES

ISTP AND MP

Introverted thinkers use their thinking to analyze the world, not to run it. They orga-
nize ideas and facts, not situations or people unless they must. Relying on thinking makes
them logical, impersonal, objectively critical, not likely to be convinced by anything but
reasoning. Being introverts, they focus their thinking on the principles underlying things
rather than on the things themselves. Since it is hard to switch their thinking from ideas
to details of daily living, they lead their outer lives mainly with the preferred perceptive
process, S or N. They are quiet, reserved, detachably curious and quite adaptable till
one of their ruling principles is violated, at which 1..oint they stop adapting.

If (repeat, they do not develop their perception, they will have too little knowledge
or experience of the world. Their thinking will have no real relationship to the problems
of their time, and not very much will come of it.

In the field of ideas they are decisive, though socially they may be rather shy except
with their best friends. Their special problem is to make their ideas understood. Wanting
to state exact truth, they tend to state it in a way too complicated for most people to fol.-

_ If they will use simple statements, even if they think the point is too obvious to be
worth making, their ideas will be much more widely understood and accepted.

Feeling is their least developed process. They are not apt to know, unless told, what
matters emotionally to another person. They should recognize that most people do care
about having their merits appreciated and their point of view respectfully considered. And
they should act accordingly. Both their working life and personal life will go better if they
take the trouble to do two simple things say an appreciative word when praise is hon-
estly due, and mention the points where they agree with another person before they bring
up the points where they disagree.

ISTP
With sensing as auxiliary

See the realities. Create capc-ity for
facts and details. Good at appl it science

and at mechanics and the properties of
materials and things With nontechnical
interests, can use general principles to
bring order out of masses of confused
data and meaning out of unorganized
facts. May be analysts of markets, sales,
securities or statistics of any kind.

Likely to be patient, accurate, good
with their hands, fond of sports and o it-
doors, and have a gift of fun.

Great believers in economy of effort,
which is an asset if they judge accurately
how much effort is needed, and do effi-
ciently what the situation demands If not,
economy of effort can become mere lazi-
ness and little will get done.

INTP
With Intuition as auxiliary
See the possibilities. Value facts

mainly in relation to theory. Good at
pure science, research, math, and the
more complicated engineering problems.
With nontechnical interests, make schol-
ars, teachers, abstract thinkers in eco-
nomics, philosophy, psychology, etc.

Apt to have insight, ingenuity, quick
understanding, intellectual curiosity, fer-
tility of ideas about problems. More
interested in reaching solutions than in
putting them into practice, which others
can do as well.

Need to check out even their most
attractive intuitive projects against the facts
and the limitations these impose.
Otherwise may squander their energies in
pursuing impossibilities.
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EXTRAVERTED FEELING TYPES

ESFJ and ENFJ

Extraverted feeling types radiate warmth and fellowship. Reliance on feeling gives
them a very personal approach to life, since feeling judges everything by a set of per-
sonal values. Being extraverts, they focus their feeling on the people around them, plot
ing a very high value on harmonious human contacts. They are friendly, tactful, symp
thetic, and can almost always express the right feeling.

They are particularly warmed by approval and sensitive to indifference. Much of thi
pleasure and satisfaction comes not only from other's warmth of feeling but from their
own; they enjoy admiring people and so tend to concentrate on a person's most
admirable qualities. They try to live up to their ideals and are loyal to respected persor
institutions and causes.

They are unusually able to see value in other people's opinions. And even when th
opinions are conflicting, they have faith that harmony can somehow be achieved and
often manage to bring it about. Their intense concentration on other people's viewpoii
sometimes makes them lose sight of the value cf their own. They are best at jobs that
deal with people and any situation where the needed cooperation can be won by goo
will. They think best when talking with people and enjoy talk It takes special effort fo
them to be brief and businesslike.

Being judging types, they like to have matters settled and decided, but they do not
need or want to make all the decisions themselves. They have many 'should? and
'should note and may express these freely. They are conscientious, persevering, order
even in small matters, and inclined to expect others to be the same.

If (repeat, ifithey do net develop their perception, they will, with the best of inten
t ions, act on assumptions that turn out to be wrong. They are enecially likely to be bl
to the facts when there is a situation that is disagreeable or a criticism that hurts. It is
harder for them than for other types to see things they wish were not true. If they fail
face disagreeable facts, they will sweep their problems under the rug instead of finclim
good solutions.

ESFJ

With sensing as auxiliary
Look at things with their sensing,

which makes them practical, realistic, mat-
ter-of-fact, concerned with here and now.
Appreciate and enjoy their material posses-
sions and details of direct experience. Like
to base plans and decisions upon known
facts.

Enjoy variety, but usually adapt excel-

le.,Ily to routine.

Compassion and awareness of physical
conditions often attract them to nursing
(where they provide warmth and comfort
as well as devoted care) and to health pro-
fessions in general.

ENFJ

With intuition as auxiliary
Look at things with their intuition rat

than their sensing, hence are mainly into
ested in seeing the possibilities beyond
what is present or obvious or known.
Intuition heightens their understanding,
long range vision, insight, curiosity abet,
new ideas. love of books and tolerance
theory.

Likely to have a gift of expression, t
may use it in speaking to audiences rail
than in writing. Interest in possibilities f
people attracts them often to counselial
the fields of career choice or personal
development.
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INTROVERTED FEELING TYPES

ISFP and INFP
Introverted feeling types have a wealth of warmth and enthusiasm, but may not show

it till they know you well. Reliance on feeling leads them to judge everything by personal
values; being introverts, they choose these values without reference to the judgment of
others. They know what is most important to them and protect it at all costs. Loyalties
and ideals govern their lives. Their deepest feelings are seldom expressed, since their ten-
derness and passionate conviction are masked by their quiet reserve.

Their feeling being introverted, they conduct their outer lives mainly with their pre-
ferred perceptive process, either sensing or intuition. This makes them open-minded,
flexible and adaptable until one of the things they value most deeply seems in danger

at which point they stop adapting. Except for the sake of their work they have little
wish to impress or dominate. The friends who mean most to them are the people who
understand their values and the goals they are working toward.

They are twice as good when working at a job they believe in; their feeling puts added
energy behind their efforts. They want their work to contribute to something that matters
to them human understanding or happiness or health, or perhaps to the perfecting of
some project or undertaking. They want to have a purpose beyond their paycheck, no
matter how big the check. They are perfectionists wherever their feeling is engaged and
are usually happiest at some individual work involving their personal values.

Being idealists, they measure their accomplishments against an inner standard of per-
fection, instead of wnat is actually possible. They may suffer from too great self-demand,
feeling that the contrast between their inner ideal and outer reality is somehow their fault.
They need to find something they really care about, and then work to achieve it. With an
ideal to work for, and good development of perception to help them recognize realistic
difficulties and possible solutions, they can achieve a high degree of self-confident drive.

If (repeat, ifi they do not find a way to use their energies in the service of an ideal,
they tend to become oversensitive and vulnerable, losing confidence in life and in them-
selves. If their perception is undeveloped, they may have so little realism that they aspire
to the impossible and achieve frustratingly little

ISFP
With sensing as auxiliary

See the realities. Mildly resemble ESFP,
especially in seeing and meeting the need
of the moment. Can pay close, unbroken
attention for long periods, when work
requires monitoring or close observation

Show their warmth more by deeds than
words. Compassionate toward all helpless
creatures. Work well at jobs requiring
devotion. Gentle, considerate, retiring.
Consistently underestimate and understate
themselves. May find satisfactory outlets in
fields where taste, discrimination and a
sense of beauty arc of value.

INFP
With intuition as auxiliary
See the possibilities. Mildly resemble

ENFP, especially in liking to concentrate
on projects and disliking details not related
to a deep interest. Understanding, tend to
have insight and long-range vision.
Curious about new ideas, fond of books
and language. Apt to have skill in express-
ing themselves.

Ingenious and persuasive on the sub-
ject of their enthusiasms. Especially inter-
ested in possibilities for people Enjoy
counseling and teaching. With high ability,
may excel in literature art, science , or
psychology.
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EXTRAVERTED SENSING TYPES

ESTP and ESFP
Extraverted sensing makes the adaptable realists, who good-naturedly accept and use

the facts around them, whatever these are. They know what the facts are, since they
notice and remember more than any other type. They know what goes on, who wants
what and who doesn't. And they do not fight those facts There is a sort of effortless
economy in the way they deal with a situation, never taking the hard way when an easier

one will work.
Often they can get other people to adapt, too Being perceptive types, they look for

the satisfying solution, instead of trying to impose any 'should" or 'must" of their own,
and people generally like them well enough to consider any compromise that they sug-
gest "might work". They are unprejudiced, open-minded, and usually patient, easygoing

and tolerant of everyone including themselves. They enjoy life. They don't get
wrought up. Thus they may be very good at easing tense situations and pulling conflict-
ing factions together.

Their expert sensing may show itself: (a) in a gift for machinery and the handling of
tools and materials for craft or artistic purposes, or in ability to recognize quality, line,
color, tenure or detail; (b) in a capacity for exact facts, even when separate and unre-
lated, and the ability to absorb, remember and apply them; (c) in a continuous aware-
ness, an ability to see the need of the moment and turn easily to meet it.

They are strong in the art of living, appreciate and enjoy their material possessions,
and take the time to acquire and care for these. They value enjoyment, from good food
and good clothes to music, art and all the products of the amusement industry. Even
without these helps, they get fun out of life, which makes them fun to be with.

Being realists, they get more from first-hand experience than from study, are more
effective on the job than on written tests, and doubly effective when on familiar ground.
Seeing the value of new ideas, theories and possibilities may well come a bit hard,
because intuition is their least developed process.

Their net effectiveness depends on whether they develop their judgment to the point
where it can balance their easygoing sensing and give some direction to their lives. If
(repeat, 0 their judgment is not good enough to give them any character or stick-to-it-
iveness, they may adapt mainly to their own love of a good time, and become lazy.
unstable and generally shallow.

ESTP

With thinking as auxiliary
Like to make decisions with their think-

ing rather than their feeling. Hence are
more aware of the logical consequences of

an act or decision.

Thinking gives them more grasp of
underlying principles, helps with math and
theory and makes it easier for them to get
tough when the situation calls for tough-

ness

ESFP

With feeling as auxiliary
Like to make decisions with their

feeling rather than their thinking.
Feeling gives them tact, sympathy, inter-
est in people, ease in handling human
contacts, and may make them too easy
as disciplinarians.

Feeling also makes for artistic taste and
judgment, but is no help with analysis
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INTROVERTED SENSING TYPES

ISTJ and ISFJ
Introverted sensing types are made particularly dependable by their combination of

preferences. They use their favorite process, sensing, in their inner life, and base their
ideas on a deep, solid accumulation of stored impressions, which gives them some pretty
unshakable ideas. Then they use their preferred kind of judgment, thinking or feeling, to
run their outer life. Thus they have a complete, realistic, practical respect both for the facts
and for whatever responsibilities these facts create. Sensing provides the facts. And after
the introvert's characteristic pause for reflection, their judgment accepts the responsibilities.

They can remember and use any number of facts, but want them all accurate. They
like everything kept factual, clearly stated, not too complex. Not till you know them very
well do you discover that behind their outer calm they are seeing the facts from an
intensely individual, often delightfully humorous angle. Their private reaction, the way a
thing will strike them, is quite unpredictable.

But what they actually do about it will be sound and sensible because what they do is
part of their outer life and so is governed by their best judgment. No type is more thor-
ough, painstaking, systematic, hard-working, or patient with detail and routine. Their per-
severance tends to stabilize everything with which they are connected. They do not enter
into things impulsively, but once in, they are very hard to distract, discourage or stop.
They do not quit unless experience convinces them they are wrong.

As administrators, their practical judgment and memory for detail make them conserv-
ative, consistent, able to cite cases to support their evaluations of people and methods
They will go to any amount of trouble if they 'can see the need of it," but hate to be
required to do anything that 'doesn't make sense." Usually it is hard for them to see any
sense in needs that differ widely from their own. But once they are convinced that a
given thing does matter a lot to a given person, the need becomes a fact to be respected
and they may go to generous lengths to help satisfy it, while still holding that it doesn't
make sense.

Their effectiveness depends on their developing adequate judgment for dealing with
the world. If (repeat, if) judgment remains childish, the world is not dealt with, the per-
son retreats into silent preoccupation with inner reactions to sense-impressions, and not
much of value is likely to result.

ISTJ

with thinking as auxiliary
Mildly resemble the extroverted think-

ing types.

Thinking stresses analysis, logic and

decisiveness.

In their personal relationships, they
may need to take extra pains to under-
stand and appreciate. They will then be in
no danger of overriding people less force-
ful than they are, and will find themselves
richly repaid both in their work and in
their private lives.

ISFJ

With feeling as auxiliary
Mildly resemble the extraverted feeling

types

reeling stresses loyalty, consideration

and the common welfare.

They are sympathetic, tactful, kind and
genuinely concerned, which traits make
them very supportive to persons in need
of support. They are often attracted to
fields where systematic attention to detail
is combined with a care for people as in
the health professions.
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EXTRAVERTED INTUITIVE TYPES

ENTP and ENFP
The extraverted intuitives are tte enthusiastic innovators. They are always seeing new

possibilities new ways of doing things, or quite new and fascinating things that might

be done and they go all out in pursuit of these. They have a lot of imagination and
initiative for originating projects, and a lot of impulsive energy for carrying them out.
They are wholly confident of the worth of their inspirations, tireless with the problems
involved, and ingenious with the difficulties. They get so interested in the current project

that they think of little else

They get other pet., rested too. Being perceptive types, they try to understand

people rather than to judge them; often, by putting their minds to it, they achieve an
uncanny knowledge of what makes a given person tick, and use this to win support for

their project. They adapt to other people in the way they present their objective, but
never to the point of giving it up. Their faith in their intuition makes them too indepen-
dent and individualistic to be conformists, but they keep a lively circle of contacts as a

consequence of their versatility and their easy interest in almost everything.

In their quieter moments, their auxiliary gives them some balancing introversion and
adds depth to the insights supplied by their intuition. At its best, their insight, tempered
by judgment, may amount to wisdom.

Their trouble is that they hate uninspired routine and find it remarkably hard to apply
themselves to humdrum detail unconnected with any major interest. Worse yet, even their
projects begin to seem routine and lose attraction as soon as the main problems are
solved and the rest seems clear sailing. They may discipline themselves to carry through,
but they are happiest and most effective in jobs that permit one project after another,
with someone else taking over as soon as the situation is well in hand.

If their judgment and self-discipline are not developed, they will throw themselves
into ill-chosen projects, leave them unfinished, and squander their inspirations, abilities

and energies on unimportant, half-done jobs. At their worst, they will be unstable, unde-

pendable, fickle and easily discouraged.

ENTP
With thinking as auxiliary
More independent, analytical and

critical of their inspirations, more imper-
sonal in their relations with people, more
apt to consider only how others may affect
their projects and not how the projects
may affect others.

May be inventors, scientists, trou-
bleshooters, promoters, or almost anything
that it interests theni to be.
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ENFP
With feeling as auxiliary

More enthusiastic, more concerned
with people and skillful in handling them.
Much drawn to counseling, where each
new person presents a fresh problem to be
solved and fresh possibilities to be com-
municated

May be inspired and inspiring teachers,
scientists, artists, advertising or sales people,
or almost anything that it interest them to be.
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ESTROYERTED INTUITIYE TYPES

INTJ and INFJ
The introverted intuitives are the great innovators in the field of ideas. They trust their

intuitive insights as to the relationships and meanings of things, regardless of established
authority or popular beliefs. They trust their vision of the possibilities, regardless of uni-
versal skepticism. And they want to see their ideas worked out in practice, accepted and
applied.

Consequently, they have to deal firmly with the outer world, which they do by means
of their preferred kind of judgment, either Tor F. Thus they back up their original insight
with the determination, perseverance and enduring purpose of the judging types. When
they are driving to turn an inspiration into a reality, problems stimulate rather than dis-
courage them. The impossible takes a little longer-but not much.

Certain dangers arise from their single-minded concentration. They see their goal so
clearly that they may not even look for the other things they need to see the things
that conflict with their goal. They may not take the trouble to learn the details of the situ-
ation they propose to change. Since sensing is their least developed process, they can
easily overlook relevant facts and the limitations these facts impose.

They may not consider the opposition they will meet, its strength or source or probable
grounds. They may not consider the possibility that something is wrong with their idea. In
scientific research or engineering design, a trial of their boldly ingenious ideas will visibly
succeed or fail and show where the idea has to be revised. They need to be particularly
alert for flaws in their ideas in those fields where their insights cannot be tested so clearly.

Their auxiliary process, if adequately developed, can supply needed criticism of their
ideas. Judgment can be used to foresee difficulties and decide what needs to be done
about them. Most original inspirations need to be modified in the light of facts. Ideas
need to be worked out and perfected to lessen objections. The best ideas still need to be
presented to the world in terms understandable to other types.

If (repeat, 0 their judgment is not developed, they cannot criticize their own inner
vision, and they tend to reject all judgment from outside. As a result, they cannot shape
their inspirations into effective action. Their ideas will go to waste, and they may be
regarded only as visionaries or cranks.

INTJ

With thinking as auxiliary
Most individualistic and most indepen-

dent of all the types.

Resemble extraverted thinkers in orga-
nizing ability and a tendency to ignore the
views and feelings of those who don't
agree with them.

Logical, critical, decisive, determined,
often stubborn.

Tend to drive others almost as hard as
they drive themselves.

Apt to be effective, relentless reorganiz-
ers. Can be efficient executives, rich in
ideas.

INFJ

With feelingas auxiliary
Less obviously individualistic, more apt

to win cooperation than to demand it.

Resemble extraverted feeling types in
their sympathetic handling of people and
in a tendency to ignore harsh and uncon-
genial facts.

May apply their ingenuity to problems
of human welfare on their own and in
their own way.

Can be successful executives, especially
where affairs can be conducted on a per-
sonal basis.
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EFFECTS OF EACH PREFERENCE IN WORK SITUATIONS

EXTRAVERTS

Like variety and action.

Tend to be faster, dislike complicated
procedures.

Are often good at greeting people.

Are often ir..oatient with long slow
jobs.

Are interested in the results of their job,
in getting it done and in how other
people do it.

Often do not mind the interruption of
answering the telephone.

Often act quickly, sometimes without
. thinking.

Like to have people around.

Usually communicate freely

INTROVERTS

Like quiet for concentration.

Tends to be careful with details, dislike
sweeping statements.

have trouble remembering names and
faces.

Tend not to mind working on one pro-
ject for a long time uninterruptedly.

Are interested in the idea behind their
job.

Dislike telephone intrusions and inter-
ruptions .

Like to think a lot before they act,
sometimes without acting.

Work contentedly alone.

Have some problems communicating.

THINKING TYPES

Do not show emotion readily and are
often uncomfortable dealing with
people's feelings.

May hurt people's feelings without
knowing it.

Like analysis and putting things into
logical order. Can get along without
harmony.

Tend to decide impersonally, sometimes
paying insufficient attention to peo-
ple's wishes.

Need to be treated fairly.

Are able to reprimand people or fire
them when necessary.

Are more analytically oriented respond

more easily to people's thoughts.

Tend to be firm-minded.

FEELING TYPES

Tend to be very aware of other people
and their feelings.

Enjoy pleasing people, even in unim-
portant things.

Like harmony. Efficiency may be badly
disturbed by office feuds.

Often let decisions be influenced by
their own or other people's personal
likes and wishes.

Need occasional praise.

Dishlie telling people unpleasant things.

Are more people-oriented respond
more easily to people's values.

Tend to be sympathetic
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EFFECTS OF EACH PREFERENCE IN WORK SITUATIONS

SENSING TYPES

Dislike new problems unless there are
standard ways to solve them.

Like an established way of doing things.

Enjoy using skills already learned more
than learning new ones.

Work more steadily, with realistic idea
of how long it will take.

Usually reach a conclusion step by step.

Are patient with routine details.

Are impatient when the details get com-
plicated.

Are nc often inspired, and rarely trust
the inspiration when they are.

Seldom make errors of fact.

Tend to be good at precise work.

INTUITIVE TYPES

Like solving new problems.

Dislike doing the same thing repeatedly.

Enjoy learning a new skill more than
using it.

Work in bursts of energy powered by
enthusiasm, with slack periods in
between.

Reach a conclusion ckly

Are impatient with routine details.

Are patient with complicated situations.

Follow their inspirations, good or bad

Frequently make errors of fact.

Dislike taking time for precision

JUDGLNG TYPES

Work best when they can plan their
work and follow the plan.

Like to get things settled and finished

May decide things too quickly.

May dislike to interrupt the project they
are on for a more urgent one

May not notice new things that need to
be done.

Want only the essentials needed to
begin their work.

Tend to be satisfied once they reach a
lodgment on a thing. situation. or
person.

PERCEPTIVE TYPES

Adapt well to changing situations.

Do not mind leaving things open for
alterations.

May have trouble making decisions.

May Man WO many ()towels and have
difficulty in finishing them.

May poNtpone unpleasant 'ohs

Tani to know' all about a new

Tend to be curious and welcome new
light on a thing. situation, or person
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Gordon Lawrence, Ph.D.,
(ENTP) turned to writing and
consulting full time in 1988, after
19 years at the University of
Florida as professor of educa-
tional leadership. At Florida. and
at George Peabody College
before that, his career focused on
research, writing, and teaching
ways to improve teaching and
instructional leadership.

His search for practical ways to make schools more responsivP\
individual differences in students led him to the MBTI in 1970. Since
then he has taught thousands of teachers and educational leaders
about psychological type. He has also conducted training programs
about type for many diverse organizations industrial, public service,
and educational. He has conducted studies and, synthesized the
research of others dealing with the relationships of type to learning
and teaching styles. His book, People Tjpes and Tiger Stripes, first pub-
lished in 1979 is now in its third ed. (1993.) His newest hook, co-
authored with his wife Carolyn, is The Practice Centers' Approach to
Seatwork A Handbook. It explains a program for elementary class-
rooms that is responsive to the learning styles of all types.

lie was the third president of the Association for Psychological

the APT MRTI Training Program. Ile also serves on the Bo-
ervisrType. and currently serves on the steering committee that s

Directors of the Center for Applications of Psychological 1)
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r often seem randomly varied but, according to Carl G.
ng, it really fo s patterns. He called the patterns psychological types.

Orb's type is not superfi , it is deep in each person's make-up. It is unchangeable

as the stripes on a tiger. While we cannot change our type, our basic way of

processing experiences, we can develop and gain maturity within our type.
People 7)pes and Tiger Stripes gives an explanation of how type shows up in

everyday life, especially in learning and teaching.

Topics of the book include:

understanding type concepts

recognizing your own type behavior

using type to improve teaching and learning

helping people make the most of the assets of their type

The new topics in this third edition include:
introducing type into an organization
type and curriculum reform

ethical pitfalls in using type and how to avoid them

stereotyping, how to spot it and give it up

practical ways of introducing type to people

exercises on adapting teaching styles

consideration of the types as 16 distinct kinds of mind

deeper layers of understanding of type theory

more examples of using type in
schools and colleges

type development and how to foster it

summaries of research involving the

MBTI in studies of learning styles

OHM
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